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Historic Preservation Commission
Roster
(Updated 08/26/20)

Eric Kortum, Position 1

Terri Bumgardner, Position 2

Phone: 206-842-1629

Phone: 619-417-2211

City Email:
eric.kortum@cobicommittee.email

City Email:
terribumgardner@cobicommittee.email

Term Expires: June 30, 2023
Rick Chandler, Position 3

Term Expires: June 30, 2023
Brianna Kosowitz, Position 4

Phone: 541-790-9366

Phone: 607-201-9776

City Email:
rick.chandler@cobicommittee.email

City Email:
brianna.kosowitz@cobicommittee.email

Term Expires: June 30, 2021
Christopher Moreno, Position 5

Term Expires : June 30, 2021
Sandy Burke, Position 6

Phone: 425-306-0967

Phone: 206-909-6419

City Email:
Chirstopher.moreno@cobicommittee.email

City Email:
sandy.burke@cobicommittee.email

Term Expires: June 30, 2022
Susan Hughes, Position 7

Term Expires: June 30, 2022
Administrative Support
Carla Lundgren, Admin Specialist III

Phone: 206-780-1671
City Email:
susan.hughes@cobicommittee.email

Phone: 206-780-3763
City Cell: 206-798-4751
Email: clundgren@bainbridgewa.gov

Term Expires: June 30, 2022
City Council Liaison
Kirsten Hytopoulos
Phone: 206-482-4958
khytopoulos@bainbridgewa.gov

Staff Contact
Kelly Tayara, Senior Planner
Phone: 206-780-3767
Email: ktayara@bainbridgewa.gov

Historic Preservation Commission
2018 Summary of Activities
I.

Local Historic Register Property Plaques:
• The Commission designed and ordered aluminum
signs for each of the 34 properties listed on the
Local Historic Register. The signs include the
historic structure or property name and the date it
was constructed or established. The signs have
been distributed to property owners and many
have been installed on site.

II.

Historic Preservation Plaque Ceremony: June 7, 2018, Council Chambers
• The event had attendance from owners and representatives of 22 Local Historic Register
properties and 6 Register Eligible properties.
• The Commission showcased photos of each of the
34 properties while presenting plaques to property
owners.
• The Commission presented on the benefits of being
on the Local Historic Register, zoning relief and
incentives for properties on the Register, how a
property is considered eligible for the Register, and
the nomination and review process for placement
on the Register.
• The Commission gave a step by step presentation
on how to research a historic property using the
Washington State Dept of Archeology and Historic
Preservation database (WISSARD), historic maps,
and title searches.
• The Commission polled the audience about future
events and how property owners would like to be
involved in historic preservation efforts. The feedback was positive, and owners requested
more events and opportunities to learn about other historic properties.
• The Commission provided handouts for each of the topics discussed throughout the
evening such as nomination forms, criteria to be eligible for the Local Historic Register, tax
valuation information, Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for preservation, rehabilitation,
restoration, reconstruction, and a sheet of helpful links when trying to research a property.

III.

Identification of Register Eligible Properties:
• Updates to the City’s Historic Preservation Program in 2016 established a process for
identifying properties eligible for the Local Historic Register and a review process required
when an applicant proposes changes to the exterior of a Register Eligible property.
o The Commission sent letters to 10 Japanese and Filipino American Farms outlining their
Register Eligible status. These properties were identified using the Japanese and
Filipino American Farms report completed by Rittergrup in 2014.

o

•

•

IV.

The Commission sent letters to 20 Single Family Residences outlining their Register
Eligible status. These properties were identified using the Bainbridge Island Historic
Resources Survey and Inventory report completed by Confluence Environmental
Company in 2017.
The Commission determined register eligible status for a home at 750 Madison Avenue N
and sent a letter outlining their Register Eligible status.
o The house was constructed in 1903 and was owned by the Wallace Family.
o A site visit in March revealed that while the original owner was someone of importance
in early Island history, the structure had some significant alterations and additions.
o A second site visit in April confirmed that much of the original architectural integrity
remained sound, the structure is one of the few original buildings still standing on
Madison, and the significance of the original owner warrants its preservation.
The Commission applied for, but did not receive, a $12,000 grant from DAHP to identify
more Register Eligible structures from the City’s Historic Inventory.

Additions to the Local Historic Register:
• Reviewed and approved the nomination of 4566 Point White Drive NE (Lumber Building).
o The building was constructed in 1925 from
stock wood provided by the Port Blakely Mill
Company prior to its closure in 1927.
o The building was an active Lumber and Building
Supply Store until 1987 and specialized in
commercial and industrial lumber supplies.
o The business was renamed Bainbridge Island
Lumber from Larson Lumber after being sold by
the Larson family to the Kasperson family.
o It is historically significant because it is linked
to history directly related to the post-mill events, the development of Lynnwood
Center, and the Scandinavian heritage of the Island.
• Reviewed and approved the nomination of 317 Cave Avenue NE (Anton Suttora House).
o The house was constructed in 1908 by an
employee of the Winslow Marine and Railway
Company. It was purchased by John Ugles
(formerly Uglesich) circa 1925 and owned until
1970. The owner was connected with the
Croatian community on the Island.
o The house is connected with the shipbuilding
industry of the Island (shipyard worker whose
employer was successor to the Hall Brothers
Ship Building Company).
o The Winslow Marine and Railway Company contributed to the World War II naval fleet
with its construction of destroyers.
o It was constructed in the early 20th Century Foursquare pyramid roof style. The
structure was minimally altered except for dismantling of a chimney in the center due
to seismic hazards. The building materials, including the wood frame windows, meet
the context standards required for historic consideration.

•

V.

Reviewed and approved the nomination of 481 Madison Avenue N (William Grow House).
o The house was constructed circa 1888 for
William Ambrose Grow. William’s family
migrated to the Island from Kansas by train in
1880. William’s sons joined a wagon train to
bring the family’s belongings to the Island.
o The home was constructed one year before
Washington statehood. The home stands
where originally constructed. One historic
photograph taken in 1905 depicts the home
surrounded by evident tree clearing which
reflects the City’s economic history in timber harvesting.
o The building is an “I-house” style, a vernacular architectural style. The I-house
developed from traditional 17th century British folk house types, such as the centralpassage house. This house form became popular in the Mid-Atlantic and Southern
United States at an early date but was found throughout most settled areas of the
country by the mid-19th century.
o Several later additions to the house were made. These additions were not included in
the nomination and only the easterly portion of the structure was added to the Local
Historic Register, making it the 35th property on the Register.

Review of Local Historic Register and Register Eligible Properties:
• Issued a Certificate of Appropriateness for 9705 NE Evergreen Avenue (Fort Ward Bakery).
o The 1910 building was placed on the Local
Historic Register in 2014.
o The owner proposed to restore the exterior
and convert the interior of the historic Fort
Ward Bakery building in the Fort Ward
Historic Overlay District to serve as a
community hall for the Fort Ward
neighborhood. The building will be operated
and maintained by the Bainbridge Island
Metro Park and Recreation District (BIMPRD)
and Kitsap Sewer District 7. A building permit has been issued.
o The structure is in a Georgian Colonial architectural style and is one of only two historic
military structures with a cupola (Ft. DuPont in Delaware is the other).
o The work involves restoration of the original windows which were covered with
brickwork during its use as a power generation plant. Subsequent additions made after
1960 will be demolished. The original doors were discovered at a nearby property and
will be used in the restoration of the building.
• Issued a Waiver for a re-roof and exterior paint update for 215 Ericksen Avenue NE
(Bainbridge Island Historical Museum/Island Center Schoolhouse).
o The 1908 building was placed on the Local Historic Register in 2006.
o They replaced the roof with the same type of roofing and general color as the existing
roofing. They also repainted the exterior using the same color as existing.

•

•

Recommended zoning relief for 568 Ericksen Avenue NE (Henry Groos House).
o The 1905 home was placed on the Local
Historic Register in 2017.
o The owner is proposing to construct 6
townhomes with the Winslow Ravine view
corridor running through the middle of the
property where the driveway is proposed. To
maintain the minimum view corridor and
meet all setbacks to the Winslow Ravine, the
owner requested zoning relief to the
standards of a landscape buffer along
portions of the southern property line. The zoning relief will allow them to maintain the
Winslow Ravine view corridor. Zoning relief for properties listed on the Local Historic
Register allows the Commission to recommend to waive or modify development
standards such as landscape buffers. The Planning Director may approve these
modifications through an administrative conditional use permit.
o To be consistent with the original color of the historic structure, the owner proposes to
paint it white and paint the townhomes using a white, grey, and blue color palette. The
owner also proposes to raise the original house to make it more visible from the street
and add a basement apartment to be used as affordable housing.
o Any restoration of the Henry Groos House will be required to comply with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards. The Commission suggested trimming of the hedges and
limiting landscaping in front of the structure to maintain visibility from Ericksen.
o A formal review by the Commission and a Certificate of Appropriateness will be
required prior to issuance of a building permit for any proposed changes to the
structure.
Recommended zoning relief for 481 Madison Avenue N (William Grow House).
o The 1888 home was placed on the Local Historic Register in 2019.
o The property owner owns two additional lots, one to the north and one to the south
which includes the Bainbridge Cinema and car wash/auto shop. The car wash and auto
shop are non-conforming uses in this zoning district that have been in continuous use
since the 1920s. The business needs to be moved in part due to the construction of a
traffic circle on Wyatt and Madison. Movement of the use is also motivated by
proposed redevelopment of the site. As a nonconforming use, if the use or structure is
moved or demolished, it cannot be reconstructed. Zoning relief for properties listed on
the Local Historic Register allows the Commission to recommend approval for a use not
otherwise permitted in a certain zone. The Planning Director may approve said use
through an administrative conditional use permit.
o The owner plans to restore the original home and place a foundation under the
building. The additions are not in good condition and were not included on the
nomination to the Local Historic Register.
o Any restoration of the William Grow House will be required to comply with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and must preserve landscaping around the
building to retain the context of the historic structure.
o A formal review by the Commission and a Certificate of Appropriateness will be
required prior to issuance of a building permit for any proposed changes to the
structure.

•

•

•

Reviewed proposed alterations to 4566 Point White Drive NE (Lumber Building).
o The 1925 building was placed on the Local Historic Register in 2018.
o The owner proposes to keep the existing uses as light industrial and office space to use
for a startup company called Ripe Locker. Ripe Locker LLC puts highly perishable foods
under low pressure to allow shipment over long distances while reducing the risk of
spoilage. The owner has a history of restoration of historic buildings in the community.
o The owner is restoring the face of the building and is not proposing any changes with
exception of moving a utility box because it is a hazard and not part of the original
building. The southernmost portion of the building is a poorly constructed addition
with varying rooflines that have caused water pooling. The roof on the addition will be
modified from a flat roof to a shed roof in one area and from a shed roof to a gabled
roof in another area to address drainage concerns. Several windows on the addition
will also be relocated. The Commission was not concerned with these areas because
they are part of the addition and are not visible from Point White Drive. The owner is
also proposing to reduce the size of the overwater deck and remove all creosote pilings
from the old dock, improving the shoreline environment.
o A formal review by the Commission and a Certificate of Appropriateness will be
required prior to issuance of a building permit for any proposed changes to the
structure.
Reviewed proposed alterations to 9500 Bucsit Lane NE (Bucsit Farm).
o The home and property were owned by
Manuel Bucsit who came to the Island from
the Philippines in 1928. In addition to farming,
Mr. Bucsit also worked for the Puget Sound
Naval Shipyard and was a primary developer
of irrigation systems used by Island farmers
and residents.
o Proposed alterations involved replacement of
shingles, siding, and replacement of windows.
o The Commission commented that if the owner
added the structure to the Local Historic Register, it would be eligible for tax
deductions for restoration and remodeling and restoration. The Commission also
suggested that siding and window replacements be similar to the existing materials to
maintain the historic character.
Reviewed demo permits for buildings over 50 years old and issued comments where
appropriate.

Historic Preservation Commission
2019 Proposed Work Plan
In calendar year 2019, the Historic Preservation Commission plans to undertake the following activities:
I.

Electronic Files of Local Historic Register Properties and Update Webpage:
• Scan all nomination documents and photos from Local Historic Register property files and
publish on the City’s Online Permit Center.
• Update the Historic Register page on the City’s website to display a current list of Local
Historic Register properties with a photo and a link to nomination documents on the City’s
Online Permit Center.
• Update and reorganize the Historic Preservation Commission page on the City’s website
with current information and resources.

II.

Suyematsu Farmstead:
• Identify next steps from the Suyematsu Farm Historic Structures Report and Feasibility
Study and prioritize tasks for the Commission to manage.
• Seek City Council approval to apply for a grant to begin restoration work on site.
• Coordinate with community stakeholder groups and seek participation from the broader
Bainbridge Island community.

III.

Community Outreach:
• Publish a monthly feature of properties listed on the Local Historic Register.
• Organize a tour of a property on the Local Historic Register.
• May is Preservation Month – outreach to residents encouraging people to share and
celebrate the places on Bainbridge Island that are meaningful to them.

IV.

Continue Ongoing Duties:
• Continue to maintain and periodically update a local historic inventory of properties and
the Local Historic Register.
• Continue to review and act upon nominations to the Local Historic Register, State and
National Register, Heritage Tree Register, and recognition of heritage properties.
• Continue to review and comment on demolition permits.
• Continue to review proposals to alter, reconstruct, remodel or restore the exterior of, move
or demolish Register Eligible and Local Historic Register properties.
• Consult with property owners, as needed, on historic preservation issues.
• Advise the City, as requested, on matters of City history and historic preservation or actions
affecting the historic resources of the City.
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18.24.020 Historic preservation commission.

A. Creation. The Bainbridge Island historic preservation commission is hereby established, to operate and act in accordance with the provisions of
this chapter.
B. Composition of the Commission.
1. The historic preservation commission shall consist of seven members, who shall be appointed by the mayor and approved by the city
council in accordance with this chapter. The historic preservation commission shall include at least three members who have experience in
identifying, evaluating and protecting historic resources and who are selected from among the disciplines of history, architecture, landscape
architecture, architectural history, historic preservation, planning, cultural anthropology, archaeology, biology, geography, cultural
geography, American studies, law, and real estate, referred to in this chapter as the “professional positions.” An action taken by the historic
preservation commission shall not be invalid due to the temporary vacancy of any or all of the professional positions, unless the certification
agreement between the city and the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) provides otherwise.
2. All members of the historic preservation commission must have a demonstrated interest and competence in historic preservation and
possess qualities of impartiality and broad judgment.
3. All members of the historic preservation commission shall serve without compensation.
4. Members shall not be employees or officers of the city or appointed to another city committee, board or historic preservation commission,
except for specialized committees or task forces of limited duration.
5. The historic preservation commission shall select from among its members a chairperson and such other officers as may be necessary to
conduct the historic preservation commission’s business for a one-year term at the first regular meeting of the year.
C. Term of Historic Preservation Commission Members. Appointments shall be made for three-year terms, commencing on July 1st and ending on
June 30th three years later. Members shall be appointed to a position number, and the terms are to be staggered, with no more than three
positions expiring in any given year. A member may be reappointed and shall hold office until his or her successor has been appointed and has
qualified. No member shall serve more than three consecutive terms unless the city council determines that special expertise is required, or there
are no other qualified applicants.

D. Vacancies – Removal. Members may be removed upon a majority vote of the city council. In the event of a vacancy, the mayor, subject to
confirmation of the city council, shall make an appointment to fill the unexpired portion of the term of that position in accordance with the city’s
appointment cycle. Unexcused absence by any member from three consecutive meetings shall constitute grounds for removal.
E. Powers and Duties. The historic preservation commission shall:
1. Establish, maintain and periodically update a local historic inventory, which inventory shall be maintained in a form compatible with the
state inventory, and may cooperate with, and advise the city council as requested on contracting with, the Bainbridge Island historical
society or others, in connection with the establishment and maintenance of the inventory;
2. Establish and maintain the local register of historic places, as provided in BIMC 18.24.040;
3. Recognize heritage properties and identify local register eligible properties as provided in BIMC 18.24.030 and 18.24.040;
4. Review nominations to the local register and designate properties for listing on the register, in accordance with BIMC 18.24.040;
5. Review suggestions for recognition of heritage properties as provided for in BIMC 18.24.030 and make recommendations to city council
for approval;
6. Participate in the review process for nominations to the National Register of properties in accordance with the procedures established by
the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation;
7. Review proposals to alter, reconstruct, remodel or restore the exterior of, move or demolish register eligible and local register properties
and/or structures as provided in BIMC 18.24.050, 18.24.060, 18.24.070 and 18.24.080;
8. Provide resources and advocacy for historic preservation consistent with comprehensive plan policy HP 1.2, which may include but are
not limited to:
a. Participation in or promotion of public educational programs;
b. Fostering historic preservation through recognition of excellence in restoration of historic buildings, structures or sites;
c. Advising the city council or the planning commission as requested on matters of city history and historic preservation or actions
affecting the historic resources of the city; and
d. Maintaining information on federal or state historic preservation programs, funding sources or incentives;
9. Serve as the local review board for the special valuation of historic properties, and in that capacity determine and monitor the eligibility of
historic properties for special valuation in accordance with BIMC 18.24.100;

10. Review proposals to alter, reconstruct, remodel or restore the exterior of specific Fort Ward buildings as identified in Fort Ward overlay
district, BIMC 18.24.110;
11. Coordinate and collaborate with the design review board when register eligible and local register properties are subject to design review;
12. Provide review and SEPA comments when applicable;
13. Review nominations to the heritage tree register as provided in BIMC 18.24.120;
14. Review suggestions for city road end historical signage as provided in BIMC 18.24.130;
15. Compile a list of historic island farm properties as provided in BIMC 18.24.140;
16. Report an annual work plan to the city council with a proposed budget.
F. Rules and Standards of the Historic Preservation Commission.
1. The historic preservation commission shall establish and adopt rules prescribing forms, standards and procedures consistent with
applicable law, as necessary to carry out its duties. Standards for review under
BIMC 18.24.040, 18.24.050, 18.24.060, 18.24.070 and 18.24.080 shall be based in part, and to the extent applicable, on the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, 48 CFR 44716, as updated and supplemented by the
National Park Service, and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, 37 CFR 67, as amended, and/or Treatment of Historic
Properties. All actions of the historic preservation commission shall be carried out in accordance with its rules.
2. The historic preservation commission shall meet at least monthly. Meetings shall be open to the public and held in accordance with the
Open Public Meetings Act (Chapter 42.30 RCW).
3. For meetings consisting of a majority of the then serving voting members of the historic preservation commission, the historic preservation
commission shall provide public notice of the meeting and shall keep a record of its meeting minutes. Minutes of each meeting, including a
record of attendance, shall be prepared by the secretary and approved and signed at a subsequent meeting. The minutes do not need to
reflect the actual discussion, but only the formal actions taken by the historic preservation commission. The approved meeting minutes shall
be posted on the city’s website.
4. The city shall provide city email accounts to voting members and related training on the use of email accounts, including personal
computer privacy expectations while serving on the historic preservation commission.
5. A majority of the voting members then serving on the historic preservation commission shall constitute a quorum.
6. Members shall sign a conflict of interest statement in accordance with the city’s ethics program upon appointment and any reappointment.
(Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016: Ord. 2014-22 § 1, 2014: Ord. 2011-02 § 2 (Exh. A), 2011)

18.24.030 Recognition of heritage properties.
A. Intent. In accordance with the comprehensive plan, the intent of this section is to formalize the community recognition of essential elements of
the community’s character, history and identity. This section will provide a process for the city council to publicly recognize heritage properties.
B. The historic preservation commission shall review properties to be recognized as heritage properties: an honorary, limited list of exemplary
properties that the city has prioritized for long term preservation. Any building, structure, site or object, whether publicly or privately owned, may be
recognized as a heritage property.
C. Criteria. A property that meets each of the following criteria is eligible for recognition:
1. Its loss would mean a diminution of the island’s special character;
2. It must be eligible for at least one of the eligibility criteria for the local register of historic places;
3. It must retain its original architectural integrity, having no major exterior alterations or additions;
4. It is a significant contributor to its neighborhood’s character; and
5. It is visually accessible to the public.
D. Process for Recognizing Heritage Properties.
1. Any person may recommend a property for heritage recognition.
2. Annually, the historic preservation commission shall submit its recommendation for additions of properties to city council for recognition,
based on heritage criteria.
3. Once a recommendation has been made, the historic preservation commission shall notify the property owner that their property is
eligible for recognition.
4. Any appeal of a recommendation from the historic preservation commission shall occur before a final determination is made by the city
council.
5. The council shall review the recommendations from the historic preservation commission and decide at a council meeting which
properties shall be recognized.
6. If recognized as a heritage property, the city shall make available a sign to place on the property indicating its designation as a “historic
property of special significance.”

E. Removal of Heritage Properties. Properties may lose recognition as a heritage property if the historic preservation commission and council
determine that the property no longer meets the criteria for inclusion. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016)
18.24.040 Local register of historic places.
A. Criteria for Designating Properties for Listing on the Local Register. Any building, structure, site or object, whether publicly or privately owned,
may be designated for listing on the local register if it is significantly associated with the history, architecture, archaeology, engineering or cultural
heritage of the community; it has physical integrity; it is at least 50 years old or is of lesser age but has exceptional importance; and it qualifies as
at least one of the following:
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of national, state, or local history;
2. Embodies the distinctive architectural characteristics of a type, period, style, or method of design or construction, or represents a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction;
3. Is an outstanding work of a designer, builder, or architect who has made a substantial contribution to the art;
4. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the city’s cultural, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, or architectural history;
5. Is associated with the lives of persons significant in national, state, or local history;
6. Has yielded or may be likely to yield important archaeological information related to history or prehistory;
7. Is a building or structure removed from its original location but that is significant primarily for architectural value, or that is the only
surviving structure significantly associated with an historic person or event;
8. Is a birthplace or grave of an historical figure of outstanding importance;
9. Is a cemetery that derives its primary significance from age, from distinctive design features, or from association with historic events, or
cultural patterns;
10. Is a reconstructed building that has been executed in a historically accurate manner on the original site;
11. Is a creative and unique example of folk architecture and design created by persons not formally trained in the architectural or design
professions, and that does not fit into formal architectural or historical categories; or
12. Is listed on the National Register or the State Register.
B. Process for Determining Properties Eligible for the Local Register.

1. The historic preservation commission shall use the current historic property inventory as a base to determine which properties may be
eligible. However, being on the inventory list is not a necessary prerequisite for eligibility determination.
2. The historic preservation commission shall examine each property and make a determination, based on local register criteria, whether the
property is eligible for the local register.
3. Property owners and the general public may bring properties to the attention of the historic preservation commission for eligibility
determination consideration.
4. Once determination has been made, the historic preservation commission shall notify the property owner and the planning and
community development department that the property is eligible for local register.
5. The property owner may petition the historic preservation commission for reconsideration of its determination. The owner has 30 days to
provide additional information to the historic preservation commission. The historic preservation commission will, if necessary, arrange a
meeting with the owner to review the decision within 60 days of receipt of the additional information.
6. If the owner and historic preservation commission cannot agree on the determination, the owner may appeal the decision of the historic
preservation commission to the planning director.
C. Process for Designating Properties for Listing on the Local Register.
1. Any person, including the historic preservation commission or any historic preservation commission member, may nominate a building,
structure, site, or object for listing on the local register; provided, that no property shall be nominated without the prior written consent of the
owner.
2. The nomination shall include, when possible, the tax parcel number (and the UTM reference, if required for compatibility with the State
Register) and a description of all interior and exterior features and outbuildings that contribute to its designation.
3. In reviewing the nomination, the historic preservation commission shall consider the local inventory and the city’s comprehensive plan,
and the merits of the nomination, according to the criteria in subsection A of this section, and shall proceed according to the nomination
review standards established in the historic preservation commission’s rules.
4. The historic preservation commission shall provide public notice of the date, time and location of the meeting during which it will consider
the designation nomination. Written notice of the date, time and location of the meeting shall be provided no later than 10 days prior to the
meeting to the nominator, the owner(s) of public record and the lessees, if any, of the subject property. The historic preservation commission
shall further publish at least one notice of the meeting in a newspaper of general circulation in the city. The historic preservation commission
shall also post a notice on a conspicuous location on the subject property.

5. If the historic preservation commission finds that the nominated property is eligible for listing on the local register, the historic preservation
commission shall list the property on the register, with the consent of the owner of the property. The commenters, property owner, nominator
and lessees, if any, shall be notified in writing of the listing no later than 30 days after the listing.
6. Once a property is placed on the local register the property owner is expected to provide ordinary maintenance to the property to prevent
deterioration and decay which threaten the historic features of the property.
7. Properties listed on the local register shall be identified in the planning database maintained by the city and the listing shall be forwarded
to the Kitsap County assessor for identification of the historical property in the Kitsap County zoning records.
8. If a property is added to the local register a notice of that status shall be added on the property title records.
9. The city shall make available a sign to place on the property indicating the local register designation.
D. Removal of Properties from the Local Register. Properties listed on the local register or properties identified as eligible for the local register may
be removed from the register or lose eligibility only by the historic preservation commission in accordance with this section. The historic
preservation commission may remove any property from the local register or properties identified as eligible for the local register with or without
the owner’s consent, if the historic preservation commission deems the property no longer appropriate for designation to the local register or
eligible for the local register because it no longer satisfies the original criteria in support of its designation. The procedure for removal for local
register properties shall be established by the historic preservation commission and shall include the procedures for notification to the public and
interested parties set forth in subsection B.4 of this section. If a property is removed from the local register a notice of that change in status shall
be added to the title records. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016: Ord. 2011-02 § 2 (Exh. A), 2011. Formerly 18.24.030)
18.24.050 Changes or alterations to a register eligible property requiring a building permit.
A. Intent. The intent of the historic preservation commission’s review is to provide an opportunity for the applicant to perform work that is
consistent with the property’s historic character so as to not foreclose a future prospect of adding the property to the local register. The historic
preservation commission provides these comments and suggestions through their review of a building permit application.
B. Review Required. No person shall alter, reconstruct, relocate, remodel or restore the exterior of a register eligible property without a review by
or a waiver from the historic preservation commission.
C. Review Process.
1. The building official shall notify the historic preservation commission of any application for a permit to alter, reconstruct, relocate, remodel
or restore the exterior of a register eligible property by routing the permit to the historic preservation commission.
2. The historic preservation commission’s review may last no longer than 30 days from the time of receipt of the permit.

3. The historic preservation commission may make advisory, nonbinding comments to the building official on how the alterations could be
done in a historically appropriate manner. Reviews shall be based on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties.
4. The building official shall not issue a permit without a waiver or comments from the historic preservation commission. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2,
2016: Ord. 2011-02 § 2 (Exh. A), 2011. Formerly 18.24.040)
18.24.060 Changes or alterations to property located on the local register requiring a building permit.
A. Review Required. No person shall alter, reconstruct, relocate, remodel or restore the exterior of a property listed on the local register without a
review or a waiver. Local register properties require a certificate of appropriateness or a waiver and register eligible properties require review and
comments from the historic preservation commission.
B. Review Process.
1. The building official shall notify the historic preservation commission of any application for a permit to alter, reconstruct, relocate, remodel
or restore the exterior of a property listed on the local register. If the activity is not exempt from review, the historic preservation commission
shall notify the applicant of the review requirements.
2. The historic preservation commission shall meet with the applicant and review the proposed work in accordance with the standards
established in the historic preservation commission’s rules. Unless required by another ordinance or law, the historic preservation
commission shall not be required to provide public notice of the application. In the case of an application to perform work to the property, the
historic preservation commission shall complete its review and make its decision within 45 days after the date of receipt of the application. If
the historic preservation commission is unable to process the request within this time period, the historic preservation commission may
reasonably extend its review period for another 15 days upon written notice to the applicant. If the historic preservation commission fails to
issue a decision within 60 days of receiving the application, the application shall be deemed approved and the historic preservation
commission shall issue a certificate of appropriateness to the building official.
3. Reviews shall be based on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic
Preservation, 48 CFR 44716, as updated and supplemented by the National Park Service, and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation, 37 CFR 67, as amended.
4. The historic preservation commission’s decision on any application shall be in writing and shall state the findings of fact and the basis for
its decision. Any conditions to the certificate of appropriateness or waiver recommended by the historic preservation commission and
accepted by the applicant in this review process shall become conditions of approval of the permits issued. If the owner accepts the historic
preservation commission recommendations and conditions, a certificate of appropriateness or a waiver shall be issued by the historic
preservation commission according to standards established in the historic preservation commission’s rules.
5. The historic preservation commission’s determination, recommendations and, if awarded, the certificate of appropriateness or a waiver
shall be transmitted to the building official. If a certificate of appropriateness or waiver is awarded, the building official may then issue the
permit.

6. If a certificate of appropriateness or waiver is denied, the building official shall not issue the permit. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016)
18.24.070 Demolition of register eligible properties.
A. A demolition permit is subject to the review process described below prior to the demolition of any register eligible property:
1. The applicant shall prepare a report for the historic preservation commission analyzing the following alternatives (listed in descending
order of preference) explaining why each alternative is or is not feasible:
a. Redesigning the project to avoid any impact to the historical structure or its setting;
b. Incorporating the structure into the overall design of the project;
c. Converting the structure into another use (adaptive use);
d. Selling the structure at no more than fair market value to an owner who will maintain the historic structure;
e. Relocating the structure on the property;
f. Relocating the structure to another property;
g. Salvaging from the structure historically significant architectural features and building materials; and
h. Documenting the structure as a whole and its individual architectural features in photographs, drawings, and/or text. Such
documentation shall be submitted to, and archived by, the planning and community development department.
2. The historic preservation commission’s review for an application to demolish or partly demolish the property may last no longer than 30
days from the time of the building permit. The city shall notice the request to demolish the property following the prescribed noticing
requirements:
a. Posting notice in the official posting places of the city, including the city website; and
b. On a conspicuous location on the subject property.
3. The applicant shall provide the above mentioned report and, if requested, meet with the historic preservation commission. The historic
preservation commission shall submit comments to the planning director based on the report, and may include suggestions for mitigation.
4. Information provided as mitigation will be made available to the public in a location agreed to by the historic preservation commission.
5. For properties that are currently used as a single-family residence, the applicant shall provide the following information as mitigation:

a. A minimum of four current photographs of the exterior, one from each corner of the residence;
b. If available, floor plans of the residence;
c. If available, any historic photographs of the residence;
d. If available, any known historical narrative on the residence, its occupants, historic use, etc.
6. For properties other than those used as a single-family residence, possible mitigation measures include all those required for a singlefamily residence and the following:
a. Documenting the historic resource, including photographic images of the building, architectural elements (both interior and exterior),
special features and streetscapes.
b. Coordination with the historic preservation commission to determine architectural features and materials eligible for salvage and
reuse.
c. Plaques or informational signs (provided by the applicant) to publicly recognize the historic structure’s significance or contribution to
the island’s history.
d. Or other mitigation measures as proposed by the applicant and agreed to by the historic preservation commission.
7. The planning director reviews the following:
a. Applicant’s report analyzing the alternatives;
b. Minutes from the historic preservation commission meeting(s);
c. Any proposed mitigation and applicant’s plan for compliance.
8. The planning director cannot deny a demolition permit because the property is register eligible. If the planning director finds that the
applicant completed the review process as described in this section, the planning director shall sign off on the historic review of the building
permit, including conditions of mitigation if deemed appropriate. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016)
18.24.080 Demolition of local register properties.
A. A certificate of demolition is required prior to the demolition of any local register property.
B. Review Process for Local Register Properties.

1. The applicant shall prepare a report for the historic preservation commission analyzing the following alternatives (listed in descending
order of preference) explaining why each alternative is or is not feasible:
a. Redesigning the project to avoid any impact to the historical structure or its setting;
b. Incorporating the structure into the overall design of the project;
c. Converting the structure into another use (adaptive use);
d. Selling the structure at no more than fair market value to an owner who will maintain the historic structure;
e. Relocating the structure on the property;
f. Relocating the structure to another property;
g. Salvaging from the structure historically significant architectural features and building materials; and
h. Documenting the structure as a whole and its individual architectural features in photographs, drawings, and/or text. Such
documentation shall be submitted to, and archived by, the planning and community development department.
2. The city shall notice the request to demolish the property following the prescribed noticing requirements:
a. Posting notice in the official posting places of the city, including the city website; and
b. On a conspicuous location on the subject property.
3. The applicant shall submit supporting documentation and meet with the historic preservation commission. If no alternative to demolition
has been agreed to within 45 days from the initial meeting with the historic preservation commission, plus any extension (for no more than
30 days), the historic preservation commission shall approve or deny the application for a waiver and advise the official in charge of issuing
a demolition permit of the decision. If the historic preservation commission fails to issue a decision within 45 days from the initial meeting
with the historic preservation commission, plus any extensions, the application shall be deemed approved and the historic preservation
commission shall issue an unconditional waiver. When issuing a waiver, the historic preservation commission may reasonably impose
conditions designed to mitigate the loss of the property from the register. Property that is wholly demolished shall be removed from the
register. Property that is partially demolished may be removed from the register, if deemed appropriate by the historic preservation
commission.
4. Information provided as mitigation will be made available to the public in a location agreed to by the historic preservation commission.
Possible mitigation measures include:
a. A minimum of four current photographs of the exterior, one from each corner;

b. If available, floor plans;
c. If available, any historic photographs;
d. If available, any known historical narrative of the resource, its occupants, historical use, etc.;
e. Documenting the historic resource, including photographic images of the building, architectural elements (both interior and exterior),
special features and streetscapes;
f. Coordination with the historic preservation commission to determine architectural features and materials eligible for salvage and
reuse;
g. Plaques or informational signs (provided by the applicant) to identify the demolished historic structure;
h. Or other mitigation measures as proposed by the applicant and agreed to by the historic preservation commission.
5. If the historic preservation commission finds that there is no feasible alternative to demolition, the historic preservation commission shall
issue a certificate of demolition. The historic preservation commission may attach conditions to the certificate to mitigate the loss of the
historic property. The certificate and any mitigation shall become conditions of approval of the demolition permit issued. After the property is
demolished, the historic preservation commission shall initiate removal of the property from the register. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016)
18.24.090 Appeal process.
Any determination on the recommendation of recognition of a heritage property or historic island farm, register status of a register eligible property
or decision on a register eligible or local register building permit (including demolition permit) may be appealed by the applicant to the city within 14
days of the date of the decision. The appeal shall be filed with the city clerk and shall clearly state the grounds upon which the appeal is based.
The appeal shall be reviewed by the appropriate body only upon the records of the commission. The appropriate bodies to appeal to are listed
below by application type and decision.
A. Register Eligible.
1. Classification: planning director.
2. Demolition conditions: city council.
3. Appeal of classification/demolition conditions: hearing examiner.
4. Further appeals: Kitsap superior court.
B. Local Register.

1. Nomination: planning director.
2. Changes/alterations: city council.
3. Demolition: city council.
4. Appeal of nomination/changes/alterations/demolitions: hearing examiner.
5. Further appeals: Kitsap superior court.
C. Heritage Property.
1. Recognition: planning director.
D. Historic Island Farm.
1. Recognition: planning director.
E. Special Tax Valuation.
1. Kitsap County superior court under RCW 34.04.510 through 34.05.598 in addition to any other legal remedy. Any decision of the historic
preservation commission on the disqualification of historic property as being eligible for special valuation, or any other dispute, may be
appealed to the Kitsap County board of equalization in accordance with RCW 84.40.038.

Table 18.24.090 – Criteria, Identification, Approval and Appeals of Local Register Eligible, Local Register, Heritage
Properties and Historic Island Farms
Local Register Eligible

Local Register

Heritage Properties

Historic Island Farms

Criteria

Same as Local Register

Outlined in BIMC 18.24.040.A

Must meet all criteria
in BIMC 18.24.030.A

Currently in use for
farming or maintained
as open space; was a
farm prior to 1965; at
least 2.5 acres; and at
least 25% in use for
farming or open
space

Who Identifies

HPC

Owner, HPC, General Public

Owner, HPC, City
Council

Owner, HPC, General
Public (with owner’s
consent)

Who Approves

HPC

HPC w/owner consent

Council after
reviewing HPC
recommendation

HPC

Changes/Alteration HPC reviews/comments to
s
Building Official

Requires Certificate of
Appropriateness from HPC

HPC
review/comments to
Building Official

N/A

Demolition

Owner prepares analysis for
HPC review; approval by
Planning Director
Mitigation may be required

Owner prepares analysis for
HPC review and approval and
City issues Cert of Demolition
Mitigation may be required

Owner prepares
analysis for HPC
review/comments,
approval by City
Council
Mitigation may be
required

N/A

Appeals

Classification:Planning
Director (PD)
Demolition: City Council

Nomination: Planning
Director (PD)
Changes/Alterations: City
Council

Recognition:Plannin Recognition:Plannin
g Director
g Director

Table 18.24.090 – Criteria, Identification, Approval and Appeals of Local Register Eligible, Local Register, Heritage
Properties and Historic Island Farms

Other

Local Register Eligible

Local Register

Appeal of
Classification/Demo:Hearin
g Examiner (HE)
Further Appeals:Kitsap
Superior Court

Demolition: City Council
Appeal of
Nom/Changes/Alts/Demo: H
E
Further Appeals: Kitsap
Superior Court

•Incentives if placed on Local •Signage provided
Register
•Zoning Relief available
•Demolition by neglect
provision applies
•Eligible for tax incentives

Heritage Properties

Historic Island Farms

•Signage provided
•Honorary
designation only
•Eligible for tax
incentives if on Local
Register

•Signage provided
•Honorary
designation only

(Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016: Ord. 2011-02 § 2 (Exh. A), 2011. Formerly 18.24.050)

18.24.100 Review and monitoring of properties for special property tax valuation.
A. Special Valuation Program Established. Pursuant to Chapter 84.26 RCW, a local option program is hereby established that shall make
available to owners of historic property a special tax valuation for the rehabilitation of the historic property, as set forth in Chapter 84.26 RCW and
this section.
B. Application Process for Special Property Tax Valuation.
1. An applicant desiring to obtain special property tax valuation for historic property shall file a complete application with the Kitsap County
assessor no later than October 1st of the year immediately preceding the first assessment year for which special valuation classification is
requested. Applications filed after the October 1st deadline shall not be considered for special property tax valuation until the following year.
2. Complete applications shall include the following information and documentation:
a. A legal description of the historic property;
b. Comprehensive exterior and interior photographs of the historic property before and after rehabilitation;

c. Architectural plans or other legible drawings depicting the completed rehabilitation work;
d. A notarized affidavit attesting to the actual cost of the rehabilitation work completed prior to the date of application and the period of
time during which the work was performed, with documentation of both to be made available to the historic preservation commission
upon request; and
e. For properties located within National Register historic districts, a statement from the Secretary of the Interior, indicating the property
is a certified historic structure as defined in WAC 254-20-030(2).
3. The Kitsap County assessor shall forward to the historic preservation commission all complete applications for special property tax
valuation for historic property within 10 days after receiving such applications.
C. Review Process.
1. The historic preservation commission shall review each application for special tax valuation and determine: if the application is complete;
if the subject property meets the criteria set forth in RCW 84.26.030 and WAC 254-20-070(1); and if the subject property meets the criteria
set forth in subsection D of this section. The historic preservation commission shall review all timely applications, and shall enter a
determination on the application no later than December 31st of the calendar year in which the application is made.
2. If the historic preservation commission finds that a subject property is eligible and meets all criteria set forth in this section, the historic
preservation commission shall enter into an historic preservation special valuation agreement with the owner of the subject property, which
agreement shall contain all terms required by WAC 254-20-120. Upon mutual execution of such an agreement, the historic preservation
commission shall approve the application.
3. If the historic preservation commission determines that the subject property does not meet all the requirements of this section, the historic
preservation commission shall deny the application.
4. Historic preservation commission decisions to approve or deny applications for special tax valuation shall be in writing, shall describe the
facts upon which the determination is based, and shall be filed with the Kitsap County assessor within 10 days after the date of the decision.
5. For those applications approved by the historic preservation commission, the historic preservation commission shall forward a copy of the
applicable historic preservation special valuation agreement, the application and all supporting documentation to the Kitsap County
assessor. The historic preservation commission shall also notify the State Review Board that the subject property has been approved for
special valuation and shall monitor the subject property for continued compliance with the historic preservation special valuation agreement
throughout the 10-year special valuation period.
6. The historic preservation commission shall determine whether a property is disqualified from special valuation either because of the
owner’s failure to comply with the terms of the historic preservation special valuation agreement or because of a loss of historic value
resulting from physical changes to the building or site. In the event that the historic preservation commission concludes that a property is no

longer qualified for special valuation, the historic preservation commission shall notify the owner, the Kitsap County assessor and the State
Review Board in writing and state the facts supporting its findings.
D. Criteria.
1. The class of historic property eligible for special valuation in the city includes all properties listed on the local register that have been
substantially rehabilitated at a cost and within a time period that meets the requirements set forth in Chapter 84.26 RCW.
2. Property Review Criteria. In its review of an application for special valuation of an historic property, the historic preservation commission
shall determine if the subject property meets each of the following criteria:
a. The property is an historic property;
b. The property is included within a class of historic property determined eligible for special valuation pursuant to subsection D.1 of this
section;
c. The property has been rehabilitated at a cost that meets the definition set forth in RCW 84.26.020(2) within 24 months prior to the
date of application; and
d. The property has not been altered in any way that adversely affects those elements that qualify it as historically significant, as
determined by applying the standards set forth in WAC 254-20-100(1).
3. Rehabilitation and Maintenance Criteria. The historic preservation commission shall use the Washington State Advisory Council’s
Standards for the Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Historic Properties set forth in WAC 254-20-100 as the minimum requirements for
determining whether an historic property is eligible for special valuation and whether the property continues to be eligible for special
valuation once it has been so classified.
E. Agreement. The historic preservation commission shall use the historic preservation special valuation agreement set forth in WAC 254-20120 as the minimum agreement required by this section. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016: Ord. 2011-02 § 2 (Exh. A), 2011. Formerly 18.24.060)
18.24.110 Fort Ward historic overlay district.
The following regulations apply to the Fort Ward historic overlay district and supplement those general standards contained in
BIMC 18.24.010 through 18.24.100. In the case of conflict between the provisions of this section and the provisions of previous sections of this
chapter, the provisions of this section shall apply. Any applications for development within the Fort Ward historic overlay district not subject to the
provisions of this section shall comply with the regulations for the underlying zone (R-2).
A. Establishment of Boundaries. The provisions of this section shall apply to the Fort Ward study area as shown on Attachment 1, referred to as
the Fort Ward historic overlay district.

B. Increases in Density.
1. Availability. Residential density bonuses may be available for providing affordable housing pursuant to Chapter 18.21 BIMC.

2. Building 16. The property tax identified as tax parcel number 112402-3-004-2003 containing a building of historical interest, identified as
Building 16 on Attachment 2, shall be permitted an increase in density up to a total of eight units; provided, that the majority of the dwelling
units are located inside Building 16; and provided, that the following development standards are met:
a. The exterior of the building is rehabilitated and maintained in accordance with the standards established in subsection D of this
section.
b. The proposed work is reviewed by the historic preservation commission, and a certificate of review is issued, in accordance with
subsection E of this section.
c. A minimum of five feet of partial screen perimeter landscaping shall be provided alongside and rear property lines. This requirement
may be met by retaining existing vegetation on the property or planting new vegetation. The perimeter landscaping requirement may
be waived as part of the final decision on the permit, upon written agreement from adjoining property owners.
d. Surface parking is encouraged to be located behind the building. Any surface parking that is adjacent to residential uses shall be
fully screened so as to prevent headlights from shining on the adjacent residential uses.
e. Parking may be located along the south property line; provided, that it is enclosed within a structure.
f. The applicant shall provide community meeting space of not less than 500 square feet. This community meeting space may be
provided within Building 16, or, upon approval by the city, this requirement may be met by the applicant making a financial contribution
equal to the cost of constructing a 500-square-foot meeting space and one unisex bathroom stall within Building 16. If the financial
contribution option is used:
i. The applicant shall submit current cost estimates to the city building official for the construction of the meeting space, as
described in subsection B.2.f of this section, meeting all code requirements and the same level of finishes and quality of
construction as used elsewhere in the interior of the building;
ii. The payment shall be held in a reserve account and may only be expended in support of the construction of a community
meeting space in the Fort Ward historic overlay district;
iii. The payment shall be expended in all cases within five years of collection; and
iv. Any payment not so expended shall be refunded with interest to the property owners of record at the time of the refund;
however, if the payment is not expended within five years due to delay attributable to the developer, the payment shall be
refunded without interest.
g. The applicant complies with the requirements of subsection G of this section prior to issuance of an occupancy permit.

3. Other Properties. Certain properties within the Fort Ward historic overlay district that contain a structure of historic interest, as identified
on Attachment 2, shall be permitted to develop to the historic density as shown in Table 18.24.110-1; provided, that:
a. The exterior of the building is rehabilitated and maintained in accordance with the standards established in subsection D of this
section.
b. The proposed work is reviewed by the historic preservation commission, and a certificate of review is issued, in accordance with
subsection E of this section.
c. The applicant complies with the requirements of subsection G of this section.

Table 18.24.110-1: Fort Ward Historic
Overlay District Additional Densities
Building
Number

Tax Parcel Number Density

Building
13

11240230022005

Up to 3
units

Building
18

41470050010004

2 units

Building
19

41470050020102

2 units

Building
20

41470050030002

2 units

Building
21

41470050040001

2 units

C. Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Buildings of Historic Interest.
1. Buildings B and C. Buildings B and C (tax parcel number 80970000000007, a total of 10 units), as identified on Attachment 2, are
buildings of historic interest that contribute to the character of the Fort Ward historic overlay district. Any project to alter, reconstruct,
remodel, or restore the exterior of the subject buildings that requires permits from the city shall require review by the Fort Ward historic
design review committee for compliance with the standards established in subsection D of this section and issuance of a certificate of review
in accordance with the procedures established in subsection E of this section.

2. Other Buildings. The buildings shown in Table 18.24.110-2, and identified on Attachment 2, are buildings of historic interest that
contribute to the character of the Fort Ward historic overlay district. The rehabilitation and maintenance of these buildings is to be
encouraged. Any owner who wishes to alter, reconstruct, remodel, or restore the exterior of the subject buildings in a manner that maintains
its historic character may request the review services of the historic preservation commission. The historic preservation commission shall be
available to review the proposed changes, and to advise the applicant as to design elements, construction techniques and materials that
would be compatible with the historic character of the specific building.

Table 18.24.110-2: Fort Ward Historic
Overlay District Other Buildings of
Historic Interest
Building
Number

Tax Parcel Number

Building E

11240220032006

Building 46

41470050050000

Building 47

41460010030002

Building 48

41460010010103

Building 49

41460030050006

Building 50

41460030030008

Building 51

41460030010000

Building 60

41460010050000

The rehabilitation and maintenance of any other buildings of historic interest within the Fort Ward historic overlay district is to be encouraged. Any
owner who wishes to alter, reconstruct, remodel, or restore the exterior of these buildings in a manner that maintains its historic character may
also request the review services of the historic preservation commission.

D. Standards for Maintenance or Rehabilitation of the Exteriors of Buildings of Historic Interest.
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of
the building and its context.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces
that characterize a property shall be avoided.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.
4. Many properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right shall be retained and
preserved.
5. Distinctive features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of
buildings, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new
work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale and architectural features to protect the
historic integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and
integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
E. Application and Review by the Historic Preservation Commission.
1. Certificate of Review Required. No applicant shall alter, reconstruct, remodel, or restore the exterior of the subject buildings pursuant to
subsection B.2, B.3 or C.1 of this section, and no city permit or approval of such activity shall be issued without review by the historic
preservation commission and without issuance of a certificate of review by the historic preservation commission.

2. Preliminary Review. Upon submittal of application for site plan and design review permit or building permit, the applicant shall schedule a
preliminary review meeting with the historic preservation commission. A staff planner shall also attend the preliminary design review
meeting. Prior to the review meeting, the applicant shall provide historic preservation commission members with “as is” photographs of the
subject building and site; a site plan showing the location of the building or buildings; the proposed method of cleaning and treating masonry
and other surfaces; exterior elevations of the front and side with a description of the proposed type and finished color of exterior siding,
proposed windows and roofing to be used; and proposed architectural features and trim. All diagrams shall be drawn to scale. The historic
preservation commission may request additional information and/or a site visit as necessary for their review and recommendation. Any
conditions agreed to in this meeting shall become conditions of approval of the permits granted.
3. Final Review. Prior to issuance of permits, the applicant shall schedule a final review meeting with the historic preservation commission. A
staff planner shall also attend the final review meeting. Upon determination that conditions specified in the preliminary design review and the
requirements of this chapter are met, the historic preservation commission shall issue a final certificate of review in a form to be approved by
the city. The final certificate of review shall be attached to the building permit.
4. Exemptions. Emergency repairs, ordinary repair and maintenance and interior remodeling shall not require a certificate of review.
F. Notice on Title. Prior to issuance of building permit, the owner of any property seeking an increase in density pursuant to subsection B of this
section shall record with the Kitsap County auditor a restrictive covenant in a form approved by the city. Such document shall provide notice in the
public record of the requirement that any alteration, reconstruction, remodel, repair, or restoration of the exterior of the subject buildings must
comply with the provisions of this chapter. The applicant shall submit proof to the city that the restrictive covenant has been filed. The covenant
shall run with the land and failure to provide such notice to any purchaser prior to transferring any interest in the property shall be in violation of
this chapter.
G. Design Guidelines. In addition to complying with all other applicable provisions of this chapter, permitted development, redevelopment, and
exterior renovation in the Fort Ward district shall comply with those regulations contained in the “Fort Ward Design Guidelines.” (Ord. 2016-11 § 2,
2016: Ord. 2011-02 § 2 (Exh. A), 2011. Formerly 18.24.070)
18.24.120 Heritage tree register.
A. The historic preservation commission shall review nominations of heritage trees to be included on the heritage tree register.
B. Criteria for Listing. Individual trees or tree stands may be designated heritage trees because they exhibit valued, unique characteristics that set
them apart from other similar trees. Heritage trees shall meet one or more of the following criteria:
1. Specimen. A tree of exceptional size, form or rarity.
2. Size. Any tree with a DBH of 36 inches or more.
3. Species. Locally important native trees or trees and tree stands that are associated with the character of the community. Species that are
rare in the area, with the exception of nonnative, invasive tree species.

4. Age. Trees of exceptional age.
5. Historic, Cultural or Habitat Significance. Trees associated with notable local or regional historical or cultural events, persons, structures
or landscapes. Trees planted as commemorative trees. Trees that serve as important habitat for valued wildlife.
6. Ecological Value. Trees or tree stands with high ecological value due to their location, size, species and/or condition.
7. Aesthetics. A tree with special aesthetic value due to its form or function it serves in the landscape (for example, a landmark pair of trees
that frame an entrance).
8. Location. Trees valued for their particular location.
C. Process for Designating Heritage Trees.
1. Trees may be nominated by the:
a. Owner; or
b. Any member of the public.
2. The historic preservation commission shall examine each application and make a determination based on the heritage tree criteria
whether the tree or tree stands are eligible for the register.
3. Once determination has been made, the historic preservation commission shall notify the property owner. The property owner must agree
to the nomination by signing a consent form attached to the nomination form.
D. Responsibilities for Owners of Trees on the Register. The heritage tree or tree stand is retained by the property owner and does not become
property or responsibility of the city. Upon acceptance of a nomination, the city will list the tree or tree stand on the register. If requested, the city
will provide the owner with a professional arborist’s assessment of the tree or tree stand.
E. Removal of Trees from the Register. Heritage tree designation does not prohibit a property owner from developing a property and/or removing a
heritage tree. The owner shall consult with the historic preservation commission prior to removing of a tree.
F. Incentives for a Tree(s) on the Register. Heritage trees may receive density bonuses pursuant to BIMC 18.15.010.G.5.b. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2,
2016)
18.24.130 Historical signage program.
A. The historic preservation commission shall review suggestions for historical signage and determine whether the proposal to install historical
signage is appropriate.

B. Criteria for Signage. The historic preservation commission shall determine, based on the factual natural of the proposal, the degree of
significance, and the connection to the site whether a historic sign is appropriate. If the site is a city road end, feedback from the marine access
committee (MAC) will also be considered.
C. Process for Proposing Historical Signage.
1. Candidate sites for historical signage may be proposed to the historic preservation commission by:
a. Owner; or
b. Any member of the public.
2. Suggestions should identify the candidate site and the significant event/person/structure that is associated with the site. Proposals should
not include specific language for the suggested sign. The development of content is a collaborative process completed by the historic
preservation commission and the Bainbridge Island History Museum (BIHM).
3. Determination of Appropriateness.
a. If the proposed site is a city road end, the MAC will be informed and the historic preservation commission will request feedback on
whether the MAC supports the suggestion for historical signage at that site.
b. The historic preservation commission will review the suggestion for historical signage and will determine whether the proposal to
install historical signage is appropriate. The historic preservation commission’s determination will be based on the factual nature of the
proposal, the degree of significance, and the connection to the specific site. If the site is a city road end, the feedback from the MAC
shall also be considered.
4. Content of Signage.
a. If the historic preservation commission determines that the suggestion for signage is appropriate, the historic preservation
commission will work in collaboration with the BIHM to develop specific language and other signage content (graphics, photos, etc.).
The BIHM will attest to the historical accuracy of the wording, including references where needed.
b. The draft of the sign shall be submitted to the historic preservation commission for final approval. The sign must meet all of the
following criteria:
i. The sign shall be historically accurate.
ii. The story must have a relationship to the location.
iii. The sign shall be clear, concise and address only the salient historic facts. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016)

18.24.140 Recognition of historic island farms.
A. Intent. The intent of this section is to publicly recognize and encourage an essential element of the island’s character and history –family farms.
B. Criteria for Designation. A historic island farm shall meet the following criteria:
1. Currently used as a farm;
2. At least 25 percent of the lot used for farming;
3. Was a farm prior to 1965; and
4. Is at least two and one-half acres in size.
C. Process for Designation. Any person may recommend a farm for recognition as a historic island farm.
D. Designation as a historic island farm is an honorary designation and shall not restrict the sale, alteration, use or the exercise of any other right
of ownership. (Ord. 2016-11 § 2, 2016)

Attachment: Municipal Code Provisions
Local Register Listing Process º

Zoning Standard Relief º Alterations to Listed Properties

BIMC 18.24.040 Local register of historic places.
A. Criteria for Designating Properties for Listing on the Local Register.
Any building, structure, site or object, whether publicly or privately owned, may be designated for
listing on the local register if it is significantly associated with the history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering or cultural heritage of the community; it has physical integrity; it is at
least 50 years old or is of lesser age but has exceptional importance; and it qualifies as at least one
of the following:
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
national, state, or local history;
2. Embodies the distinctive architectural characteristics of a type, period, style, or method of
design or construction, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction;
3. Is an outstanding work of a designer, builder, or architect who has made a substantial
contribution to the art;
4. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the city’s cultural, economic, political, aesthetic,
engineering, or architectural history;
5. Is associated with the lives of persons significant in national, state, or local history;
6. Has yielded or may be likely to yield important archaeological information related to history or
prehistory;
7. Is a building or structure removed from its original location but that is significant primarily for
architectural value, or that is the only surviving structure significantly associated with an
historic person or event;
8. Is a birthplace or grave of an historical figure of outstanding importance;
9. Is a cemetery that derives its primary significance from age, from distinctive design features, or
from association with historic events, or cultural patterns;
10. Is a reconstructed building that has been executed in a historically accurate manner on the
original site;
11. Is a creative and unique example of folk architecture and design created by persons not
formally trained in the architectural or design professions, and that does not fit into formal
architectural or historical categories; or
12. Is listed on the National Register or the State Register.
C. Process for Designating Properties for Listing on the Local Register.
1. Any person, including the historic preservation commission or any historic preservation
commission member, may nominate a building, structure, site, or object for listing on the local
register; provided, that no property shall be nominated without the prior written consent of the
owner.
2. The nomination shall include, when possible, the tax parcel number (and the UTM reference, if
required for compatibility with the State Register) and a description of all interior and exterior
features and outbuildings that contribute to its designation.

3. In reviewing the nomination, the historic preservation commission shall consider the local
inventory and the city’s comprehensive plan, and the merits of the nomination, according to the
criteria in subsection A of this section, and shall proceed according to the nomination review
standards established in the historic preservation commission’s rules.
4. The historic preservation commission shall provide public notice of the date, time and location
of the meeting during which it will consider the designation nomination. Written notice of the
date, time and location of the meeting shall be provided no later than 10 days prior to the
meeting to the nominator, the owner(s) of public record and the lessees, if any, of the subject
property. The historic preservation commission shall further publish at least one notice of the
meeting in a newspaper of general circulation in the city. The historic preservation commission
shall also post a notice on a conspicuous location on the subject property.
5. If the historic preservation commission finds that the nominated property is eligible for listing
on the local register, the historic preservation commission shall list the property on the register,
with the consent of the owner of the property. The commenters, property owner, nominator and
lessees, if any, shall be notified in writing of the listing no later than 30 days after the listing.
6. Once a property is placed on the local register the property owner is expected to provide
ordinary maintenance to the property to prevent deterioration and decay which threaten the
historic features of the property.
7. Properties listed on the local register shall be identified in the planning database maintained by
the city and the listing shall be forwarded to the Kitsap County assessor for identification of the
historical property in the Kitsap County zoning records.
8. If a property is added to the local register a notice of that status shall be added on the property
title records.
9. The city shall make available a sign to place on the property indicating the local register
designation.
D. Removal of Properties from the Local Register.
Properties listed on the local register or properties identified as eligible for the local register may be
removed from the register or lose eligibility only by the historic preservation commission in
accordance with this section. The historic preservation commission may remove any property from
the local register or properties identified as eligible for the local register with or without the
owner’s consent, if the historic preservation commission deems the property no longer appropriate
for designation to the local register or eligible for the local register because it no longer satisfies the
original criteria in support of its designation. The procedure for removal for local register
properties shall be established by the historic preservation commission and shall include the
procedures for notification to the public and interested parties set forth in subsection B.4 of this
section. If a property is removed from the local register a notice of that change in status shall be
added to the title records.

BIMC 18.24.010 Purpose and relationship to zoning and building codes.
C. Zoning Code Relief.
Designated local register properties may be authorized for a use not otherwise permitted in a
certain zone. The planning director may approve said use through an administrative conditional use
(BIMC 2.16.050). The planning director may also waive or modify development standards such as:
setbacks, open space, lot coverage, landscape buffers and parking requirements.

BIMC 18.24.060 Changes or alterations to property located on the local register requiring a
building permit.
A. Review Required.
No person shall alter, reconstruct, relocate, remodel or restore the exterior of a property listed on
the local register without a review or a waiver. Local register properties require a certificate of
appropriateness or a waiver and register eligible properties require review and comments from the
historic preservation commission.
B. Review Process.
1. The building official shall notify the historic preservation commission of any application for a
permit to alter, reconstruct, relocate, remodel or restore the exterior of a property listed on the
local register. If the activity is not exempt from review, the historic preservation commission
shall notify the applicant of the review requirements.
2. The historic preservation commission shall meet with the applicant and review the proposed
work in accordance with the standards established in the historic preservation commission’s
rules. Unless required by another ordinance or law, the historic preservation commission shall
not be required to provide public notice of the application. In the case of an application to
perform work to the property, the historic preservation commission shall complete its review
and make its decision within 45 days after the date of receipt of the application. If the historic
preservation commission is unable to process the request within this time period, the historic
preservation commission may reasonably extend its review period for another 15 days upon
written notice to the applicant. If the historic preservation commission fails to issue a decision
within 60 days of receiving the application, the application shall be deemed approved and the
historic preservation commission shall issue a certificate of appropriateness to the building
official.
3. Reviews shall be based on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for
Archaeology and Historic Preservation, 48 CFR 44716, as updated and supplemented by the
National Park Service, and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation, 37 CFR 67, as amended.
4. The historic preservation commission’s decision on any application shall be in writing and
shall state the findings of fact and the basis for its decision. Any conditions to the certificate of
appropriateness or waiver recommended by the historic preservation commission and accepted
by the applicant in this review process shall become conditions of approval of the permits
issued. If the owner accepts the historic preservation commission recommendations and
conditions, a certificate of appropriateness or a waiver shall be issued by the historic
preservation commission according to standards established in the historic preservation
commission’s rules.
5. The historic preservation commission’s determination, recommendations and, if awarded, the
certificate of appropriateness or a waiver shall be transmitted to the building official. If a
certificate of appropriateness or waiver is awarded, the building official may then issue the
permit.
6. If a certificate of appropriateness or waiver is denied, the building official shall not issue the
permit.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT FOR
MEMBERS OF CITY ADVISORY GROUPS

Print Name:
City Advisory
Group Name:
I have been appointed or reappointed as a member of the City of Bainbridge Island Advisory
Group indicated above. I have reviewed and considered the City of Bainbridge Island’s Code of
Conduct and Ethics Program. Through my signature below, I am indicating my commitment to
comply with the City’s Code of Conduct and Ethics Program during my term of service. I am
hereby completing this Conflict of Interest Statement, as required by Article II, Section I, of the
Code of Conduct and Ethics Program.
In accordance with the City’s Code of Conduct and Ethics Program, I hereby attest, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, as follows (initial each line provided below):
______

I have reviewed Article I, the Code of Conduct, and agree to comply with its
requirements during my term of service.

______

I have reviewed Article II, Section A, setting limits on acceptance of Cityrelated gifts and outside compensation and I agree to comply with its
requirements during my term of service.

______

I have reviewed Article II, Section C, relating to confidentiality and I agree
to not disclose or use privileged, confidential, or proprietary information
obtained in executive session or otherwise during my term of service.

______

I have reviewed Article II, Subsection (D)(1)(a), I agree to never take direct
official action on a matter during my term of service if I, or a member of my
immediate family, has any substantial direct or indirect contractual
employment related to the matter, except if allowed under Article II,
Subsection (D)(3).

______

I have reviewed Article II, Subsection (D)(1)(b), I agree to never take direct
official action on a matter during my term of service if I, or a member of my
immediate family, has any significant financial or private interest in that
matter (which includes serving on a Board of Directors for any
organization), except if allowed under Article II, Subsection (D)(3).
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______

I have reviewed Article II, Subsection (D)(1)(c), I agree to never take direct
official action on a matter during my term of service if I am, or a member of
my immediate family is, a party to a contract or the owner of an interest in
real or personal property that would be significantly affected by that matter,
except if allowed under Article II, Subsection (D)(3).

______

I have reviewed Article II, Section F, relating to conflicts of interest and I
agree to not, both during and for two years following the end of my term of
service, obtain employment in which I will take direct or indirect advantage
of matters which I, as a member of a my City Advisory Group, made a
recommendation to the City Council.

______

I have reviewed Article II, Section I, and I agree to sign a conflict of interest
statement upon appointment and reappointment.

______

I have reviewed Article II, Subsection (J)(1), relating to conduct of public
meetings, and I agree to conduct public meetings in accordance with Section
J during my term of service.

______

I have reviewed Article II, Subsection (J)(2), which requires that public
meetings have a standing agenda item for disclosure of possible conflicts of
interests and I understand that I am encouraged to use that time to disclose
any personal relationships with persons and issues on the agenda for that
meeting that may be a perceived or actual conflict of interest under the Code
of Conduct and Ethics Program.

______

(Initial only if applicable) I have been appointed or reappointed as a
member of the Ethics Board. I have reviewed Article II, Section K, relating
to conflicts of interest of members of the Ethics Board and I agree to not
participate in the review of complaints or requests for advisory opinions
relating to the conduct of a Councilmember where I am or was a member of
a political action committee that supports, supported, opposes, or opposed
the election or reelection of the Councilmember in question.

In signing below, I hereby attest that the foregoing is true and correct.
Date:

Signature:
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RESOLUTION NO. 2020-13
A RESOLUTION of the City Council of Bainbridge Island,
Washington, amending the ethics program for the City of Bainbridge
Island in accordance with Chapter 2.07 BIMC.
WHEREAS, Chapter 2.07 BIMC provides that the City Council shall establish, by
resolution or ordinance, an ethics program for the City of Bainbridge Island; and
WHEREAS, on May 10, 2006, the City Council passed Resolution No. 2006-25,
adopting an ethics program for the City of Bainbridge Island; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has previously amended the ethics program through the
passage of Resolution Nos. 2011-07, 2011-13, 2012-11, 2018-10, and 2019-26; and
WHEREAS, the City Council now desires to further update the City’s ethics program.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BAINBRIDGE
ISLAND DOES RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Repeal and Replacement of Ethics Program. The Code of Conduct and
Ethics Program adopted by Resolution No. 2019-26 is hereby repealed in its entirety and
replaced as shown on Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by this
reference as if set forth in full.
Section 2. Corrections. The City Clerk, following review by the City Attorney’s Office,
is authorized to make corrections to Exhibit A that are necessary to correct errors in cross
references, the numbering of sections or subsections, and other scrivener or clerical errors.
Section 3. Effective Date. This resolution shall take effect immediately.
PASSED by the City Council this 11th day of August, 2020.
APPROVED by the Mayor this this 11th day of August, 2020.
/s/
Leslie Schneider, Mayor
ATTEST/AUTHENTICATE:
/s/
Christine Brown, CMC, City Clerk
FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK:
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL:
RESOLUTION NO.

July 24, 2020
August 11, 2020
2020-13
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Exhibit A: Code of Conduct and Ethics Program
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EXHIBIT A

CITY OF BAINBRIDGE ISLAND
CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS PROGRAM
Resolution No. 2020-13
Effective Date: July 28, 2020
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CITY OF BAINBRIDGE ISLAND
CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS PROGRAM
Introduction

All those associated with City government, including Councilmembers and members of City
Committees and Commissions, seek to earn and maintain the public’s confidence in the City’s
services and the public’s trust in its government. To this end, the decisions and work of those
associated with City government must meet the highest ethical standards. It is therefore the
purpose of this program to:
1.
Articulate the Code of Conduct that will guide the conduct of Councilmembers and
members of City Committees and Commissions;
2.
Establish a Code of Ethics for Councilmembers and members of City Committees and
Commissions;
3.
Provide training for Councilmembers and members of City Committees and
Commissions on the Code of Conduct and the Code of Ethics;
4.
Establish a system that enables individuals, Councilmembers, and members of City
Committees and Commissions to seek guidance and assistance regarding possible violations
of the Code of Conduct or of the Code of Ethics;
5.
Provide processes to review possible violations of the Code of Conduct and of the
Code of Ethics by Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions;
and
6.

Maintain an Ethics Board to assist with the administration of the program.

This Code of Conduct and Ethics Program is intended to supplement state and federal law. As
such, Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions shall comply with all
state and federal laws in the performance of their public duties. These laws include, but are not
limited to, the following: the United States and Washington Constitutions; Chapter 42.23 RCW;
and Chapter 42.17A RCW.
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ARTICLE I CODE OF CONDUCT

A.

Preamble

The City of Bainbridge Island has adopted this Code of Conduct, which consists of the Core
Values and Ethical Principles detailed below, to promote and maintain the highest standards of
personal and professional conduct among City Councilmembers and members of City
Committees and Commissions. The optimal operation of democratic government requires that
the City’s government be fair and accountable to the people it serves. This Code of Conduct
articulated in Article I applies to Councilmembers and members of City Committees and
Commissions.
B.

Core Values
1.

Service, Helpfulness, Innovation

We are committed to providing service to the people of Bainbridge Island and to each other
that is courteous, cost effective, and continuously improving.
2.

Integrity

We treat one another with honesty and integrity, recognizing that trust is hard won and
easily lost. We pledge to promote balanced, consistent, and lawful policies and directives, in
keeping with that integrity and the highest standards of this community.
3.

Equality, Fairness, Mutual Respect

We pledge to act with the standard of fairness and impartiality in the application of policies
and directives and that of equality and mutual respect with regard to interpersonal conduct.
4.

Responsibility, Stewardship, Recognition

We accept our responsibility for the stewardship of public resources, and our accountability
for the results of our efforts, and we pledge to give recognition for exemplary work.
C.

Ethical Principles
1.

Obligations to the Public

Following the highest standards of public service, Councilmembers and members of City
Committees and Commissions act to promote the public good and preserve the public’s
trust. In practice, this principle looks like transparency and honesty in all public statements
and written communications.
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2.

Obligations to Others

In order to sustain a culture of ethical integrity, Councilmembers and members of City
Committees and Commissions treat each other and the public with respect and are guided by
applicable codes of ethics. In practice, this principle looks like:
a.
Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions shall
familiarize themselves with the ethical rules governing them (including Chapter 42.23
RCW and this Ethics Program) and obtain periodic education regarding such rules.
b.
Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions shall, in all
their interactions, conduct themselves in a manner that demonstrates civility and respect
for others.
3.

Obligations Regarding the Use of Public Resources

In recognition of the importance of stewardship, Councilmembers and members of City
Committees and Commissions use and allocate public monies, property, and other resources
in a responsible manner that takes into consideration both present and future needs of the
community. In practice, this principle looks like:
a.
Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions shall, to the
extent possible, seek guidance regarding the use of public resources from staff and other
experts, including legal advice from the City Attorney as appropriate, in order to ensure
that public resources are used and conserved for the public good.
b.
Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions shall ensure
that paid experts and consultants who provide guidance regarding the use of public
resources shall be impartial and free of conflicts of interest.
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ARTICLE II CODE OF ETHICS

Except where specifically stated, the rules articulated in Article II apply to Councilmembers and
individuals serving on City Committees and Commissions.
A.

Gifts and Compensation
1.

Limitations on City-Related Gifts and Outside Compensation

Except as permitted under Subsections A.2 and A.3 below, no Councilmember or member
of a City Committee or Commission, or any member of their immediate families, shall,
directly or indirectly, accept any gift (as defined below) for a matter connected with or
related to their services or duties with the City of Bainbridge Island or accept any non-City
compensation for the performance or non-performance of those services or duties.
2.

Exceptions to Gift Limitations

The following are exceptions to the limitation on gifts that may be accepted by those
individuals subject to Subsection A.1 above:
a.
Unsolicited items of trivial value. “Items of trivial value” means items or services
with a value of fifty dollars ($50.00) or less, such as promotional t-shirts, pens, calendars,
books, or other similar items.
b.
Gifts from other City officers, officials, or employees, or their family members on
appropriate occasions.
c.
Gifts appropriate to the occasion and reasonable and customary in light of a
familial, social, or official relationship of the giver and recipient, such as weddings,
funerals, illnesses, holidays, and ground-breaking ceremonies.
d.

Campaign contributions as permitted and reported in accordance with law.

e.
Awards that are publicly presented by a nonprofit organization in recognition for
public service if the award is not extraordinary when viewed in light of the position held
by the recipient.
f.
Gifts offered while visiting other cities, counties, states, or countries or hosting
visitors from other cities, counties, states, or countries, when it would be a breach of
protocol to refuse the gift, provided that any such gifts received shall become property of
the City.
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g.
Reasonable and necessary costs to attend a conference or meeting that is directly
related to the official or ceremonial duties of the Councilmember or member of a City
Committee or Commission, provided that any payment of substantial travel or lodging
expenses by any person or entity regulated by the City or doing or seeking to do business
with the City must be approved in advance by the Mayor or, if the Mayor is the recipient,
by the Deputy Mayor or the Mayor Pro Tem.
3.

Immediate Family Gift Exception

It shall not be a violation of Subsection A.1 above for a member of a Councilmember’s or a
member of a City Committee or Commission’s immediate family to accept a gift which
arises from an independent relationship, if the Councilmember or member of a City
Committee or Commission does not significantly benefit from the gift, and it cannot
reasonably be inferred that the gift was intended to influence the Councilmember or member
of a City Committee or Commission in the performance of their duties.
B.

Use of City Property by Councilmembers
1.
Except for limited incidental personal use or emergency circumstances, no
Councilmember shall request, permit, or use City vehicles, equipment, materials, or property
for personal use, personal convenience, or profit.
2.
From the time that a Councilmember declares or publicly states that they intend to run
for reelection until the conclusion of the respective general election, that Councilmember shall
not request or direct that City funds be used to purchase any media (including newspaper,
radio, television, social media, or bulk mailing) that contains the name or image of that
Councilmember unless the names or images of all City Councilmembers appear in the media
being purchased.

C.

Confidentiality

Except as required by law, a Councilmember, former Councilmember, or current or former
member of a City Committee or Commission shall not disclose or use privileged, confidential, or
propriety information obtained in executive session or otherwise in the course of their duties as a
result of their position.
Conflict of Interest – General

D.
1.

Applications of Conflict of Interest

Except as permitted in Subsections D.2 or D.3 below, a Councilmember or member of a
City Committee or Commission shall not take any direct official action on a matter if they,
or a member of their immediate family:
a.
Have any substantial direct or indirect contractual employment related to the
matter;
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b.
Have other significant financial or private interest in that matter (which includes serving
on a Board of Directors for any organization but does not, for Councilmembers, include
appointing members to the Salary Commission); or
c.
Are a party to a contract or the owner of an interest in real or personal property that
would be significantly affected by that matter. Taking direct official action on, or regarding,
legislation of general application does not “significantly affect” real or personal property within
the meaning of this Subsection.

2.

Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Councilmembers

Subsection D.1 above shall not apply when a Councilmember:
a.

Is required to take or participate in an action based upon the rule of necessity;

b.
Acts as their own representative before the City Council, Hearing Examiner, or any other
City board, commission, or agency, provided that the individual does not also participate in any
way in the deliberations or decision of the City Council, Hearing Examiner, or that board,
commission, or agency related to that matter;
c.
Acquires an interest in bonds or other instruments of indebtedness issued by the City if
acquired and held on the same terms available to the general public;
d.
Officially participates in the development and adoption of the City's budget; or
establishes the pay or benefit plan of City officers, officials, or employees;
e.
Makes decisions on any legislation of general application unless these actions directly
affect, or appear to affect, the official’s or immediate family member’s employment; or
f.
Serves on the governing body of an organization or entity as part of their official duties as
a Councilmember of the City.

3.
Conflict of Interest Exceptions for Members of City Committees and
Commissions
Subsection D.1 above shall not apply to a member of a City Committee or Commission:
a.
Who takes direct official action, as a member of a City Committee or Commission
to which that member was appointed based on that member’s ownership or lease of
certain real property or of that member’s ownership of a business located in a certain area
of the City, that results in a conflict of interest under Subsection D.1 above due solely to
the fact of that member’s ownership or lease of the certain real property or of that
member’s ownership of the business located in a certain area of the City providing the
basis for that member’s appointment to the City Committee or Commission; provided
that the member fully discloses the basis for the conflict of interest under Subsection D.1
during each meeting of the City Committee or Commission in which the conflict of
interest under Subsection D.1 occurs or may occur;
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b.
Who fully disclose the basis for the conflict of interest under Subsection D.1
above on the public record of the City Committee or Commission and the Committee or
Commission votes to allow the member to participate in the discussion or the vote; or
c.
Is required to take action or participate in an action based upon the rule of
necessity.
4.

Disclosure for Councilmembers

All Councilmembers are required to comply with the Washington State Public Disclosure
Commission requirements for financial disclosure. In addition, all Councilmembers shall
publicly disclose their financial interest in any matter that comes before them. All
Councilmembers shall annually complete a conflict of interest statement to be submitted to
the City Clerk by April 15th.
Conflict of Interest – After Leaving Elected City Office

E.

1.
For two (2) years after leaving elected City office, no former Councilmember shall
obtain employment in which they will take direct or indirect advantage of matters on which
they took direct official action during their service with the City. This includes contractual
negotiations or solicitation of business unavailable to others.
2.
For two (2) years after leaving elected City office, no former Councilmember shall
engage in any action or litigation in which the City is involved, on behalf of any other
person or entity, when the action or litigation involves an issue on which the person took
direct official action while in elected City office.
F.
Conflict of Interest – Members of City Committees or Commissions and
Employment
While serving on a City Committee or Commission, and for two (2) years after leaving such
position, no member of a City Committee or Commission shall obtain employment in which they
will take direct or indirect advantage of matters which they, as a member of a City Committee or
Commission, recommended to the City Council. This includes applying for positions or contracts
with the City when the City Committee or Commission on which the member served
recommended funding such position or contract.
Conflict of Interest – Family Members of Councilmembers

G.
1.

Appointment of Family Members

Unless they obtain a waiver from the Ethics Board, no Councilmember shall appoint or hire
a member of their immediate family for any type of employment with the City. This
includes, but is not limited to, full time employment, part time employment, permanent
employment, temporary employment, and contract employment.
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2.

Supervision of Family Members

No Councilmember shall supervise or be in a direct line of supervision over a member of
their immediate family. If a Councilmember is placed in a direct line of supervision of a
member of their immediate family, they shall have three (3) months to come into
compliance or to obtain a waiver pursuant to Subsection G.3 below.
3.

Waivers

Waivers from the requirements of Subsections G.1 and G.2 above may be sought from the
Ethics Board to allow a member of the immediate family to be hired or to be in the direct
line of supervision of a member of the immediate family. Procedures to consider such a
waiver are set forth in Article III.
H.

Conflict of Interest – Contractors

Every major contractor submitting bids to the City shall affirm that neither the contractor nor any
agent of the contractor has made any prohibited gift to a Councilmember who is involved in
direct official action on the bid or has a relationship to such Councilmember that would create a
conflict of interest for that Councilmember under this Code of Conduct and Ethics Program.
I.

Conflict of Interest - Individuals Serving on City Committees and Commissions

Individuals serving on City Committees and Commissions shall sign a conflict of interest
statement upon appointment and reappointment.
J.

Conduct of Public Meetings
1.
Meetings involving Councilmembers or City Committees and Commissions should
be conducted in a manner that maximizes transparency of relationships among individuals or
groups that could affect decision-making.
2.
Meetings of the City Council and City Committees and Commissions shall have a
standing agenda item for disclosure of possible conflicts of interest. Members are
encouraged to disclose relationships with persons and issues on the agenda, including
potential conflicts of interests. If necessary, discussion among the members may be
undertaken to judge the significance of these relationships and whether a possible conflict of
interest exists.

K.

Conflict of Interest – Individuals Serving on the Ethics Board

No member of the Ethics Board shall participate in the review of complaints or requests for
advisory opinions relating to the conduct of a Councilmember where that member of the Ethics
Board is or was a member of a political action committee that supports, supported, opposes, or
opposed the election or reelection of the Councilmember in question.
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ARTICLE III SUBMISSION AND REVIEW OF CODE OF CONDUCT COMPLAINTS, CODE OF ETHICS
COMPLAINTS, REQUESTS FOR WAIVERS, AND REQUESTS FOR ADVISORY
OPINIONS

A.

Submission and Review of Code of Conduct Complaints
1.
Any individual may submit to the City Clerk a complaint alleging violations of the
Code of Conduct (Article I) by a Councilmember or a member of a City Committee or
Commission.
2.
Each complaint must include the name and address of the complainant, along with a
detailed statement of facts, supported by a declaration in compliance with RCW 9A.72.085,
on a form supplied by the City Clerk.
3.
The City Clerk shall refer complaints alleging one or more violations of the Code of
Conduct (Article I) by a Councilmember or a member of a City Committee or Commission,
except for complaints concerning members of the Ethics Board, to the Ethics Board for
review in accordance with Subsection A.4 below. The City Clerk shall refer complaints
alleging one or more violations of the Code of Conduct (Article I) by a member of the
Ethics Board to the Hearing Examiner, who shall review the complaint in accordance with
Subsection A.4 below in place of the Ethics Board.
4.
Upon receipt of a complaint, the Ethics Board shall make a threshold determination as
to whether or not the complaint is reasonably credible and whether or not the facts asserted
in the complaint, even if true, would constitute a violation of the Code of Conduct (Article
I).
a.
If the Ethics Board determines that the complaint lacks reasonable credibility, the
Ethics Board shall dismiss the complaint, take no further action on it, and provide,
following legal review, a notice of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the
basis for the dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall forward the notice of
dismissal to the complainant and respondent
b.
If the Ethics Board determines that the facts stated in the complaint, even if true,
would not constitute a violation of the Code of Conduct (Article I), then the Ethics Board
shall dismiss the complaint, take no further action on it, and provide, following legal
review, a notice of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the basis for the
dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall provide the notice of dismissal to the
complainant and respondent.
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c.
If the Ethics Board determines that the complaint is reasonably credible and that
the facts asserted in the complaint, if true, would constitute a violation of the Code of
Conduct (Article I), then the Ethics Board shall provide, following legal review, a written
threshold determination to the City Clerk, along with a recommendation as to the
appropriateness of mediation for reconciliation or, alternatively, the issuance of an
advisory opinion based on the facts and circumstances stated in the complaint.
Complaints alleging conduct directed at the complainant individually shall be
presumptively referred to mediation. (As an illustrative example, this could include a
complaint brought by a resident alleging that a Councilmember violated the Code of
Conduct by not treating that resident with civility and respect related to a particular
interpersonal transaction). Complaints alleging conduct not directed at the
complainant shall be presumptively referred to the process set forth in A.6 below.
(As an illustrative example, this could include a complaint brought by a resident alleging
that a Councilmember violated the Code of Conduct by using public resources in a
manner that fails to meet the standard of accepting responsibility for the stewardship of
public resources). The City Clerk shall forward the threshold determination and
recommendation to the complainant and respondent and refer the complaint to the
mediation process as described in Subsection A.5 below, back to the Ethics Board for
an advisory opinion as described in Subsection A.6 below, or, for complaints
concerning members of the Ethics Board, to the Hearing Examiner, who shall prepare
an advisory opinion as described in Subsection A.6 below in place of the Ethics Board.
5.
As soon as practicable following receipt of a threshold determination under Article
III, Subsection A.4.c, that includes a recommendation for mediation, the City Clerk, or
designee, shall schedule the time and place for reconciliation of the complaint.
a.
To facilitate timely reconciliation, the City Manager is authorized to, as needed,
negotiate, execute, or amend a contract with the Dispute Resolution Center of Kitsap
County, or other similar firm or organization, for the provision of trained mediators
suitable for facilitating reconciliation to resolve complaints.
b.
Reconciliation shall occur at the time and place scheduled. However, if the
complainant refuses to participate in reconciliation, then no reconciliation shall be
scheduled, and no further action shall be taken on the complaint. If the respondent refuses
to participate in reconciliation, then no reconciliation shall be scheduled. In
circumstances where the respondent refuses to participate in reconciliation, the City Clerk
shall, except for complaints concerning members of the Ethics Board, instead refer the
complaint to the Ethics Board for review and issuance of an advisory opinion in
accordance with Subsection A.6 below. For complaints concerning members of the
Ethics Board, the City Clerk shall instead refer such complaints to the Hearing Examiner,
who shall review the complaint and issue an advisory opinion in accordance with
Subsection A.6 below in place of the Ethics Board. If the parties engage in mediation, no
further action shall occur under the ethics program.
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6.
Upon referral back to the Ethics Board of a complaint pursuant to Subsection A.4.c or
A.5.b above, the Chair of the Ethics Board shall provide the respondent with a reasonable
period of time to submit a written response to the complaint supported by a declaration in
compliance with RCW 9A.72.085.
a.
The Ethics Board shall then review the complaint and response, if submitted. The
Ethics Board’s review shall be limited to the complaint and the response, if submitted. In
the course of reviewing a complaint, the Ethics Board may request clarification of the
complaint by the complainant or of the response by the respondent; provided that if the
Ethics Board obtains clarification of the complaint, the Ethics Board shall give the
respondent the opportunity to review the clarification and to provide an additional written
response. However, the Ethics Board shall not engage in other fact-finding.
b.
If, in reviewing the complaint and response, a question of fact exists, the Ethics
Board shall identify the existence of the question of fact in its advisory opinion.
c.
After reviewing the matter, the Ethics Board shall, following legal review,
forward to the City Clerk an advisory opinion, with identifying information as to the
complainant and individual(s) names in the complaint deleted, for publication. The City
Clerk shall provide notice to both the complainant and respondent of the publication of
the advisory opinion. Upon publication of the advisory opinion, the City Clerk shall
provide to the complainant a copy of any response submitted by the respondent.
d.
If, during the process of reviewing a complaint alleging a violation of the Code of
Conduct (Article I), the Ethics Board determines that an additional violation of the Code
of Conduct (Article I) may have occurred or a violation of the Code of Ethics (Article II)
may have occurred, then the Ethics Board may choose to note that possibility in its
advisory opinion. However, the Ethics Board shall not on its own initiative pursue an
investigation of an additional violation of the Code of Conduct (Article I) or a violation
of the Code of Ethics (Article II). Nothing in this Subsection, however, shall preclude the
complainant from subsequently filing other Code of Conduct (Article I) or Code of Ethics
(Article II) complaints.
e.
The Ethics Board shall strive to complete its review and issue an advisory opinion
within 45 business days from the date that the City Clerk forwarded the request to the
Ethics Board. If review takes longer than 45 business days, the Ethics Board in its
advisory opinion shall specify the reasons for why additional time was needed.
f.
Advisory opinions shall be viewed as educational only. The purpose of such an
opinion is to provide an educational opinion to Councilmembers, members of City
Committees and Commissions, and the public on what type of conduct is generally
expected from Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions.
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B.

Submission and Review of Ethics Complaints
1.
Any individual may submit to the City Clerk an ethics complaint alleging violations
of one of the following:
a.
The Code of Ethics (Article II) by a Councilmember or a member of a City
Committee or Commission; or
b.
The ethics standards contained in the City of Bainbridge Island Employee Manual
by a City employee other than the City Manager.
2.
Each complaint must include the name and address of the complainant, along with a
detailed statement of facts, supported by a declaration in compliance with RCW 9A.72.085,
on a form supplied by the City Clerk.
3.
To facilitate timely review, each complaint may only allege violations of one of the
two standards described in Subsection B.1 above. To the extent that an individual believes
both standards were violated, the individual may submit multiple complaints (i.e., a
complaint related to Subsection B.1.a and a separate complaint related to Subsection B.1.b).
4.
The City Clerk shall refer complaints alleging one or more violations of the Code of
Ethics (Article II) by a Councilmember or a member of a City Committee or Commission,
except for complaints concerning members of the Ethics Board, to the Ethics Board for
review in accordance with Subsections B.5–.9 below. The City Clerk shall refer complaints
alleging one or more violations of the Code of Ethics (Article II) by a member of the Ethics
Board to the Hearing Examiner for review in accordance with Subsections B.10-.14 below.
5.
Upon receipt of a complaint, the Chair of the Ethics Board shall provide the
respondent with a reasonable period of time to submit a written response to the complaint
supported by a declaration in compliance with RCW 9A.72.085.
6.
The Ethics Board shall review any complaint forwarded to it by the City Clerk and
any response submitted by the respondent. The Ethics Board shall not engage in other factfinding. However, in the course of reviewing a complaint, the Ethics Board may request
clarification of the complaint by the complainant or of the response by the respondent.
7.
After reviewing the complaint and the response, if one was submitted, the Ethics
Board shall, following legal review, take one or more of the following actions and inform
the complainant, the respondent, and the City Clerk accordingly:
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a.
If the Ethics Board, after review of the complaint and any response, determines
that the complaint alleges violations of the Code of Conduct (Article I) rather than
alleged violations of the Code of Ethics (Article II), then the Ethics Board shall dismiss
the complaint and, after legal review, provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief
statement regarding the basis for the dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall
provide the notice of dismissal to the complainant and respondent. Nothing in this
Subsection shall preclude the complainant from subsequently filing a Code of Conduct
complaint based upon the same facts.
b.
If the Ethics Board, after review of the complaint and any response, determines
that the complaint lacks reasonable credibility, then the Ethics Board shall dismiss the
complaint and, after legal review, provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief
statement regarding the basis for the dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall
provide the notice of dismissal to the complainant and respondent.
c.
If the Ethics Board, after review of the complaint and any response, determines
that the facts stated in the complaint, even if true, would not constitute a violation of the
Code of Ethics (Article II), then the Ethics Board shall dismiss the complaint and, after
legal review, provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the
basis for the dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall provide the notice of
dismissal to the complainant and respondent.
d.
If the Ethics Board, after review of the complaint and any response, determines
that that the facts stated in the complaint, even if true, would not constitute a material
violation of the Code of Ethics because any possible violation was inadvertent or minor
or has been adequately cured, such that further proceedings on the complaint would not
serve the purposes of the Code of Ethics (Article II), then the Ethics Board shall dismiss
the complaint and, after legal review, provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief
statement regarding the basis for the dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall
provide the notice of dismissal to the complainant and respondent.
e.
If the Ethics Board learns at any time during its review of the complaint that the
matter is the subject of litigation it shall hold the complaint for action at a future time.
f.
If the Ethics Board, after review of the complaint and any response, determines
that the facts asserted in the complaint appear credible and appear to constitute a
violation of the Code of Ethics (Article II), then the Ethics Board shall, following legal
review, issue such a determination, and forward its determination, along with the
complaint and response, to the complainant, respondent, and the City Clerk. The City
Clerk shall then forward the Board’s determination and associated materials to the
Hearing Examiner for review and possible further proceedings in accordance with Article
IV.
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8.
The Ethics Board shall strive to complete its review within 45 business days from the
date that the City Clerk forwarded the complaint to the Ethics Board. If review takes longer
than 45 business days, the Ethics Board in its determination shall specify the reasons why
additional time was needed.
9.

The Ethics Board shall report apparent violations of law to the City Attorney.

10. Upon receipt of a complaint, the Hearing Examiner shall provide the respondent with
a reasonable period of time to submit a written response to the complaint supported by a
declaration in compliance with RCW 9A.72.085.
11. The Hearing Examiner shall conduct a threshold review of any complaint forwarded
to them by the City Clerk and any response submitted by the respondent. The Hearing
Examiner shall not engage in other fact-finding during this preliminary review. However, in
the course of reviewing a complaint, the Hearing Examiner may request clarification of the
complaint by the complainant or of the response by the respondent.
12. After reviewing the complaint and the response, if one was submitted, the Hearing
Examiner shall take one or more of the following actions and inform the complainant, the
respondent, and the City Clerk accordingly:
a.
Determine that the complaint alleges violations of the Code of Conduct (Article I)
rather than alleged violations of the Code of Ethics (Article II), dismiss the complaint,
and provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the basis for the
dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall provide the notice of dismissal to the
Ethics Board, complainant, and respondent. Nothing in this Subsection shall preclude the
complainant from subsequently filing a Code of Conduct complaint based upon the same
facts.
b.
Determine that the complaint lacks reasonable credibility, dismiss the complaint,
and provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the basis for the
dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall provide the notice of dismissal to the
Ethics Board, complainant, and respondent.
c.
Determine that the facts stated in the complaint, even if true, would not constitute
a violation of the Code of Ethics (Article II), dismiss the complaint, and provide a notice
of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the basis for the dismissal, to the City
Clerk. The City Clerk shall provide the notice of dismissal to the Ethics Board,
complainant, and respondent.
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d.
Determine that the facts stated in the complaint, even if true, would not constitute
a material violation of the Code of Ethics because any possible violation was inadvertent
or minor or has been adequately cured, such that further proceedings on the complaint
would not serve the purposes of the Code of Ethics (Article II), dismiss the complaint and
provide a notice of dismissal, to include a brief statement regarding the basis for the
dismissal, to the City Clerk. The City Clerk shall provide the notice of dismissal to the
Ethics Board, complainant and respondent.
e.
Hold the complaint for action at a future time if the matter is the subject of
litigation; or
f.
Determine that, based on the submissions of the complainant and the respondent,
further proceedings under Article IV are warranted.
13. The Hearing Examiner shall strive to complete their review within 45 business days
from the date that the City Clerk forwarded the complaint to the Hearing Examiner. If
review takes longer than 45 business days, the Hearing Examiner in their determination
shall specify the reasons why additional time was needed.
14. If the Hearing Examiner determines that, based on the submissions of the
complainant and the respondent, further proceedings under Article IV are warranted, the
Hearing Examiner shall forward their determination, along with the complaint and response,
to the complainant, respondent, and the City Clerk. The City Clerk will then schedule further
proceedings in accordance with Article IV.
C.

Review of Complaints Concerning City Employees
1.
The City Clerk shall refer complaints concerning City employees to the City
Manager.
2.
The City Manager shall review any ethics complaint forwarded by the City Clerk and
determine the appropriate course of action to address the complaint including, as applicable,
authorizing such investigations as may be necessary to determine whether a violation has
occurred, consistent with state law as well as relevant policies, procedures, and collective
bargaining agreements.
3.
Upon making a determination that no violation of ethics rules has occurred, the City
Manager shall provide a written response regarding the determination to the complainant.
4.
Upon making a determination that a violation of ethics rules has occurred, the City
Manager or other appropriate City officer shall take action as guided by state law and
relevant policies, procedures, and collective bargaining agreements.
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5.
In the event of a violation, the City Manager shall provide a response to the
complainant outlining the substance of the violation and the action taken, subject to
governing rules regarding confidentiality articulated in state law, City policy, and collective
bargaining agreements.
6.
Apparent violations of law shall be reported to the appropriate authorities, as
applicable.
D.
Requests for Advisory Opinions by City Councilmembers or Members of City
Committees or Commissions
1.
To the extent described below, the following individuals or bodies may submit to the
City Clerk a request for an advisory opinion from the Ethics Board:
a.
A Councilmember or member of a City Committee or Commission may request
an advisory opinion from the Ethics Board as to whether their own behavior has violated
or might in the future violate the Code of Conduct (Article I) or the Code of Ethics
(Article II).
b.
The City Council may request an advisory opinion from the Ethics Board
regarding City policies or practices in relation to the Code of Conduct (Article I) or the
Code of Ethics (Article II).
c.
City Committees and Commissions may request an advisory opinion from the
Ethics Board regarding operating rules or practices in relation to the Code of Conduct
(Article I) or the Code of Ethics (Article II).
d.
A Councilmember may request an advisory opinion from the Ethics Board
concerning the applicability of the Code of Ethics (Article II) to hypothetical
circumstances and/or situations related to the actions, or potential actions, of a
Councilmember or a member of a City Committee or Commission.
2.
Requests for advisory opinions must be submitted to the City Clerk on a form
supplied by the Ethics Board. The Ethics Board shall, following legal review, submit
finalized advisory opinions to the City Clerk for publication.
3.
Advisory opinions issued in response to requests made under Subsection 1.a or 1.d
above shall not include identifying information as to the requestor or the individual(s) whose
conduct is the subject of the opinion unless otherwise agreed in writing by both the requestor
and subject individual(s).
4.
The grant of authority in this Section D is supplemental to, and does not change, the
authority granted to the Ethics Board in Section A above.
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E.

Waivers

Councilmembers may request a waiver from the Ethics Board of the conflict of interest
restrictions related to the hiring of and supervision over family members, as provided by Article
II, Section G. Such requests shall be submitted in writing to the City Clerk, who shall refer them
to the Ethics Board. Once finalized, the Board shall, following legal review, provide its response
to the City Clerk, who shall publish both the request and the Board’s response.
F.

Effect of Advisory Opinion or Waiver

An individual who receives a waiver, or who acts in reliance on an advisory opinion, shall not
later be found to have violated the Code of Conduct (Article I) or the Code of Ethics (Article II)
if the individual acts in a manner consistent with that advisory opinion or waiver.
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ARTICLE IV HEARING EXAMINER REVIEW
AND POSSIBLE SANCTIONS

A.

Hearing Examiner Review of Article II Complaints
1.
The City Clerk shall provide written notification to the complainant and the
respondent of the time, date, and place of the hearing before the Hearing Examiner at which
the complaint concerning alleged violations of the Code of Ethics (Article II) will be
reviewed.
2.
Hearings conducted by the Hearing Examiner shall be informal and held in
accordance with rules of procedure adopted by the Hearing Examiner, except to the extent
that such rules conflict with the terms of this Ethics Program. The respondent may be
represented by legal counsel. The City Attorney shall designate special counsel to present
the Code of Ethics violations charges and case. The respondent and special counsel may
present and cross examine witnesses and give evidence before the Hearing Examiner. The
Hearing Examiner may also call witnesses and compel the production of books, records,
papers, or other evidence needed. To that end, the Hearing Examiner may issue subpoenas
and subpoenas duces tecum at the request of the respondent, special counsel, or their own
initiative. All testimony shall be under oath administered by the Hearing Examiner. The
Hearing Examiner may adjourn the hearing from time to time in order to allow for the
orderly presentation of evidence.
3.
The Hearing Examiner or designee shall prepare an official record of the hearing,
including all testimony, which shall be recorded by electronic device, and exhibits; provided
that the Hearing Examiner or designee shall not be required to transcribe such records unless
presented with a request accompanied by payment of the cost of transcription.
4.
Within 20 business days after the conclusion of the hearing, the Hearing Examiner
shall, based upon a standard of proof of clear and convincing evidence, make findings of
fact and conclusions of law. If the Hearing Examiner determines that the alleged Code of
Ethics violation(s) have not been proven, the Hearing Examiner shall dismiss the complaint.
If the Hearing Examiner determines that one or more Code of Ethics violation(s) are proven,
the Hearing Examiner shall forward the matter to the City Council for a determination
regarding the appropriate level of sanctions to be imposed for the Code of Ethics (Article II)
violations. In either event, a copy of the findings and conclusions shall be forwarded to the
City Clerk, for distribution to the City Council, and, by registered mail, to the person who
made the complaint and to the respondent at addresses as given by such persons to the
Hearing Examiner.
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B.

Action by City Council upon Hearing Examiner’s Findings and Conclusion
1.
Within 45 business days of receipt of the Hearing Examiner’s findings and
conclusions that sustain a Code of Ethics violation, the City Council shall schedule an
executive session to consider the findings and conclusions, hear from the respondent, and
deliberate upon the appropriate level of civil sanction(s) to be imposed, if any, except to the
extent that the respondent requests that they be heard in open public session.
2.
The Council may take no formal action or, by majority vote of the Council (not
including the respondent, if a Councilmember, who shall not participate in said vote) at an
open public meeting, may impose any of the following sanctions in response to a sustained
violation of the Code of Ethics:
a.
Admonition: An admonition shall be a verbal non-public statement made by the
Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or Mayor Pro Tem to the Councilmember or member of a City
Committee or Commission who has violated the Code.
b.
Reprimand: A reprimand shall be a letter prepared by the City Council, signed by
the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or Mayor Pro Tem, and directed to the Councilmember or
member of a City Committee or Commission who has violated the Code.
c.
Censure: A censure shall be a written statement administered personally by the
Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or Mayor Pro Tem to the Councilmember or member of a City
Committee or Commission who has violated the Code violation. The Councilmember or
member of a City Committee or Commission shall appear at a time and place directed by
the City Council to receive the censure. The censure shall be given publicly and the
official who has violated the Code shall not make any statement in support or opposition
thereto or in mitigation. A censure shall be deemed administered at the time it is
scheduled whether or not the Councilmember or member of a City Committee or
Commission appears as required.
d.
Other sanctions: Any sanction imposed under this Ethics Program is in addition to
and not in lieu of any other penalty, sanction, or remedy which may be imposed or sought
according to law or equity.
3.
The City Clerk shall forward, by registered mail, a copy of the findings, conclusions,
and sanctions, if imposed, to the complainant and to the respondent at addresses as given by
both persons to the City Clerk. Following approval by the Council, the City Clerk shall
publish the written findings, conclusions, and sanctions, if imposed.
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ARTICLE V ETHICS BOARD

A.

Creation, Terms, and Appointments
1.

Membership of Ethics Board

The Ethics Board consists of seven members appointed in accordance with this Section A.
2.

Qualifications of Board Members
a.

Members of the Board shall represent a diverse set of backgrounds and interests.

b.
At least one member of the Ethics Board shall be a former judicial officer or have
expertise in ethics acquired through education or experience.
c.
Members appointed or reappointed after the effective date of Resolution No.
2019-26, updating the Ethics Program, shall not, while serving on the Ethics Board, also
simultaneously be employees or officers of the city or individuals appointed to another
city committee or commission.
3.

Method of Appointment
a.
Members of the Ethics Board shall be nominated by the Mayor and confirmed by
the City Council by a supermajority vote of at least five Councilmembers.
b.
The Mayor and City Council shall work cooperatively to ensure that any person
who is nominated has the required support of the City Council. Nominations shall be
presented at meetings of the City Council in which all seven Councilmembers are
present, unless exceptional circumstances exist (e.g., a Council vacancy exists and has
not yet been filled, or other good cause).

4.

Terms of Appointment
a.
Board members shall be appointed to terms of three years; however, the first two
members nominated by the Mayor and confirmed by the City Council shall initially serve
one-year terms to achieve staggered ending dates.
b.
If a member is appointed to fill an unexpired term, that member's term shall end at
the same time as the term of the person being replaced.
c.
Each member shall continue to serve until a successor has been appointed, unless
the member is removed or resigns.
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5.

Removal of Board Members
a.
The absence of any member of the Board from three (3) consecutive meetings,
unless the Board has excused the absence for good and sufficient reasons as determined
by the Board, shall constitute a resignation from the Board.
b.
The City Council may remove a member for inappropriate conduct before the
expiration of the member's term. Before removing a member, the City Council shall
specify the cause for removal and shall give the member the opportunity to make a
personal explanation.

6.

Compensation

Members of the Ethics Board shall serve without compensation. Members may be
reimbursed for reasonable expenses pursuant to the rules of the City and as approved by the
City Manager or their designee.
7.

Rules

The Ethics Board may, by majority vote, adopt reasonable operating rules consistent with
this Ethics Program. The City Council reserves the right to modify such operating rules at its
discretion.
8.

Consultation with City Attorney

The Ethics Board shall consult with the City Attorney’s Office or special counsel appointed
by the City Attorney’s Office regarding legal issues which may arise in connection with the
Board’s duties and functions under this Ethics Program.
9.

Liaison to the Ethics Board.

A representative of the City Attorney’s Office shall attend Ethics Board meetings and serve
as the liaison to the Ethics Board. No Councilmember shall serve as a liaison to the Ethics
Board.
B.

Training Provided by the Ethics Board

The Ethics Board shall perform the following training related duties:
1.
At least every two years, the Ethics Board shall prepare and distribute a pamphlet
describing the Code of Conduct (Article I) and Code of Ethics (Article II) to all
Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions, after review of the
pamphlet by the City Attorney's Office. The Ethics Board shall ensure that all new
Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions receive a pamphlet on
this Code of Ethics.
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2.
The Ethics Board shall develop and present a training course on the Code of Conduct
and the Code of Ethics to be presented annually to all Councilmembers and members of City
Committees and Commissions.
C.

Training Provided to the Ethics Board

The Ethics Board shall include all requests for training for the coming year in the Board’s annual
report to the City Council, and the Council will determine what training to approve, if any.
D.

Annual Report

By February 15 of each year, the Ethics Board shall submit an annual report to the City Council
summarizing its activities during the previous calendar year and work plan for the following
year. The report shall include any recommendations for modifying the Code of Conduct and
Ethics Program as well as all training requested by the Ethics Board.
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ARTICLE VI DEFINITIONS

For purposes of the Ethics Program, the following definitions shall apply.
“City Committees and Commissions” and “City Committee or Commission” mean all
advisory boards, commissions, committees, and task forces created or appointed by the City
Council.
“Confidential Information” means (a) specific information, rather than generalized knowledge,
that is not available to the general public on request; or (b) information made confidential by
law.
“Direct official action” means any of the following:
1. For Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions, taking action,
as defined by RCW 42.30.020, in an open public meeting.
2. For Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions, directly, or
indirectly through a proxy, doing the following: negotiating or recommending for or against
a contract, purchase order, lease, concession, franchise, grant, or other similar instrument in
which the City is a party.
3. For Councilmembers and members of City Committees and Commissions, directly, or
indirectly through a proxy, doing the following: recommending for or against the approval
of a permit, or other similar City approval or authorization, issued by the City. However,
direct official action does not include the submittal, to the City, of a permit application by a
Councilmember or a member of a City Committee or Commission or the appeal of a denial
of such a permit application by the City. Direct official action includes actions taken by a
Councilmember or a member of a City Committee or Commission to use or attempt to use
their position to obtain special privileges or exemptions in the processing, or review on
appeal, of their permit application.
4. For Councilmembers, appointing or terminating employees (i.e., the City Manager) or
appointing or removing members of City Committees and Commissions.
Direct official action does not include acts that do not affect the disposition or decision with
respect to the matter. Additionally, a Councilmember or member of a City Committee or
Commission who recuses herself or himself in lieu of taking action, as defined by RCW
42.30.020, in an open public meeting is not exercising direct official action.
“Direct line of supervision” means the supervisor of an employee and the supervisor of an
employee's supervisor.
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“Fact-finding” means any action to gather facts or other evidence not submitted by a
complainant in a complaint or a clarification to a complaint or by a respondent in a response or a
clarification to a response. However, “fact-finding” does not include review by the Ethics Board
of official video or audio recordings of meetings of the City Council or of City Committees and
Commissions as well as review by the Ethics Board of the official minutes of such meetings.
“Gift” means any favor, reward, or gratuity and any money, good, service, travel, event ticket,
lodging, dispensation, or other thing of value that is given, sold, rented, or loaned to a person
without reasonable compensation and that is not available to the general public on the same
terms and conditions. Any honoraria or payment for participation in an event will be considered
a gift.
“Immediate family” means husband, wife, son, daughter, mother, father, grandmother,
grandfather, grandchildren, brother, sister, domestic partner, or spouse of the above. The term
includes any minor children for whom the person, or their domestic partner, provides day-to-day
care and financial support. A "domestic partner" is an unmarried adult, unrelated by blood, with
whom an unmarried officer, official, or employee has an exclusive committed relationship,
maintains a mutual residence, and shares basic living expenses.
“Legislation of General Application” means any legislative act, including regulations, policies,
ordinances, resolutions, and motions, of general application, as opposed to legislative acts that
affect only a particular person or individual or a small group of similarly situated persons or
individuals.
“Major Contractor” means any person, corporation, company, firm, business, or other entity
doing business over $5,000 with the City under one contract or annually.
“Political Action Committee” means a legal entity, other than a natural person, that raises,
spends, receives, or contributes money to support or oppose the election of one or more
candidates for elected office at the local, state, or federal levels.
“Question of Fact” means a factual dispute between the complainant and the respondent
concerning an issue that is material to a determination as to whether a violation of the Code of
Conduct (Article I) exists.
“Reconciliation” means mediation between a complainant and a respondent facilitated by a
trained mediator.
“Rule of Necessity” shall be interpreted and defined in accordance with RCW 42.36.090, which
provides: In the event of a challenge to a member or members of a decision-making body which
would cause a lack of a quorum or would result in a failure to obtain a majority vote as required
by law, any such challenged member(s) shall be permitted to fully participate in the proceeding
and vote as though the challenge had not occurred, if the member or members publicly disclose
the basis for disqualification prior to rendering a decision. Such participation shall not subject
the decision to a challenge by reason of violation of the appearance of fairness doctrine.
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ARTICLE VII CITY COUNCIL REVIEW OF CODE OF CONDUCT AND ETHICS PROGRAM

The City Council shall, at a minimum, review this Code of Conduct and Ethics Program annually
following receipt of the annual report of the Ethics Board.
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ROBERTS RULES CHEAT SHEET
To:

You say:

Second
Needed
Yes
Yes
No

Debatable

Amendable

"I move that we adjourn"
"I move that we recess until…"
"Point of privilege"

Interrupt
Speaker
No
No
Yes

No
No
No

No
Yes
No

"I move that we table it"

No

Yes

No

No

Vote
Needed
Majority
Majority
Chair
Decides
Majority

Adjourn
Recess
Complain about noise, room
temp., etc.
Suspend further consideration of
something
End debate
Postpone consideration of
something
Amend a motion

"I move the previous question"
"I move we postpone this matter
until…"
"I move that this motion be amended
by…"
"I move that…"

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

2/3
Majority

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Majority

Introduce business (a primary
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Majority
motion)
The above listed motions and points are listed in established order of precedence. When any one of them is pending, you may not introduce another that
is listed below, but you may introduce another that is listed above it.
To:

You say:

Interrupt
Speaker
Yes

Second
Needed
No

Debatable

Amendable

Vote Needed

Object to procedure or
personal affront
Request information
Ask for vote by actual count
to verify voice vote

"Point of order"

No

No

Chair decides

Yes
Must be done
before new
motion
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

None
None unless
someone
objects
2/3

Object to considering some
undiplomatic or improper
matter
Take up matter previously
tabled
Reconsider something
already disposed of

"I object to consideration of this
question"
"I move we take from the table…"

Yes

Yes

No

No

Majority

"I move we now (or later) reconsider
our action relative to…"

Yes

Yes

Only if original
motion was
debatable
No

No

Majority

"Point of information"
"I call for a division of the house"

Consider something out of its "I move we suspend the rules and
No
Yes
No
2/3
scheduled order
consider…"
Vote on a ruling by the Chair
"I appeal the Chair’s decision"
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Majority
The motions, points and proposals listed above have no established order of preference; any of them may be introduced at any time except when meeting
is considering one of the top three matters listed from the first chart (Motion to Adjourn, Recess or Point of Privilege).
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PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING A MAIN MOTION
NOTE: Nothing goes to discussion without a motion being on the floor.
Obtaining and assigning the floor
A member raises hand when no one else has the floor
• The chair recognizes the member by name
How the Motion is Brought Before the Assembly
•
•
•

The member makes the motion: I move that (or "to") ... and resumes his seat.
Another member seconds the motion: I second the motion or I second it or second.
The chair states the motion: It is moved and seconded that ... Are you ready for the
question?

Consideration of the Motion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Members can debate the motion.
Before speaking in debate, members obtain the floor.
The maker of the motion has first right to the floor if he claims it properly
Debate must be confined to the merits of the motion.
Debate can be closed only by order of the assembly (2/3 vote) or by the chair if no
one seeks the floor for further debate.

The chair puts the motion to a vote
1. The chair asks: Are you ready for the question? If no one rises to claim the floor, the
chair proceeds to take the vote.
2. The chair says: The question is on the adoption of the motion that ... As many as
are in favor, say ‘Aye’. (Pause for response.) Those opposed, say 'Nay'. (Pause for
response.) Those abstained please say ‘Aye’.
The chair announces the result of the vote.
1. The ayes have it, the motion carries, and ... (indicating the effect of the vote) or
2. The nays have it and the motion fails
WHEN DEBATING YOUR MOTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Listen to the other side
Focus on issues, not personalities
Avoid questioning motives
Be polite
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HOW TO ACCOMPLISH WHAT YOU WANT TO DO IN MEETINGS
MAIN MOTION
You want to propose a new idea or action for the group.
• After recognition, make a main motion.
• Member: "Madame Chairman, I move that _________."
AMENDING A MOTION
You want to change some of the wording that is being discussed.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
adding the following words ________."
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
striking out the following words ________."
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the motion be amended by
striking out the following words, _________, and adding in their place the following
words ________."
REFER TO A COMMITTEE
You feel that an idea or proposal being discussed needs more study and investigation.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that the question be referred to a
committee made up of members Smith, Jones and Brown."
POSTPONE DEFINITELY
You want the membership to have more time to consider the question under discussion
and you want to postpone it to a definite time or day, and have it come up for further
consideration.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move to postpone the question until
________."
PREVIOUS QUESTION
You think discussion has gone on for too long and you want to stop discussion and vote.
• After recognition, "Madam President, I move the previous question."
LIMIT DEBATE
You think discussion is getting long, but you want to give a reasonable length of time for
consideration of the question.
• After recognition, "Madam President, I move to limit discussion to two minutes per
speaker."
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POSTPONE INDEFINITELY
You want to kill a motion that is being discussed.
• After recognition, "Madam Moderator, I move to postpone the question indefinitely."
POSTPONE INDEFINITELY
You are against a motion just proposed and want to learn who is for and who is against the
motion.
• After recognition, "Madame President, I move to postpone the motion indefinitely."
RECESS
You want to take a break for a while.
• After recognition, "Madame Moderator, I move to recess for ten minutes."
ADJOURNMENT
You want the meeting to end.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move to adjourn."
PERMISSION TO WITHDRAW A MOTION
You have made a motion and after discussion, are sorry you made it.
• After recognition, "Madam President, I ask permission to withdraw my motion."
CALL FOR ORDERS OF THE DAY
At the beginning of the meeting, the agenda was adopted. The chairman is not following
the order of the approved agenda.
• Without recognition, "Call for orders of the day."
SUSPENDING THE RULES
The agenda has been approved and as the meeting progressed, it became obvious that an
item you are interested in will not come up before adjournment.
• After recognition, "Madam Chairman, I move to suspend the rules and move item 5
to position 2."
POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
The noise outside the meeting has become so great that you are having trouble hearing.
• Without recognition, "Point of personal privilege."
• Chairman: "State your point."
• Member: "There is too much noise, I can't hear."
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
You are going to propose a question that is likely to be controversial and you feel that
some of the members will try to kill it by various maneuvers. Also you want to keep out
visitors and the press.
• After recognition, "Madame Chairman, I move that we go into a committee of the
whole."
POINT OF ORDER
It is obvious that the meeting is not following proper rules.
• Without recognition, "I rise to a point of order," or "Point of order."
POINT OF INFORMATION
You are wondering about some of the facts under discussion, such as the balance in the
treasury when expenditures are being discussed.
• Without recognition, "Point of information."
POINT OF PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
You are confused about some of the parliamentary rules.
• Without recognition, "Point of parliamentary inquiry."
APPEAL FROM THE DECISION OF THE CHAIR
Without recognition, "I appeal from the decision of the chair."

Rule Classification and Requirements
Class of Rule
Charter
Bylaws
Special Rules of Order
Standing Rules
Modified Roberts Rules of
Order

Requirements to Adopt
Adopted by majority vote or
as proved by law or
governing authority
Adopted by membership
Previous notice & 2/3 vote,
or a majority of entire
membership
Majority vote
Adopted in bylaws
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Requirements to Suspend
Cannot be suspended
Cannot be suspended
2/3 Vote
Can be suspended for
session by majority vote
during a meeting
2/3 vote

Parliamentary Procedure for Meetings
Robert's Rules of Order is the standard for facilitating discussions and group decision-making. Copies
of the rules are available at most bookstores. Although they may seem long and involved, having an agreedupon set of rules makes meetings run easier. Robert's Rules will help your group have better meetings, not
make them more difficult. Your group is free to modify them or find another suitable process that encourages
fairness and participation, unless your bylaws state otherwise.
Here are the basic elements of Robert's Rules, used by most organizations:
1. Motion: To introduce a new piece of business or propose a decision or action, a motion must be
made by a group member ("I move that......") A second motion must then also be made (raise your
hand and say, "I second it.") After limited discussion the group then votes on the motion. A
majority vote is required for the motion to pass (or quorum as specified in your bylaws.)
2. Postpone Indefinitely: This tactic is used to kill a motion. When passed, the motion cannot be
reintroduced at that meeting. It may be brought up again at a later date. This is made as a motion ("I
move to postpone indefinitely..."). A second is required. A majority vote is required to postpone the
motion under consideration.
3. Amend: This is the process used to change a motion under consideration. Perhaps you like the idea
proposed but not exactly as offered. Raise your hand and make the following motion: "I move to
amend the motion on the floor." This also requires a second. After the motion to amend is seconded,
a majority vote is needed to decide whether the amendment is accepted. Then a vote is taken on the
amended motion. In some organizations, a "friendly amendment" is made. If the person who made
the original motion agrees with the suggested changes, the amended motion may be voted on without
a separate vote to approve the amendment.
4. Commit: This is used to place a motion in committee. It requires a second. A majority vote must
rule to carry it. At the next meeting the committee is required to prepare a report on the motion
committed. If an appropriate committee exists, the motion goes to that committee. If not, a new
committee is established.
5. Question: To end a debate immediately, the question is called (say "I call the question") and needs a
second. A vote is held immediately (no further discussion is allowed). A two-thirds vote is required
for passage. If it is passed, the motion on the floor is voted on immediately.
6. Table: To table a discussion is to lay aside the business at hand in such a manner that it will be
considered later in the meeting or at another time ("I make a motion to table this discussion until the
next meeting. In the meantime, we will get more information so we can better discuss the issue.") A
second is needed and a majority vote required to table the item being discussed.
7. Adjourn: A motion is made to end the meeting. A second motion is required. A majority vote is
then required for the meeting to be adjourned (ended).
Note: If more than one motion is proposed, the most recent takes precedence over the ones preceding it.
For example if #6, a motion to table the discussion, is proposed, it must be voted on before #3, a motion
to amend, can be decided.
In a smaller meeting, like a committee or board meeting, often only four motions are used:
•
•
•
•

To introduce (motion.)
To change a motion (amend.)
To adopt (accept a report without discussion.)
To adjourn (end the meeting.)

Remember, these processes are designed to ensure that everyone has a chance to participate and to share
ideas in an orderly manner. Parliamentary procedure should not be used to prevent discussion of important
issues.
Board and committee chairpersons and other leaders may want to get some training in meeting
facilitation and in using parliamentary procedure. Additional information on meeting processes, dealing with
difficult people, and using Robert's Rules is available from district office staff and community resources such
as the League of Women Voters, United Way and other technical assistance providers. Parliamentary Procedure
at a Glance, by O. Garfield Jones, is an excellent and useful guide for neighborhood association chairs.

Tips in Parliamentary Procedure
The following summary will help you determine when to use the actions described in Robert's Rules.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A main motion must be moved, seconded, and stated by the chair before it can be discussed.
If you want to move, second, or speak to a motion, stand and address the chair.
If you approve the motion as is, vote for it.
If you disapprove the motion, vote against it.
If you approve the idea of the motion but want to change it, amend it or submit a substitute for it.
If you want advice or information to help you make your decision, move to refer the motion to
an appropriate quorum or committee with instructions to report back.
If you feel they can handle it better than the assembly, move to refer the motion to a quorum or
committee with power to act.
If you feel that there the pending question(s) should be delayed so more urgent business can be
considered, move to lay the motion on the table.
If you want time to think the motion over, move that consideration be deferred to a certain time.
If you think that further discussion is unnecessary, move the previous question.
If you think that the assembly should give further consideration to a motion referred to a
quorum or committee, move the motion be recalled.
If you think that the assembly should give further consideration to a matter already voted
upon, move that it be reconsidered.
If you do not agree with a decision rendered by the chair, appeal the decision to the assembly.
If you think that a matter introduced is not germane to the matter at hand, a point of order may
be raised.
If you think that too much time is being consumed by speakers, you can move a time limit on
such speeches.
If a motion has several parts, and you wish to vote differently on these parts, move to divide the
motion.

IN THE MEETING
TO INTRODUCE A MOTION:
Stand when no one else has the floor.
Address the Chair by the proper title.
Wait until the chair recognizes you.
•
•
•
•

Now that you have the floor and can proceed with your motion say "I move that...," state your motion
clearly and sit down.
Another member may second your motion. A second merely implies that the seconder agrees that the
motion should come before the assembly and not that he/she is in favor of the motion.
If there is no second, the Chair says, "The motion is not before you at this time." The motion is not lost,
as there has been no vote taken.
If there is a second, the Chair states the question by saying "It has been moved and seconded that ...
(state the motion). . ., is there any discussion?"

DEBATE OR DISCUSSING THE MOTION:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The member who made the motion is entitled to speak first.
Every member has the right to speak in debate.
The Chair should alternate between those "for" the motion and those "against" the motion.
The discussion should be related to the pending motion.
Avoid using a person's name in debate.
All questions should be directed to the Chair.
Unless there is a special rule providing otherwise, a member is limited to speak once to a motion.
Asking a question or a brief suggestion is not counted in debate.
A person may speak a second time in debate with the assembly's permission.

VOTING ON A MOTION:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before a vote is taken, the Chair puts the question by saying "Those in favor of the motion that ... (repeat
the motion)... say "Aye." Those opposed say "No." Wait, then say "The motion is carried," or "The
motion is lost."
Some motions require a 2/3 vote. A 2/3 vote is obtained by standing
If a member is in doubt about the vote, he may call out "division." A division is a demand for a standing
vote.
A majority vote is more than half of the votes cast by persons legally entitled to vote.
A 2/3 vote means at least 2/3 of the votes cast by persons legally entitled to vote.
A tie vote is a lost vote, since it is not a majority.
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BAINBRIDGE ISLAND REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
NOMINATION FORM
This form is required to nominate properties to the Bainbridge Island Register of Historic Places per Bainbridge Municipal Code 18.24.040. Complete all
applicable sections. Contact the Historic Preservation Commission with any questions at 206-780-3750 or pcd@bainbridgewa.gov.

PART 1: PROPERTY INFORMATION
Property Name
Historic

Common

Location
Street Address
Parcel No(s).

Zip
Legal Description and Plat or Addition:

Nominated Elements
Please indicate below significant elements of the property that are included in the nomination by checking the appropriate box(es)
below. These elements should be described specifically in the narrative section of this form.
Principal Structure

Site

Historic Additions

Historic Landscaping, Fencing, Walkways, etc.

Ancillary Buildings/Outbuildings

Interior Spaces/Other (inventory in narrative)

Owner of Property
Name

Signature

Address

City

Is the owner the sponsor of this nomination?

Yes

State
No

Zip

(include owner/agent agreement)

Form Preparer
Name/Title

Company/Organization

Address

City

Phone

Email

State

Zip

Nomination Checklist—Attachments
Owner/agent agreement (if applicable)

Continuation Sheets

Site Map (REQUIRED)

Historical Plans

Photographs (REQUIRED): please label or caption
photographs and include a photography index

Other (please indicate):

Last Deed of Title (If available): this document can
usually be obtained for little or no cost from a titling
company

FOR OFFICE USE
Date Received

_____________

06/2018

Submittal of a nomination form does not obligate the City to place a property on the Register or to extend financial incentives to a property owner. Documents submitted
become public record. Additional requirements may be imposed by other City, state or federal regulations.
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PART 2: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Extent of Changes
Please summarize the changes to plan, original cladding, windows, interior and other significant elements by selecting the choices
below. If the property has been previously documented, these may be indicated on the Washington State Historic Property Inventory
Form. These changes should be described specifically in the narrative section of this form.
Original Elements Intact

Original Elements Intact

Plan (i.e.: no additions to footprint, relocation of walls, or
roof plan)

Yes

No

Interior (woodwork, finishes, flooring,
fixtures)

Yes

No

Original cladding

Yes

No

Other elements

Yes

No

Windows (no replacement windows or replacement sashes)

Yes

No

Physical Description Narrative
Describe in detail the present and original (if known) physical appearance, condition and architectural characteristics (use
continuation sheets if necessary). Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the
property, such as its location, type, style, method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property
has historic integrity.

Historic Preservation Commission
Nomination to the Bainbridge Island Register of Historic Places
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PART 3: HISTORICAL OR CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
Criteria for Designation
The Bainbridge Island Municipal Code recognizes twelve criteria of eligibility for inclusion on the Bainbridge Island Register of
Historic Places. Please select any that apply to this property, for which there is documentary evidence included with this
nomination form. Though properties can meet more than one criterion, only one criterion is necessary to be eligible for the
Bainbridge Island Register of Historic Places.
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of national, state, or local
history; or
2. Embodies the distinctive architectural characteristics of a type, period, style, or method of design or construction,
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
3. Is an outstanding work of a designer, builder or architect who has made a substantial contribution to the art; or
4. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the city’s cultural, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering or
architectural history; or
5. Is associated with the lives of persons significant in national, state, or local history; or
6. Has yielded or may be likely to yield important archaeological information related to history or prehistory; or
7. Is a building or structure removed from its original location but that is significant primarily for architectural value, or
that is the only surviving structure significantly associated with an historic person or event; or
8. Is a birthplace or grave of an historical figure of outstanding importance; or
9. Is a cemetery that derives its primary significance from age, from distinctive design features, or from association
with historic events, or cultural patterns; or
10. Is a reconstructed building that has been executed in a historically accurate manner on the original site; or
11. Is a creative and unique example of folk architecture and design created by persons not formally trained in the
architectural or design professions, and that does not fit into formal architectural or historical categories; or
12. Is listed on the National Register or State Register.

Historical Data (if known)
Date(s) of Construction

Other Date(s) of Significance

Architect(s)

Builder

Engineer

Statement of Significance
Describe how the property meets the criteria for the Register of Historic Places. Please provide a summary in the first paragraph
(use continuation sheets if necessary). Identify one or more of the above criteria for which the property is associated and support
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PREFACE
The year 2016 was significant as the Centennial of the National
Park Service, which was established as a new bureau within the
Department of the Interior by the Organic Act on August 25, 1916.
As directed in this legislation, the National Park Service has served
for one hundred years as steward of the “Federal areas known as
national parks, monuments and reservations…to conserve the scen
ery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life therein and
to…leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.”
The year 2016 also marked the 50th anniversary of the passage of
the National Historic Preservation Act on October 15, 1966. The
Act increased the scope and responsibilities of the National Park
Service with regard to the preservation of cultural resources. The
National Historic Preservation Act charges the National Park Service
(through authority delegated by the Secretary of the Interior) to
establish and administer a national historic preservation program
and to develop and promulgate standards and guidelines for the
treatment of historic properties.
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation
Projects were first issued in 1978. In 1979 they were published with
Guidelines for Applying the Standards and reprinted in 1985. The
Standards were revised in 1992, when they were retitled The Secre
tary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

The Standards were codified in the Federal Register in 1995, the
same year that they were published with guidelines as The Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with
Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings. These Standards and Guidelines provide a critical
part of the framework of the national preservation program. They
are widely used at the federal, state, and local levels to guide work
on historic buildings, and they also have been adopted by Certified
Local Governments and historic preservation commissions across
the nation.
In 2010 the National Park Service issued A Call to Action: Preparing
for a Second Century of Stewardship and Engagement, a plan to chart a
path for its next 100 years. This plan identified a number of actions
with the goal to “preserve America’s special places in the next
century,” which included updating National Park Service policies
and guidance. The project to update The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Build
ings was undertaken as part of this broader effort.
Since these Guidelines were first published in 1995, a greater number
of buildings and building types, telling a broader range of stories that
are part of the nation’s heritage, have been recognized as “historic”
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and eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.
These guidelines have been updated and expanded to address the
treatment of these buildings constructed with newer materials and
systems from the mid- and late-20th century.
The updated Guidelines have the same organization as the prior
version, beginning with an introduction and a historical overview,
followed by chapters that focus on each of the four treatments:
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction. The
historical overview has been expanded; not only has the informa
tion on historic materials, systems, features, and special issues that
comprised the previous edition been more fully developed, but new
entries have been added on glass, paint and other coatings, compos
ite materials, imitative materials, and curtain walls.
In each of the four chapters, the “Recommended” and “Not Rec
ommended” treatments have been updated and revised through
out to ensure that they continue to promote the best practices in
preservation. The section on exterior additions to historic build
ings in the Rehabilitation Guidelines has been broadened also to
address related new construction on a building site. A section on
code-required work is now included in all of the chapters. “Energy
Efficiency” has been eliminated, since it is more fully covered by the
guidance provided on sustainability in The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation and Illustrated Guidelines on Sustainability
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for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (published in 2011), which has
general applicability to all the treatments and is incorporated here
by reference. Sections on “Resilience to Natural Hazards” have been
added, but these topics will be more fully addressed in separate
documents and web features. Finally, the updated Guidelines feature
all new, and many more, illustrations in color.
Herewith Technical Preservation Services issues the National Park
Service Centennial edition of The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving,
Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings, updated
and revised in recognition of the 50th anniversary of the National
Historic Preservation Act, to ensure that the preservation guidance
for historic buildings provided by the National Park Service contin
ues to be meaningful and relevant in the 21st century.
Technical Preservation Services
National Park Service

Technical Preservation Services
National Park Service
The office of Technical Preservation Services (TPS) in the Cultural
Resources directorate of the National Park Service is responsible for
developing and promulgating preservation standards and guidance
specifically as it relates to historic buildings. TPS has produced an
extensive amount of technical, educational, and policy guidance
on the maintenance and preservation of historic buildings. TPS
developed the original and current versions of The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with
Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings. The many technical publications and web
features on preserving historic buildings prepared by TPS are well
known, especially the Preservation Briefs and the Preservation Tech
Notes series. It is not feasible to include a complete list here of all
the materials available from TPS because of the sheer volume of
information. Materials developed by TPS are available in printed
form and/or online from the TPS website at https://www.nps.gov/
tps (or search for Technical Preservation Services at https://www.
nps.gov). TPS also administers the Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentives Program, which encourages private sector investment in
the rehabilitation and reuse of historic buildings.

IX

INTRODUCTION
Using the Standards and Guidelines for
Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration,
and Reconstruction Projects
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of His
toric Properties address four treatments: preservation, rehabilitation,
restoration, and reconstruction. As stated in the regulations (36 CFR
Part 68) promulgating the Standards, “one set of standards …will
apply to a property undergoing treatment, depending upon the prop
erty’s significance, existing physical condition, the extent of docu
mentation available, and interpretive goals, when applicable. The
Standards will be applied taking into consideration the economic and
technical feasibility of each project.” These Standards apply not only
to historic buildings but also to a wide variety of historic resource
types eligible to be listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
This includes buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts.

They address both exterior and interior work on historic build
ings. Those approaches to work treatments and techniques that are
consistent with The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties are listed in the “Recommended”
column on the left; those which are inconsistent with the Standards
are listed in the “Not Recommended” column on the right.

Guidelines, however, are developed to help apply the Standards to a
specific type of historic resource. Thus, in addition to these Guide
lines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings, there are also guidelines for cultural landscapes,
historic lighthouses, historic vessels, historic furnished interiors, and
historic covered bridges.

Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures neces
sary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic
property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize
the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair
of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and
new construction. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, elec
trical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make prop
erties functional is appropriate within a preservation project. However,
new exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment. The
Standards for Preservation require retention of the greatest amount
of historic fabric along with the building’s historic form.

The purpose of The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treat
ment of Historic Properties and Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating,
Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings is to provide guidance
to historic building owners and building managers, preservation
consultants, architects, contractors, and project reviewers prior to
beginning work. It is always recommended that preservation profes
sionals be consulted early in any project.
The Guidelines are intended as an aid to assist in applying the Stan
dards to all types of historic buildings. They are not meant to give
case-specific advice or address exceptions or unusual conditions.
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There are four sections, each focusing on one of the four treatment
Standards: Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Recon
struction. Each section includes one set of Standards with accom
panying Guidelines that are to be used throughout the course of a
project.

Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a com
patible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while
preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural,
or architectural values. The Rehabilitation Standards acknowledge the
need to alter or add to a historic building to meet continuing or new
uses while retaining the building’s historic character.

Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the
form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular
period of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its
history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period.
The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumb
ing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional
is appropriate within a restoration project. The Restoration Standards
allow for the depiction of a building at a particular time in its history
by preserving materials, features, finishes, and spaces from its period
of significance and removing those from other periods.
Reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, by means
of new construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving
site, landscape, building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating
its appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location. The
Reconstruction Standards establish a limited framework for recreat
ing a vanished or non-surviving building with new materials, primar
ily for interpretive purposes.

The Guidelines are introduced with a brief overview of the pri
mary materials used in historic buildings; the exterior and interior
architectural features and systems; the building’s site and setting;
code-compliance requirements regarding accessibility and life-safety
resilience to natural hazards; sustainability; and new additions and
related new construction. This overview establishes the format of
the Guidelines that follow.

Choosing an Appropriate Treatment for the
Historic Building
The Guidelines are intended to promote responsible preservation
practices that help protect the nation’s irreplaceable cultural
resources. For example, they cannot, in and of themselves, be used
to make essential decisions about which features of the historic
building should be saved and which can be changed. But, once
a treatment is selected, the Standards and Guidelines provide a
consistent philosophical approach to the work.

Choosing the most appropriate treatment for a building requires
careful decision making about a building’s historical significance, as
well as taking into account a number of other considerations:
Level of Significance. National Historic Landmarks, designated
for their “exceptional significance in American history,” and other
properties important for their interpretive value may be candidates
for Preservation or Restoration. Rehabilitation, however, is the most
commonly used treatment for the majority of historic buildings
Reconstruction has the most limited application because so few
resources that are no longer extant can be documented to the degree
necessary to accurately recreate the property in a manner that con
veys its appearance at a particular point in history.
Physical condition. Preservation may be appropriate if distinctive
materials, features, and spaces are essentially intact and convey
the building’s historical significance. If the building requires more
extensive repair and replacement, or if alterations or a new addition
are necessary for a new use, then Rehabilitation is probably the most
appropriate treatment.
Proposed use. Many historic buildings can be adapted for a new use
or updated for a continuing use without seriously impacting their
historic character. However, it may be very difficult or impossible
to convert some special-use properties for new uses without major
alterations, resulting in loss of historic character and even integrity.
Code and other regulations. Regardless of the treatment, regula
tory requirements must be addressed. But without a sensitive design
approach such work may damage a building’s historic materials and
negatively impact its character. Therefore, because the ultimate use
of the building determines what requirements will have to be met,
some potential uses of a historic building may not be appropriate if
the necessary modifications would not preserve the building’s historic
character. This includes adaptations to address natural hazards as well
as sustainability.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Masonry
Stone is one of the more lasting masonry building materials and has
been used throughout the history of American building construc
tion. Stones most commonly used in historic buildings in the U.S.
are quarried stone, including sandstone, limestone, marble, granite,
slate, basalt, and coral stone, and gathered stone, such as fieldstone,
river rock, and boulders. Types of stone differ
considerably in hardness, durability, and
other qualities. Building stones were usually
laid with mortar, but sometimes they were
laid without mortar using a dry-stack method
of construction. Brick varies in size and
permanence. Before 1870, brick clays were
pressed into molds and were often unevenly
fired. The quality of historic brick depended
on the type of clay available and the brickmaking technique; by the 1870s, with the
perfection of an extrusion process, bricks
became more uniform and durable. Architec
tural terra cotta is also a kiln-fired clay prod
uct popular from the late 19th century until
the 1930s. Its use became more widespread
with the development of steel-frame, highrise office buildings in the early 20th century.
Glazed ceramic architectural siding was also
used as cladding in high-rise buildings some
what later. Adobe, which consists of sun-dried
earthen bricks, was one of the earliest build
ing materials used in the U.S., primarily in the
Southwest where it is still popular.
Mortar is used to bond together masonry
units. Historic mortar was generally quite
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soft, consisting primarily of lime and sand with other additives.
Portland cement, which creates a more rigid mortar, was first manu
factured in the U.S. in the early 1870s, but it was not in common use
throughout the country until the early 20th century. Thus, mortar
used in buildings from around 1873 until the 1930s ranged from a tra
ditional lime-cement mix to a variety of sand and Portland cement
combinations. After this time, most mortar mixes were based on
Portland cement. Like historic mortar, early stucco was also heav
ily lime based, increasing in hardness with the addition of Portland
cement in the late 19th century.
Concrete has a long history. It is composed of sand, crushed stone, or
gravel bound together with lime and, sometimes, natural hydraulic
cements. As a construction material concrete is used in a variety of
forms, including blocks or units, poured or cast-in-place, and precast
panels. Cast stone and other manufactured products began to be
used around the 1860s as substitutes for natural stone. There are
also cementitious materials specific to certain regions, such as tabby,
which includes crushed shells and is found primarily in coastal areas
in the southeastern part of the country. In the 20th century, rein
forced concrete was developed and has since become one of the most
commonly used materials in modern building construction.
While masonry is one of the most durable historic building mate
rials, it is also very susceptible to damage by exposure, improper
maintenance or repairs, abrasive cleaning, or the application of nonpermeable coatings.

Wood
Wood is one of the most essential materials used in American build
ings of every period and style. Its many and varied attributes make
it suitable for multiple uses, including structural members, siding,
roofing, interior finishes, and decorative features. Many of the first
structures in the earliest settlements were built with logs, which
were readily available, did not require much finishing, and could be
quickly erected with basic tools.
Water-powered sawmills cut logs into timbers and boards, but
detailed ornamental features were generally crafted on site using
hand tools until after the Civil War. Mechanized production
increased the efficiency of cutting logs into timbers, boards, and
more intricate components, and the structural and decorative poten
tial of wood’s use in building construction expanded. With more
efficient production came lower costs, but also the standardization
of ready-made moldings and assemblies for windows, doors, and
decorative features. Initially, wood was primarily sourced locally, but
improved transportation systems made a greater variety of wood
species more accessible all over the country. With broader availabil
ity, a particular wood could be selected for its suitability in a specific
application; however, local species were used most often.

their straight grain and ease of milling, but they must be painted to
protect them from decay.
Plywood is an engineered product formed by laminating thin sheets
of wood together; it was introduced to the U.S. building industry
in the early 20th century. Because plywood has greater structural
potential than wood, and as a sheet can be installed more efficiently,
it soon replaced boards as sheathing before being replaced itself
by less-expensive particle board for many applications. By applying
surface veneers and adhesives, plywood can also be used as siding
or for fine interior finishes on paneling or cabinetry. Glued lami
nated timber (glulam), first manufactured in the 1930s, is another
engineered wood material. It is an important material in mid-20th
century buildings and often used for massive arches and trusses in
sports arenas and similar large, open, column-free spaces.
Many historic buildings have wood structural systems and features,
such as stairs or columns. The majority of both practical and decora
tive features, particularly on the interior, are made of wood, such as
flooring and paneling.

The extensive use of wood in buildings can be attributed to its many
properties that include strength in both tension and compression;
ease with which it can be cut and shaped; capability to be connected
using a variety of fasteners and adhesives; ability to be painted or
varnished; and resistance to wear and weather. All of these charac
teristics, and some more than others, vary according to the species
of wood. Although many types and species of wood used historically
are no longer available, wood selection and construction practices
have always capitalized on its attributes and compensated for it is
weaknesses. Their resistance to decay made white oak and cedar
common choices for roofing shingles, while oak and maple were
frequently chosen for flooring because of their hardness. Pine and
yellow poplar have often been used for siding and trim because of
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Metals
Metal features—including steps, porches, railings, balconies, and
entire facades; cornices, siding, cladding, roofs, roof cresting, and
storefronts; and doors, window sash, entablatures, and hardware—
are often highly decorative as well as practical and are important in
defining the overall character of historic American buildings.
Metals commonly used in historic buildings include lead, tinplate,
terneplate, zinc, copper, bronze, brass, iron, steel, aluminum, stainless
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steel, and a variety of other alloys. Historic metal building compo
nents were often designed by highly-skilled artisans. By the late 19th
century, many of these components were prefabricated and available
from catalogues in standardized sizes and designs.
Wrought iron is the form in which iron was first used in America. In
the beginning, most wrought-iron architectural elements were small,
such as nails, tie rods, straps, and hardware. Wrought-iron features

gradually increased in size to include balconies, railings, porches,
steps, and fencing. It was not used for structural components until
around the mid 19th century, when manufacturing equipment
became more sophisticated. Cast iron was initially imported from
England. Although there were some iron-casting works established
before the Revolution, by the early 19th century production had
expanded to make a variety of cast-iron features. Structural castiron columns were first used in the 1820s, and cast-iron building
fronts and decorative structural and ornamental features followed
soon after. Cast and wrought iron are often used on the interior of
historic buildings as both structural and decorative features, such as
columns, staircases, railings, and light fixtures.
Steel, which is an alloy of iron and usually carbon, increased in
popularity as manufacturing processes and production improved in
the mid-19th century. Structural steel played an important role in
the development of high-rise buildings and the skyscraper.
Lead was first used in historic buildings for roofing. Tinplate or
terneplate, which was made by applying a lead and tin coating to
sheet metal or steel, became a common roofing material after it was
first produced in the 1820s. (Pure tin was rarely used as a building
material because it is so soft.) The application of a zinc coating on
sheet metal created galvanized iron, which was used for roofing and
decorative roofing features, such as steeples and roof cresting, as
well as other ornamental architectural features, such as door and
window hood molds, lintels, and oriel and bay windows. Prefabri
cated Quonset huts constructed of corrugated galvanized steel began
to be manufactured during World War II for the military on the
battlefield for housing, storage, and other uses.

tury. Copper continues to be used, often for porch roofs as well as
gutters, downspouts, and flashing. Bronze and brass are both alloys
of copper. Bronze, which weathers well, appears as entrance doors
and historic storefronts. Brass, usually polished, is used for deco
rative interior features, such as grilles and elevator doors. Nickel,
when employed as a building component, is in the form of an alloy,
usually nickel silver, Monel, or some stainless steel. In comparison to
other construction metals, stainless steel is quite new, essentially
only coming into use in the 1920s when it became a favorite material
for Art Deco-style buildings.
Aluminum—lightweight and corrosion-resistant—was not utilized
much in buildings because it was so expensive until the 1920s, when
expanded production reduced its cost. Aluminum siding, which was
advertised as maintenance free, became a popular siding material
for single-family residences after it was introduced in the late 1930s.
Some of the uses of aluminum include roofing and roofing features,
such as gutters, downspouts, and flashing, as well as windows and
storefront surrounds.
Porcelain enamel, or vitreous enamel, is composed of a thin coating
of glass fused to cast-iron or steel sheets, panels, tiles, or shingles.
Although developed in the late 19th century, it was not commonly
used in buildings until the late 1920s and 1930s for Art Deco and Art
Moderne storefronts. Lustron houses, constructed of prefabricated,
enameled steel panels and intended for mass production, were
introduced in the late 1940s in anticipation of the need for housing
after the war. These houses were promoted for their low mainte
nance, in part because the walls, ceilings, and other interior surfaces
were also enameled steel panels and easily washable.

Entire pressed-metal and galvanized-iron storefronts and individual
decorative features were manufactured to simulate wood, stone, or
cast iron from the latter part of the 19th century into the early years
of the 20th century. Copper roofs were installed on many public
buildings from the 1790s through the first quarter of the 19th cen
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Glass
For centuries, only blown cylinder and crown glass in small pieces
was available and it was expensive. Thus, the glass in early windows
in American buildings consisted of small panes which gradually
increased in size over the years. With the invention of cast plate
glass in 1848, large plates of glass could be manufactured which were
strong and inexpensive. Plate glass was first used in the early 1850s
as the primary exterior material (with a cast-iron framework) for
such structures as international exhibition buildings, worlds’ fair
pavilions, and greenhouses and conservatories. In the early 20th

century, architects began using glass curtain walls in Art Moderne
style architecture and, most notably, the International Style.
Tempered glass is a hardened or toughened glass which began to be
used in building construction around 1940. By the middle of the 20th
century, glass as a cladding system became synonymous with curtain
wall systems.
In addition to clear glass—flat or sometimes curved—there is also
stained glass, tinted, patterned, textured, etched, frosted, leaded,
painted, colored opaque glass and spandrel glass, prism glass, deco
rative Val de Verre glass (colored art glass), ceramic frit (pigmented
glass enamel fused to a glass surface), and glass block. Many of
these types of glass can be found in windows, transoms, doors and
entrances, and storefront display windows, whereas some of them—
especially opaque, pigmented structural glass with trade names such
as Vitrolite, Carrara Glass, and Sani Onyx—are more likely to appear
as exterior cladding on Art Deco-style or Art Moderne storefronts.
Spandrel glass was first introduced on mid-20th-century buildings,
particularly in storefront and curtain wall systems. Glass was also
used historically in skylights and monitors; in theater, hotel, and
apartment building marquees and canopies; and as a component of
lightning rods and weathervanes, address plates, and signage.
Glass features on the interior of historic buildings include transoms,
windows, privacy screens, office dividers, wall partitions for bor
rowed light in office corridors, teller windows in banks, ticket win
dows in train stations and movie theaters, doorknobs, light fixtures,
mirrored wall inlay, and also, beginning in the latter part of the 20th
century, wall mosaics. Pigmented structural glass can be found in
bathrooms and some kitchens because of its sanitary qualities.
Low-e (low emissivity) glass, which is primarily used in windows to
minimize solar gain, was developed in the last quarter of the 20th
century. Impact-resistant glass is another more-recently developed
type of glass designed to withstand hurricane-force wind and which
can also be installed as a blast-resistant security feature.
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Paint and Other Coatings
Paints and paint-like coatings have been used on historic buildings
in America as protective coatings and for decorative treatments.
What is commonly considered to be paint is a liquid consisting of
a pigment which makes it opaque and colors it, a binder or base
to hold it together, and sometimes a vehicle to carry the pigment.
Many historic paints contained lead in the form of lead white,
included as a “concealing” pigment that provided opacity, although
zinc oxide was also used as an alternative. Lead increased durability
and prevented mold and mildew. Titanium dioxide was sometimes
used as a substitute for lead in the early 20th century, but lead
continued to be an ingredient in most paints until it was banned
as a hazardous substance in the U.S. in 1978. Traditional paints
had an oil base, usually linseed, and the earliest paint colors were,
for the most part, derived from natural pigments. Like today, both
glossy and flat (or matte-finish) paints were used historically on
the exterior and the interior of a building. After 1875, factory-made
paints were readily available. Masonry and wood stains are tradi
tional coatings which also consist of a pigment, a solvent, and little,
if any, binder. They have a flat finish and are transparent rather than
opaque so that the substrate is still visible.
Other historic paints, such as whitewash, are water based and
have a flat finish. In addition to water, whitewash is composed of
hydrated (slaked) lime, salt, and various other materials and some
times includes a natural pigment. Whitewash was used on interior
plaster, in cellars, and on wood structural components, but not on
wood doors, windows, or trim because its flat finish easily rubs off.
Whitewash was also used on the exterior of brick or stone build
ings, wood fences, and farm outbuildings as a protective coating.
Often it was reapplied on an annual basis when it got dirty or if it
wore off due to exposure to the weather. Calcimine (or kalsomine)
and distemper paints were also water based and included natural
glues, gelatin, gums, and whiting to which colored pigments could
be added. They were used only on the interior and usually on
plaster surfaces. Casein is a milk-based paint composed of hydrated
lime, pigment, often oil, and a variety of additives to increase its

durability. It was used on both the exterior and the interior of
buildings.
The interiors of historic buildings can exhibit a multitude of deco
rative painted treatments. Marbleized and grained finishes were
applied to wood, stone, and plaster to give them the appearance
of more exotic and costly materials. Other interior painted treat
ments, such as murals and stencils, are purely decorative. Tempera
and gouache are traditional water-based paints used almost exclu
sively for decorative painting.
Experimentation that began early in the 20th century resulted in
the development of acrylic water-based paint, commonly known
as latex paint. Oil-based/alkyd paint continues to be used in the
21st century and is still preferred for certain applications. Latex
paint tends to be more popular not only because it is water-based
(making clean up easy during and after painting), but it also has
fewer toxic vapors and, like solvent-based oil/alkyd paints, is very
durable.
Varnish, which is used primarily on interior wood features but also
on exterior entrance doors, is another traditional coating. Unlike
paint, varnish is transparent, composed of a resin, a drying oil, and
a solvent. It has a glossy finish, which dulls over time.
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Composite Materials: Plastic, Resin,
and Vinyl; Fiber-Reinforced Cement
Siding; Fiberboard; and Floor
Coverings
Plastic is a malleable material composed of synthetic
or natural organic materials made from various
organic polymers, such as polyethylene and polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), which can be poured into molds or
rolled in sheets. It is generally agreed that the term
plastic was introduced into popular usage in 1907 to
describe the first fully synthetic plastic. Improved
plastics were available in America by World War I.
Production soared during World War II because
plastics were needed to make up for the shortage of
other materials. In mass production by the 1950s, the
industry continued to expand with the development
of increasingly more sophisticated plastics.
Vinyl siding came on the market in the late 1950s,
and its use, primarily in residential construction,
increased as the product improved over the years. Coating canvas
awnings with vinyl helped to extend their lifespan, evolving, even
tually, into awnings manufactured solely of vinyl. Plastic signs on
the exterior of historic commercial buildings changed and radically
expanded the role of signage as advertising as well as being impor
tant design features themselves. Plastic was used sometimes for
decorative trim on storefronts. Vinyl-coated wallpaper was used as
early as the 1920s and is still selected for restaurants, commercial
spaces, and hospitals because it is durable and washable. Other
plastic materials became popular in the 1950s in the form of plasticlaminate sheeting and wall tiles.
Fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP), is made of a polymer matrix mixed
with fiber, usually fiberglass, to add strength; it is noted for its ability
to be molded in thin shells. FRP is sometimes used as a substitute
material to recreate missing or deteriorated architectural features in
historic buildings. Acrylic plastic is a transparent synthetic plastic,
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generally identified by one of its trade names—Plexiglass or Lucite—
which was patented in the 1950s as an alternative to glass. Foamed
polystyrene, better known as Styrofoam, was first used in the mid
1950s as building insulation.
Fiber-Reinforced Cement Siding is a composite material made of
sand, cement, and cellulose fibers. It was developed in the latter part
of the 20th century as a less-hazardous replacement for asbestos
cement siding, which preceded it, and was used for siding and roof
ing shingles from the early 20th century to the 1970s. Fiber-rein
forced cement siding is frequently installed in the form of horizontal
boards or vertical panels as exterior siding. Fiber-reinforced cement
is used on both residential and commercial buildings.
Fiberboard is a composite hardboard material made from pressuremolded wood fibers. It had early precedents in the late 18th century,
but was first manufactured in large quantities in the 1920s, with its
use expanding in the 1930s and 40s. Fiberboard (or wallboard, as
it is commonly known) was marketed by various companies, such
as Masonite. It was used as sheathing for roofing and siding on the
exterior, for insulation, and for interior walls.
The first composite floor covering was Linoleum, made from oxi
dized linseed oil and ground cork or wood flour. Its manufacture in
the U.S. began in the late 19th century, about the same time syn
thetic rubber floor tile was also introduced. Asphalt floor tiles were
first used in the 1920s and remained popular into the 1950s. Plastic/
vinyl replaced asphalt as a binder in floor tiles in the late 1920s, in
part because plastic, unlike asphalt, could be made in lighter colors
and a greater variety of colors. Semi-flexible vinyl flooring, manu
factured in the form of tiles or rolled sheets, was developed by the
1930s. After the war, it became more affordable and frequently was
chosen for both residential and commercial interiors.

Imitative Materials
Imitative building materials are generally common and readily avail
able materials used to simulate a more expensive material. They
have a long history in American building construction. Wood, cut
and planed and sometimes coated with a sand paint, has been used
since the 18th century to replicate cut blocks of stone and quoins on
the exterior of a building. Stucco, applied over any kind of construc
tion (from log to rubble masonry) and scored to resemble stone,
could make even a log house look elegant. Cast iron and pressed
metal, whether as a complete façade, a storefront, or an individual
feature such as a window hood, cornice, or decorative pilaster, were
also used on the exterior of buildings to replicate stone. Not only
architectural terra cotta, but cast stone served as a substitute for
stone. Metal and concrete roofing tiles were used as less-costly alter
natives to clay roofing tiles.

posite material to simulate marble. Lincrusta, an embossed wall covering, was developed
in the late 19th century to simulate pressed metal. Embossed wall coverings continue to be
produced in the 21st century. Concrete, vinyl, and other manufactured flooring materials are
designed in many patterns and colors to replicate brick, stone, clay tile, and wood.

In the 20th century, the use of exterior imitative materials expanded
as new products were developed. Asphalt roll siding that resembled
brick could be applied to a wood building, and asbestos composite
shingles were produced to replace not only wood shingle siding,
but also slate roofing shingles. Aluminum siding has been used as a
replacement for wood siding, followed by vinyl siding, pressed wood
siding, and, more recently, composite or fiber-cement siding. Manu
factured faux slate roofing became popular because it costs less than
slate and is lighter weight. Over the years, imitative materials have
increased in variety as synthetic materials continue to be intro
duced, including a substitute, an exterior insulation and finish system
(EIFS), for another imitative material—stucco. Imitative materials
are also used to recreate missing or deteriorated architectural fea
tures in historic buildings.
On the interior, imitative materials, such as scored plaster, were his
torically applied to walls to give the appearance of stone. Painted or
marbleized finishes on plaster or wood could further simulate stone,
and decorative graining could transform the surface of a common
wood into a more exotic species. Scagliola, which is often applied to
brick columns, is a very old technique that uses a plaster-like com
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Roofs
The roof—with its form; features such as cresting, dormers, cupo
las, and chimneys; and the size, color, and patterning of the roofing
material—is an important design element of many historic buildings.
In addition, a weathertight roof is essential to the long-term preser
vation of the entire structure. Historic roofing reflects availability of
materials, levels of construction technology, climate, and cost.
Throughout all periods of American history, with only minor excep
tion, wood has been used for roofing; despite the early use of many
other materials, wood shingles remained the most common roofing
material throughout much of the 19th century. Initially the species of
wood used would have been specific to a region, but the quality and
design of a building were usually the prime determinants in the way
wood was used, ranging from wide, lapped boards to small, uniform,
geometrically-shaped shingles.
Clay tile was used at
least in a limited way
in the first settlements
on the East coast and
it was manufactured
in America by the
mid 17th century. The
Spanish influence in
the use of clay roof
ing tiles is apparent in
buildings in the south,
southwest, and western
parts of the country.
Slate was also an early
roofing material, but it
was imported until the
end of the 18th century
when the first slate
quarry opened. Both
slate and tile roofs
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provided fire protection, especially important in urban areas. The
use of slate expanded quickly in the second half of the 19th century
with the development of the railroads, and it remained a preferred
roofing material until the middle of the 20th century.
Lead and copper were the first metals used for roofing, later joined
by zinc and iron in the beginning of the 19th century. Lead was used
in the mid 19th century for flashing and sometimes for the roofs of
bay windows, domed, or steeply-pitched sections of a larger roof,
and steeples. Copper has continued in use for roofing, gutters,
downspouts, and flashing.
Painted iron was initially used in large sheets, but it was replaced
with smaller sheets of iron plated with tin or terne—a lead-tin mix—
which were a more successful roofing material. As plated iron and,
later, steel became widely available, their light weight, fire resistance,
and low cost made them the ideal alternative to wood shingles.
Galvanized metal—base steel coated with an alloy of zinc—gained
widespread popularity in the 20th century. Galvanizing not only
protects metal from rusting, but it also adds strength; corrugated
sheet metal, when galvanized, became the preferred metal roofing
material because it reduced the need for sheathing. Galvanized steel
also could be stamped into sheets simulating shingles and clay tiles.
In the late 19th century, concrete roofing tiles began to be produced
as a substitute for clay tiles. At about the same time, composition
roofing (built-up or roll roofing) was developed. This is a layered
assembly of felt sheets and coal tar or asphalt, topped with gravel
that is suitable for waterproofing flat and low-sloped roofs. Shortly
after the start of the 20th century, asbestos fiber cement and asphalt
shingles came into use as less-expensive alternatives to slate. Later
in the 20th century, sheets of modified bitumen and synthetic rubber
provided more options for a flat roof. By the end of the 20th century,
liquid and vinyl membranes were also installed on flat roofs, and
synthetic recycled materials were used increasingly for both new and
replacement roofs.

Windows
Technology and prevailing architectural styles shaped the history of
windows in America. The earliest windows were essentially medi
eval in their form. Small panes of glass, usually diamond-shaped
and held together with lead, were set in a hinged casement sash of
wood or iron. By the beginning of the 18th century, the glass had
increased in size and had become rectangular, with putty holding it
in place. Wood muntins replaced lead cames between the panes, and
two sashes were placed in a frame where the lower one could slide
vertically. Such simple windows remained common in utilitarian
buildings well into the 20th century. With the introduction of iron
pulleys, the sash could be hung from cords connected to counter
weights, which resulted in single-hung windows, or double hung
when both sashes were counterbalanced.
Sash increased in depth as it evolved, providing additional strength
that allowed narrower muntins. As the production of glass (blown
initially as a disk and later as a cylinder) improved, larger pieces
of glass became more affordable, resulting in fewer panes of glass
in a window. A sash that would have had twelve panes of glass in
the 18th century often had only two by the mid 19th century. After
about 1850, with the advent of mass-produced millwork, standard
profiles and sizes of windows were established with a wide variety
of designs and glazing configurations that could be purchased from
catalogues. The Chicago window, which featured a large fixed pane
of glass in the center with a narrow, double-hung, operable sash
window on either side of it, was introduced in the last decades of the
19th century as a feature of the Chicago School-style of architecture.
The picture window, popular in ranch-style houses in the mid 20th
century, evolved from this.
Steel was employed beginning at the end of the 19th century to
build fire-resistant windows in tight urban environments. These
hollow-core windows were frequently galvanized. Windows with
solid, rolled steel sections were first produced in the first decade
of the 20th century in many forms, ranging from casements (espe
cially popular in domestic construction) to large, multi-pane units

that provided whole walls of natural light in
industrial and warehouse buildings. Oper
able vents in these large windows pivoted on
simple pins. Their relatively small panes and
the fact that they were puttied in from the
interior made the inevitable breakage easy
and inexpensive to repair. Rolled steel was
also used for double-hung windows, which
were common in high-rise buildings in the
1920s and beyond. Aluminum windows were
developed in the 1930s and, by the 1970s,
rivaled wood in popularity, particularly in
commercial and institutional buildings. They
were produced in a variety of styles and
functionality, including casement, hopper,
awning, and double-hung sash.
Metal-clad (initially copper) wood windows
appeared early in the 20th century but
were not common until the later part of the
century, when enameled aluminum cladding
replaced copper. Although used primarily
as replacements in older buildings, vinyl
windows were developed in the latter part of the 20th century and
marketed as inexpensive and thermally efficient. Modern windows
are also made of fiberglass and polymer-based composites.
Storm windows were used historically and are still used to help
regulate interior temperatures. Limited commercial use of thermalpane or insulated glass in windows began in the 1930s, but it was not
readily available until about 1950. Tempered glass also came into
use about this time. Since then, work has continued to improve its
efficiency and to reduce the effect of ultra-violet rays with tinted and
low-e (low emissivity) glass. Impact-resistant glass is not new, but
its use in windows continues to expand to meet modern hurricane
code requirements as well as protection and security requirements.
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Entrances and Porches
Entrances and porches are often the focus of historic American
buildings. With their functional and decorative features (such as
doors, steps, balustrades, columns, pilasters, and entablatures), they
can be extremely important in defining the historic character of a
building. In many cases, porches were also energy-saving features
and remain so today, shading southern and western elevations. Usu

ally, entrances and porches were integral components of a historic
building’s design; for example, porches on Greek Revival houses,
with pediments and Doric or Ionic columns, echoed the architec
tural elements and features of the building itself. Center, single-bay
porches or arcaded porches are evident in Italianate-style buildings
of the 1860s. Doors of Renaissance Revival-style buildings frequently
featured entablatures or pediments. Porches characterized by latheturned porch posts, railings, and balusters were especially prominent
and decorative features of Eastlake, Queen Anne, and Stick-style
houses. Deep porches on bungalows and Craftsman-style houses
of the early 20th century feature tapered posts, exposed posts and
beams, rafter tails, and low-pitched roofs with wide overhangs.
Late 19th- and early 20th-century high-rise buildings are often
distinguished by highly-ornamented entrances, some with revolving
doors, which were introduced around the turn of the 20th century.
Some commercial structures in the early- to mid-20th century have
recessed entrances with colorful terrazzo flooring. Entrances to
Art Deco-style residential and commercial buildings often feature
stylized glass and stainless-steel doors with geometric designs.
Entrances on modernist buildings may have simple glazing and,
frequently, projecting concrete or metal canopies.
Porches can have regional variations, not only in style, but also in
nomenclature. For instance, in Hawaii, lanai is used to describe a
type of porch which might be known as a veranda in some parts of
the South, a piazza in Charleston, or a gallery in New Orleans.
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Storefronts
The storefront is often the most prominent feature of a historic
commercial building, playing a crucial role in a store’s advertising
and merchandising strategy. The earliest storefronts in America,
dating from the late 18th and early 19th centuries, had small,
residential-style windows with limited display space. A few fea
tured oriel windows or glass vitrine cases (sometimes added later)
that projected out from the façade. Early storefront systems were
frequently wood. In the 19th century, storefront display windows
progressively increased in size as plate glass became available in
larger units. This reflected the fact that cast-iron columns and lintels
were thinner, allowing larger sheets of glazing that became available
at about the same time. In some regions, storefronts and the entire
building façade were constructed entirely of cast iron, later followed
by galvanized metal, copper, bronze, and aluminum.
Historic storefront systems have many different configurations:
they may have multiple entrance doors (including one to access an
upstairs apartment if one exists); they may be symmetrical or asym
metrical; and entrances may be flush or recessed from the shop’s
windows. Transoms, sometimes with prism glass, are often a com
ponent of storefronts. In the 19th century, awnings added another
feature to the storefront. Permanent metal canopies attached to
the façade or supported by free-standing posts or columns, as well
as retractable canvas awnings, provided shelter for customers and
merchandise alike. As the 20th century progressed, new storefront
designs were introduced, some with deeply recessed entrances with
expanded display cases or “floating display islands.” In the 1920s,
1930s, and later, structural pigmented glass such as Carrara Glass,
Vitrolite, and Sani Onyx; aluminum and stainless steel; porcelain
enamel; glass block; neon signs; and other new materials were
introduced in Art Deco-style and Art Moderne storefronts. Modular
storefront systems were introduced after World War II.
Storefronts are typically altered more than any other building fea
ture to reflect the latest architectural styles and appear up-to-date

to attract customers. Older storefronts were often remodeled with
a new design and materials by installing pigmented structural glass,
for instance, and other 20th-century materials. These altered store
fronts may have acquired significance in their own right and, in this
case, should be retained.
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Curtain Walls
Curtain wall construction was originally based on a steel framework.
Today, most curtain wall construction utilizes an extruded alumi
num framework, which became popular in the 1930s in the U.S. and
came into its own after World War II. A curtain wall is not a struc
tural system and, although it is self supporting, does not carry the
weight of the building. Rather, it is an exterior wall hung or attached
to the structural system. Curtain wall construction most frequently
employs glass, metal panels, thin stone veneer, and other cladding
materials, although louvers and vents, like glass panels, can also
be set into the metal framework. Newer curtain wall systems may

incorporate rain screens and glass fiber reinforced concrete panels
(GFRC). Because curtain wall construction uses relatively light
weight and less expensive materials, it reduces building costs, which,
in part, explains its popularity.
There are essentially two types of curtain wall systems: stick systems
and unitized or modular systems. A stick system is a framing system
composed of long metal pieces (sticks) put together individually
using vertical pieces (mullions) between floors and horizontal pieces
between the vertical members. The framing members may some
times be assembled in a factory, but the installation and glazing is
done on site. A unitized or modular curtain wall system consists of
ready-to-hang, pre-assembled modules which already include glazing
or other panel infill. These modular units are usually one story in
height and approximately five- to six-feet wide. Both types of curtain
walls are attached to floor slabs or columns with field-drilled bolts in
mated, adjustable anchor brackets.
Glass panels in curtain wall systems can be fixed or operable and can
include spandrel glass, clear, or tinted glass. Stone veneer panels may
be slate, granite, marble, travertine, or limestone. Metal panels can
be aluminum plate, stainless steel, copper, or other non-corrosive
types of metal. Other materials used in curtain wall systems include
composite panels (such as honeycomb composite panels, consisting
of two thin sheets of aluminum bonded to a thin plastic layer or rigid
insulation in the middle); architectural terra cotta; glazed ceramic
tile; and fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP).
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Structural Systems
Numerous types of structural systems
have been employed in the construction
of buildings throughout American history.
Some systems and building methods
overlapped, and many remained in
use for years. These systems—listed
according to the period when they were
first introduced—include but are not
limited to: wood-frame construction
(17th century), load-bearing masonry
construction (18th century), balloonframe construction (19th century), brick
cavity-wall construction (19th century),
heavy-timber post and beam industrial
construction (19th century), fireproof
iron construction (19th century), heavy
masonry and steel construction (19th
century), skeletal steel construction (19th
century), light frame and veneer brick
construction (20th century), and cast-in
place concrete, concrete block, and slab and
post construction (20th century).
Exposed iron and steel structural systems
are character defining in many utilitarian
and industrial structures of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries that have large open interior spaces, such as
train sheds and armories. Exposed wood structural systems became
an important interior decorative element during the Arts and Crafts
period and in Craftsman-style bungalows in the early 20th century.
Exposed cast-concrete structural systems and system components
define the character of many industrial interiors and, later, other
interior spaces in 20th-century buildings.

beams, vigas, and outriggers, or masonry foundation walls), they
are likely to be important in defining the building’s overall historic
character. A concealed structural system, although not character
defining, may still be significant as an example of historic building
technology.

If features of the historic structural system are exposed (such as
load-bearing brick walls, cast-iron columns, roof trusses, posts and
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Mechanical Systems
Mechanical, lighting, and plumbing systems improved significantly
with the onset of the Industrial Revolution. The 19th-century inter
est in hygiene, personal comfort, and reducing the spread of disease
resulted in the development of central heating, piped water, piped
gas, and networks of underground cast-iron sewers in urban areas.
The mass production of cast-iron radiators made central heating
affordable to many. By the turn of the 20th century, it was common
for heating, lighting, and plumbing to be an integral part of most
buildings.
The increasing availability of electricity as the 20th century pro
gressed had a tremendous effect on the development of mechanical
systems and opened up a new age of technology. Electric lighting
brightened the interiors of all types of buildings, as well as build
ing exteriors, their sites, and settings. Electricity not only improved
heating systems, but in the 1920s it also brought central air con
ditioning to movie theaters and auditoriums, where it was first
installed. By the middle of the 20th century, forced-air systems

provided both heat and cooling in many buildings. In the late 20th
century, as HVAC systems increased in efficiency, they decreased in
size, with smaller components, such as split ductless systems with
wall-mounted air handlers, cassette ceiling-mounted diffusers, or
high-velocity mini duct systems. These systems can be especially
useful for retrofitting historic buildings because they are small and
unobtrusive. Heat pumps, another late-20th century invention, can
help to supplement existing HVAC systems.
Replacing hydraulic elevators, which were invented in the mid-19th
century, with electric elevators in the early decades of the 20th
century resulted in a boom in the construction of taller high-rise
buildings and skyscrapers. Escalators, also invented in the mid
19th century, became more and more common as the 20th century
advanced. By the latter part of the century, moving walkways helped
facilitate travelers’ passage from one place to another in transporta
tion centers, such as airports.
The visible decorative features that remain of historic mechanical
systems (such as grilles, lighting fixtures, elevator doors, and escala
tors) themselves may contribute to the overall historic character of
the building and should be retained when feasible. Reusing an exist
ing, functioning system and upgrading it as needed, should always
be considered when feasible. However, because a mechanical system
needs to work efficiently, most historic or older systems will likely
need to be replaced to meet modern requirements.
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES,
AND FINISHES
Spaces
The earliest buildings in America were very basic and likely to have
only one or, perhaps, two rooms. As communities became more
established and prosperous, buildings—houses in particular—
increased in size, and construction became more elaborate and
sophisticated, reflecting the wealth and tastes of individual owners.
Larger buildings inevitably included multiple rooms designed to
accommodate a variety of purposes. Thus, the interior floor plan,
the arrangement and sequence of spaces, and built-in features
and applied finishes are individually and collectively important in
defining the historic character of the building. With the exception
of most historic utilitarian buildings, manufacturing and industrial
buildings, garages, and maintenance facilities, interiors are typi
cally composed of a series of primary and secondary spaces. This
succession of spaces is applicable to many historic buildings, from
courthouses to cathedrals to cottages and commercial structures.
Primary spaces, including entrance halls, lobbies, double parlors,
living rooms, corridors, and assembly spaces, are defined not only
by their function, but also by their location, features, finishes, size,
and proportion.
Secondary spaces in historic interiors are generally more functional
than decorative and, depending on the building’s use, may include
kitchens, bathrooms, utility rooms, attics, basements, mail rooms,
rear hallways, and most office spaces. Although these spaces were
important to how the building functioned historically, they are
generally less significant than primary spaces and, thus, are usually
the most appropriate places to make changes which may be neces
sary in a historic building, such as those required to meet code or to
install mechanical equipment. The traditional sequence of interior
spaces in late 19th- through early 20th-century high-rise build
ings went from public areas (such as the lobby) on the first floor
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and corridors on upper floors to the private spaces behind them
(i.e., offices, apartments, or hotel rooms). This hierarchy of spaces
continues to define the historic character of many high-rise build
ings. However, in commercial structures built on speculation with
open floor plans, the upper floors, especially, are likely to have been
reconfigured many times. In some cases, these interiors may have
little historic character but, in others, the spaces and their appear
ance may have acquired significance because of a specific tenant, use
(such as a boardroom or executive office), or an event.

Features and Finishes
Historic character-defining features and finishes can range from very
elaborate to very simple and plain, or from formal to utilitarian. The
interior features that are important to a particular building gener
ally reflect its original or historic use. Thus, the interior features and
finishes of industrial and factory buildings are basic and practical,
with exposed structural systems; wood, brick, or concrete walls
and floors; large windows or monitors with clerestory windows to
provide natural light; and minimal or no door and window sur
rounds. Commercial, office, hotel, and high-rise apartment build
ings have public spaces that often include highly-decorated lobbies,
elevator lobbies with marble flooring, wood or marble wainscoting
in the upper corridors and, particularly in office buildings, offices
separated from hallways by heavy doors with glass transoms and
glass wall partitions for borrowed light. The repetitive pattern itself
of the corridors on the upper floors in these multi-story buildings is
also often significant in defining their historic character. Individual
historic residential structures frequently have painted plaster walls
and ceilings, door and window trim, fireplaces with mantels, wood
flooring, and a staircase if the house has more than one story. Some
mid-to late-20th-century houses that are less traditional in design
have simpler and less-ornamented interiors.
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Building Site
The building site consists of a historic building or buildings, struc
tures, and associated landscape features and their relationship
within a designed or legally-defined parcel of land. A site may be
significant in its own right or because of its association with the
historic building or buildings.

Setting (District/Neighborhood)
The setting is the larger area or environment in which a
historic building is located. It may be an urban, suburban,
or rural neighborhood or a natural landscape in which
buildings have been constructed. The relationship of
buildings to each other, setbacks, fence patterns, views,
driveways and walkways, and street trees and other
landscaping together establish the character of a district
or neighborhood.
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Special Requirements: Code-Required Work

Accessibility

Sensitive solutions to meeting code requirements are an important part
of protecting the historic character of the building. Thus, work that must
be done to meet accessibility and life-safety requirements must always be
assessed for its potential impact on the historic building.

It is often necessary to make modifications to a historic building
to make it compliant with accessibility code requirements. Federal
rules, regulations, and standards provide guidance on how to make
historic buildings accessible. Work must be carefully planned and
undertaken in a manner that results in minimal or no loss of historic
exterior and interior character-defining spaces, features, or finishes.
The goal should be to provide the highest level of access with the
least impact to the historic building.

Life Safety
When undertaking work on historic buildings, it is also necessary to
consider the impact that meeting life-safety codes (public health,
occupational health, life safety, electrical, seismic, structural, and
building codes) will have on both exterior and interior spaces, fea
tures, and finishes. Historic building materials that are hazardous,
such as lead paint and asbestos, will require abatement or encap
sulation. Some newer life-safety codes are more flexible and allow
greater leniency for historic buildings when making them code com
pliant. It is also possible that there may be an alternative approach
to meeting codes that will be less damaging to the historic building.
Coordinating with code officials early in project planning will help
ensure that code requirements can be met in a historic building
without negatively impacting its character.
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Resilience to Natural Hazards
The potential future impacts of natural hazards on a historic building
should be carefully evaluated and considered. If foreseeable loss,
damage, or destruction to the building or its features can be rea
sonably anticipated, treatments should be undertaken to avoid or
minimize the impacts and to ensure the continued preservation of
the building and its historic character. In some other instances, the
effects may be minimal or more gradual and the impacts unknown or
not anticipated to affect the property until sometime in the future. In
all instances, a building should be maintained in good condition and
monitored regularly, and historic documentation should be prepared
as a record of the building and to help guide future treatments.
Some impacts of natural hazards may be particularly sudden and
destructive to a historic building (such as riverine flash flooding,
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coastal storm surge, an earthquake, or a tornado) and may require
adaptive treatments that are more invasive. When a treatment is
proposed for a building that addresses such potential impacts and
will affect the building’s historic character, other feasible alternatives
that would require less change should always be considered first. In
some instances, a certain degree of impact on a building’s historic
character may be necessary to ensure its retention and continued
preservation. In other instances, a proposed treatment may have too
great an impact to preserve the historic character of the building. A
historic building may have existing characteristics or features that
help to address or minimize the impacts of natural hazards. Some
historic buildings may have been altered previously or be in regions
where it has been traditional to adapt buildings frequently subject
to damage from natural hazards, such as flooding. All these factors
should be taken into consideration when
planning preventive treatments. The goal
should always be to minimize the impacts to
the building’s historic character to the great
est extent possible in adapting the building to
be more resilient.

Sustainability
Before implementing any energy improvements to enhance the
sustainability of a historic building, the existing energy-efficient
characteristics of the building should be evaluated. Historic build
ing construction methods and materials often maximized natural
sources of heating, lighting, and ventilation to respond to local
climatic conditions. The key to a successful project is to identify and
understand any lost original and existing energy-efficient aspects of
the historic building, as well as to identify and understand its char
acter-defining features to ensure they are taken into account. The
most sustainable building may be one that already exists. Thus, good

preservation practice is very often synonymous with sustainability.
There are numerous treatments—traditional as well as new techno
logical innovations—that may be used to upgrade a historic building
to help it operate more efficiently while retaining its character.
The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines on Sustain
ability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Although specifically devel
oped for the treatment Rehabilitation, the Sustainability Guidelines
can be used to help guide the other treatments.
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New Exterior Additions and Related New
Construction
A new exterior addition to a historic building should be considered
in a rehabilitation project only after determining that requirements
for a new or continuing use cannot be successfully met by alter
ing non-significant interior spaces. If the existing building cannot
accommodate such requirements in this way, then an exterior addi
tion or, in some instances, separate new construction on a site may
be acceptable alternatives.
A new addition must preserve the building’s historic character, form,
significant materials, and features. It must be compatible with the
massing, size, scale, and design of the historic building while dif
ferentiated from the historic building. It should also be designed and
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constructed so that the essential form and integrity of the historic
building would remain if the addition were to be removed in the
future. There is no formula or prescription for designing a compat
ible new addition or related new construction on a site, nor is there
generally only one possible design approach that will meet the
Standards.
New additions and related new construction that meet the Stan
dards can be any architectural style—traditional, contemporary, or
a simplified version of the historic building. However, there must be
a balance between differentiation and compatibility to maintain the
historic character and the identity of the building being enlarged.
New additions and related
new construction that are
either identical to the historic
building or in extreme con
trast to it are not compatible.
Placing an addition on the
rear or on another second
ary elevation helps to ensure
that it will be subordinate
to the historic building.
New construction should
be appropriately scaled and
located far enough away from
the historic building to main
tain its character and that of
the site and setting. In urban
or other built-up areas, new
construction that appears as
infill within the existing pat
tern of development can also
preserve the historic char
acter of the building, its site,
and setting.

PRESERVATION
PRESERVATION

STANDARDS FOR PRESERVATION & GUIDELINES
FOR PRESERVING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Preservation
Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures neces
sary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic
property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect and stabilize
the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair
of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and
new construction. New exterior additions are not within the scope of this
treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make
properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project.
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Standards for Preservation
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the
retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships. Where a
treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary,
stabilized until additional work may be undertaken.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of
intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial rela
tionships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Work
needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve existing historic materials and features will
be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection and properly
documented for future research.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate
level of intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires repair or lim
ited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old in composi
tion, design, color and texture.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
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PRESERVATION

GUIDELINES FOR PRESERVING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

INTRODUCTION
Preservation is the appropriate treatment when the objective of the
project is to retain the building as it currently exists. This means
that not only the original historic materials and features will be pre
served, but also later changes and additions to the original building.
The expressed goal of the Standards for Preservation and Guide
lines for Preserving Historic Buildings is retention of the build
ing’s existing form, features, and materials. This may be as simple
as maintaining existing materials and features or may involve more
extensive repair. Protection, maintenance, and repair are empha
sized while replacement is minimized.

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic
Materials and Features
The guidance for the treatment Preservation begins with recom
mendations to identify the form and detailing of those architectural
materials and features that are important in defining the building’s
historic character and which must be retained to preserve that char
acter. Therefore, guidance on identifying, retaining, and preserving
character-defining features is always given first.

Stabilize Deteriorated Historic Materials and
Features as a Preliminary Measure
Deteriorated portions of a historic building may need to be pro
tected through preliminary stabilization measures until additional
work can be undertaken. Stabilizing may begin with temporary
structural reinforcement and progress to weatherization or correct
ing unsafe conditions. Although it may not be necessary in every

preservation project, stabilization is nonetheless an integral part
of the treatment Preservation; it is equally applicable to the other
treatments if circumstances warrant.

Protect and Maintain Historic Materials and
Features
After identifying those materials and features that are important
and must be retained in the process of Preservation work, then
protecting and maintaining them are addressed. Protection generally
involves the least degree of intervention and is preparatory to other
work. Protection includes the maintenance of historic materials and
features as well as ensuring that the property is protected before and
during preservation work.

Repair (Stabilize, Consolidate, and Conserve)
Historic Materials and Features

Next, when the physical condition of character-defining materials and
features warrants additional work, repairing by stabilizing, consolidat
ing, and conserving is recommended. The intent of Preservation is to
retain existing materials and features while introducing as little new
material as possible. Consequently, guidance for repairing a historic
material, such as masonry, begins with the least degree of intervention possible, such as strengthening materials through consolidation,
when necessary, or repointing with mortar of an appropriate strength.
Repairing masonry, as well as wood and metal features, may include
patching, splicing, or other treatments using recognized preservation
methods. All work should be physically and visually compatible.
INTRODUCTION
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Limited Replacement in Kind of Extensively
Deteriorated Portions of Historic Features
The greatest level of intervention in this treatment is the limited
replacement in kind of extensively deteriorated or missing compo
nents of features when there are surviving prototypes or when the
original features can be substantiated by documentary and physical
evidence. The replacement material must match the old, both physi
cally and visually (e.g., wood with wood). Thus, with the exception
of hidden structural reinforcement, such as steel rods, substitute
materials are not appropriate in the treatment Preservation. If
prominent features are missing, such as an interior staircase or an
exterior cornice, then a Rehabilitation or Restoration treatment may
be more appropriate.

Sustainability
Sustainability should be addressed as part of a Preservation project.
Good preservation practice is often synonymous with sustainability.
Existing energy-efficient features should be retained and repaired.
New sustainability treatments should generally be limited to updat
ing existing features and systems so as to have the least impact on
the historic character of the building.
The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines on
Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Although specifi
cally developed for the treatment Rehabilitation, the Sustainability
Guidelines can be used to help guide the other treatments.

Code-Required Work:
Accessibility and Life Safety
These sections of the Preservation guidance address work that must
be done to meet accessibility and life-safety requirements. This work
may be an important aspect of preservation projects, and it, too,
must be assessed for its potential negative impact on the build
ing’s character. For this reason, particular care must be taken not to
obscure, damage, or destroy character-defining materials or features
in the process of undertaking work to meet code requirements.

Resilience to Natural Hazards

Resilience to natural hazards should be addressed as part of a Preser
vation project. A historic building may have existing characteristics
or features that help to address or minimize the impacts of natural
hazards. These should always be used to best advantage when planning new adaptive treatments so as to have the least impact on the
historic character of the building, its site, and setting.
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INTRODUCTION

Preservation as a Treatment. When the property’s distinctive materi
als, features, and spaces are essentially intact and thus convey the historic
significance without extensive repair or replacement; when depiction at
a particular period of time is not appropriate; and when a continuing or
new use does not require additions or extensive alterations, Preservation
may be considered as a treatment. Prior to undertaking work, a documen
tation plan for Preservation should be developed.

PRESERVATION

MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving masonry features that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the build
ing (such as walls, brackets, railings, cornices, window and door
surrounds, steps, and columns) and decorative ornament and
other details, such as tooling and bonding patterns, coatings, and
color.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering masonry features which are important in defining the
overall historic character of the building so that, as a result, the
character is diminished.
Replacing historic masonry features instead of repairing or replacing
only the deteriorated masonry.
Applying paint or other coatings (such as stucco) to masonry that
has been historically unpainted or uncoated.
Removing paint from historically-painted masonry.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged masonry as a preliminary
measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize deteriorated or damaged masonry until additional
work is undertaken, thereby allowing further damage to occur to the
historic building

Protecting and maintaining masonry by ensuring that historic
drainage features and systems that divert rainwater from masonry
surfaces (such as roof overhangs, gutters, and downspouts) are
intact and functioning properly.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of masonry deterioration,
such as leaking roofs and gutters or rising damp.

Cleaning masonry only when necessary to halt deterioration or
remove heavy soiling.

Cleaning masonry surfaces when they are not heavily soiled to
create a “like-new” appearance, thereby needlessly introducing
chemicals or moisture into historic materials.

Carrying out masonry cleaning tests when it has been determined
that cleaning is appropriate. Test areas should be examined
to ensure that no damage has resulted and, ideally, monitored
over a sufficient period of time to allow long-range effects to be
predicted.

Cleaning masonry surfaces without testing or without sufficient time
for the testing results to be evaluated.

[1] A test patch should
always be done before
using a chemical cleaner
to ensure that it will
not damage historic
masonry, as in this
instance, terra cotta.

MASONRY
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Cleaning or removing paint from masonry surfaces using most
Cleaning soiled masonry surfaces with the gentlest method pos
sible, such as using low-pressure water and detergent and natural abrasive methods (including sandblasting, other media blasting, or
high-pressure water) which can damage the surface of the masonry
bristle or other soft-bristle brushes.
and mortar joints.
Using a cleaning or paint-removal method that involves water or
liquid chemical solutions when there is any possibility of freezing
temperatures.
Cleaning with chemical products that will damage some types of
masonry (such as using acid on limestone or marble), or failing to
neutralize or rinse off chemical cleaners from masonry surfaces.
Using biodegradable or environmentally-safe cleaning or paintremoval products.
Using paint-removal methods that employ a poultice to which
paint adheres, when possible, to neatly and safely remove old
lead paint.
Using coatings that encapsulate lead paint, when possible, where
the paint is not required to be removed to meet environmental
regulations.
Allowing only trained conservators to use abrasive or laser-clean
ing methods, when necessary, to clean hard-to-reach, highlycarved, or detailed decorative stone features.
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PRESERVATION

MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Removing damaged or deteriorated paint only to the next sound
layer using the gentlest method possible (e.g., hand scraping)
prior to repainting.

Removing paint that is firmly adhered to masonry surfaces.

Applying compatible paint coating systems to historically-painted
masonry following proper surface preparation.

Failing to follow manufacturers’ product and application instruc
tions when repainting masonry features.

Repainting historically-painted masonry features with colors that
are appropriate to the building and district.

Using paint colors on historically-painted masonry features that are
not appropriate to the building or district.

Protecting adjacent materials when working on masonry features.

Failing to protect adjacent materials when working on masonry
features.

Evaluating the overall condition of the masonry to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to masonry features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
masonry features.

Repairing masonry by patching, splicing, consolidating, or
otherwise reinforcing the masonry using recognized preservation
methods.

Removing masonry that could be stabilized, repaired, and con
served, or using untested consolidants, improper repair techniques,
or unskilled personnel, potentially causing further damage to
historic materials.

Repairing masonry walls and other masonry features by repoint
ing the mortar joints where there is evidence of deterioration,
such as disintegrating mortar, cracks in mortar joints, loose
bricks, or damaged plaster on the interior.

Removing non-deteriorated mortar from sound joints and then
repointing the entire building to achieve a more uniform appear
ance.

[2] Not Recommended:
The use of inappropriate
Portland cement mortar
to repoint these soft
19th-century bricks has
caused some of them to
spall. Photo: Courtesy
Nebraska State Historic
Preservation Office.

Removing deteriorated lime mortar carefully by hand raking the
joints to avoid damaging the masonry.

MASONRY
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using power tools only on horizontal joints on brick masonry in
conjunction with hand chiseling to remove hard mortar that is
deteriorated or that is a non-historic material which is causing
damage to the masonry units. Mechanical tools should be used
only by skilled masons in limited circumstances and generally
not on short, vertical joints in brick masonry.

Allowing unskilled workers to use masonry saws or mechanical tools
to remove deteriorated mortar from joints prior to repointing.

Duplicating historic mortar joints in strength, composition, color,
and texture when repointing is necessary. In some cases, a limebased mortar may also be considered when repointing Portland
cement mortar because it is more flexible.

Repointing masonry units with mortar of high Portland cement con
tent (unless it is the content of the historic mortar).

Duplicating historic mortar joints in width and joint profile when
repointing is necessary.

Using “surface grouting” or a “scrub” coating technique, such as
a “sack rub” or “mortar washing,” to repoint exterior masonry units
instead of traditional repointing methods.
Changing the width or joint profile when repointing.

Repairing stucco by removing the damaged material and patch
ing with new stucco that duplicates the old in strength, composi
tion, color, and texture.

Removing sound stucco or repairing with new stucco that is differ
ent in composition from the historic stucco.
Patching stucco or concrete without removing the source of deterio
ration.
Replacing deteriorated stucco with synthetic stucco, an exterior
insulation and finish system (EIFS), or other non-traditional
materials.
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Using mud plaster or a compatible lime-plaster adobe render,
when appropriate, to repair adobe.

Applying cement stucco, unless it already exists, to adobe.

Sealing joints in concrete with appropriate flexible sealants and
backer rods, when necessary.

Repointing masonry units (other than concrete) with a synthetic
caulking compound instead of mortar.

PRESERVATION

[3] Not Recommended:
Cracks in the stucco
have not been repaired,
thereby allowing ferns
to grow in the moist
substrate which will
cause further damage to
the masonry.

MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Cutting damaged concrete back to remove the source of deterio
ration, such as corrosion on metal reinforcement bars. The new
patch must be applied carefully so that it will bond satisfactorily
with, and match, the historic concrete.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Patching damaged concrete without first removing the source of
deterioration.

Using a non-corrosive, stainless-steel anchoring system when
replacing damaged stone, concrete, or terra-cotta units that have
failed.

MASONRY
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Applying non-historic surface treatments, such as water-repellent
coatings, to masonry only after repointing and only if masonry
repairs have failed to arrest water penetration problems.

Applying waterproof, water-repellent, or non-original historical coat
ings (such as stucco) to masonry as a substitute for repointing and
masonry repairs.

Applying permeable, anti-graffiti coatings to masonry when
appropriate.

Applying water-repellent or anti-graffiti coatings that change the
appearance of the masonry or that may trap moisture if the coating
is not sufficiently permeable.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components
of masonry features when there are surviving prototypes, such as
terra-cotta brackets or stone balusters, or when the replacement
can be based on documentary or physical evidence. The new
work should match the old in material, design, scale, color, and
finish.
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Replacing an entire masonry feature, such as a column or stairway,
when limited replacement of deteriorated and missing components
is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic
masonry feature.

PRESERVATION

WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND OTHER FUNCTIONAL
AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving wood features that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building
(such as siding, cornices, brackets, window and door surrounds,
and steps) and their paints, finishes, and colors.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering wood features which are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character
is diminished.
Replacing historic wood features instead of repairing or replacing
only the deteriorated wood.
Changing the type of finish, coating, or historic color of wood fea
tures
[4] Hand scraping
to remove peeling
paint from wood
siding in preparation
for repainting is an
important part of
regularly-scheduled
maintenance.

WOOD
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND OTHER FUNCTIONAL
AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged wood as a preliminary mea
sure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize deteriorated or damaged wood until additional
work is undertaken, thereby allowing further damage to occur to the
historic building.

Protecting and maintaining wood features by ensuring that his
toric drainage features that divert rainwater from wood surfaces
(such as roof overhangs, gutters, and downspouts) are intact and
functioning properly. Finding and eliminating sources of moisture
that may damage wood features, such as clogged gutters and
downspouts, leaky roofs, or moisture-retaining soil that touches
wood around the foundation.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of wood deterioration, such
as faulty flashing, leaking gutters, cracks and holes in siding, dete
riorated caulking in joints and seams, plant material growing too
close to wood surfaces, or insect or fungal infestation.

Finding and eliminating sources of moisture that may damage
wood features, such as clogged gutters and downspouts, leaky
roofs, or moisture-retaining soil that touches wood around the
foundation.
Applying chemical preservatives or paint to wood features that are Using chemical preservatives (such as creosote) which, unless they
subject to weathering, such as exposed beam ends, outriggers, or were used historically, can change the appearance of wood features.
rafter tails.

[5] Rotted wood shingles
have been replaced in
kind with matching wood
shingles.
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND OTHER FUNCTIONAL
AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Implementing an integrated pest management plan to identify
appropriate preventive measures to guard against insect damage,
such as installing termite guards, fumigating, and treating with
chemicals. Retaining coatings (such as paint) that protect the
wood from moisture and ultraviolet light. Paint removal should be
considered only when there is paint surface deterioration and as
part of an overall maintenance program which involves repainting
or applying other appropriate coatings

Stripping paint or other coatings from wood features without
recoating.

Removing damaged or deteriorated paint to the next sound layer
using the gentlest method possible (e.g., hand scraping and hand
sanding) prior to repainting.

Using potentially-damaging paint-removal methods on wood sur
faces, such as open-flame torches, orbital sanders, abrasive meth
ods (including sandblasting, other media blasting, or high-pressure
water), or caustic paint-removers.
Removing paint that is firmly adhered to wood surfaces.

Using chemical strippers primarily to supplement other methods
such as hand scraping, hand sanding, and thermal devices.

Failing to neutralize the wood thoroughly after using chemical paint
removers so that new paint may not adhere.
Removing paint from detachable wood features by soaking them in
a caustic solution which can roughen the surface, split the wood, or
result in staining from residual acid leaching out through the wood.

Using biodegradable or environmentally-safe cleaning or paintremoval products.
Using paint-removal methods that employ a poultice to which
paint adheres, when possible, to neatly and safely remove old
lead paint.

Using a thermal device to remove paint from wood features without
first checking for and removing any flammable debris behind them.

Using thermal devices (such as infrared heaters) carefully to
remove paint when it is so deteriorated that total removal is nec
essary prior to repainting.

Using thermal devices without limiting the amount of time the
wood feature is exposed to heat.

WOOD
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND OTHER FUNCTIONAL
AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using coatings that encapsulate lead paint, when possible, where
the paint is not required to be removed to meet environmental
regulations.
Applying compatible paint coating systems to historically-painted
wood following proper surface preparation.

Failing to follow manufacturers’ product and application instruc
tions when repainting wood features.

Repainting historically-painted wood features with colors that are
appropriate to the building or district.

Using paint colors on historically-painted wood features that are not
appropriate to the building or district.

Protecting adjacent materials when working on wood features.

Failing to protect adjacent materials when working on wood fea
tures.

Evaluating the overall condition of the wood to determine whether Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
wood features.
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to wood
features, will be necessary.
Repairing wood by patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise
reinforcing the wood using recognized preservation methods.

Removing wood that could be stabilized, repaired, and conserved,
or using untested consolidants, improper repair techniques, or
unskilled personnel, potentially causing further damage to historic
materials.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind (i.e., with wood, but not necessarily the same
species) extensively deteriorated or missing components of wood
features when there are surviving prototypes, such as brackets,
molding, or sections of siding, or when the replacement can be
based on documentary or physical evidence. The new work should
match the old in material, design, scale, color, and finish
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WOOD

Replacing an entire wood feature, such as a column or stairway,
when limited replacement of deteriorated and missing components
is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic wood
feature.

PRESERVATION

METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving metal features that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building (such as columns, capitals, pilasters, spandrel panels, or
stairways) and their paint, finishes, and colors. The type of metal
should be identified prior to work because each metal has its own
properties and may require a different treatment.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering metal features which are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character
is diminished.
Replacing historic metal features instead of repairing or replacing
only the deteriorated metal.
Changing the type of finish, coating, or historic color of metal
features.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged metal as a preliminary mea
sure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize deteriorated or damaged metals until additional
work is undertaken, thereby allowing further damage to occur to the
historic building.

Protecting and maintaining metals from corrosion by providing
proper drainage so that water does not stand on flat, horizontal
surfaces or accumulate in curved decorative features.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of corrosion, such as mois
ture from leaking roofs or gutters.
Placing incompatible metals together without providing an appro
priate separation material. Such incompatibility can result in
galvanic corrosion of the less noble metal (e.g., copper will corrode
cast iron, steel, tin, and aluminum).

Cleaning metals, when necessary, to remove corrosion prior to
repainting or applying other appropriate protective coatings.

Failing to reapply coating systems after cleaning metals that require
protection from corrosion.
Removing the patina from historic metals. The patina may be a
protective layer on some metals (such as bronze or copper) as well
as a distinctive finish.

Identifying the particular type of metal prior to any cleaning
procedure and then testing to ensure that the gentlest cleaning
method possible is selected; or, alternatively, determining that
cleaning is inappropriate for the particular metal.

Using cleaning methods which alter or damage the historic color,
texture, and finish of the metal, or cleaning when it is inappropriate
for the particular metal.

METALS
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PRESERVATION

METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using non-corrosive chemical methods to clean soft metals (such
as lead, tinplate, terneplate, copper, and zinc) whose finishes can
be easily damaged by abrasive methods.

Cleaning soft metals (such as lead, tinplate, terneplate, copper, and
zinc) with abrasive methods (including sandblasting, other media
blasting, or high-pressure water) which will damage the surface of
the metal.

Using the least abrasive cleaning method for hard metals (such
as cast iron, wrought iron, and steel) to remove paint buildup and
corrosion. If hand scraping and wire brushing have proven inef
fective, low-pressure abrasive methods may be used as long as
they do not damage the surface.

Using high-pressure abrasive techniques (including sandblasting,
other media blasting, or high-pressure water) without first trying
gentler cleaning methods prior to cleaning cast iron, wrought iron,
or steel.

Applying appropriate paint or other coating systems to histori
cally-coated metals after cleaning to protect them from corrosion.

Applying paint or other coatings to metals (such as copper, bronze
or stainless steel) if they were not coated historically.

Repainting historically-painted metal features with colors that are
appropriate to the building and district.

Using paint colors on historically-painted metal features that are
not appropriate to the building or district.

Applying an appropriate protective coating (such as lacquer or
wax) to a metal feature that was historically unpainted, such as a
bronze door, which is subject to heavy use.
[6] A standing-seam
sheet metal roof, like
the one on the turret
of this late 19th century
row house, must be kept
painted to ensure its
preservation.
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PRESERVATION

METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting adjacent materials when working on metal features.

Failing to protect adjacent materials when working on metal fea
tures.

Evaluating the overall condition of metals to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to metal
features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
metal features.

Repairing, stabilizing, and reinforcing metal by using recognized
preservation methods

Removing metals that could be stabilized, repaired, and conserved,
or using improper repair techniques, or untrained personnel, poten
tially causing further damage to historic materials.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components
of metal features when there are surviving prototypes, such as
porch balusters, column capitals or bases, or porch cresting, or
when the replacement can be based on documentary or physical
evidence. The new work should match the old in material, design,
scale, color, and finish.

Replacing an entire metal feature, such as a column or balustrade,
when limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components is
appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic metal
feature.

[7] (a) After the damaged
portions of the base
were repaired, (b) the
cast-iron columns were
cleaned and repainted to
protect the metal from
rusting.

METALS
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PRESERVATION

ROOFS

[8] Regular
maintenance includes
removing leaves that
can clog gutters and
cause water damage to
the exterior and interior
walls of a house.

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving roofs and their functional
and decorative features that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building. The form of the roof (gable,
hipped, gambrel, flat, or mansard) is significant, as are its decora
tive and functional features (such as cupolas, cresting, parapets,
monitors, chimneys, weather vanes, dormers, ridge tiles, and snow
guards), roofing material (such as slate, wood, clay tile, metal, roll
roofing, or asphalt shingles), and size, color, and patterning.

Altering the roof and roofing materials which are important in defin
ing the overall historic character of the building so that, as a result,
the character is diminished.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged roofs as a preliminary mea
sure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged roof until additional
work is undertaken, thereby allowing further damage to occur to the
historic building

Protecting and maintaining a roof by cleaning gutters and
downspouts and replacing deteriorated flashing. Roof sheathing
should also be checked for indications of moisture due to leaks or
condensation.

Failing to clean and maintain gutters and downspouts properly so
that water and debris collect and cause damage to roof fasteners,
sheathing, and the underlying structure

Providing adequate anchorage for roofing material to guard
against wind damage and moisture penetration.

Allowing flashing, caps, and exposed roof fasteners to corrode,
which accelerates deterioration of the roof.

Protecting a leaking roof with a temporary waterproof membrane
with a synthetic underlayment, roll roofing, plywood, or a tarpau
lin until it can be repaired.

Leaving a leaking roof unprotected so that accelerated deteriora
tion of historic building materials (such as masonry, wood, plaster,
paint, and structural members) occurs.

Repainting a roofing material that requires a protective coating
and was painted historically (such as a terneplate metal roof or
gutters) as part of regularly-scheduled maintenance.

Failing to repaint a roofing material that requires a protective
coating and was painted historically as part of regularly-scheduled
maintenance.

Protecting a roof covering when working on other roof features.

Failing to protect roof coverings when working on other roof features.

Evaluating the overall condition of the roof to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to roof
features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
roof features.

Replacing historic roofing material instead of repairing or replacing
only the deteriorated material.
Changing the type or color of roofing materials.

Repairing a roof by ensuring that the existing historic roof or com- Removing historic materials that could be repaired or using
patible non-historic roof covering is sound and waterproof.
improper repair techniques.
Failing to reuse intact slate or tile when only the roofing substrate
or fasteners need replacement.
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ROOFS

PRESERVATION

ROOFS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using corrosion-resistant roof fasteners (e.g., nails and clips) to
repair a roof to help extend its longevity.
The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components
of roof features when there are surviving prototypes, such as ridge
tiles, roof cresting, or dormer trim, slates, or tiles, or when the
replacement can be based on documentary or physical evidence.
The new work should match the old in material, design, scale,
color, and finish.

Replacing an entire roof feature, such as a chimney or dormer,
when limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components is
appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic roof
feature.

[9] Distinctively-shaped
roofs are important in
defining the historic
character of these early
20th-century structures:
(a) an asphalt shingle
roof on a house; (b)
and a concrete roof on
Fonthill, Doylestown, PA
(1908-1912), designed
and built by Henry
Chapman Mercer.

ROOFS
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PRESERVATION

WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving windows and their functional and decorative features that are important to the overall
historic character of the building. The window material and how
the window operates (e.g., double hung, casement, awning, or
hopper) are significant, as are its components (including sash,
muntins, ogee lugs, glazing, pane configuration, sills, mullions,
casings, or brick molds) and related features, such as shutters.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering windows or window features which are important in defin
ing the historic character of the building so that, as a result, the
character is diminished.
Changing the appearance of windows that contribute to the historic
character of the building by replacing materials, finishes, or colors
which noticeably change the sash, depth of reveal, and muntin con
figuration; the reflectivity and color of the glazing; or the appear
ance of the frame.
Obscuring historic wood window trim with metal or other material.
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WINDOWS

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged windows as a preliminary
measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize deteriorated or damaged windows as a prelimi
nary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation
work.

Protecting and maintaining the wood or metal which comprises
the window jamb, sash, and trim through appropriate surface
treatments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of
the same protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain materials on a cyclical basis so that
deterioration of the window results.

Protecting windows against vandalism before work begins by
covering them and by installing alarm systems that are keyed into
local protection agencies.

Leaving windows unprotected and subject to vandalism before work
begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be damaged if it can be
accessed through unprotected windows.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary for security,
so that it is compatible with the historic windows and does not
damage them or negatively impact their character.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary for security, that
is not compatible with the historic windows and damages them or
negatively impacts their character.

Making windows weathertight by recaulking gaps in fixed joints
and replacing or installing weatherstripping.

Replacing windows rather than maintaining the sash, frame, or
glazing.

Protecting windows from chemical cleaners, paint, or abrasion
during work on the exterior of the building.

Failing to protect historic windows from chemical cleaners, paint,
or abrasion when work is being done on the exterior of the building.

Protecting and retaining historic glass when replacing putty or
repairing other components of the window.

Failing to protect the historic glass when making repairs.

PRESERVATION

[11] Old and brittle
glazing putty should
be removed carefully
before reputtying to
keep window glazing
weathertight.
[10] Historic exterior
storm windows preserve
and help to insulate
wood windows.

WINDOWS
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PRESERVATION

WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED
Sustaining the historic operability of windows by lubricating fric
tion points and replacing broken components of the operating
system (such as hinges, latches, sash chains or cords) or replac
ing deteriorated gaskets or insulating units.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to maintain windows and window components so that win
dows are inoperable, or sealing operable sash permanently.
Failing to repair and reuse window hardware such as sash lifts,
latches, and locks

Adding storm windows with a matching or a one-over-one pane
configuration that will not obscure the characteristics of the his
toric windows. Storm windows improve energy efficiency and are
especially beneficial when installed over wood windows because
they also protect them from accelerated deterioration.
Protecting adjacent materials when working on windows.

Failing to protect adjacent materials when working on windows.

Evaluating the overall condition of windows to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to win
dows and window features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
windows.

Repairing window frames and sash by patching, splicing, consoli
dating, or otherwise reinforcing them using recognized preserva
tion methods.

Removing window frames or sash that could be stabilized, repaired,
and conserved, or using untested consolidants, improper repair
techniques, or untrained personnel, potentially causing furthur
damage to historic buildings.

Using corrosion-resistant roof fasteners (e.g., nails and clips) to
repair a roof to help extend its longevity.
The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components
of windows when there are surviving prototypes, such as frames
or sash, or when the replacement can be based on documentary
or physical evidence. The new work should match the old in
material, design, scale, color, and finish.
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WINDOWS

Replacing an entire window when limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic
window.

PRESERVATION

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving entrances and porches and
their functional and decorative features that are important in
defining the overall historic character of the building. The materi
als themselves (including wood, masonry, and metal) are sig
nificant, as are the features, such as doors, transoms, pilasters,
columns, balustrades, stairs, roofs, and projecting canopies.

Altering entrances and porches which are important in defining the
overall historic character of the building so that, as a result, the
character is diminished.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged entrances and porches as a
preliminary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preser
vation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged entrance or porch
until additional work is undertaken, thereby allowing further
damage to occur to the historic building.

Replacing historic entrance and porch features instead of repairing
or replacing only the deteriorated material.
[13] It is important that
exposed swallow tail
porch rafters be kept
painted to protect them
from water damage.

[12] Repair and limited replacement in kind to
match deteriorated wood porch features is always
a recommended preservation treatment.

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
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PRESERVATION

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting and maintaining the masonry, wood, and metals which
comprise entrances and porches through appropriate surface
treatments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of
protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain historic materials on a cyclical basis
so that deterioration of entrances and porches results.

Protecting entrances and porches against arson and vandalism
before work begins by covering them and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving entrances and porches unprotected and subject to vandal
ism before work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be
damaged if it can be accessed through unprotected entrances.

Protecting entrance and porch features when working on other
features of the building.

Failing to protect historic entrances and porches when working on
other features of the building.

Evaluating the overall condition of entrances and porches to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to entrance and porch features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
entrance and porch features.

Repairing entrances and porches by patching, splicing, consoli
dating, or otherwise reinforcing them using recognized preserva
tion methods.

Removing entrances and porches or their features that could be
stabilized, repaired, and conserved, or using untested consolidants,
improper repair techniques, or untrained personnel, potentially
causing further damage to historic materials.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing compo
nents of entrance and porch features when there are surviving
prototypes, such as railings, balustrades, cornices, columns,
sidelights, stairs, and roofs, or when the replacement can be
based on documentary or physical evidence. The new work should
match the old in material, design, scale, color, and finish.
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ENTRANCES AND PORCHES

Replacing an entire entrance or porch feature when limited replace
ment of deteriorated and missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic
entrance or porch feature.

PRESERVATION

STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving storefronts and their functional and decorative features that are important in defining the
overall historic character of the building. The storefront materials
(including wood, masonry, metals, ceramic tile, clear glass, and
pigmented structural glass) and the configuration of the storefront are significant, as are features, such as display windows,
base panels, bulkheads, signs, doors, transoms, kick plates,
corner posts, piers, and entablatures.

Altering storefronts and their features which are important in defin
ing the overall historic character of the building so that, as a result,
the character is diminished.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged storefronts as a preliminary
measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged storefront until addi
tional work is undertaken, thereby allowing further damage to occur
to the historic building.

Protecting and maintaining masonry, wood, glass, ceramic tile,
and metals which comprise storefronts through appropriate
treatments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of
protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain historic materials on a cyclical basis
so that deterioration of storefront features results.

Protecting storefronts against arson and vandalism before work
begins by covering windows and doors and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving the storefront unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be damaged if it
can be accessed through an unprotected storefront.

Protecting the storefront when working on other features of the
building.

Failing to protect the storefront when working on other features of
the building.

Replacing historic storefront features instead of repairing or replac
ing only the deteriorated material.

[14] The signage
is an original and
integral part of this
historic Carrara glass
storefront.

STOREFRONTS
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PRESERVATION

STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Evaluating the overall condition of the storefront to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to storefront features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
storefront features.

Repairing storefronts by patching, splicing, consolidating, or oth
erwise reinforcing them using recognized preservation methods.

Removing historic material that could be stabilized, repaired, and
conserved, or using untested consolidants, improper repair tech
niques, or untrained personnel, potentially causing further damage
to historic materials.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components
of storefronts when there are surviving prototypes, such as doors,
transoms, kick plates, base panels, bulkheads, piers, or signs, or
when the replacement can be based on documentary or physical
evidence. The new work should match the old in material, design,
scale, color, and finish.

Replacing an entire feature or storefront when limited replacement
of deteriorated and missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic store
front feature.

[15] Regular maintenance
has helped to preserve
this historic storefront,
which retains all of
its character-defining
features, including the
granite bulkhead, multipaned transom glazing,
and recessed entrance.
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PRESERVATION

CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving curtain wall systems and
their components that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building. The design of the curtain
wall is significant, as are its component materials (metal
stick framing and panel materials, such as clear or spandrel
glass, stone, terra cotta, metal, and fiber-reinforced plastic),
appearance (e.g., glazing color or tint, transparency, and
reflectivity), and whether the glazing is fixed, operable, or
louvered glass panels. How a curtain wall is engineered and
fabricated, and the fact that it expands and contracts at a
different rate from the building’s structural system, are important
to understand when undertaking the preservation of a curtain
wall system.

Altering curtain wall components which are important in defining
the overall historic character of the building so that, as a result, the
character is diminished.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged curtain walls as a prelimi
nary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation
work.

Failing to stabilize deteriorated or damaged curtain walls until addi
tional work is undertaken, thereby allowing further damage to occur
to the historic building.

Protecting and maintaining curtain walls and their components
through appropriate surface treatments, such as cleaning and
reapplication of protective coating systems; and by making them
watertight and ensuring that sealants and gaskets are in good
condition.

Failing to protect and maintain curtain wall components on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of curtain walls results.

Protecting ground-level curtain walls from vandalism before work
begins by covering them, while ensuring adequate ventilation,
and by installing alarm systems keyed into local protection agen
cies.

Leaving ground-level curtain walls unprotected and subject to van
dalism before work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be
damaged if it can be accessed through unprotected entrances.

Installing impact-resistant glazing in a curtain wall system, when
necessary for security or to meet code requirements, so that it is
compatible with the historic curtain walls and does not damage
them or negatively impact their character.

Installing impact-resistant glazing in a curtain wall system, when
necessary for security, that is not compatible with the historic cur
tain walls and damages them or negatively impacts their character.

Replacing historic curtain wall features instead of repairing or
replacing only the deteriorated components.

Failing to identify and treat the various causes of curtain wall failure, such as open gaps between components where sealants have
deteriorated or are missing.

CURTAIN WALLS
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PRESERVATION

CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Cleaning curtain wall systems only when necessary to halt dete
rioration or to remove heavy soiling.

Cleaning curtain wall systems when they are not heavily soiled,
thereby needlessly introducing chemicals or moisture into historic
materials.

Carrying out cleaning tests, when it has been determined that
cleaning is appropriate, using only cleaning materials that will
not damage components of the system, including factory-applied
finishes. Test areas should be examined to ensure that no
damage has resulted.

Cleaning curtain wall systems without testing first or using cleaning
materials that may damage components of the system.

Evaluating the overall condition of curtain walls to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to curtain wall components, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
curtain wall components.

Repairing curtain walls by ensuring that they are watertight by
augmenting existing components or replacing deteriorated or
missing sealants or gaskets, where necessary, to seal any gaps
between system components.

Removing curtain wall components that could be stabilized,
repaired, and conserved, or using improper repair techniques, or
untrained personnel, potentially causing further damage to historic
materials.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components of a curtain wall system when there are surviving proto
types or when the replacement can be based on documentary or
physical evidence. The new work should match the old in material, design, scale, color, and finish.

[16] Plywood provides
temporary protection
for an opening where a
damaged spandrel panel
was removed until a
matching replacement
panel can be installed.
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CURTAIN WALLS

Replacing an entire curtain wall feature when limited replacement
of deteriorated and missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic curtain
wall feature.

PRESERVATION

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving structural systems and vis
ible features of systems that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building. This includes the materials that
comprise the structural system (i.e., wood, metal, and masonry),
the type of system, and its features, such as posts and beams,
trusses, summer beams, vigas, cast-iron or masonry columns,
above-grade stone foundation walls, or load-bearing masonry
walls.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering visible features of historic structural systems which are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building
so that, as a result, the character is diminished.
Overloading the existing structural system, or installing equipment
or mechanical systems which could damage the structure.
Replacing a load-bearing masonry wall that could be augmented
and retained.
Leaving known structural problems untreated, such as deflected
beams, cracked and bowed walls, or racked structural members.

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged structural systems as a preliminary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preserva
tion work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged structural system
until additional work is undertaken, thereby allowing further
damage to occur to the historic building.
Failing to protect and maintain the structural system on a cyclical
basis so that deterioration of the structural system results.

Protecting and maintaining the structural system by keeping
gutters and downspouts clear and roofing in good repair; and
by ensuring that wood structural members are free from insect
infestation.

Using treatments or products that may retain moisture, which
accelerates deterioration of structural members.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
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PRESERVATION

[17] Distinctive examples of traditional construction
techniques should be preserved, such as this wooden
peg, which is part of the structural system of this
late-19th-century warehouse.
[18] A massive, exposed, concrete structural system
defines the historic character of the interior of St.
John’s Abbey, Collegeville, MN, designed by Marcel
Breuer and constructed in 1961.
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PRESERVATION

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Evaluating the overall condition of the structural system to deter
mine whether more than protection and maintenance, such as
repairs to structural features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
structural systems.

Repairing the structural system by augmenting individual components, using recognized preservation methods. For example,
weakened structural members (such as floor framing) can be
paired or sistered with a new member, braced, or otherwise
supplemented and reinforced.

Upgrading the building structurally in a manner that diminishes
the historic character of the exterior (such as installing strapping
channels or removing a decorative cornice) or that damages interior
features or spaces.
Replacing a structural member or other feature of the structural
system when it could be augmented and retained.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind those visible portions or features of the struc
tural system that are either extensively deteriorated or missing
when there are surviving prototypes, such as cast-iron columns
and sections of load-bearing walls, or when the replacement can
be based on documentary or physical evidence. The new work
should match the old in material, design, scale, color, and finish.

Replacing an entire curtain wall feature when limited replacement
of deteriorated and missing components is appropriate.

Considering the use of substitute material to replace structural
features that are not visible. Substitute material must be struc
turally sufficient and physically compatible with the rest of the
system.

Using substitute material that does not equal the load-bearing
capabilities of the historic material or is physically incompatible
with the structural system.

Using replacement material that does not match the historic curtain
wall feature.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
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PRESERVATION

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving visible features of early
mechanical systems that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building, such as radiators, vents, fans,
grilles, and plumbing and lighting fixtures.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or altering visible features of mechanical systems that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building
so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

Stabilizing functioning mechanical systems as a preliminary mea Failing to stabilize a functioning mechanical system and its visible
sure, when necessary, prior to undertaking preservation work.
features until additional work is undertaken.
Protecting and maintaining functioning mechanical, plumbing,
and electrical systems and their features through cyclical main
tenance.

Failing to protect and maintain functioning mechanical, plumbing,
and electrical systems on a cyclical basis so that their deterioration
results.

Improving the energy efficiency of existing mechanical systems
to help reduce the need for a new system by installing storm
windows, insulating attics and crawl spaces, or adding awnings,
if appropriate.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Evaluating the overall condition of functioning mechanical
systems to determine whether more than protection and mainte
nance, such as repairs to mechanical system components, will be
necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
structural systems.

Repairing mechanical systems by augmenting or upgrading
system components (such as installing new pipes and ducts),
rewiring, or adding new compressors or boilers.

Replacing a mechanical system when its components could be
upgraded and retained.

PRESERVATION

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind those extensively deteriorated or missing visible Installing a visible replacement feature that does not convey the
same appearance.
features of mechanical systems when there are surviving proto
types, such as ceiling fans, radiators, grilles, or lighting fixtures.
The following work should be considered in a Preservation project when the installation of new mechanical equipment or an entire system is required to
make the building functional.
Installing a new mechanical system, if required, so that it results
in the least alteration possible to the historic building and its
character-defining features.

Installing a new mechanical system so that character-defining
structural or interior features are radically changed, damaged, or
destroyed.

Providing adequate structural support for new mechanical equip
ment.

Failing to consider the weight and design of new mechanical equip
ment so that, as a result, historic structural members or finished
surfaces are weakened or cracked.

Installing new mechanical and electrical systems and ducts,
pipes, and cables in closets, service areas, and wall cavities to
preserve the historic character of the interior space.

Installing ducts, pipes, and cables where they will obscure charac
ter-defining features or negatively impact the historic character of
the interior.
Concealing mechanical equipment in walls or ceilings in a manner
that results in extensive loss or damage or otherwise obscures his
toric building materials and character-defining features.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
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PRESERVATION

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving a floor plan or interior
spaces, features, and finishes that are important in defining
the overall historic character of the building. Significant spatial
characteristics include the size, configuration, proportion, and
relationship of rooms and corridors; the relationship of features to
spaces; and the spaces themselves, such as lobbies, lodge halls,
entrance halls, parlors, theaters, auditoriums, gymnasiums, and
industrial and commercial interiors. Color, texture, and pattern
are important characteristics of features and finishes, which can
include such elements as columns, plaster walls and ceilings,
flooring, trim, fireplaces and mantels, paneling, light fixtures,
hardware, decorative radiators, ornamental grilles and registers,
windows, doors, and transoms; plaster, paint, wallpaper and wall
coverings, and special finishes, such as marbleizing and graining;
and utilitarian (painted or unpainted) features, including wood,
metal, or concrete exposed columns, beams, and trusses and
exposed load-bearing brick, concrete, and wood walls.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering a floor plan, interior spaces (including individual rooms),
features, or finishes which are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character
is diminished.
Replacing historic interior features and finishes instead of repairing
or replacing only the deteriorated portion.
Installing new material that obscures or damages character-defining
interior features and finishes.
Removing paint, plaster, or other finishes from historically-finished
interior surfaces and leaving the features exposed (e.g., removing
plaster to expose brick walls or a brick chimney breast, stripping
paint from wood to stain or varnish it, or removing a plaster ceiling
to expose unfinished beams).
Applying paint, plaster, or other coatings to surfaces that have been
unfinished historically, thereby changing their character.
Changing the type of finish or its color, such as painting a histori
cally-varnished wood feature, or removing paint from a historicallypainted feature.
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Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged interior features and finishes
as a preliminary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking
preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged interior feature or
finish until additional work can be undertaken, thereby allowing
further damage to occur to the interior.

Protecting and maintaining historic materials (including plaster,
masonry, wood, and metals) which comprise interior features
through appropriate surface treatments, such as cleaning, paint
removal, and reapplication of protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain interior materials and finishes on a
cyclical basis so that deterioration of interior features results.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES

PRESERVATION

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting interior features and finishes against arson and vandal Leaving the building unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins, thereby allowing the interior to be damaged if it can be
ism before project work begins by erecting temporary fencing or
accessed through unprotected openings.
by covering broken windows and open doorways, while ensuring
adequate ventilation, and by installing alarm systems keyed into
local protection agencies.
Protecting interior features (such as a staircase, mantel, flooring,
or decorative finishes) from damage during project work by cover
ing them with plywood, heavy canvas, or plastic sheeting.

Failing to protect interior features and finishes when working on the
interior.

[19] The sweeping
staircase with its metal
railing, chandelier, and
terrazzo floor in the
lobby of the 1954 Simms
Building, Albuquerque,
NM, are characterdefining features. Photo:
Harvey M. Kaplan.
[20] It is important
to protect decorative
interior features, such
as this highly-glazed
tile wainscoting in a
historic train station,
when painting the walls
above it.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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PRESERVATION

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
Removing damaged or deteriorated paint and finishes only to
the next sound layer using the gentlest method possible prior to
repainting or refinishing using compatible paint or other coating
systems.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing paint that is firmly adhered to interior materials and
features.

Using abrasive cleaning methods only on the interior of industrial Using abrasive methods anywhere but utilitarian and industrial
interior spaces or when there are other cleaning methods that are
or warehouse buildings with utilitarian, unplastered masonry
walls and where wood features are not finished, molded, beaded, less likely to damage the surface of the material.
or worked by hand. Low-pressure abrasive cleaning (e.g., sand
blasting or other media blasting) should only be considered if test
patches show no surface damage and after gentler methods have
proven ineffective.
Evaluating the overall condition of the interior materials, features, Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
interior materials, features, and finishes.
and finishes to determine whether more than protection and
maintenance, such as repairs to features and finishes, will be
necessary.
Repairing interior features and finishes by patching, splicing,
consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing the materials using recog
nized preservation methods.

Removing interior features or finishes that could be stabilized,
repaired, and conserved, or using untested consolidants, improper
repair techniques, or untrained personnel, potentially causing fur
ther damage to historic materials.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components
of interior features when there are surviving prototypes (such
as stairs, balustrades, wood paneling, columns, decorative wall
finishes, and ornamental plaster or pressed-metal ceilings); or
when the replacement can be based on documentary or physical
evidence. The new work should match the old in material, design,
scale, color, and finish.
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES

Replacing an entire interior feature when limited replacement of
deteriorated and missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic interior
feature or finish.

PRESERVATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building site
that are important in defining its overall historic character. Site
features may include walls, fences, or steps; circulation systems,
such as walks, paths, or roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs,
grass, orchards, hedges, windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such
as hills, terracing, or berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as
light posts or benches; decorative elements, such as sculpture,
statuary, or monuments; water features, including fountains,
streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation ditches; and subsurface
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds which are also important to the site.

Altering buildings and their features or site features which are
important in defining the overall historic character of the property
so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

[21] (a) The formal
garden on the property
of the 1826 BeauregardKeyes House in New
Orleans (b) is integral to
the character of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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PRESERVATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

64

BUILDING SITE

NOT RECOMMENDED

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged building and site features
as a preliminary measure, when necessary, prior to undertaking
preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged building or site
feature until additional work can be undertaken, thereby allowing
further damage to occur to the building site.

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features by provid
ing proper drainage to ensure that water does not erode founda
tion walls, drain toward the building, or damage or erode the
landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings
and site features are damaged or destroyed; or, alternatively, chang
ing the site grading so that water does not drain properly.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or
elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape features, archeological
resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features, archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Leaving known site features or archeological material unprotected
so that it is damaged during preservation work.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before
preservation begins, using professional archeologists and meth
ods when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material.

Preserving important landscape features through regularly-sched
uled maintenance of historic plant material.

Allowing important landscape features or archeological resources to
be lost, damaged, or to deteriorate due to inadequate protection or
lack of maintenance.

Protecting the building site and landscape features against arson
and vandalism before preservation work begins by erecting tem
porary fencing and by installing alarm systems keyed into local
protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds can be damaged or destroyed.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building
site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration
their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the his
toric character of the site.

Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings and
landscape features on the site through appropriate grounds or
landscape management.

Removing or destroying features from the site, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

PRESERVATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Protecting building and landscape features when working on the
site.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect building and landscape features during work on
the site.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
Evaluating the overall condition of the site to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to materi the site.
als and features, will be necessary.
Repairing building and site features which have damaged, dete
riorated, or missing components to reestablish the whole feature
and to ensure retention of the integrity of historic materials.

Failing to repair damaged or deteriorated site features.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing features of
the site when there are surviving prototypes, such as part of a
fountain, portions of a walkway, or a hedge, or when the replace
ment can be based on documentary or physical evidence. The
new work should match the old in material, design, scale, and
color.

Replacing an entire feature of the building or site when limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components is appropriate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic site
feature.

[22 a-b] The 1907
Commander General’s
Quarters facing
Continental Park
is one of many
important structures
that contribute to the
historic significance and
character of Fort Monroe,
a National Monument, in
Hampton, VA.

BUILDING SITE
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PRESERVATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape fea- Altering those building and landscape features of the setting which
tures that are important in defining the overall historic character are important in defining its historic character so that, as a result,
the character is diminished.
of the setting. Such features can include circulation systems,
such as roads and streets; furnishings and fixtures, such as light
posts or benches; vegetation, gardens, and yards; adjacent open
space, such as fields, parks, commons, or woodlands; and impor
tant views or visual relationships.
Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting. For example, preserving the
relationship between a town common or urban plaza and the
adjacent houses, municipal buildings, roads, and landscape and
streetscape features.

Altering the relationship between the buildings and landscape fea
tures in the setting by widening existing streets, changing landscape
materials, or locating new streets or parking areas where they may
negatively impact the historic character of the setting.
Removing or relocating historic buildings or landscape features,
thereby destroying the historic relationship between buildings and
the landscape in the setting.

[23] The city square is
important in defining
the character of the
historic setting in this
small town.
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SETTING (DISTRICT/NEIGHBORHOOD)

PRESERVATION

[24] Cast-iron porches
and wrought-iron
fences from the late 19th
century typify this block
in an urban historic
district.

[25] Street names in tile
set into the sidewalk are
distinctive features in
this historic district.

SETTING (DISTRICT/NEIGHBORHOOD)
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PRESERVATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Stabilizing deteriorated or damaged building or landscape fea
tures in the setting as a preliminary measure, when necessary,
prior to undertaking preservation work.

Failing to stabilize a deteriorated or damaged building or landscape
feature in the setting until additional work can be undertaken,
thereby allowing further damage to occur to the setting.

Protecting and maintaining historic features in the setting
through regularly-scheduled maintenance and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of building and landscape features
results.
Stripping or removing historic features from buildings or the setting,
such as a porch, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the
setting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

Protecting building and landscape features when undertaking
work in the setting.

Failing to protect building and landscape features during work in
the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to materials and features in the setting, will be neces
sary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features of the setting.

Repairing features in the setting by reinforcing the historic mate
rials, using recognized preservation methods.

Removing material that could be repaired or using improper repair
techniques.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it represents the greatest degree of intervention generally recommended within the treatment
Preservation, and should only be considered after protection, stabilization, and repair concerns have been addressed.
Limited Replacement in Kind
Replacing in kind extensively deteriorated or missing components of building and landscape features in the setting when
there are surviving prototypes, such as balustrades or paving
materials, or when the replacement can be based on documen
tary or physical evidence. The new work should match the old in
material, design, scale, and color.
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SETTING (DISTRICT/NEIGHBORHOOD)

Replacing an entire feature of the building or landscape when lim
ited replacement of deteriorated or missing components is appropri
ate.
Using replacement material that does not match the historic building or landscape feature.

PRESERVATION

CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Sensitive solutions to meeting code requirements are an important part of protecting the historic character of the building and site. Thus, work that must be
done to meet accessibility and life-safety requirements in the treatment Preservation must also be assessed for its potential impact on the historic building
and site.

ACCESSIBILITY
Identifying the historic building’s character-defining exterior
features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of
the site and setting which may be affected by accessibility coderequired work.

Undertaking accessibility code-required alterations before identifying those exterior features, interior spaces, features, and finishes,
and features of the site and setting which are character defining
and, therefore, must be preserved.

Complying with barrier-free access requirements in such a
manner that the historic building’s character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the
site and setting are preserved or impacted as little as possible.

Altering, damaging, or destroying character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, or features of the site
and setting while making modifications to a building, its site, or
setting to comply with accessibility requirements.

Working with specialists in accessibility and historic preservation
to determine the most sensitive solutions to comply with access
requirements in a historic building, its site, and setting.

Making changes to historic buildings, their sites, and setting
without first consulting with specialists in accessibility and historic
preservation to determine the most appropriate solutions to comply
with accessibility requirements.

Providing barrier-free access that promotes independence for the
user while preserving significant historic features.

Making access modifications that do not provide independent, safe
access or preserve historic features.

Finding solutions to meet accessibility requirements that mini
mize the impact of any necessary alteration for accessibility
on the historic building, its site, or setting, such as compatible
ramps, paths, and lifts.

Making modifications for accessibility without considering the
impact on the historic building, its site, and setting.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | ACCESSIBILITY
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PRESERVATION

CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using relevant sections of existing codes regarding accessibility
for historic buildings that provide alternative means of compli
ance when code-required work would otherwise negatively impact
the historic character of the property.
Minimizing the visual impact of accessibility ramps by install
ing them on secondary elevations when it does not compromise
accessibility or by screening them with plantings.
Adding a gradual slope or grade to the sidewalk, if appropriate,
to access the entrance rather than installing a ramp that would
be more intrusive to the historic character of the building and the
district.
Installing a lift as inconspicuously as possible when it is neces
sary to locate it on a primary elevation of the historic building.

[26] A temporary ramp—
unobtrusive and easily
removed—facilitates
access to the entrance
of this museum and does
not affect its historic
character.
[27] The access ramp at
the left of the entrance
is concealed by a hedge
which minimizes its
visibility and impact
on the character of
the historic apartment
building.
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK | ACCESSIBILITY

Installing a lift at a primary entrance without considering other
options or locations.

PRESERVATION

CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

LIFE SAFETY
Identifying the historic building’s character-defining exterior
features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of
the site and setting which may be affected by life-safety coderequired work.

Undertaking life-safety code-required alterations before identifying
those exterior features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and
features of the site and setting which are character defining and,
therefore, must be preserved.

Complying with life-safety codes (including requirements for
impact-resistant glazing, security, and seismic retrofit) in such a
manner that the historic building’s character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the
site and setting are preserved or impacted as little as possible.

Altering, damaging, or destroying character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, or features of the site
and setting while making modifications to a building, its site, or
setting to comply with life-safety code requirements.

Removing building materials only after testing has been con
ducted to identify any hazardous materials, and using only the
least damaging abatement methods.

Removing building materials without testing first to identify any
hazardous materials, or using potentially damaging methods of
abatement.

Providing workers with appropriate personal equipment for pro
tection from hazards on the worksite.

Removing hazardous or toxic materials without regard for work
ers’ health and safety or environmentally-sensitive disposal of the
materials.

Working with code officials and historic preservation specialists
to investigate systems, methods, or devices to make the building compliant with life-safety codes to ensure that necessary
alterations will be compatible with the historic character of the
building.

Making life-safety code-required changes to the building without
consulting code officials and historic preservation specialists, with
the result that alterations negatively impact the historic character of
the building.

Using relevant sections of existing codes regarding life safety for
historic buildings that provide alternative means of code compli
ance when code-required work would otherwise negatively impact
the historic character of the building.
Upgrading historic stairways and elevators to meet life-safety
codes so that they are not damaged or otherwise negatively
impacted.

Damaging or making inappropriate alterations to historic stairways
and elevators or to adjacent spaces, features, or finishes in the
process of doing work to meet code requirements.

Installing sensitively-designed fire-suppression systems, such as
sprinklers, so that historic features and finishes are preserved.

Covering character-defining wood features with fire-retardant
sheathing, which results in altering their appearance.

Applying fire-retardant coatings when appropriate, such as intu
mescent paint, to protect steel structural systems.

Using fire-retardant coatings if they will damage or obscure charac
ter-defining features.

[28] A simple railing
added on the inner side
of an elaborate wood
and cast-iron stair railing
meets life-safety code
requirements without
greatly impacting its
historic character.
[29] A safety cone
outside of a house
where lead paint is being
removed warns of the
hazardous conditions on
the site.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | LIFE SAFETY
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PRESERVATION

RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Resilience to natural hazards should be addressed as part of a Preservation project. A historic building may have existing characteristics or features that
help to address or minimize the impacts of natural hazards. These should always be used to best advantage when considering new adaptive treatments so as
to have the least impact on the historic character of the building, its site, and setting.
Identifying the vulnerabilities of the historic property to the
impacts of natural hazards (such as wildfires, hurricanes, or
tornadoes) using the most current climate information and data
available.

Failing to identify and periodically reevaluate the potential vulner
ability of the building, its site, and setting to the impacts of natural
hazards.

Assessing the potential impacts of known vulnerabilities on
character-defining features of the building, its site, and setting,
and reevaluating and reassessing potential impacts on a regular
basis.
Documenting the property and its character-defining features as
a record and guide for future repair work, should it be necessary,
and storing the documentation in a weatherproof location.

Failing to document the historic property and its character-defining
features with the result that such information is not available in the
future to guide repair or reconstruction work, should it be necessary.

Ensuring that historic resource inventories and maps are accu
rate, up to date, and accessible in an emergency.
Maintaining the building, its site, and setting in good repair, and
regularly monitoring character-defining features.

Failing to regularly monitor and maintain the property and building
systems in good repair.

Using and maintaining existing characteristics and features of the
historic building, its site, setting, and larger environment (such
as shutters for storm protection or a site wall that keeps out flood
waters) that may help to avoid or minimize the impacts of natural
hazards.
Undertaking work to prevent or minimize the loss, damage, or
destruction of the historic property while retaining and preserving
significant features and the overall historic character of the building, its site, and setting.
Ensuring that, when planning work to adapt for natural hazards,
all feasible alternatives are considered, and that options requiring
the least alteration are considered first.
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RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS

Allowing loss, damage, or destruction to occur to the historic building, its site, or setting by failing to evaluate potential future impacts
of natural hazards or to plan and implement adaptive measures, if
necessary to address possible threats.

PRESERVATION

RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Implementing local and regional traditions (such as elevating
residential buildings at risk of flooding or reducing flammable
vegetation around structures in fire-prone areas) for adapting
buildings and sites to specific natural hazards, when appropriate.
Such traditional methods may be appropriate if they are com
patible with the historic character of the building, its site, and
setting.

Implementing a treatment traditionally used in another region or
one typically used for a different property type or architectural style
which is not compatible with the historic character of the property.

Using special exemptions and variances when adaptive treat
ments to protect buildings from known hazards would otherwise
negatively impact the historic character of the building, its site,
or setting.
Considering adaptive options, whenever possible, that would
protect multiple historic resources, if the treatment can be imple
mented without negatively impacting the historic character of the
setting or district, or archeological resources, other cultural or
religious features, or burial grounds.

[30] Historic window
shutters still serve their
original function as
protection in hurricaneprone areas.

RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
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PRESERVATION

Sustainability
Sustainability should be addressed as part of a Preservation project.
Good preservation practice is often synonymous with sustainability.
Existing energy-efficient features should be retained and repaired.
New sustainability treatments generally should be limited to
updating existing features and systems to have the least impact on
the historic character of the building.

The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines
on Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Although
specifically developed for the treatment Rehabilitation, the
Sustainability Guidelines can be used to help guide the other
treatments.

[31] An interior screen
door at the entrance to
individual apartments
is a historic feature
traditionally used to help
circulate air throughout
the building.
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SUSTAINIBILITY

REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION

STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION & GUIDELINES
FOR REHABILITATING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a
compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions
while preserving those portions or features which convey its historical,
cultural, or architectural values.
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REHABILITATION

Standards for Rehabilitation
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of dis
tinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that character
ize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match
the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing
features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must
be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work
will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, fea
tures, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and
its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a
manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.
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REHABILITATION

GUIDELINES FOR REHABILITATING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

INTRODUCTION
In Rehabilitation, historic building materials and character-defining
features are protected and maintained as they are in the treatment
Preservation. However, greater latitude is given in the Standards
for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings to replace extensively deteriorated, damaged, or miss
ing features using either the same material or compatible substi
tute materials. Of the four treatments, only Rehabilitation allows
alterations and the construction of a new addition, if necessary for a
continuing or new use for the historic building.

during rehabilitation work. A historic building undergoing rehabilita
tion will often require more extensive work. Thus, an overall evalua
tion of its physical condition should always begin at this level.

Repair Historic Materials and Features

The guidance for the treatment Rehabilitation begins with recom
mendations to identify the form and detailing of those architectural
materials and features that are important in defining the building’s
historic character and which must be retained to preserve that char
acter. Therefore, guidance on identifying, retaining, and preserving
character-defining features is always given first.

Next, when the physical condition of character-defining materials
and features warrants additional work, repairing is recommended.
Rehabilitation guidance for the repair of historic materials, such as
masonry, again begins with the least degree of intervention possible.
In rehabilitation, repairing also includes the limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of extensively dete
riorated or missing components of features when there are surviv
ing prototypes features that can be substantiated by documentary
and physical evidence. Although using the same kind of material is
always the preferred option, a substitute material may be an accept
able alternative if the form, design, and scale, as well as the substi
tute material itself, can effectively replicate the appearance of the
remaining features.

Protect and Maintain Historic Materials and
Features

Replace Deteriorated Historic Materials and
Features

After identifying those materials and features that are important
and must be retained in the process of Rehabilitation work, then
protecting and maintaining them are addressed. Protection generally
involves the least degree of intervention and is preparatory to other
work. Protection includes the maintenance of historic materials and
features as well as ensuring that the property is protected before and

Following repair in the hierarchy, Rehabilitation guidance is pro
vided for replacing an entire character-defining feature with new
material because the level of deterioration or damage of materials
precludes repair. If the missing feature is character defining or if it
is critical to the survival of the building (e.g., a roof), it should be
replaced to match the historic feature based on physical or his-

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic
Materials and Features

INTRODUCTION
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toric documentation of its form and detailing. As with repair, the
preferred option is always replacement of the entire feature in kind
(i.e., with the same material, such as wood for wood). However,
when this is not feasible, a compatible substitute material that can
reproduce the overall appearance of the historic material may be
considered.

significance, reestablishing missing historic features generally
should not be undertaken if the missing features did not coexist
with the features currently on the building. Juxtaposing historic
features that did not exist concurrently will result in a false sense of
the building’s history.

It should be noted that, while the National Park Service guidelines
recommend the replacement of an entire character-defining feature
that is extensively deteriorated, the guidelines never recommend
removal and replacement with new material of a feature that could
reasonably be repaired and, thus, preserved.

Some exterior and interior alterations to a historic building are
generally needed as part of a Rehabilitation project to ensure its
continued use, but it is most important that such alterations do
not radically change, obscure, or destroy character-defining spaces,
materials, features, or finishes. Alterations may include changes
to the site or setting, such as the selective removal of buildings or
other features of the building site or setting that are intrusive, not
character defining, or outside the building’s period of significance.

Design for the Replacement of Missing
Historic Features
When an entire interior or exterior feature is missing, such as a
porch, it no longer plays a role in physically defining the historic
character of the building unless it can be accurately recovered in
form and detailing through the process of carefully documenting
the historic appearance. If the feature is not critical to the survival
of the building, allowing the building to remain without the feature
is one option. But if the missing feature is important to the historic
character of the building, its replacement is always recommended
in the Rehabilitation guidelines as the first, or preferred, course
of action. If adequate documentary and physical evidence exists,
the feature may be accurately reproduced. A second option in a
rehabilitation treatment for replacing a missing feature, particularly
when the available information about the feature is inadequate to
permit an accurate reconstruction, is to design a new feature that
is compatible with the overall historic character of the building.
The new design should always take into account the size, scale, and
material of the building itself and should be clearly differentiated
from the authentic historic features. For properties that have
changed over time, and where those changes have acquired
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Alterations

Code-Required Work:
Accessibility and Life Safety
Sensitive solutions to meeting code requirements in a
Rehabilitation project are an important part of protecting the
historic character of the building. Work that must be done to meet
accessibility and life-safety requirements must also be assessed for
its potential impact on the historic building, its site, and setting.

Resilience to Natural Hazards
Resilience to natural hazards should be addressed as part of a
Rehabilitation project. A historic building may have existing
characteristics or features that help to address or minimize the
impacts of natural hazards. These should always be used to best
advantage when considering new adaptive treatments so as to have
the least impact on the historic character of the building, its site,
and setting.

REHABILITATION

Sustainability
Sustainability should be addressed as part of a Rehabilitation proj
ect. Good preservation practice is often synonymous with sustain
ability. Existing energy-efficient features should be retained and
repaired. Only sustainability treatments should be considered that
will have the least impact on the historic character of the building.
The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines
on Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.

New Exterior Additions and Related New
Construction
Rehabilitation is the only treatment that allows expanding a historic
building by enlarging it with an addition. However, the Rehabilita
tion guidelines emphasize that new additions should be considered
only after it is determined that meeting specific new needs cannot
be achieved by altering non-character-defining interior spaces. If the
use cannot be accommodated in this way, then an attached exterior
addition may be considered. New additions should be designed and
constructed so that the character-defining features of the historic
building, its site, and setting are not negatively impacted. Generally,
a new addition should be subordinate to the historic building. A new
addition should be compatible, but differentiated enough so that
it is not confused as historic or original to the building. The same
guidance applies to new construction so that it does not negatively
impact the historic character of the building or its site.

Rehabilitation as a Treatment. When repair and replacement of
deteriorated features are necessary; when alterations or additions to the
property are planned for a new or continued use; and when its depiction
at a particular time is not appropriate, Rehabilitation may be considered
as a treatment. Prior to undertaking work, a documentation plan for
Rehabilitation should be developed.

INTRODUCTION
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining and preserving masonry features that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the build
ing (such as walls, brackets, railings, cornices, window and door
surrounds, steps, and columns) and decorative ornament and
other details, such as tooling and bonding patterns, coatings, and
color.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing masonry features which are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building
so that, as a result, the character is diminished.
Replacing or rebuilding a major portion of exterior masonry walls
that could be repaired, thereby destroying the historic integrity of
the building.
Applying paint or other coatings (such as stucco) to masonry that
has been historically unpainted or uncoated to create a new appear
ance.
Removing paint from historically-painted masonry.

[1] An alkaline-based
product is appropriate
to use to clean historic
marble because it will
not damage the marble,
which is acid sensitive.
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Protecting and maintaining masonry by ensuring that historic
drainage features and systems that divert rainwater from masonry
surfaces (such as roof overhangs, gutters, and downspouts) are
intact and functioning properly.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of masonry deterioration,
such as leaking roofs and gutters or rising damp.

Cleaning masonry only when necessary to halt deterioration or
remove heavy soiling.

Cleaning masonry surfaces when they are not heavily soiled to
create a “like-new” appearance, thereby needlessly introducing
chemicals or moisture into historic materials.

Carrying out masonry cleaning tests when it has been determined
that cleaning is appropriate. Test areas should be examined
to ensure that no damage has resulted and, ideally, monitored
over a sufficient period of time to allow long-range effects to be
predicted.

Cleaning masonry surfaces without testing or without sufficient time
for the testing results to be evaluated.

REHABILITATION

[2] Mid-century modern
building technology
made possible the
form of this parabolashaped structure and
its thin concrete shell
construction. Built in
1961 as the lobby of
the La Concha Motel
in Las Vegas, it was
designed by Paul
Revere Williams, one
of the first prominent
African-American
architects. It was moved
to a new location and
rehabilitated to serve
as the Neon Museum,
and is often cited as
an example of Googie
architecture. Credit:
Photographed with
permission at The Neon
Museum, Las Vegas,
Nevada.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Cleaning soiled masonry surfaces with the gentlest method pos
sible, such as using low-pressure water and detergent and natural
bristle or other soft-bristle brushes.

Cleaning or removing paint from masonry surfaces using most
abrasive methods (including sandblasting, other media blasting, or
high-pressure water) which can damage the surface of the masonry
and mortar joints.
Using a cleaning or paint-removal method that involves water or
liquid chemical solutions when there is any possibility of freezing
temperatures.
Cleaning with chemical products that will damage some types of
masonry (such as using acid on limestone or marble), or failing to
neutralize or rinse off chemical cleaners from masonry surfaces.

[3] Not Recommended:
The white film on the upper corner
of this historic brick row house is
the result of using a scrub or slurry
coating, rather than traditional
repointing by hand, which is the
recommended method.
[4] Not Recommended:
The quoins on the left side of the
photo show that high-pressure
abrasive blasting used to remove
paint can damage even early 20th
century, hard-baked, textured brick
and erode the mortar, whereas
the same brick on the right, which
was not abrasively cleaned, is
undamaged.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using biodegradable or environmentally-safe cleaning or paintremoval products.
Using paint-removal methods that employ a poultice to which
paint adheres, when possible, to neatly and safely remove old
lead paint.
Using coatings that encapsulate lead paint, when possible, where
the paint is not required to be removed to meet environmental
regulations.
Allowing only trained conservators to use abrasive or laser-clean
ing methods, when necessary, to clean hard-to-reach, highlycarved, or detailed decorative stone features.
Removing damaged or deteriorated paint only to the next sound
layer using the gentlest method possible (e.g., hand scraping)
prior to repainting.

Removing paint that is firmly adhered to masonry surfaces, unless
the building was unpainted historically and the paint can be
removed without damaging the surface.

Applying compatible paint coating systems to historically-painted
masonry following proper surface preparation.

Failing to follow manufacturers’ product and application instruc
tions when repainting masonry features.

Repainting historically-painted masonry features with colors
that are appropriate to the historic character of the building and
district.

Using paint colors on historically-painted masonry features that are
not appropriate to the historic character of the building and district.

Protecting adjacent materials when cleaning or removing paint
from masonry features.

Failing to protect adjacent materials when cleaning or removing
paint from masonry features.

Evaluating the overall condition of the masonry to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to masonry features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
masonry features.

Repairing masonry by patching, splicing, consolidating, or other
wise reinforcing the masonry using recognized preservation meth
ods. Repair may include the limited replacement in kind or with
a compatible substitute material of those extensively deteriorated
or missing parts of masonry features when there are surviving
prototypes, such as terra-cotta brackets or stone balusters.

Removing masonry that could be stabilized, repaired, and con
served, or using untested consolidants and unskilled personnel,
potentially causing further damage to historic materials.
Replacing an entire masonry feature, such as a cornice or bal
ustrade, when repair of the masonry and limited replacement of
deteriorated or missing components are feasible.
MASONRY
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Repairing masonry walls and other masonry features by repointing the mortar joints where there is evidence of deterioration,
such as disintegrating mortar, cracks in mortar joints, loose
bricks, or damaged plaster on the interior.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing non-deteriorated mortar from sound joints and then
repointing the entire building to achieve a more uniform appearance.

Removing deteriorated lime mortar carefully by hand raking the
joints to avoid damaging the masonry.
Allowing unskilled workers to use masonry saws or mechanical tools
Using power tools only on horizontal joints on brick masonry in
to remove deteriorated mortar from joints prior to repointing.
conjunction with hand chiseling to remove hard mortar that is
deteriorated or that is a non-historic material which is causing
damage to the masonry units. Mechanical tools should be used
only by skilled masons in limited circumstances and generally not
on short, vertical joints in brick masonry.
Duplicating historic mortar joints in strength, composition, color,
and texture when repointing is necessary. In some cases, a limebased mortar may also be considered when repointing Portland
cement mortar because it is more flexible.

Repointing masonry units with mortar of high Portland cement
content (unless it is the content of the historic mortar).
Using “surface grouting” or a “scrub” coating technique, such as
a “sack rub” or “mortar washing,” to repoint exterior masonry units
instead of traditional repointing methods.
Repointing masonry units (other than concrete) with a synthetic
caulking compound instead of mortar.

Duplicating historic mortar joints in width and joint profile when
repointing is necessary.

Changing the width or joint profile when repointing.

Repairing stucco by removing the damaged material and patching Removing sound stucco or repairing with new stucco that is differ
with new stucco that duplicates the old in strength, composition, ent in composition from the historic stucco.
color, and texture.
Patching stucco or concrete without removing the source of deterio
ration.
Replacing deteriorated stucco with synthetic stucco, an exterior
finish and insulation system (EFIS), or other non-traditional materi
als.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Using mud plaster or a compatible lime-plaster adobe render,
when appropriate, to repair adobe.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Applying cement stucco, unless it already exists, to adobe.

Sealing joints in concrete with appropriate flexible sealants and
backer rods, when necessary.
Cutting damaged concrete back to remove the source of deterio
ration, such as corrosion on metal reinforcement bars. The new
patch must be applied carefully so that it will bond satisfactorily
with and match the historic concrete.

Patching damaged concrete without removing the source of deterio
ration.

[5] Rebars in the reinforced concrete ceiling have rusted, causing the concrete
to spall. The rebars must be cleaned of rust before the concrete can be patched.
[6] Some areas of the concrete brise soleil screen on this building constructed in
1967 are badly deteriorated. If the screen cannot be repaired, it may be replaced
in kind or with a composite substitute material with the same appearance as the
concrete.
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[7] (a) J.W. Knapp’s Department Store, built 1937-38, in Lansing, MI, was
constructed with a proprietary material named “Maul Macotta” made of
enameled steel and cast-in-place concrete panels. Prior to its rehabilitation,
a building inspection revealed that, due to a flaw in the original design and
construction, the material was deteriorated beyond repair. The architects for the
rehabilitation project devised a replacement system (b) consisting of enameled
aluminum panels that matched the original colors (c). Photos and drawing (a-b):
Quinn Evans Architects; Photo (c): James Haefner Photography.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using a non-corrosive, stainless-steel anchoring system when
replacing damaged stone, concrete, or terra-cotta units that have
failed.
Applying non-historic surface treatments, such as water-repellent
coatings, to masonry only after repointing and only if masonry
repairs have failed to arrest water penetration problems.

Applying waterproof, water-repellent, or non-original historic coat
ings (such as stucco) to masonry as a substitute for repointing and
masonry repairs.

Applying permeable, anti-graffiti coatings to masonry when
appropriate.

Applying water-repellent or anti-graffiti coatings that change the
historic appearance of the masonry or that may trap moisture if the
coating is not sufficiently permeable.

Replacing in kind an entire masonry feature that is too deterio
rated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature
or when the replacement can be based on historic documenta
tion. Examples can include large sections of a wall, a cornice,
pier, or parapet. If using the same kind of material is not feasible,
then a compatible substitute material may be considered.

Removing a masonry feature that is unrepairable and not replacing
it, or replacing it with a new feature that does not match.
Using substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving components of the masonry
feature.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a replacement masonry feature, such as
a step or door pediment, when the historic feature is completely
missing. It may be an accurate restoration based on documentary
and physical evidence, but only when the historic feature to be
replaced coexisted with the features currently on the building. Or,
it may be a new design that is compatible with the size, scale,
material, and color of the historic building.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing masonry feature is based upon insufficient physical or
historic documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the
feature to be replaced did not coexist with the features currently on
the building.
Introducing a new masonry feature that is incompatible in size,
scale, material, or color.

MASONRY
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining and preserving wood features that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building
(such as siding, cornices, brackets, window and door surrounds,
and steps) and their paints, finishes, and colors.

Removing or substantially changing wood features which are impor
tant in defining the overall historic character of the building so that,
as a result, the character is diminished.
Removing a major portion of the historic wood from a façade
instead of repairing or replacing only the deteriorated wood, then
reconstructing the façade with new material to achieve a uniform or
“improved” appearance.
Changing the type of finish, coating, or historic color of wood fea
tures, thereby diminishing the historic character of the exterior.
Failing to renew failing paint or other coatings that are historic
finishes.
Stripping historically-painted surfaces to bare wood and applying a
clear finish rather than repainting.
Stripping paint or other coatings to reveal bare wood, thereby
exposing historically-coated surfaces to the effects of accelerated
weathering.
Removing wood siding (clapboards) or other covering (such as
stucco) from log structures that were covered historically, which
changes their historic character and exposes the logs to accelerated
deterioration.

Protecting and maintaining wood features by ensuring that his
toric drainage features that divert rainwater from wood surfaces
(such as roof overhangs, gutters, and downspouts) are intact and
functioning properly.
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Failing to identify and treat the causes of wood deterioration, such
as faulty flashing, leaking gutters, cracks and holes in siding, dete
riorated caulking in joints and seams, plant material growing too
close to wood surfaces, or insect or fungal infestation.

REHABILITATION

WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Applying chemical preservatives or paint to wood features that
are subject to weathering, such as exposed beam ends, outrig
gers, or rafter tails.

Using chemical preservatives (such as creosote) which, unless they
were used historically, can change the appearance of wood features.

Implementing an integrated pest management plan to identify
appropriate preventive measures to guard against insect damage,
such as installing termite guards, fumigating, and treating with
chemicals.
Retaining coatings (such as paint) that protect the wood from
moisture and ultraviolet light. Paint removal should be consid
ered only when there is paint surface deterioration and as part
of an overall maintenance program which involves repainting or
applying other appropriate coatings.

Stripping paint or other coatings from wood features without recoat
ing.

[8] Rotted clapboards
have been replaced
selectively with new
wood siding to match the
originals.

WOOD
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Removing damaged or deteriorated paint to the next sound layer
using the gentlest method possible (e.g., hand scraping and hand
sanding) prior to repainting.

Using potentially-damaging paint-removal methods on wood sur
faces, such as open-flame torches, orbital sanders, abrasive meth
ods (including sandblasting, other media blasting, or high-pressure
water), or caustic paint-removers.
Removing paint that is firmly adhered to wood surfaces.

Using chemical strippers primarily to supplement other methods
such as hand scraping, hand sanding, and thermal devices.

Failing to neutralize the wood thoroughly after using chemical paint
removers so that new paint may not adhere.
Removing paint from detachable wood features by soaking them in
a caustic solution, which may roughen the surface, split the wood,
or result in staining from residual acids leaching out of the wood.

Using biodegradable or environmentally-safe cleaning or paintremoval products.
Using paint-removal methods that employ a poultice to which
paint adheres, when possible, to neatly and safely remove old
lead paint.
Using thermal devices (such as infrared heaters) carefully to
remove paint when it is so deteriorated that total removal is nec
essary prior to repainting.

Using a thermal device to remove paint from wood features without
first checking for and removing any flammable debris behind them.
Using thermal devices without limiting the amount of time the wood
feature is exposed to heat.

Using coatings that encapsulate lead paint, when possible, where
the paint is not required to be removed to meet environmental
regulations.
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Applying compatible paint coating systems to historically-painted
wood following proper surface preparation.

Failing to follow manufacturers’ product and application instruc
tions when repainting wood features.

Repainting historically-painted wood features with colors that are
appropriate to the building and district.

Using paint colors on historically-painted wood features that are not
appropriate to the building or district.
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED
Protecting adjacent materials when working on other wood
features.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect adjacent materials when working on wood fea
tures.

Evaluating the overall condition of the wood to determine whether Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
wood features.
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to wood
features, will be necessary.

[9] Smooth-surfaced cementitious
siding (left) may be used to replace
deteriorated wood siding only on
secondary elevations that have
minimal visibility.

[10] Not Recommended:
Cementitious siding with a raised
wood-grain texture is not an
appropriate material to replace
historic wood siding, which has a
smooth surface when painted.

WOOD
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing wood by patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise
reinforcing the wood using recognized conservation methods.
Repair may include the limited replacement in kind or with a
compatible substitute material of those extensively deteriorated
or missing components of wood features when there are surviving
prototypes, such as brackets, molding, or sections of siding.

Removing wood that could be stabilized, repaired, and conserved,
or using untested consolidants and unskilled personnel, potentially
causing further damage to historic materials.

Replacing in kind an entire wood feature that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature or
when the replacement can be based on historic documentation.
Examples of such wood features include a cornice, entablature,
or a balustrade. If using wood is not feasible, then a compatible
substitute material may be considered.

Removing a wood feature that is unrepairable and not replacing it,
or replacing it with a new feature that does not match.

Replacing a deteriorated wood feature or wood siding on a pri
mary or other highly-visible elevation with a new matching wood
feature.

Replacing a deteriorated wood feature or wood siding on a primary
or other highly-visible elevation with a composite substitute mate
rial.

Replacing an entire wood feature, such as a cornice or balustrade,
when repair of the wood and limited replacement of deteriorated or
missing components is feasible.

Using substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving components of the wood
feature.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a replacement masonry feature, such as
a step or door pediment, when the historic feature is completely
missing. It may be an accurate restoration based on documentary
and physical evidence, but only when the historic feature to be
replaced coexisted with the features currently on the building. Or,
it may be a new design that is compatible with the size, scale,
material, and color of the historic building.
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Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing masonry feature is based upon insufficient physical or
historic documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the
feature to be replaced did not coexist with the features currently on
the building.
Introducing a new wood feature that is incompatible in size, scale,
material, or color.
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METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving metal features that are
important in defining the overall historic character of the building
(such as columns, capitals, pilasters, spandrel panels, or stairways) and their paints, finishes, and colors. The type of metal
should be identified prior to work because each metal has its own
properties and may require a different treatment.

Removing or substantially changing metal features which are impor
tant in defining the overall historic character of the building so that,
as a result, the character is diminished.

Protecting and maintaining metals from corrosion by providing
proper drainage so that water does not stand on flat, horizontal
surfaces or accumulate in curved decorative features.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of corrosion, such as mois
ture from leaking roofs or gutters.

Removing a major portion of the historic metal from a façade
instead of repairing or replacing only the deteriorated metal, then
reconstructing the façade with new material to achieve a uniform or
“improved” appearance.

Placing incompatible metals together without providing an appropri
ate separation material. Such incompatibility can result in galvanic
corrosion of the less noble metal (e.g., copper will corrode cast iron,
steel, tin, and aluminum).
Cleaning metals when necessary to remove corrosion prior to
repainting or applying appropriate protective coatings.

Leaving metals that must be protected from corrosion uncoated
after cleaning.

[11] The stainless steel
doors at the entrance to
this Art Deco apartment
building are important
in defining its historic
character and should be
retained in place.

METALS
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METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED
Identifying the particular type of metal prior to any cleaning
procedure and then testing to ensure that the gentlest cleaning
method possible is selected; or, alternatively, determining that
cleaning is inappropriate for the particular metal.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Using cleaning methods which alter or damage the color, texture,
or finish of the metal, or cleaning when it is inappropriate for the
particular metal.
Removing the patina from historic metals. The patina may be a
protective layer on some metals (such as bronze or copper) as well
as a distinctive finish.

Using non-corrosive chemical methods to clean soft metals (such
as lead, tinplate, terneplate, copper, and zinc) whose finishes can
be easily damaged by abrasive methods.

Cleaning soft metals (such as lead, tinplate, terneplate, copper, and
zinc) with abrasive methods (including sandblasting, other abrasive
media, or high-pressure water) which will damage the surface of the
metal.

Using the least abrasive cleaning method for hard metals (such
as cast iron, wrought iron, and steel) to remove paint buildup and
corrosion. If hand scraping and wire brushing have proven inef
fective, low-pressure abrasive methods may be used as long as
they do not abrade or damage the surface.

Using high-pressure abrasive techniques (including sandblasting,
other media blasting, or high-pressure water) without first trying
gentler cleaning methods prior to cleaning cast iron, wrought iron,
or steel.

Applying appropriate paint or other coatings to historically-coated
metals after cleaning to protect them from corrosion.

Applying paint or other coatings to metals (such as copper, bronze
or stainless steel) if they were not coated historically, unless a coat
ing is necessary for maintenance.

Repainting historically-painted metal features with colors that are
appropriate to the building and district.

Using paint colors on historically-painted metal features that are
not appropriate to the building or district.

Applying an appropriate protective coating (such as lacquer or
wax) to a metal feature that was historically unpainted, such as a
bronze door, which is subject to heavy use.
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METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting adjacent materials when cleaning or removing paint
from metal features.

Failing to protect adjacent materials when working on metal fea
tures.

Evaluating the overall condition of metals to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to metal
features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
metal features.

[12] This historic steel
window has been
cleaned, repaired, and
primed in preparation for
painting and reglazing.

[13] The gold-colored,
anodized aluminum geodesic
dome of the former Citizen’s
State Bank in Oklahoma
City, OK, built in 1958 and
designed by Robert Roloff,
makes this a distinctive mid
20th century building.
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[14] Interior cast-iron
columns have been
cleaned and repainted as
part of the rehabilitation
of this historic market
building for continuing
use.

[15] New enameled-metal
panels were replicated
to replace the original
panels, which were too
deteriorated to repair,
when the storefront of
this early 1950s building
was recreated.
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METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing metal by reinforcing the metal using recognized pres
ervation methods. Repair may include the limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated or missing components of features when there are
surviving prototypes, such as column capitals or bases, store
fronts, railings and steps, or window hoods.

Removing metals that could be stabilized, repaired, and conserved,
or using improper repair techniques, or unskilled personnel, poten
tially causing further damage to historic materials.

Replacing in kind an entire metal feature that is too deteriorated
to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident) using
the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature or
when the replacement can be based on historic documentation.
Examples of such a feature could include cast-iron porch steps or
steel-sash windows. If using the same kind of material is not fea
sible, then a compatible substitute material may be considered.

Replacing an entire metal feature, such as a column or balustrade,
when repair of the metal and limited replacement of deteriorated or
missing components are feasible.
Removing a metal feature that is unrepairable and not replacing it,
or replacing it with a new metal feature that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
metal feature or that is physically or chemically incompatible.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a replacement metal feature, such as a
metal cornice or cast-iron column, when the historic feature is
completely missing. It may be an accurate restoration based on
documentary and physical evidence, but only when the historic
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently on
the building. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with
the size, scale, material, and color of the historic building.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for the
missing metal feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature
to be replaced did not coexist with the features currently on the
building.
Introducing a new metal feature that is incompatible in size, scale,
material, or color.

METALS
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ROOFS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving roofs and their functional
and decorative features that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building. The form of the roof (gable,
hipped, gambrel, flat, or mansard) is significant, as are its deco
rative and functional features (such as cupolas, cresting, para
pets, monitors, chimneys, weather vanes, dormers, ridge tiles,
and snow guards), roofing material (such as slate, wood, clay
tile, metal, roll roofing, or asphalt shingles), and size, color, and
patterning.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing roofs which are important in
defining the overall historic character of the building so that, as a
result, the character is diminished.
Removing a major portion of the historic roof or roofing material
that is repairable, then rebuilding it with new material to achieve a
more uniform or “improved” appearance.
Changing the configuration or shape of a roof by adding highly vis
ible new features (such as dormer windows, vents, skylights, or a
penthouse).
Stripping the roof of sound historic material, such as slate, clay tile,
wood, or metal.

Failing to clean and maintain gutters and downspouts properly so
Protecting and maintaining a roof by cleaning gutters and
that water and debris collect and cause damage to roof features,
downspouts and replacing deteriorated flashing. Roof sheathing
should also be checked for indications of moisture due to leaks or sheathing, and the underlying roof structure.
condensation.
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Providing adequate anchorage for roofing material to guard
against wind damage and moisture penetration.

Allowing flashing, caps, and exposed fasteners to corrode, which
accelerates deterioration of the roof.

Protecting a leaking roof with a temporary waterproof membrane
with a synthetic underlayment, roll roofing, plywood, or a tarpau
lin until it can be repaired.

Leaving a leaking roof unprotected so that accelerated deteriora
tion of historic building materials (such as masonry, wood, plaster,
paint, and structural members) occurs.

Repainting a roofing material that requires a protective coating
and was painted historically (such as a terneplate metal roof or
gutters) as part of regularly-scheduled maintenance.

Failing to repaint a roofing material that requires a protective
coating and was painted historically as part of regularly-scheduled
maintenance.

Applying compatible paint coating systems to historically-painted
roofing materials following proper surface preparation.

Applying paint or other coatings to roofing material if they were not
coated historically.

Protecting a roof covering when working on other roof features.

Failing to protect roof coverings when working on other roof features.

Evaluating the overall condition of the roof and roof features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to roof features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
roof features.

REHABILITATION

ROOFS
RECOMMENDED
Repairing a roof by ensuring that the existing historic or compatible non-historic roof covering is sound and waterproof. Repair
may include the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible
substitute material of missing materials (such as wood shingles,
slates, or tiles) on a main roof, as well as those extensively
deteriorated or missing components of features when there are
surviving prototypes, such as ridge tiles, dormer roofing, or roof
monitors.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Replacing an entire roof feature when repair of the historic roof
ing materials and limited replacement of deteriorated or missing
components are feasible.

Using corrosion-resistant roof fasteners (e.g., nails and clips) to
repair a roof to help extend its longevity.

[16] The deteriorated asphalt shingles
of this porch roof are being replaced in
kind with matching shingles.
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ROOFS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire roof covering or feature that is too
deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still
evident) using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce
the feature or when the replacement can be based on historic
documentation. Examples of such a feature could include a large
section of roofing, a dormer, or a chimney. If using the same kind
of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material
may be considered.

Removing a feature of the roof that is unrepairable and not replac
ing it, or replacing it with a new roof feature that does not match.

Replacing only missing or damaged roofing tiles or slates rather
than replacing the entire roof covering.

Failing to reuse intact slate or tile in good condition when only the
roofing substrate or fasteners need replacement.

Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the roof covering or the surviving
components of the roof feature or that is physically or chemically
incompatible.

Replacing an incompatible roof covering or any deteriorated nonhistoric roof covering with historically-accurate roofing material,
if known, or another material that is compatible with the historic
character of the building.
The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new roof covering for a missing roof or
a new feature, such as a dormer or a monitor, when the historic
feature is completely missing. It may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when
the historic feature to be replaced coexisted with the features
currently on the building. Or, it may be a new design that is
compatible with the size, scale, material, and color of the historic
building.
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Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for the
missing roof feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature
to be replaced did not coexist with the features currently on the
building.
Introducing a new roof feature that is incompatible in size, scale,
material, or color.

REHABILITATION

ROOFS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
Installing mechanical and service equipment on the roof (such
as heating and air-conditioning units, elevator housing, or solar
panels) when required for a new use so that they are inconspicu
ous on the site and from the public right-of-way and do not
damage or obscure character-defining historic features.

Installing roof-top mechanical or service equipment so that it dam
ages or obscures character-defining roof features or is conspicuous
on the site or from the public right-of-way.

Designing rooftop additions, elevator or stair towers, decks or ter
races, dormers, or skylights when required by a new or continu
ing use so that they are inconspicuous and minimally visible on
the site and from the public right-of-way and do not damage or
obscure character-defining historic features.

Changing a character-defining roof form, or damaging or destroying
character-defining roofing material as a result of an incompatible
rooftop addition or improperly-installed or highly-visible mechanical
equipment.

Installing a green roof or other roof landscaping, railings, or
furnishings that are not visible on the site or from the public
right-of-way and do not damage the roof structure.

Installing a green roof or other roof landscaping, railings, or furnish
ings that are visible on the site and from the public right-of-way.

[17] New wood
elements have been
used selectively to
replace rotted wood
on the underside of
the roof in this historic
warehouse.

ROOFS
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WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving windows and their functional and decorative features that are important to the overall
character of the building. The window material and how the
window operates (e.g., double hung, casement, awning, or
hopper) are significant, as are its components (including sash,
muntins, ogee lugs, glazing, pane configuration, sills, mullions,
casings, or brick molds) and related features, such as shutters.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing windows or window features
which are important in defining the overall historic character of the
building so that, as a result, the character is diminished.
Changing the appearance of windows that contribute to the historic
character of the building by replacing materials, finishes, or colors
which noticeably change the sash, depth of the reveal, and muntin
configurations; the reflectivity and color of the glazing; or the
appearance of the frame.
Obscuring historic wood window trim with metal or other material.
Replacing windows solely because of peeling paint, broken glass,
stuck sash, or high air infiltration. These conditions, in themselves,
do not indicate that windows are beyond repair.

Protecting and maintaining the wood or metal which comprises
the window jamb, sash, and trim through appropriate treatments,
such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of protective
coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain window materials on a cyclical basis
so that deterioration of the window results.

Protecting windows against vandalism before work begins by
covering them and by installing alarm systems that are keyed into
local protection agencies.

Leaving windows unprotected and subject to vandalism before work
begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be damaged if it can be
accessed through unprotected windows.

Making windows weathertight by recaulking gaps in fixed joints
and replacing or installing weatherstripping.
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Protecting windows from chemical cleaners, paint, or abrasion
during work on the exterior of the building.

Failing to protect historic windows from chemical cleaners, paint, or
abrasion when work is being done on the exterior of the building.

Protecting and retaining historic glass when replacing putty or
repairing other components of the window.

Failing to protect the historic glass when making window repairs.

REHABILITATION

WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED
Sustaining the historic operability of windows by lubricating
friction points and replacing broken components of the operat
ing system (such as hinges, latches, sash chains or cords) and
replacing deteriorated gaskets or insulating units.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to maintain windows and window components so that win
dows are inoperable, or sealing operable sash permanently.
Failing to repair and reuse window hardware such as sash lifts,
latches, and locks.

Adding storm windows with a matching or a one-over-one pane
configuration that will not obscure the characteristics of the his
toric windows. Storm windows improve energy efficiency and are
especially beneficial when installed over wood windows because
they also protect them from accelerated deterioration.
Adding interior storm windows as an alternative to exterior storm
windows when appropriate.

[18] The historic metal
storm windows in this
1920s office building
were retained and
repaired during the
rehabilitation project.

[19] Installing a
mockup of a proposed
replacement window
can be helpful to
evaluate how well the
new windows will match
the historic windows
that are missing or too
deteriorated to repair.

WINDOWS
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[20 a-d] The original steel windows
in this industrial building were
successfully repaired as part of the
rehabilitation project (left).
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WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Installing sash locks, window guards, removable storm windows,
and other reversible treatments to meet safety, security, or energy
conservation requirements.
Evaluating the overall condition of the windows to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to windows and window features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
window features.

Repairing window frames and sash by patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing them using recognized preserva
tion methods. Repair may include the limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated, broken, or missing components of features when
there are surviving prototypes, such as sash, sills, hardware, or
shutters.

Removing window features that could be stabilized, repaired, or
conserved using untested consolidants, improper repair techniques,
or unskilled personnel, potentially causing further damage to the
historic materials.
Replacing an entire window when repair of the window and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

Removing glazing putty that has failed and applying new putty;
or, if glass is broken, carefully removing all putty, replacing the
glass, and reputtying.
Installing new glass to replace broken glass which has the same
visual characteristics as the historic glass.
Replacing in kind an entire window that is too deteriorated to
repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident) using
the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature or
when the replacement can be based on historic documentation.
If using the same kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be considered.

Removing a character-defining window that is unrepairable or is not
needed for the new use and blocking up the opening, or replacing it
with a new window that does not match.
Using substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving components of the window or
that is physically incompatible.

WINDOWS
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WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Modifying a historic single-glazed sash to accommodate insulated Modifying a historic single-glazed sash to accommodate insulated
glass when it will jeopardize the soundness of the sash or signifi
glass when it will not jeopardize the soundness of the sash or
cantly alter its appearance.
significantly alter its appearance.

[21] The windows on the
lower floor, which were
too deteriorated to repair,
were replaced with new
steel windows matching
the upper-floor historic
windows that were
retained.

Using low-e glass with the least visible tint in new or replacement
windows.

Using low-e glass with a dark tint in new or replacement windows,
thereby negatively impacting the historic character of the building.

Using window grids rather than true divided lights on windows on
the upper floors of high-rise buildings if they will not be notice
able.

Using window grids rather than true divided lights on windows in
low-rise buildings or on lower floors of high-rise buildings where
they will be noticeable, resulting in a change to the historic charac
ter of the building.

Ensuring that spacer bars in between double panes of glass are
the same color as the window sash.

Using spacer bars in between double panes of glass that are not the
same color as the window sash.

Replacing all of the components in a glazing system if they have
failed because of faulty design or materials that have deteriorated
with new material that will improve the window performance
without noticeably changing the historic appearance.

Replacing all of the components in a glazing system with new mate
rial that will noticeably change the historic appearance.

Replacing incompatible, non-historic windows with new windows
that are compatible with the historic character of the building; or
reinstating windows in openings that have been filled in.
The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new window or its components, such
as frames, sash, and glazing, when the historic feature is completely missing. It may be an accurate restoration based on
documentary and physical evidence, but only when the historic
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently on
the building. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with
the size, scale, material, and color of the historic building.
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Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for the
missing window is based upon insufficient physical or historic docu
mentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature to be
replaced did not coexist with the features currently on the building.
Installing replacement windows made from other materials that are
not the same as the material of the original windows if they would
have a noticeably different appearance from the remaining historic
windows.

REHABILITATION

(a)

(b)

(c)
[22] Not Recommended: (a-b) The original wood windows in this late-19th-century
building, which were highly decorative, could likely have been repaired and retained.
(c) Instead, they were replaced with new windows that do not match the detailing of
the historic windows and, therefore, do not meet the Standards (above).
(b)

WINDOWS
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[23] (a)This deteriorated
historic wood window
was repaired and
retained (b) in this
rehabilitation project.
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WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
Adding new window openings on rear or other secondary, lessvisible elevations, if required by a new use. The new openings
and the windows in them should be compatible with the overall
design of the building but, in most cases, not duplicate the
historic fenestration.

Changing the number, location, size, or glazing pattern of windows
on primary or highly-visible elevations which will alter the historic
character of the building.
Cutting new openings on character-defining elevations or cutting
new openings that damage or destroy significant features.
Adding balconies at existing window openings or new window open
ings on primary or other highly-visible elevations where balconies
never existed and, therefore, would be incompatible with the his
toric character of the building.

Replacing windows that are too deteriorated to repair using the
same sash and pane configuration, but with new windows that
operate differently, if necessary, to accommodate a new use.
Any change must have minimal visual impact. Examples could
include replacing hopper or awning windows with casement
windows, or adding a realigned and enlarged operable portion of
industrial steel windows to meet life-safety codes.

Replacing a window that contributes to the historic character of
the building with a new window that is different in design (such as
glass divisions or muntin profiles), dimensions, materials (wood,
metal, or glass), finish or color, or location that will have a noticeably different appearance from the historic windows, which may
negatively impact the character of the building.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary for security,
so that it is compatible with the historic windows and does not
damage them or negatively impact their character.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary for security, that
is incompatible with the historic windows and that damages them
or negatively impacts their character.

Using compatible window treatments (such as frosted glass,
appropriate shades or blinds, or shutters) to retain the historic
character of the building when it is necessary to conceal mechan
ical equipment, for example, that the new use requires be placed
in a location behind a window or windows on a primary or highlyvisible elevation.

Removing a character-defining window to conceal mechanical
equipment or to provide privacy for a new use of the building by
blocking up the opening.

WINDOWS
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ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving entrances and porches and
their functional and decorative features that are important in
defining the overall historic character of the building. The materi
als themselves (including masonry, wood, and metal) are signifi
cant, as are their features, such as doors, transoms, pilasters,
columns, balustrades, stairs, roofs, and projecting canopies.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing entrances and porches which
are important in defining the overall historic character of the build
ing so that, as a result, the character is diminished.
Cutting new entrances on a primary façade.
Altering utilitarian or service entrances so they compete visually
with the historic primary entrance; increasing their size so that they
appear significantly more important; or adding decorative details
that cannot be documented to the building or are incompatible with
the building’s historic character.

[24] Rotted boards
in the beaded-board
porch ceiling are being
replaced with new
matching beaded board.
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Retaining a historic entrance or porch even though it will no
longer be used because of a change in the building’s function.

Removing a historic entrance or porch that will no longer be
required for the building’s new use.

Protecting and maintaining the masonry, wood, and metals which
comprise entrances and porches through appropriate surface
treatments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of
protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain entrance and porch materials on a
cyclical basis so that deterioration of entrances and porches results.

Protecting entrances and porches against arson and vandalism
before work begins by covering them and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving entrances and porches unprotected and subject to vandal
ism before work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be
damaged if it can be accessed through unprotected entrances.

Protecting entrance and porch features when working on other
features of the building.

Failing to protect materials and features when working on other
features of the building.

Evaluating the overall condition of entrances and porches to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to entrance and porch features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
entrance and porch features.

Repairing entrances and porches by patching, splicing, consolidating, and otherwise reinforcing them using recognized preser
vation methods. Repair may include the limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated features or missing components of features when
there are surviving prototypes, such as balustrades, columns, and
stairs.

Removing entrances and porches that could be stabilized, repaired,
and conserved, or using untested consolidants, improper repair
techniques, or unskilled personnel, potentially causing further
damage to historic materials.

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES

Replacing an entire entrance or porch feature when repair of the
feature and limited replacement of deteriorated or missing compo
nents are feasible.

REHABILITATION

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED
Replacing in kind an entire entrance or porch that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature
or when the replacement can be based on historic documenta
tion. If using the same kind of material is not feasible, then a
compatible substitute material may be considered.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing an entrance or porch that is unrepairable and not replac
ing it, or replacing it with a new entrance or porch that does not
match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of
entrance or porch features or that is physically incompatible.

[25] The new infill
designs for the garage
door openings in this
commercial building (a)
converted for restaurant
use and in this mill
building (b) rehabilitated
for residential use are
compatible with the
historic character of the
buildings.

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
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ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new entrance or porch when the
historic feature is completely missing or has previously been
replaced by one that is incompatible. It may be an accurate restoration based on documentary and physical evidence, but only
when the historic entrance or porch to be replaced coexisted with
the features currently on the building. Or, it may be a new design
that is compatible with the size, scale, material, and color of the
historic building.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing entrance or porch is based upon insufficient physical or
historic documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the
feature to be replaced did not coexist with the features currently on
the building.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
Enclosing historic porches on secondary elevations only, when
required by a new use, in a manner that preserves the historic
character of the building (e.g., using large sheets of glass and
recessing the enclosure wall behind existing posts and balus
trades).

Enclosing porches in a manner that results in a diminution or loss
of historic character by using solid materials rather than clear glaz
ing, or by placing the enclosure in front of, rather than behind, the
historic features.

Constructing secondary or service entrances and porches that are
Designing and constructing additional entrances or porches on
incompatible in size and scale or detailing with the historic building
secondary elevations when required for the new use in a manner
that preserves the historic character of the building (i.e., ensuring or that obscure, damage, or destroy character-defining features.
that the new entrance or porch is clearly subordinate to historic
primary entrances or porches).

[26] Not Recommended: Installing a screened
enclosure is never recommended on a front or
otherwise prominent historic porch. In limited
instances, it may be possible to add screening on a
porch at the rear or on a secondary façade; however,
the enclosure should match the color of the porch and
be placed behind columns and railings so that it does
not obscure these features.
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STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving storefronts and their functional and decorative features that are important in defining the
overall historic character of the building. The storefront materials
(including wood, masonry, metals, ceramic tile, clear glass, and
pigmented structural glass) and the configuration of the storefront are significant, as are features, such as display windows,
base panels, bulkheads, signs, doors, transoms, kick plates,
corner posts, piers, and entablatures. The removal of inappropriate, non-historic cladding, false mansard roofs, and other later,
non-significant alterations can help reveal the historic character
of the storefront.

Removing or substantially changing storefronts and their features
which are important in defining the overall historic character of the
building so that, as a result, the character is diminished.
Changing the storefront so that it has a residential rather than commercial appearance.
Introducing features from an earlier period that are not compatible
with the historic character of the storefront.
Changing the location of the storefront’s historic main entrance.
Replacing or covering a glass transom with solid material or inap
propriate signage, or installing an incompatible awning over it.

Retaining later, non-original features that have acquired signifi
cance over time.

Removing later features that may have acquired significance.

[28] This new storefront,
which replaced one
that was missing, is
compatible with the
historic character of the
building.

STOREFRONTS
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STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED
Protecting and maintaining masonry, wood, glass, ceramic tile,
and metals which comprise storefronts through appropriate
treatments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of
protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain storefront materials on a cyclical
basis so that deterioration of storefront features results.

Protecting storefronts against arson and vandalism before work
begins by covering windows and doors and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving the storefront unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be damaged if it
can be accessed through unprotected entrances.

Protecting the storefront when working on other features of the
building.

Failing to protect the storefront when working on other features of
the building.

Evaluating the overall condition of the storefront to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to storefront features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
storefront features.

[27] This original c. 1940s
storefront, with its characterdefining angled and curved
glass display window and
recessed entrance with a
decorative terrazzo paving, is
in good condition and should
be retained in a rehabilitation
project.
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STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing storefronts by patching, splicing, consolidating, or
otherwise reinforcing them using recognized preservation meth
ods. Repair may include the limited replacement in kind or with
a compatible substitute material of those extensively deteriorated
or missing components of storefronts when there are surviving
prototypes, such as transoms, base panels, kick plates, piers, or
signs.

Removing storefronts that could be stabilized, repaired, and conserved, or using untested consolidants, improper repair techniques,
or unskilled personnel, potentially causing further damage to
historic materials.

Replacing in kind an entire storefront that is too deteriorated to
repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident) using
the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature or
when the replacement can be based on historic documentation.
If using the same kind of material is not feasible, then a compat
ible substitute material may be considered.

Replacing a storefront feature when repair of the feature and
limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components are
feasible.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
storefront or that is physically incompatible.
Removing a storefront that is unrepairable and not replacing it or
replacing it with a new storefront that does not match.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new storefront when the historic
storefront is completely missing or has previously been replaced
by one that is incompatible. It may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when
the historic storefront to be replaced coexisted with the features
currently on the building. Or, it may be a new design that is
compatible with the size, scale, material, and color of the historic
building.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing storefront is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature
to be replaced did not coexist with the features currently on the
building.
Using new, over-scaled, or internally-lit signs unless there is a historic precedent for them or using other types of signs that obscure,
damage, or destroy character-defining features of the storefront and
the building.

STOREFRONTS
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STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED
Replacing missing awnings or canopies that can be historically
documented to the building, or adding new signage, awnings, or
canopies that are compatible with the historic character of the
building.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Adding vinyl awnings, or other awnings that are inappropriately
sized or shaped, which are incompatible with the historic character
of the building; awnings that do not extend over the entire length of
the storefront; or large canopies supported by posts that project out
over the sidewalk, unless their existence can be historically docu
mented.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
Retaining the glazing and the transparency (i.e., which allows the
openness of the interior to be experienced from the exterior) that
is so important in defining the character of a historic storefront
when the building is being converted for residential use. Window
treatments (necessary for occupants’ privacy) should be installed
that are uniform and compatible with the commercial appearance
of the building, such as screens or wood blinds. When display
cases still exist behind the storefront, the screening should be set
at the back of the display case.


[29] The rehabilitation of the 1910 Ma’alaea
General
Store (a), which served the workers’ camp at the
Wailuku Sugar Company on the Hawaiian island of Maui,
included the reconstruction of the original parapet (b).
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Replacing storefront glazing with solid material for occupants’ pri
vacy when the building is being converted for residential use.
Installing window treatments in storefront windows that have a resi
dential appearance, which are incompatible with the commercial
character of the building.
Installing window treatments that are not uniform in a series of
repetitive storefront windows.

REHABILITATION

CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving curtain wall systems and
their components (metal framing members and glass or opaque
panels) that are important in defining the overall historic charac
ter of the building. The design of the curtain wall is significant,
as are its component materials (metal stick framing and panel
materials, such as clear or spandrel glass, stone, terra cotta,
metal, and fiber-reinforced plastic), appearance (e.g., glazing
color or tint, transparency, and reflectivity), and whether the glaz
ing is fixed, operable or louvered glass panels. How a curtain wall
is engineered and fabricated, and the fact that it expands and
contracts at a different rate from the building’s structural system,
are important to understand when undertaking the rehabilitation
of a curtain wall system.

Removing or substantially changing curtain wall components which
are important in defining the overall historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

Protecting and maintaining curtain walls and their components
through appropriate surface treatments, such as cleaning, paint
removal, and reapplication of protective coating systems; and by
making them watertight and ensuring that sealants and gaskets
are in good condition.

Failing to protect and maintain curtain wall components on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of curtain walls results.

Protecting ground-level curtain walls from vandalism before work
begins by covering them, while ensuring adequate ventilation,
and by installing alarm systems keyed into local protection
agencies.

Leaving ground-level curtain walls unprotected and subject to van
dalism before work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be
damaged if it can be accessed through unprotected glazing.

Protecting curtain walls when working on other features of the
building.

Failing to protect curtain walls when working on other features of
the building.

Cleaning curtain wall systems only when necessary to halt dete
rioration or to remove heavy soiling.

Cleaning curtain wall systems when they are not heavily soiled,
thereby needlessly introducing chemicals or moisture into historic
materials.

Replacing historic curtain wall features instead of repairing or
replacing only the deteriorated components.

Failing to identify, evaluate, and treat various causes of curtain wall
failure, such as open gaps between components where sealants
have deteriorated or are missing.

CURTAIN WALLS
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CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Carrying out cleaning tests, when it has been determined that
cleaning is appropriate, using only cleaning materials that will
not damage components of the system, including factory-applied
finishes. Test areas should be examined to ensure that no
damage has resulted.

Cleaning curtain wall systems without testing or using cleaning
materials that may damage components of the system.

Evaluating the overall condition of curtain walls to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repair of
curtain wall components, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to protect curtain wall
components.

Repairing curtain walls by ensuring that they are watertight by
augmenting existing components or replacing deteriorated or
missing sealants or gaskets, where necessary, to seal any gaps
between system components. Repair may include the limited
replacement of those extensively deteriorated or missing compo
nents of curtain walls when there are surviving prototypes.

Removing curtain wall components that could be repaired or using
improper repair techniques.
Replacing an entire curtain wall system when repair of materials
and limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components are
feasible.

Applying sealants carefully so that they are not readily visible.
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Replacing in kind a component or components of a curtain wall
system that are too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and
detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model
to reproduce the feature. If using the same kind of material is not
feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be consid
ered as long as it has the same finish and appearance.

Removing a curtain wall component or the entire system, if neces
sary, that is unrepairable and not replacing it or replacing it with a
new component or system that does not convey the same appearance.

Replacing masonry, metal, glass, or other components of a
curtain wall system (or the entire system, if necessary) which
have failed because of faulty design with substitutes that match
the original as closely as possible and which will reestablish the
viability and performance of the system.

Using substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving components of the curtain
wall or that is physically incompatible.

REHABILITATION

[31 a-c:] (a) The
rehabilitation of the
First Federal Savings
and Loan Association
building in Birmingham,
AL, constructed in 1961,
required replacing the
deteriorated historic
curtain wall system
because the framing and
the fasteners holding
the spandrel glass
and the windows had
failed. (b) Comparative
drawings show that the
differences between the
replacement system,
which incorporated new
insulated glass to meet
wind-load requirements,
and the original system
are minimal. (c) The
replacement system,
shown after completion
of the project, has not
altered the historic
character of the building.

[30] Rather than replace the original curtain wall system of the 1954 Simms
Building in Albuquerque, NM, with a different color tinted glass or coat it with a nonhistoric reflective film, the HVAC system was updated to improve energy efficiency.
Photo: Harvey M. Kaplan.
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CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new curtain wall or its components
when the historic feature is completely missing. It may be an
accurate restoration based on documentary and physical evi
dence, but only when the historic feature to be replaced coex
isted with the features currently on the building. Or, it may be a
new design that is compatible with the size, scale, material, and
color of the historic building.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing curtain wall component is based upon insufficient
physical or historic documentation, is not a compatible design, or
because the feature did not coexist with the features currently on
the building.
Introducing a new curtain wall component that is incompatible in
size, scale, material, color, and finish.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
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Installing new glazing or an entire new curtain wall system, when
necessary to meet safety-code requirements, with dimensions,
detailing, materials, colors, and finish as close as possible to the
historic curtain wall components.

Installing new glazing or an entire new curtain wall system, when
necessary to meet safety-code requirements, with dimensions and
detailing that is significantly different from the historic curtain wall
components.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary for security,
so that it is compatible with the historic windows and does not
damage them or negatively impact their character.

Installing impact-resistant glazing in a curtain wall system, when
necessary for security, that is incompatible with the historic curtain
walls and damages them or negatively impacts their character.

REHABILITATION

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving structural systems and vis
ible features of systems that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building. This includes the materials that
comprise the structural system (i.e., wood, metal and masonry),
the type of system, and its features, such as posts and beams,
trusses, summer beams, vigas, cast-iron or masonry columns,
above-grade stone foundation walls, or load-bearing masonry
walls.

Removing or substantially changing visible features of historic
structural systems which are important in defining the overall his
toric character of the building so that, as a result, the character is
diminished.
Overloading the existing structural system, or installing equipment
or mechanical systems which could damage the structure.
Replacing a load-bearing masonry wall that could be augmented
and retained.
Leaving known structural problems untreated, such as deflected
beams, cracked and bowed walls, or racked structural members.

Protecting and maintaining the structural system by keeping
gutters and downspouts clear and roofing in good repair; and
by ensuring that wood structural members are free from insect
infestation.

Failing to protect and maintain the structural system on a cyclical
basis so that deterioration of the structural system results.
Using treatments or products that may retain moisture, which
accelerates deterioration of structural members.

[33] Retaining as much
as possible of the
historic wood sill plate
and replacing only the
termite-damaged wood is
always the preferred and
recommended treatment.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED
Evaluating the overall condition of the structural system to deter
mine whether more than protection and maintenance, such as
repairs to structural features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
structural systems.

Repairing the structural system by augmenting individual com
ponents, using recognized preservation methods. For example,
weakened structural members (such as floor framing) can be
paired or sistered with a new member, braced, or otherwise
supplemented and reinforced.

Upgrading the building structurally in a manner that diminishes the
historic character of the exterior or that damages interior features or
spaces.

[32] (a-b) The rehabilitation of the 1892 Carson Block Building in Eureka, CA, for
its owner, the Northern California Indian Development Council, included recreating
the missing corner turret and sensitively introducing seismic reinforcement (c)
shown here (opposite page) in a secondary upper floor office space. Photos: Page
& Turnbull.
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NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing a historic structural feature in its entirety or in part when
it could be repaired or augmented and retained.

REHABILITATION

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Installing seismic or structural reinforcement, when necessary,
in a manner that minimizes its impact on the historic fabric and
character of the building.
Replacing in kind or with a compatible substitute material large
portions or entire features of the structural system that are either
extensively damaged or deteriorated or that are missing when
there are surviving prototypes, such as cast-iron columns, trusses,
or masonry walls. Substitute material must be structurally suf
ficient, physically compatible with the rest of the system, and,
where visible, must have the same form, design, and appearance
as the historic feature.

Using substitute material that does not equal the load-bearing
capabilities of the historic material; does not convey the same
appearance of the historic material, if it is visible; or is physically
incompatible.
Installing a visible or exposed structural replacement feature that
does not match.

Replacing to match any interior features or finishes that may
have to be removed to gain access to make structural repairs, and
reusing salvageable material.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Alterations and Additions for a New Use
Limiting any new excavations next to historic foundations to avoid Carrying out excavations or regrading land adjacent to a historic
building which could cause the historic foundation to settle, shift,
undermining the structural stability of the building or adjacent
or fail, or which could destroy significant archeological resources.
historic buildings. The area next to the building foundation
should be investigated first to ascertain potential damage to site
features or archeological resources.
Correcting structural deficiencies needed to accommodate a new
use in a manner that preserves the structural system and indi
vidual character-defining features.

Making substantial changes to significant interior spaces or damag
ing or destroying features or finishes that are character defining to
correct structural deficiencies.

Designing and installing new mechanical or electrical equipment,
when necessary, in a manner that minimizes the number and size
of cuts or holes in structural members.

Installing new mechanical or electrical equipment in a manner
which reduces the load-bearing capacity of historic structural mem
bers.

Inserting a new floor that damages or destroys the structural system
Inserting a new floor when required for the new use if it does not
negatively impact the historic character of the interior space; and or abuts window glazing and is visible from the exterior of the buildif it does not damage the structural system, does not abut window ing and, thus, negatively impacts its historic character.
glazing, and is not visible from the exterior of the building.
Creating an atrium, light court, or lightwell to provide natural
light when required for a new use only when it can be done in
a manner that preserves the structural system and the historic
character of the building.
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Removing structural features to create an atrium, light court, or
lightwell if it negatively impacts the historic character of the building.

REHABILITATION

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving visible features of early
mechanical systems that are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building, such as radiators, vents, fans,
grilles, and plumbing and lighting fixtures.

Removing or substantially changing visible features of mechanical
systems that are important in defining the overall historic character
of the building so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

Protecting and maintaining mechanical, plumbing, and electrical
systems and their features through cyclical maintenance.

Failing to protect and maintain a functioning mechanical system,
plumbing, and electrical systems and their visible features on a
cyclical basis so that their deterioration results.

Improving the energy efficiency of existing mechanical systems
to help reduce the need for a new system by installing storm
windows, insulating attics and crawl spaces, or adding awnings,
if appropriate.
Evaluating the overall condition of mechanical systems to deter
mine whether more than protection and maintenance, such as
repairs to mechanical system components, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
mechanical system components.

Repairing mechanical systems by augmenting or upgrading
system components (such as installing new pipes and ducts),
rewiring, or adding new compressors or boilers.

Replacing a mechanical system when its components could be
upgraded and retained.

Installing a visible replacement feature of a mechanical system, if it
Replacing in kind or with a compatible substitute material those
extensively deteriorated or missing visible features of mechanical is important in defining the historic character of the building, that
systems when there are surviving prototypes, such as ceiling fans, does not convey the same appearance.
radiators, grilles, or plumbing fixtures.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Alterations and Additions for a New Use
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Installing a new mechanical system, if required, so that it results
in the least alteration possible to the historic building and its
character-defining features.

Installing a new mechanical system so that character-defining
structural or interior features are radically changed, damaged, or
destroyed.

Providing adequate structural support for the new mechanical
equipment.

Failing to consider the weight and design of new mechanical equip
ment so that, as a result, historic structural members or finished
surfaces are weakened or cracked.

Installing new mechanical and electrical systems and ducts,
pipes, and cables in closets, service areas, and wall cavities to
preserve the historic character of the interior space.

Installing systems and ducts, pipes, and cables in walls or ceilings
in a manner that results in extensive loss or damage or otherwise
obscures historic building materials and character-defining features.

Concealing HVAC ductwork in finished interior spaces, when pos
sible, by installing it in secondary spaces (such as closets, attics,
basements, or crawl spaces) or in appropriately-located, furreddown soffits.

Leaving HVAC ductwork exposed in most finished spaces or install
ing soffits in a location that will negatively impact the historic
character of the interior or exterior of the building.

Installing exposed ductwork in a finished space when necessary
to protect and preserve decorative or other features (such as
column capitals, pressed-metal or ornamental plaster ceilings,
coffers, or beams) that is painted, and appropriately located so
that it will have minimal impact on the historic character of the
space.

Installing exposed ductwork in a finished space when necessary to
protect and preserve decorative or other features that is not painted,
or is located where it will negatively impact the historic character of
the space.

Lowering ceilings, installing a dropped ceiling, or constructing
soffits to conceal ductwork in a finished space when this will not
result in extensive loss or damage to historic materials or decora
tive and other features, and will not change the overall character
of the space or the exterior appearance of the building (i.e.,
lowered ceilings or soffits visible through window glazing).

Lowering ceilings, installing a dropped ceiling, or constructing sof
fits to conceal ductwork in a finished space in a manner that results
in extensive loss or damage to historic materials or decorative and
other features, and will change the overall character of the space or
the exterior appearance of the building.

REHABILITATION

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Installing appropriately located, exposed ductwork in historicallyunfinished interior spaces in industrial or utilitarian buildings.
Installing a split system mechanical unit in a manner that will
have minimal impact on the historic character of the interior and
result in minimal loss of historic building material.

Installing a split system mechanical unit without considering its
impact on the historic character of the interior or the potential loss
of historic building material.

Installing heating or air conditioning window units only when
the installation of any other system would result in significant
damage or loss of historic materials or features.
Installing mechanical equipment on the roof, when necessary,
so that it is minimally visible to preserve the building’s historic
character and setting.

Installing mechanical equipment on the roof that is overly large or
highly visible and negatively impacts the historic character of the
building or setting.

Placing air conditioning compressors in a location on a secondary
elevation of the historic building that is not highly visible.

Placing air conditioning compressors where they are highly visible
and negatively impact the historic character of the building or
setting.

[34] The new ceiling
ducts installed during
the conversion of this
historic office building
into apartments are
minimal in design and
discretely placed above
the windows.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving a floor plan or interior
spaces, features, and finishes that are important in defining
the overall historic character of the building. Significant spatial
characteristics include the size, configuration, proportion, and
relationship of rooms and corridors; the relationship of features to
spaces; and the spaces themselves, such as lobbies, lodge halls,
entrance halls, parlors, theaters, auditoriums, gymnasiums, and
industrial and commercial interiors. Color, texture, and pattern
are important characteristics of features and finishes, which can
include such elements as columns, plaster walls and ceilings,
flooring, trim, fireplaces and mantels, paneling, light fixtures,
hardware, decorative radiators, ornamental grilles and registers,
windows, doors, and transoms; plaster, paint, wallpaper and wall
coverings, and special finishes, such as marbleizing and graining;
and utilitarian (painted or unpainted) features, including wood,
metal, or concrete exposed columns, beams, and trusses and
exposed load-bearing brick, concrete, and wood walls.

Altering a floor plan, or interior spaces (including individual rooms),
features, and finishes, which are important in defining the overall
historic character of the building so that, as a result, the character
is diminished.
Altering the floor plan by demolishing principal walls and partitions
for a new use.
Altering or destroying significant interior spaces by inserting addi
tional floors or lofts; cutting through floors to create lightwells, light
courts, or atriums; lowering ceilings; or adding new walls or remov
ing historic walls.
Relocating an interior feature, such as a staircase, so that the circulation pattern and the historic relationship between features and
spaces are altered.
Installing new material that obscures or damages character-defining
interior features or finishes.
Removing paint, plaster, or other finishes from historically-finished
interior surfaces to create a new appearance (e.g., removing plaster
to expose brick walls or a brick chimney breast, stripping paint from
wood to stain or varnish it, or removing a plaster ceiling to expose
unfinished beams).
Applying paint, plaster, or other coatings to surfaces that have been
unfinished historically, thereby changing their character.
Changing the type of finish or its color, such as painting a histori
cally-varnished wood feature, or removing paint from a historicallypainted feature.
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining decorative or other character-defining features or
finishes that typify the showroom or interior of a historic store,
such as a pressed-metal ceiling, a beaded-board ceiling, or
wainscoting.

Removing decorative or other character-defining features or finishes
that typify the showroom or interior of a historic store, such as a
pressed-metal ceiling, a beaded-board ceiling, or wainscoting.

Protecting and maintaining historic materials (including plas
ter, masonry, wood, and metals) which comprise interior spaces
through appropriate surface treatments, such as cleaning, paint
removal, and reapplication of protective coating systems.

Failing to protect and maintain interior materials and finishes on a
cyclical basis so that deterioration of interior features results.

Protecting interior features and finishes against arson and vandal- Leaving the building unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins, thereby allowing the interior to be damaged if it can be
ism before project work begins by erecting temporary fencing or
accessed through unprotected entrances.
by covering broken windows and open doorways, while ensuring
adequate ventilation, and by installing alarm systems keyed into
local protection agencies.
Protecting interior features (such as a staircase, mantel, flooring,
or decorative finishes) from damage during project work by cover
ing them with plywood, heavy canvas, or plastic sheeting.

Failing to protect interior features and finishes when working on the
interior.

[35] (a) Although
deteriorated, the
historic school corridor,
shown on the left, with
its character-defining
features, including doors
and transoms, was
retained and repaired as
part of the rehabilitation
project (b).

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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[36] The elaborate
features and finishes
of this historic banking
hall in the Union Trust
Company Building, in
Cleveland, OH, were
retained and repaired as
part of its conversion into
a food market.
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
Removing damaged or deteriorated paint and finishes only to
the next sound layer using the gentlest method possible prior to
repainting or refinishing using compatible paint or other coating
systems.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Using potentially damaging methods, such as open-flame torches or
abrasive techniques, to remove paint or other coatings.
Removing paint that is firmly adhered to interior surfaces.

Using abrasive cleaning methods only on the interior of industrial Using abrasive methods anywhere but utilitarian and industrial
interior spaces or when there are other methods that are less likely
or warehouse buildings with utilitarian, unplastered masonry
walls and where wood features are not finished, molded, beaded, to damage the surface of the material.
or worked by hand. Low-pressure abrasive cleaning (e.g., sand
blasting or other media blasting) should only be considered if test
patches show no surface damage and after gentler methods have
proven ineffective.
Evaluating the overall condition of the interior materials, features, Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
interior materials, features, and finishes.
and finishes to determine whether more than protection and
maintenance, such as repairs to features and finishes, will be
necessary.
Repairing interior features and finishes by patching, splicing,
consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing the materials using recognized preservation methods. Repairs may include the limited
replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute material of
those extensively deteriorated or missing parts of interior features
when there are surviving prototypes, such as stairs, balustrades,
wood paneling, columns, decorative wall finishes, and ornamental
pressed-metal or plaster ceilings. Repairs should be physically
and visually compatible.

Removing materials that could be repaired or using improper repair
techniques.
Replacing an entire interior feature (such as a staircase, mantel, or
door surround) or a finish (such as a plaster) when repair of materi
als and limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components
are feasible.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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[37] Exposed and painted
ducts were appropriately
installed here in a retail
space in Denver’s historic
Union Station after
considering other options
that would have impacted
the ceiling height, or
damaged or obscured the
ornamental plaster crown
molding. Photo: Heritage
Consulting Group.

[39] Leaving the ceiling
structure exposed
and installing exposed
ductwork where it
does not impact
the windows, are
appropriate treatments
when rehabilitating an
industrial building for
another use.
[38] The rehabilitation
project retained the
industrial character of this
historic factory building,
which included installation
of a fire-rated, clear glass
enclosure that allows the
stairway, an important
interior feature, to remain
visible.
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire interior feature that is too deterio
rated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature.
Examples could include wainscoting, window and door surrounds,
or stairs. If using the same kind of material is not feasible, then a
compatible substitute material may be considered.

Removing a character-defining interior feature that is unrepairable
and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature or finish that
does not match the historic feature.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the interior feature or that is physi
cally incompatible.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the interior feature or that is physi
cally incompatible.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new interior feature or finish when
the historic feature or finish is completely missing. This could
include missing walls, stairs, mantels, wood trim, and plaster, or
even entire rooms if the historic spaces, features, and finishes
are missing or have been destroyed by inappropriate alterations.
The design may be an accurate restoration based on documentary
and physical evidence, but only when the feature or finish to be
replaced coexisted with the features currently in the building. Or,
it may be a new design that is compatible with the size, scale,
material, and color of the historic building.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation; is not a compatible design; or because the feature
did not coexist with the feature currently on the building.
Introducing a new interior feature or finish that is incompatible in
size, scale, material, color, and finish.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
Installing new or additional systems required for a new use for
the building, such as bathrooms and mechanical equipment, in
secondary spaces to preserve the historic character of the most
significant interior spaces.

Subdividing primary spaces, lowering ceilings, or damaging or
obscuring character-defining features (such as fireplaces, windows,
or stairways) to accommodate a new use for the building.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
Installing new mechanical and electrical systems and ducts,
pipes, and cables in closets, service areas, and wall cavities to
preserve the historic character of interior spaces, features, and
finishes.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Installing ducts, pipes, and cables where they will obscure charac
ter-defining features or negatively impact the historic character of
the interior.

Creating open work areas, when required by the new use, by
selectively removing walls only in secondary spaces, less sig
nificant upper floors, or other less-visible locations to preserve
primary public spaces and circulation systems.
Retaining the configuration of corridors, particularly in buildings with multiple floors with repetitive plans (such as office
and apartment buildings or hotels), where not only the floor plan
is character defining, but also the width and the length of the
corridor, doorways, transoms, trim, and other features, such as
wainscoting and glazing.

Making extensive changes to the character of significant historic
corridors by narrowing or radically shortening them, or removing
their character-defining features.

Reusing decorative material or features that had to be removed as Discarding historic material when it can be reused to replace misspart of the rehabilitation work (including baseboards, door casing, ing or damaged features elsewhere in the building, or reusing matepaneled doors, and wainscoting) and reusing them in areas where rial in a manner that may convey a false sense of history.
these features are missing or are too deteriorated to repair.
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Installing permanent partitions in secondary, rather than pri
mary, spaces whenever feasible. Removable partitions or partialheight walls that do not destroy the sense of space often may be
installed in large character-defining spaces when required by a
new use.

Installing partitions that abut windows and glazing or that damage
or obscure character-defining spaces, features, or finishes.

Enclosing a character-defining interior stairway, when required by
code, with fire-rated glass walls or large, hold-open doors so that
the stairway remains visible and its historic character is retained.

Enclosing a character-defining interior stairway for safety or func
tional reasons in a manner that conceals it or destroys its character.

Locating new, code-required stairways or elevators in secondary
and service areas of the historic building.

Making incompatible changes or damaging or destroying characterdefining spaces, features, or finishes when adding new coderequired stairways and elevators.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES

REHABILITATION

[41] Not Recommended:
Leaving fragments
of deteriorated or
“sculpted” plaster is not
a compatible treatment
for either finished or
unfinished interior
spaces.

[40] Not Recommended:
Removing a finished
ceiling and leaving the
structure exposed in a
historic retail space does
not meet the Standards
for Rehabilitation.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
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NOT RECOMMENDED

Creating an atrium, light court, or lightwell to provide natural
light when required for a new use only when it can be done in a
manner that preserves significant interior spaces, features, and
finishes or important exterior elevations.

Destroying or damaging character-defining interior spaces, features,
or finishes, or damaging the structural system to create an atrium,
light court, or lightwell.

Inserting a new floor, mezzanine, or loft when required for a new
use if it does not damage or destroy significant interior features
and finishes and is not visible from the exterior of the building.

Inserting a new floor, mezzanine, or loft that damages or destroys
significant interior features or abuts window glazing and is visible
from the exterior of the building, and, thus, negatively impacts its
historic character.

Inserting a new floor, when necessary for a new use, only in large
assembly spaces that are secondary to another assembly space
in the building; in a space that has been greatly altered; or where
character-defining features have been lost or are too deteriorated
to repair.

Inserting a new floor in significant, large assembly spaces with
distinctive features and finishes, which negatively impacts their
historic character.

Installing exposed ductwork in a finished space when necessary
to protect and preserve decorative or other features (such as
column capitals, ornamental plaster or pressed-metal ceilings,
coffers, or beams) that is designed, painted, and appropriately
located so that it will have minimal impact on the historic char
acter of the space.

Installing exposed ductwork in a finished space when necessary to
protect and preserve decorative or other features that is not painted,
or is located where it will negatively impact the historic character of
the space.

Lowering ceilings, installing a dropped ceiling, or constructing
soffits to conceal ductwork in a finished space when they will not
result in extensive loss or damage to historic materials or decora
tive and other features, and will not change the overall character
of the space or the exterior appearance of the building (i.e.,
lowered ceilings or soffits visible through window glazing).

Lowering ceilings, installing a dropped ceiling, or constructing sof
fits to conceal ductwork in a finished space in a manner that results
in extensive loss or damage to historic materials or decorative and
other features, and will change the overall character of the space or
the exterior appearance of the building.

Installing a split system mechanical unit in a manner that will
have minimal impact on the historic character of the interior and
will result in minimal loss of historic building material.

Installing a split system mechanical unit without considering its
impact on the historic character of the interior or the potential loss
of historic building material.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building site
that are important in defining its overall historic character. Site
features may include walls, fences, or steps; circulation systems,
such as walks, paths or roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs,
grass, orchards, hedges, windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such
as hills, terracing, or berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as
light posts or benches; decorative elements, such as sculpture,
statuary, or monuments; water features, including fountains,
streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation ditches; and subsurface arche
ological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds which are also important to the site.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing buildings and their features
or site features which are important in defining the overall historic
character of the property so that, as a result, the character is dimin
ished.

[42] This garden is an
important characterdefining landscape
feature on this college
campus.

BUILDING SITE
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BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and the
landscape.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the land
scape.
Removing or relocating buildings on a site or in a complex of related
historic structures (such as a mill complex or farm), thereby dimin
ishing the historic character of the site or complex.
Moving buildings onto the site, thereby creating an inaccurate his
toric appearance.
Changing the grade level of the site if it diminishes its historic
character. For example, lowering the grade adjacent to a building
to maximize use of a basement, which would change the historic
appearance of the building and its relation to the site.
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BUILDING SITE

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features by provid
ing proper drainage to ensure that water does not erode founda
tion walls, drain toward the building, or damage or erode the
landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings
and site features are damaged or destroyed; or, alternatively, chang
ing the site grading so that water does not drain properly.

Correcting any existing irrigation that may be wetting the build
ing excessively.

Neglecting to correct any existing irrigation that may be wetting the
building excessively.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape features, archeological
resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features, archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Surveying and documenting areas where the terrain will be
altered to determine the potential impact to important landscape
features, archeological resources, other cultural or religious fea
tures, or burial grounds.

Failing to survey the building site prior to beginning work, which
may result in damage or loss of important landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds.

REHABILITATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Leaving known site features or archeological material unprotected so
that it is damaged during rehabilitation work.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before
rehabilitation begins, using professional archeologists and meth
ods, when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material

Preserving important landscape features through regularly-sched
uled maintenance of historic plant material.

Allowing important landscape features or archeological resources to
be lost, damaged, or to deteriorate due to inadequate protection or
lack of maintenance

Protecting the building site and landscape features against arson
and vandalism before rehabilitation work begins by erecting tem
porary fencing and by installing alarm systems keyed into local
protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds can be damaged or destroyed.
Removing or destroying features from the site, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a build- Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building
site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration
ing site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the his
possible.
toric character of the site.
Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings
and landscape features on the site through appropriate grounds
and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials and features from the
restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the site
results.

Protecting buildings and landscape features when working on the Failing to protect building and landscape features during work on
site.
the site or failing to repair damaged or deteriorated site features.

BUILDING SITE
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BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance, such
as repairs to site features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
the site.

Repairing historic site features which have been damaged, are
deteriorated, or have missing components order reestablish the
whole feature and to ensure retention of the integrity of the
historic materials. Repairs may include limited replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated or missing parts of site features when there are
surviving prototypes, such as paving, railings, or individual plants
within a group (e.g., a hedge). Repairs should be physically and
visually compatible.

Removing materials and features that could be repaired or using
improper repair techniques.
Replacing an entire feature of the site (such as a fence, walkway, or
drive) when repair of materials and limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components are feasible.

[43] The industrial
character of the site
was retained when
this brewery complex
was rehabilitated for
residential use.

[44] Not Recommended: (a-b) The historic character of this plantation house
(marked in blue on plan on opposite page) and its site was diminished and
adversely impacted when multiple new buildings like this (#3 on plan) were
constructed on the property (c).
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BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire feature of the site that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident)
using the physical evidence as a model to reproduce the feature.
Examples could include a walkway or a fountain, a land form, or
plant material. If using the same kind of material is not feasible,
then a compatible substitute material may be considered.

Removing a character-defining feature of the site that is unrepair
able and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that does
not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving site feature or that is physi
cally or ecologically incompatible.
Adding conjectural landscape features to the site (such as period
reproduction light fixtures, fences, fountains, or vegetation) that are
historically inappropriate, thereby creating an inaccurate appearance
of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new feature on a site when the historic feature is completely missing. This could include missing
outbuildings, terraces, drives, foundation plantings, specimen
trees, and gardens. The design may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when the
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently on
the site. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with the
historic character of the building and site.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation, is not a compatible design, or because the feature
did not coexist with the features currently on the site.
Introducing a new feature, including plant material, that is visually
incompatible with the site or that alters or destroys the historic site
patterns or use.

Alterations and Additions for a New Use

[45] Undertaking a
survey to document
archeological resources
may be considered in
some rehabilitation
projects when a new
exterior addition is
planned.
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BUILDING SITE

Designing new onsite features (such as parking areas, access
ramps, or lighting), when required by a new use, so that they
are as unobtrusive as possible, retain the historic relationship
between the building or buildings and the landscape, and are
compatible with the historic character of the property.

Locating parking areas directly adjacent to historic buildings where
vehicles may cause damage to buildings or landscape features or
when they negatively impact the historic character of the building
site if landscape features and plant materials are removed.

Designing new exterior additions to historic buildings or adjacent
new construction that are compatible with the historic character
of the site and preserves the historic relationship between the
building or buildings and the landscape.

Introducing new construction on the building site which is visu
ally incompatible in terms of size, scale, design, material, or color,
which destroys historic relationships on the site, or which damages or destroys important landscape features, such as replacing a
lawn with paved parking areas or removing mature trees to widen a
driveway.

Removing non-significant buildings, additions, or site features
which detract from the historic character of the site.

Removing a historic building in a complex of buildings or removing a
building feature or a landscape feature which is important in defin
ing the historic character of the site.

Locating an irrigation system needed for a new or continuing use
of the site where it will not cause damage to historic buildings.

Locating an irrigation system needed for a new or continuing use of
the site where it will damage historic buildings.

REHABILITATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape
features that are important in defining the overall historic
character of the setting. Such features can include circulation
systems, such as roads and streets; furnishings and fixtures,
such as light posts or benches; vegetation, gardens and yards;
adjacent open space, such as fields, parks, commons, or wood
lands; and important views or visual relationships.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing or substantially changing those building and landscape
features in the setting which are important in defining the historic
character so that, as a result, the character is diminished.

[46] The varied size, shapes, and architectural styles of these historic
buildings are unique to this street in Christiansted, St. Croix, USVI, and
should be retained in a rehabilitation project.
[47] Original paving stones contribute to the character of the historic
setting and distinguish this block from other streets in the district.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Retaining the historic relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting. For example, preserving the
relationship between a town common or urban plaza and the
adjacent houses, municipal buildings, roads, and landscape and
streetscape features.

Altering the relationship between the buildings and landscape fea
tures in the setting by widening existing streets, changing landscape
materials, or locating new streets or parking areas where they may
negatively impact the historic character of the setting.
Removing or relocating buildings or landscape features, thereby
destroying the historic relationship between buildings and the land
scape in the setting.

[48] Old police and fire call boxes,
which are distinctive features in this
historic district, have been retained,
and now showcase work by local
artists.
[49] Low stone walls are characterdefining features in this hilly,
early-20th-century residential
neighborhood.
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Protecting and maintaining historic features in the setting
through regularly-scheduled maintenance and grounds and landscape management.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of buildings and landscape features
results.
Stripping or removing historic features from buildings or the setting,
such as a porch, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the
setting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in the setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

Protecting buildings and landscape features when undertaking
work in the setting.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features during work in
the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to
determine whether more than protection and maintenance,
such as repairs to materials and features in the setting, will be
necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features in the setting.

Repairing features in the setting by reinforcing the historic
materials. Repairs may include the replacement in kind or with a
compatible substitute material of those extensively deteriorated
or missing parts of setting features when there are surviving pro
totypes, such as fencing, paving materials, trees, and hedgerows.
Repairs should be physically and visually compatible.

Failing to repair and reinforce damaged or deteriorated historic
materials and features in the setting.
Removing material that could be repaired or using improper repair
techniques.
Replacing an entire feature of the building or landscape in the
setting when repair of materials and limited replacement of deterio
rated or missing components are feasible.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Replacing in kind an entire building or landscape feature in
the setting that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form
and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a
model to reproduce the feature. If using the same kind of mate
rial is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be
considered.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing a character-defining feature of the building or landscape
from the setting that is unrepairable and not replacing it or replac
ing it with a new feature that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving building or landscape feature
in the setting or that is physically or ecologically incompatible.

The following work is highlighted to indicate that it is specific to Rehabilitation projects and should only be considered after the preservation concerns have
been addressed.
Designing the Replacement for Missing Historic Features
Designing and installing a new feature of the building or land
scape in the setting when the historic feature is completely
missing. This could include missing steps, streetlights, terraces,
trees, and fences. The design may be an accurate restoration
based on documentary and physical evidence, but only when the
feature to be replaced coexisted with the features currently in
the setting. Or, it may be a new design that is compatible with
the historic character of the setting.

Creating an inaccurate appearance because the replacement for
the missing feature is based upon insufficient physical or historic
documentation; is not a compatible design, or because the feature
did not coexist with the features currently in the setting.
Introducing a new building or landscape feature that is visually or
otherwise incompatible with the setting’s historic character (e.g.,
replacing low metal fencing with a high wood fence).

Alterations and Additions for a New Use
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Designing new features (such as parking areas, access ramps,
or lighting), when required by a new use, so that they are as
unobtrusive as possible, retain the historic relationships between
buildings and the landscape in the setting, and are compatible
with the historic character of the setting.

Locating parking areas directly adjacent to historic buildings where
vehicles may cause damage to buildings or landscape features or
when they negatively impact the historic character of the setting if
landscape features and plant materials are removed.

Designing new exterior additions to historic buildings or adjacent
new construction that are compatible with the historic character
of the setting that preserve the historic relationship between the
buildings and the landscape.

Introducing new construction into historic districts which is visually
incompatible or that destroys historic relationships within the set
ting, or which damages or destroys important landscape features.

Removing non-significant buildings, additions, or landscape fea
tures which detract from the historic character of the setting.

Removing a historic building, a building feature, or landscape
feature which is important in defining the historic character of the
setting.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

REHABILITATION

CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Sensitive solutions to meeting accessibility and life-safety code requirements are an important part of protecting the historic character of the building and
site. Thus, work that must be done to meet use-specific code requirements should be considered early in planning a Rehabilitation of a historic building
for a new use. Because code mandates are directly related to occupancy, some uses require less change than others and, thus, may be more appropriate for a
historic building. Early coordination with code enforcement authorities can reduce the impact of alterations necessary to comply with current codes.

ACCESSIBILITY
Identifying the historic building’s character-defining exterior
features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of
the site and setting which may be affected by accessibility coderequired work.

Undertaking accessibility code-required alterations before identify
ing those exterior features, interior spaces, features, and finishes,
and features of the site and setting which are character defining
and, therefore, must be preserved.

Complying with barrier-free access requirements in such a
manner that the historic building’s character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the
site and setting are preserved or impacted as little as possible.

Altering, damaging, or destroying character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, or features of the site
and setting while making modifications to a building, its site, or
setting to comply with accessibility requirements.

[50] This kitchen in
a historic apartment
complex was
rehabilitated to
meet accessibility
requirements.
[51] A new interior
access ramp with a
simple metal railing is
compatible with the
character of this mid
century-modern building.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | ACCESSIBILITY
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

[52] The access ramp
blends in with the
stone façade of the
First National Bank in
Stephenville, TX, and is
appropriately located on
the side where it is does
not impact the historic
character of the building.
Photo: Nancy McCoy,
QuimbyMcCoy
Preservation
Architecture, LLP.

NOT RECOMMENDED

Working with specialists in accessibility and historic preservation
to determine the most sensitive solutions to comply with access
requirements in a historic building, its site, or setting.

Making changes to historic buildings, their sites, or setting without
first consulting with specialists in accessibility and historic preser
vation to determine the most appropriate solutions to comply with
accessibility requirements.

Providing barrier-free access that promotes independence for the
user while preserving significant historic features.

Making modifications for accessibility that do not provide indepen
dent, safe access while preserving historic features.

Finding solutions to meet accessibility requirements that mini
mize the impact of any necessary alteration on the historic build
ing, its site, and setting, such as compatible ramps, paths, and
lifts.

Making modifications for accessibility without considering the
impact on the historic building, its site, and setting.

[54] The gently-sloped path in a historic park in
Kansas City, MO, which accesses the memorial below,
includes a rest area part way up the hill.
Photo: STRATA Architecture + Preservation.
[53] This entrance ramp (right) is compatible with the
historic character of this commercial building.
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using relevant sections of existing codes regarding accessibil
ity for historic buildings that provide alternative means of code
compliance when code-required work would otherwise negatively
impact the historic character of the property.
Minimizing the impact of accessibility ramps by installing them
on secondary elevations when it does not compromise accessibil
ity or by screening them with plantings.

Installing elevators, lifts, or incompatible ramps at a primary
entrance, or relocating primary entrances to secondary locations to
provide access without investigating other options or locations.

Adding a gradual slope or grade to the sidewalk, if appropriate,
to access the entrance rather than installing a ramp that would
be more intrusive to the historic character of the building and the
district.
Adding an exterior stair or elevator tower that is compatible
with the historic character of the building in a minimally-visible
location only when it is not possible to accommodate it on the
interior without resulting in the loss of significant historic spaces,
features, or finishes.
Installing a lift as inconspicuously as possible when it is neces
sary to locate it on a primary elevation of the historic building.
Installing lifts or elevators on the interior in secondary or less
significant spaces where feasible.

Installing lifts or elevators on the interior in primary spaces which
will negatively impact the historic character of the space.

[55] The lift is compatible with the
industrial character of this former
warehouse.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | ACCESSIBILITY
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

LIFE SAFETY
Identifying the historic building’s character-defining exterior
features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of
the site and setting which may be affected by life-safety coderequired work.

Undertaking life-safety code-required alterations before identifying
those exterior features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and
features of the site and setting which are character defining and,
therefore, must be preserved.

Complying with life-safety codes (including requirements for
impact-resistant glazing, security, and seismic retrofit) in such a
manner that the historic building’s character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the
site and setting are preserved or impacted as little as possible.

Altering, damaging, or destroying character-defining exterior fea
tures, interior spaces, features, and finishes, or features of the site
and setting while making modifications to a building, its site, or
setting to comply with life-safety code requirements.

Removing building materials only after testing has been con
ducted to identify hazardous materials, and using only the least
damaging abatement methods.

Removing building materials without testing first to identify the
hazardous materials, or using potentially damaging methods of
abatement.

Providing workers with appropriate personal equipment for pro
tection from hazards on the worksite.

Removing hazardous or toxic materials without regard for work
ers’ health and safety or environmentally-sensitive disposal of the
materials.

Working with code officials and historic preservation specialists
to investigate systems, methods, or devices to make the building compliant with life-safety codes to ensure that necessary
alterations will be compatible with the historic character of the
building.

Making life-safety code-required changes to the building without
consulting code officials and historic preservation specialists, with
the result that alterations negatively impact the historic character of
the building.

Using relevant sections of existing codes regarding life safety for
historic buildings that provide alternative means of code compli
ance when code-required work would otherwise negatively impact
the historic character of the building.
[56 a-b] In order to continue in its historic use, the
door openings of this 1916 Colonial Revival-style fire
station had to be widened to accommodate the larger
size of modern fire trucks. Although this resulted
in some change to the arched door surrounds, it is
minimal and does not negatively impact the historic
character of the building. (a) Above, before; Photo:
Fire and Emergency Medical Services Department
(FEMS), Washington, D.C.; below, after.
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[57] Workers wear
protective clothing while
removing lead paint from
metal features.

[59] (a-b) The decorative concrete balcony railings on this 1960s building did
not meet life-safety code requirements. They were replaced with new glass
railings with a fritted glass pattern matching the original design—a creative
solution that satisfies codes, while preserving the historic appearance of the
building when viewed from the street (c-d). Photos: (a, b, d) ERA Architects, Inc.;
(c) Nathan Cyprys, photographer.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | LIFE SAFETY
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED
Upgrading historic stairways and elevators to meet life-safety
codes so that they are not damaged or otherwise negatively
impacted.

Damaging or making inappropriate alterations to historic stairways
and elevators or to adjacent features, spaces, or finishes in the
process of doing work to meet code requirements.

Installing sensitively-designed fire-suppression systems, such as
sprinklers, so that historic features and finishes are preserved.

Covering character-defining wood features with fire-retardant
sheathing, which results in altering their appearance.

Applying fire-retardant coatings when appropriate, such as intu
mescent paint, to protect steel structural systems.

Using fire-retardant coatings if they will damage or obscure charac
ter-defining features.

Adding a new stairway or elevator to meet life-safety code
requirements in a manner that preserves adjacent characterdefining features and spaces.

Altering, damaging, or destroying character-defining spaces,
features, or finishes when adding a new code-required stairway or
elevator.

Using existing openings on secondary or less-visible elevations or,
if necessary, creating new openings on secondary or less-visible
elevations to accommodate second egress requirements.

Using a primary or other highly-visible elevation to accommodate
second egress requirements without investigating other options or
locations.

Placing a code-required stairway or elevator that cannot be
accommodated within the historic building in a new exterior addi
tion located on a secondary or minimally-visible elevation.

Constructing a new addition to accommodate code-required stairs
or an elevator on character-defining elevations or where it will
obscure, damage, or destroy character-defining features of the
building, its site, or setting.

Designing a new exterior stairway or elevator tower addition that
is compatible with the historic character of the building.

[58] Fire doors that
retract into the walls
have been installed here
(not visible in photo)
preserve the historic
character of this corridor.
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RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Resilience to natural hazards should be addressed as part of the treatment Rehabilitation. A historic building may have existing characteristics or features
that help address or minimize the impacts of natural hazards. These should be used to best advantage and should be taken into consideration early in the
planning stages of a rehabilitation project before proposing any new treatments. When new adaptive treatments are needed they should be carried out in a
manner that will have the least impact on the historic character of the building, its site, and setting. .
Identifying the vulnerabilities of the historic property to the
impacts of natural hazards (such as wildfires, hurricanes, or
tornadoes) using the most current climate information and data
available.

Failing to identify and periodically reevaluate the potential vulner
ability of the building, its site, and setting to the impacts of natural
hazards.

Assessing the potential impacts of known vulnerabilities on
character-defining features of the building, its site, and setting;
and reevaluating and reassessing potential impacts on a regular
basis.
Documenting the property and character-defining features as a
record and guide for future repair work, should it be necessary,
and storing the documentation in a weatherproof location.

Failing to document the historic property and its character-defining
features with the result that such information is not available in the
future to guide repair or reconstruction work, should it be necessary.

Ensuring that historic resources inventories and maps are accu
rate, up to date, and accessible in times of emergency.
Maintaining the building, its site, and setting in good repair, and
regularly monitoring character-defining features.

Failing to regularly monitor and maintain the property and the
building systems in good repair.

Using and maintaining existing characteristics and features of the
historic building, its site, setting, and larger environment (such
as shutters for storm protection or a site wall that keeps out flood
waters) that may help to avoid or minimize the impacts of natural
hazards

Allowing loss, damage, or destruction to occur to the historic building, its site, or setting by failing to evaluate potential future impacts
of natural hazards or to plan and implement adaptive measures, if
necessary to address possible threats.

Undertaking work to prevent or minimize the loss, damage, or
destruction of the historic property while retaining and preserving
significant features and the overall historic character of the building, its site, and setting.

Carrying out adaptive measures intended to address the impacts
of natural hazards that are unnecessarily invasive or will otherwise
adversely impact the historic character of the building, its site, or
setting.

RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
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[60] In some instances, it may be necessary to elevate a historic building located in a floodplain to protect it. But
this treatment is appropriate only if elevating the building will retain its historic character, including its relationship
to the site, and its new height will be compatible with surrounding buildings if in a historic district. The house on the
right, which has been raised only slightly, has retained its historic character. The house on the left has been raised
several feet higher, resulting in a greater impact on the historic character of the house and the district.
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RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Ensuring that, when planning work to adapt for natural hazards,
all feasible alternatives are considered, and that the options
requiring the least alteration are considered first.
Implementing a treatment traditionally used in another region or
Implementing local and regional traditions (such as elevating
one typically used for a different property type or architectural style
residential buildings at risk of flooding or reducing flammable
which is not compatible with the historic character of the property.
vegetation around structures in fire-prone areas) for adapting
buildings and sites in response to specific natural hazards, when
appropriate. Such traditional methods may be appropriate if they
are compatible with the historic character of the building, its site,
and setting.
Using special exemptions and variances when adaptive treat
ments to protect buildings from known hazards would otherwise
negatively impact the historic character of the building, its site,
and setting.
Considering adaptive options, whenever possible, that would
protect multiple historic resources, if the treatment can be imple
mented without negatively impacting the historic character of
the district, or archeological resources, other cultural or religious
features, or burial grounds.

Sustainability
Sustainability is usually a very important and integral part of the
treatment Rehabilitation. Existing energy-efficient features should
be taken into consideration early in the planning stages of a rehabili
tation project before proposing any energy improvements. There are
numerous treatments that may be used to upgrade a historic build
ing to help it operate more efficiently while retaining its character.

The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guide
lines on Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.

RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

New Additions
Placing functions and services required for a new use (including
elevators and stairways) in secondary or non-character-defining
interior spaces of the historic building rather than constructing a
new addition.

Expanding the size of the historic building by constructing a new
addition when requirements for the new use could be met by alter
ing non-character-defining interior spaces.

Constructing a new addition on or adjacent to a primary elevation
Constructing a new addition on a secondary or non-character
defining elevation and limiting its size and scale in relationship to of the building which negatively impacts the building’s historic
character.
the historic building.
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Constructing a new addition that results in the least possible loss
of historic materials so that character-defining features are not
obscured, damaged, or destroyed.

Attaching a new addition in a manner that obscures, damages, or
destroys character-defining features of the historic building.

Designing a new addition that is compatible with the historic
building.

Designing a new addition that is significantly different and, thus,
incompatible with the historic building.

Ensuring that the addition is subordinate and secondary to the
historic building and is compatible in massing, scale, materials,
relationship of solids to voids, and color.

Constructing a new addition that is as large as or larger than the
historic building, which visually overwhelms it (i.e., results in the
diminution or loss of its historic character).

NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using the same forms, materials, and color range of the historic
building in a manner that does not duplicate it, but distinguishes
the addition from the original building.

Duplicating the exact form, material, style, and detailing of the
historic building in a new addition so that the new work appears to
be historic.

Basing the alignment, rhythm, and size of the window and door
openings of the new addition on those of the historic building.
Incorporating a simple, recessed, small-scale hyphen, or con
nection, to physically and visually separate the addition from the
historic building.
Distinguishing the addition from the original building by setting it
back from the wall plane of the historic building.

[61 a-b] The materials,
design, and location at
the back of the historic
house are important
factors in making this a
compatible new addition.
Photos: © Maxwell
MacKenzie.
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Ensuring that the addition is stylistically appropriate for the his
toric building type (e.g., whether it is residential or institutional).
Considering the design for a new addition in terms of its rela
tionship to the historic building as well as the historic district,
neighborhood, and setting.

[62] The stair tower
at the rear of this
commercial building
is a compatible new
addition.
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Designing a compatible rooftop addition for a multi-story build
ing, when required for a new use, that is set back at least one full
bay from the primary and other highly-visible elevations and that
is inconspicuous when viewed from surrounding streets.

Constructing a rooftop addition that is highly visible, which nega
tively impacts the character of the historic building, its site, setting,
or district.

Rooftop Additions

[ 63] (a) A mockup
should be erected
to demonstrate the
visibility of a proposed
rooftop addition and its
potential impact on the
historic building. Based
on review of this mockup
(orange marker), it was
determined that the
rooftop addition would
meet the Standards
(b). The addition is
unobtrusive and blends
in with the building
behind it.

New addition

NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Limiting a rooftop addition to one story in height to minimize its
visibility and its impact on the historic character of the building.

Constructing a highly-visible, multi-story rooftop addition that alters
the building’s historic character.
Constructing a rooftop addition on low-rise, one- to three-story his
toric buildings that is highly visible, overwhelms the building, and
negatively impacts the historic district.
Constructing a rooftop addition with amenities (such as a raised
pool deck with plantings, HVAC equipment, or screening) that is
highly visible and negatively impacts the historic character of the
building.

[64] Not Recommended:
It is generally not appropriate to
construct a rooftop addition on a
low-rise, two- to three-story building
such as this, because it negatively
affects its historic character.
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Related New Construction
Adding a new building to a historic site or property only if the
requirements for a new or continuing use cannot be accommo
dated within the existing structure or structures.

Adding a new building to a historic site or property when the project
requirements could be accommodated within the existing structure
or structures.

Locating new construction far enough away from the historic
building, when possible, where it will be minimally visible and
will not negatively affect the building’s character, the site, or
setting.

Placing new construction too close to the historic building so that it
negatively impacts the building’s character, the site, or setting.

[65] (a) This (far left)
is a compatible new
outbuilding constructed
on the site of a historic
plantation house (b).
Although traditional in
design, it is built of wood
to differentiate it from the
historic house (which is
scored stucco) located at
the back of the site so as
not to impact the historic
house, and minimally
visible from the public
right-of-way (c).

new
addition
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NEW EXTERIOR ADDITIONS TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND
RELATED NEW CONSTRUCTION
RECOMMENDED
Designing new construction on a historic site or in a historic
setting that it is compatible but differentiated from the historic
building or buildings.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Replicating the features of the historic building when designing a
new building, with the result that it may be confused as historic or
original to the site or setting.

Considering the design for related new construction in terms of
its relationship to the historic building as well as the historic
district and setting.
Ensuring that new construction is secondary to the historic build
ing and does not detract from its significance.

Adding new construction that results in the diminution or loss of
the historic character of the building, including its design, materi
als, location, or setting.
Constructing a new building on a historic property or on an adjacent
site that is much larger than the historic building.
Designing new buildings or groups of buildings to meet a new use
that are not compatible in scale or design with the character of
the historic building and the site, such as apartments on a historic
school property that are too residential in appearance.

Using site features or land formations, such as trees or sloping
terrain, to help minimize the new construction and its impact on
the historic building and property.
Designing an addition to a historic building in a densely-built
location (such as a downtown commercial district) to appear as
a separate building or infill, rather than as an addition. In such
a setting, the addition or the infill structure must be compatible
with the size and scale of the historic building and surrounding
buildings—usually the front elevation of the new building should
be in the same plane (i.e., not set back from the historic build
ing). This approach may also provide the opportunity for a larger
addition or infill when the façade can be broken up into smaller
elements that are consistent with the scale of the historic build
ing and surrounding buildings.
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RESTORATION

STANDARDS FOR RESTORATION &
GUIDELINES FOR RESTORING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Restoration
Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting
the form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a
particular period of time by means of the removal of features from
other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features
from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading
of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other coderequired work to make properties functional is appropriate within
a restoration project.
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Standards for Restoration
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that interprets the
property and its restoration period.
2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and preserved. The
removal of materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that charac
terize the period will not be undertaken.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Work
needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features from the restoration
period will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection and
properly documented for future research.
4. Materials, features, spaces and finishes that characterize other historical periods will be
documented prior to their alteration or removal.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature will match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence. A false sense of history will not be created by adding
conjectural features, features from other properties, or by combining features that never
existed together historically.
8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in place. If
such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.
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GUIDELINES FOR RESTORING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

INTRODUCTION
Restoration is the treatment that should be followed when the
expressed goal of the project is to make the building appear as it
did at a particular—and at its most significant—time in its his
tory. The guidance provided by the Standards for Restoration and
Guidelines for Restoring Historic Buildings is to first identify the
materials and features from the restoration period. After these materi
als and features have been identified, they should be maintained,
protected, repaired, and replaced, when necessary. Unlike the other
treatments in which most, if not all, of the historic elements are
retained, restoration will likely include the removal of features from
other periods. Missing features from the restoration period should be
replaced, based on physical or historic documentation, with either
the same or compatible substitute materials. Only those designs that
can be documented as having been built should be recreated in a
restoration project.

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Materials and
Features from the Restoration Period
The guidance for the treatment Restoration begins with recom
mendations to identify the form and detailing of those architectural
materials and features that are significant to the restoration period
as established by historic research and documentation. Therefore,
guidance on identifying, retaining, and preserving features from the
restoration period is always given first.

Protect and Maintain Materials and Features
from the Restoration Period
After identifying those materials and features from the restoration
period that must be retained in the process of Restoration work,
then protecting and maintaining them are addressed. Protection
generally involves the least degree of intervention and is prepara
tory to other work. Protection includes the maintenance of materi
als and features from the restoration period as well as ensuring that
the property is protected before and during restoration work. An
overall evaluation of the physical condition of the features from
the restoration period should always begin at this level.

Repair (Stabilize, Consolidate, and Conserve)
Materials and Features from the Restoration
Period
Next, when the physical condition of restoration-period features
requires additional work, repairing by stabilizing, consolidating,
and conserving is recommended. Restoration guidance focuses on
the preservation of those materials and features that are signifi
cant to the period. In Restoration, repair may include the limited
replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute material
of extensively deteriorated or missing components of existing
restoration-period features when there are surviving prototypes to
use as a model.

INTRODUCTION
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Replace Extensively Deteriorated Features
from the Restoration Period

Code-Required Work:
Accessibility and Life Safety

In Restoration, replacing an entire feature from the restoration
period, such as a porch, that is too deteriorated to repair may be
appropriate. Together with documentary evidence, the form and
detailing of the historic feature should be used as a model for the
replacement. Using the same kind of material is preferred; however,
compatible substitute material may be considered. New work may
be unobtrusively dated to guide future research and treatment.

Sensitive solutions to meeting code requirements in a Restoration
project are an important part of protecting the historic character of
the building. Work that must be done to meet accessibility and lifesafety requirements must also be assessed for its potential impact
on the historic building as it is restored.

Remove Existing Features from Other Historic
Periods
Most buildings change over time, but in Restoration the goal is to
depict the building as it appeared at the most significant time in its
history. Thus, it may involve removing or altering existing historic
features that do not represent the restoration period. Materials, fea
tures, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods
should be documented to guide future research and treatment prior
to their alteration or removal.

Recreate Missing Features from the
Restoration Period
Most Restoration projects involve recreating features that were
significant to the building during the restoration period, such as a
porch, but are now missing. Missing features to be replaced should
be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence to ensure
the restoration is accurate. Using the same materials to depict lost
features is always the preferred approach; however, using compat
ible substitute material is an acceptable alternative in Restoration
because the goal of this treatment is to replicate the appearance of
the historic building at a particular time.
If documentary and physical evidence are not available to provide an
accurate recreation of missing features, the treatment Rehabilitation
might be a better overall approach to project work.
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Resilience to Natural Hazards
Resilience to natural hazards should be addressed as part of a Resto
ration project. A historic building may have existing characteristics
or features that help to address or minimize the impacts of natu
ral hazards. These should always be used to best advantage when
planning new adaptive treatments that have the least impact on the
historic character of the building, its site, and setting.

Sustainability
Sustainability should be addressed as part of a Restoration project.
Good preservation practice is often synonymous with sustainability.
Existing energy-efficient features should be retained and repaired.
New sustainability treatments should generally be limited to updat
ing existing features and systems to have the least impact on the
historic character of the building.
The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines on
Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Although specifi
cally developed for the treatment Rehabilitation, the Sustainability
Guidelines can be used to help guide the other treatments.

RESTORATION

Restoration as a Treatment. When the property’s design, architectural,
or historical significance during a particular period of time outweighs
the potential loss of extant materials, features, spaces, and finishes that
characterize other historical periods; when there is substantial physical
and documentary evidence for the work; and when contemporary altera
tions and additions are not planned, Restoration may be considered as a
treatment. Prior to undertaking work, a particular period of time, i.e., the
restoration period, should be selected and justified, and a documentation
plan for Restoration developed.

INTRODUCTION
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining and preserving masonry features from the
restoration period (such as walls, brackets, railings, cornices,
window and door surrounds, steps, and columns) and decorative
ornament and other details, such as tooling and bonding pat
terns, coatings, and color.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering masonry features from the restoration period.
Failing to document masonry features from the restoration period,
which may result in their loss.
Applying paint or other coatings (such as stucco) to restorationperiod masonry features, or removing them, if such treatments
cannot be documented to the restoration period.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod masonry features, unless the work can be substantiated by
historical documentation.

Protecting and maintaining masonry features from the resto
ration period by ensuring that historic drainage features and
systems that divert rainwater from masonry surfaces (such as roof
overhangs, gutters, and downspouts) are intact and functioning
properly.

[1] (a) When it was acquired by the National Trust for Historic Preservation in
the 1980s, Montpelier in Montpelier Station, VA, the home of James and Dolley
Madison, had been much altered and enlarged since it was first constructed. Based
on historical documentation and research, Montpelier was accurately restored to its
1820s appearance when the president and his wife lived there (b). Photos: Courtesy
of The Montpelier Foundation.
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Failing to identify and treat the causes of masonry deterioration,
such as leaking roofs and gutters or rising damp.

RESTORATION

MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Cleaning masonry only when necessary to halt deterioration or
remove heavy soiling.

Cleaning masonry surfaces from the restoration period when they are
not heavily soiled to create a “like-new” appearance, thereby need
lessly introducing chemicals or moisture into historic materials.

Carrying out masonry cleaning tests when it has been determined
that cleaning is appropriate. Test areas should be examined
to ensure that no damage has resulted and, ideally, monitored
over a sufficient period of time to allow long-range effects to be
predicted.

Cleaning masonry surfaces without testing or without sufficient time
for the testing results to be evaluated.

Cleaning soiled restoration-period masonry surfaces with the
gentlest method possible, such as using low-pressure water and
detergent and natural bristle or other soft-bristle brushes.

Cleaning or removing paint from masonry surfaces from the restora
tion period using most abrasive methods (including sandblasting,
other media blasting, or high-pressure water) which can damage the
surface of the masonry and mortar joints.
Using a cleaning or paint-removal method that involves water or
liquid chemical solutions when there is any possibility of freezing
temperatures.
Cleaning with chemical products that will damage some types of
masonry (such as using acid on limestone or marble), or failing to
neutralize or rinse off chemical cleaners from masonry surfaces.

Using biodegradable or environmentally-safe cleaning or paintremoval products.
Using paint-removal methods that employ a poultice to which
paint adheres, when possible, to neatly and safely remove old
lead paint.
Using coatings that encapsulate lead paint, when possible,
where paint is not required to be removed to meet environmental
regulations.
Allowing only trained conservators to use abrasive or laser clean
ing methods, when necessary, to clean hard-to-reach, highlycarved, or detailed decorative stone features.

MASONRY
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED
Removing damaged or deteriorated paint only to the next sound
layer using the gentlest method possible (e.g., hand scraping)
prior to repainting.

Removing paint that is firmly adhered to masonry surfaces.

Applying compatible paint coating systems to historicallypainted, restoration-period masonry following proper surface
preparation.

Failing to follow manufacturers’ product and application instruc
tions when repainting masonry features.

Repainting historically-painted masonry features with colors that
are documented to the restoration period of the building (i.e.,
verifying through paint analysis).

Using paint colors on historically-painted masonry features that are
not documented to the restoration period.

Protecting adjacent restoration-period materials when cleaning
or removing paint from masonry features from the restoration
period.

Failing to protect adjacent restoration-period materials when clean
ing or removing paint from masonry features from the restoration
period.

Evaluating the overall condition of masonry from the restoration
period to determine whether more than protection and mainte
nance, such as repairs to masonry features will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
masonry features from the restoration period.

Repairing masonry features from the restoration period by patch

Removing masonry from the restoration period that could be stabi
lized, repaired, and conserved, or using untested consolidants and
unskilled personnel, potentially causing further damage to materials.

ing, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing the masonry
using recognized preservation methods. Repair may include
the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute
material of those extensively deteriorated or missing compo
nents of masonry features from the restoration period when there
are surviving prototypes (such as terra-cotta brackets or stone
balusters) or when the replacement can be based on physical or
historic documentation. The new work should match the old in
material, design, scale, color, and finish.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing masonry walls and other masonry features from the
restoration period by repointing the mortar joints where there is
evidence of deterioration, such as disintegrating mortar, cracks in
mortar joints, loose bricks, or damaged plaster.
Removing deteriorated lime mortar from the restoration period
carefully by hand raking the joints to avoid damaging the
masonry.

Removing restoration-period mortar that is not deteriorated from
sound joints.

[2] (a) Decatur House
in Washington, DC, was
designed by William
Henry Latrobe and
constructed in 1816. (b) In
the late-19th century, the
façade was “modernized”
by removing the
limestone lintels on the
first floor and replacing
them with decorative
sandstone lintels in the
style of the period. (c)
In the mid-20th century,
the house was brought
back to its original
appearance based on
historic documentation.
Photos: The White House
Historical Association
and Decatur House, a
National Trust Site.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using power tools only on horizontal joints on restoration-period
brick masonry in conjunction with hand chiseling to remove hard
mortar that is deteriorated or that is a non-historic material which
is causing damage to the masonry units. Mechanical tools should
be used only by skilled masons in limited circumstances and
generally not on short, vertical joints in brick masonry.

Allowing unskilled workers to use masonry saws or mechanical tools
to remove deteriorated mortar from joints prior to repointing.

Duplicating historic mortar joints in strength, composition, color,
and texture when repointing is necessary. In some cases, a limebased mortar may also be considered when repointing Portland
cement mortar joints because it is more flexible.

Repointing masonry units with mortar of high Portland cement
content (unless it is the content of the mortar from the restoration
period).

Duplicating restoration-period mortar joints in width and joint
profile when repointing is necessary.

Using “surface grouting” or a “scrub” coating technique, such as
a “sack rub” or “mortar washing,” to repoint exterior masonry units
from the restoration period instead of traditional repointing methods.
Changing the width or joint profile when repointing masonry from
the restoration period.

[3] Not Recommended:
Although the Dutchman
stone repair has been
well executed, the
replacement stone is not
a good color match.
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Removing sound stucco from the restoration period or repairing with
Repairing stucco from the restoration period by removing the
damaged material and patching with new material that duplicates new stucco that is different in composition from the historic stucco.
the historic stucco in strength, composition, color, and texture.
Patching stucco or concrete from the restoration period without
removing the source of deterioration.
Replacing deteriorated stucco from the restoration period with
synthetic stucco, an exterior finish and insulation system (EFIS), or
other non-traditional materials.
Using mud plaster or a compatible lime-plaster adobe render,
when appropriate, to repair adobe from the restoration period.

Applying cement stucco, unless it already exists, to adobe from the
restoration period.

Sealing joints in concrete from the restoration period with appro
priate flexible sealants and backer rods, when necessary.

Repointing masonry units from the restoration period (other than
concrete) with a synthetic caulking compound instead of mortar.

Cutting damaged concrete from the restoration period back to
remove the source of deterioration, such as corrosion on metal
reinforcement bars. The new patch must be applied carefully
so that it will bond satisfactorily with and match the historic
concrete.

Patching concrete from the restoration period without removing the
source of deterioration.

Using a non-corrosive, stainless-steel anchoring system when
replacing damaged stone, concrete, or terra-cotta units from the
restoration period that have failed.
Repairing masonry features from the restoration period by patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing the masonry
using recognized preservation methods. Repair may include
the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute
material of those extensively deteriorated or missing compo
nents of masonry features from the restoration period when there
are surviving prototypes (such as terra-cotta brackets or stone
balusters) or when the replacement can be based on physical or
historic documentation. The new work should match the old in
material, design, scale, color, and finish.

Removing masonry from the restoration period that could be sta
bilized, repaired, and conserved, or using untested consolidants,
improper repair techniques, or unskilled personnel, potentially
causing further damage to materials.
Replacing an entire masonry feature from the restoration period,
such as a cornice or balustrade, when repair of the masonry and
limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components are
appropriate.

MASONRY
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[4] (a) Over the years
terra-cotta cladding
had been replaced on
the lower floors of this
early-20th century bank
building with a storefront
and incompatible
windows. (b) A 1936
photograph of the
building provided the
documentation to restore
its historic appearance.
(c) Glass fiber reinforced
plastic (GRFP) was
chosen as a substitute
material, and samples
were made in a variety
of colors and textures to
obtain the best match
for the missing and
damaged terra cotta. (d)
This photo taken after
restoration shows that
the GFRP replacements
successfully blend in with
the original terra cotta.
Photo (d): Blamonet at
English Wikipedia.
(a)

(c)

(d)
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MASONRY: STONE, BRICK, TERRA COTTA, CONCRETE, ADOBE, STUCCO, AND MORTAR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Applying non-historic surface treatments, such as water-repellent
coatings, to masonry from the restoration period only after
repointing and only if masonry repairs have failed to arrest water
penetration problems.

Applying waterproof, water-repellent, or other coatings that are not
from the restoration period (such as stucco) to masonry as a substi
tute for repointing and masonry repairs.

Applying permeable, anti-graffiti coatings to masonry from the
restoration period when appropriate.

Applying water-repellent or anti-graffiti coatings that change the
historic appearance of the masonry from the restoration period or
that may trap moisture if the coating is not sufficiently permeable.

Replacing in kind an entire masonry feature from the restoration
period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and
detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model
to reproduce the feature. Examples can include a large section of
a wall, a cornice, balustrade, pier, or parapet. If using the same
kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute
material may be considered. The new work may be unobtrusively
dated to guide future research and treatment.

Removing a masonry feature from the restoration period that is
unrepairable and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature
that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
masonry.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic masonry features that would
be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing masonry features from the restoration period using all new
materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing masonry features from other historic periods, such as a
door surround, porch, or steps.

Failing to remove a masonry feature from another period, thereby
confusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from the
restoration period.

Documenting masonry features dating from other periods prior to Failing to document masonry features from other historic periods
their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of these that are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.
features or materials should be stored for future research.
Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing masonry feature that existed during the
restoration period based on documentary and physical evidence;
for example, duplicating a terra-cotta bracket or stone balus
trade. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide future
research and treatment.

Constructing a masonry feature that was part of the original design
for the building but was never actually built, or a feature which
was thought to have existed during the restoration period but which
cannot be documented.

MASONRY
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving wood features from the restoration period (such as siding, cornices, brackets, window and
door surrounds, and steps) and their paints, finishes, and colors.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering wood features from the restoration period.
Failing to document wood features from the restoration period,
which may result in their loss.
Applying paint or other coatings to restoration-period wood features,
or removing them, if such treatments cannot be documented to the
restoration period.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod wood features, unless the work can be substantiated by
historical documentation.

Protecting and maintaining wood features from the restoration
period by ensuring that historic drainage features that divert rain
water from wood surfaces (such as roof overhangs, gutters, and
downspouts) are intact and functioning properly.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of wood deterioration, such
as faulty flashing, leaking gutters, cracks and holes in siding, dete
riorated caulking in joints and seams, plant material growing too
close to wood surfaces, or insect or fungal infestation.

Applying chemical preservatives or paint to wood features from
the restoration period that are subject to weathering, such as
exposed beam ends, outriggers, or rafter tails.

Using chemical preservatives that can change the appearance of
wood features from the restoration period.

Implementing an integrated pest management plan to identify
appropriate preventive measures to guard against insect damage,
such as installing termite guards, fumigating, and treating with
chemicals.
Retaining coatings from the restoration period (such as paint)
that protect the wood from moisture and ultraviolet light. Paint
removal should be considered only when there is paint surface
deterioration and as part of an overall maintenance program
which involves repainting or applying other appropriate coatings.
Using biodegradable or environmentally-safe cleaning or paintremoval products.
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Stripping restoration-period paint or other coatings from wood fea
tures without recoating them.
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED
Using thermal devices (such as infrared heaters) carefully to
remove paint, when it is so deteriorated that total removal is
necessary prior to repainting.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Using a thermal device to remove paint from wood features without
first checking for and removing any flammable debris behind them.
Using thermal devices without limiting the amount of time the wood
is exposed to heat.

Using paint-removal methods that employ a poultice to which
paint adheres, when possible, to neatly and safely remove old
lead paint.
Using coatings that encapsulate lead paint, when possible, where
the paint is not required to be removed to meet environmental
regulations.
Using chemical strippers primarily to supplement other methods
such as hand scraping, hand sanding, and thermal devices.

Failing to neutralize the wood thoroughly after using chemical paint
removers so that new paint may not adhere.
Removing paint from detachable, restoration-period wood features
by soaking them in a caustic solution which can roughen the sur
face, split the wood, or result in staining from residual acid leach
ing out through the wood.

Removing damaged or deteriorated paint to the next sound layer
using the gentlest method possible (e.g., hand scraping and hand
sanding) prior to repainting.

Using potentially-damaging paint-removal methods on restorationperiod wood surfaces, such as open-flame torches, orbital sanders,
abrasive methods (including sandblasting, other media blasting, or
high-pressure water), or caustic paint-removers.
Removing paint that is firmly adhered to wood surfaces.

Applying compatible paint coating systems to historically-painted
wood following proper surface preparation.

Failing to follow manufacturers’ product and application instruc
tions when repainting wood features from the restoration period.

Repainting historically-painted wood features with colors that are
documented to the restoration period of the building (i.e., verify
ing through paint analysis).

Using paint colors on historically-painted wood features that are not
documented to the restoration period.

WOOD
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WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
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WOOD

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting adjacent restoration-period materials when cleaning or
removing paint from wood features from the restoration period.

Failing to protect adjacent restoration-period materials when
cleaning or removing paint from wood features from the restoration
period.

Evaluating the overall condition of wood features from the res
toration period to determine whether more than protection and
maintenance, such as repairs to wood features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
wood features from the restoration period.

Repairing wood features from the restoration period by patching,
splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing the wood using
recognized preservation methods. Repair may include the limited
replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute material of
those extensively deteriorated or missing components of features
from the restoration period when there are surviving prototypes
(such as brackets, molding, or sections of siding) or when the
replacement can be based on physical or historic documentation.
The new work should match the old in material, design, scale,
color, and finish.

Removing wood features from the restoration period that could be
stabilized, repaired, and conserved, or using untested consolidants
or unskilled personnel, potentially causing further damage to historic materials.

Replacing in kind an entire wood feature from the restoration
period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and
detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model
to reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based
on historic documentation. Examples can include a cornice,
entablature, or a balustrade. If using the same kind of material
is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be
considered. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide
future research and treatment.

Removing a wood feature from the restoration period that is unre
pairable and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that
does not match.

Replacing an entire wood feature from the restoration period, such
as a cornice or porch railing, when repair of the wood and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are appropriate.

Using substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving components of the wood fea
ture from the restoration period or that is physically incompatible.

RESTORATION

WOOD: CLAPBOARD, WEATHERBOARD, SHINGLES, AND
OTHER FUNCTIONAL AND DECORATIVE ELEMENTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic masonry features that would be
retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing wood features from the restoration period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing wood features from other historic periods, such as a
door surround, porch, or steps.

Failing to remove a wood feature from another period, thereby con
fusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from the restora
tion period.

Failing to document wood features from other historic periods that
Documenting wood features dating from other periods prior to
their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of these are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.
features or materials should be stored for future research.
Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing wood feature that existed during the resto
ration period based on documentary and physical evidence; for
example, duplicating a wood dormer or porch

Constructing a wood feature that was part of the original design for
the building but was never actually built, or a feature which was
thought to have existed during the restoration period but cannot be
documented.

[5] New wood trim pieces
were milled to match the
few remaining historic
features to replace those
that were missing.

WOOD
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METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving metal features from the
restoration period (such as columns, capitals, pilasters, spandrel
panels, or stairways) and their finishes and colors. The type of
metal should be identified prior to work because each metal has
its own properties and may require a different treatment.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering metal features from the restoration period.
Failing to document metal features from the restoration period,
which may result in their loss.
Applying paint or other coatings to restoration-period metal fea
tures, or removing them, if such treatments cannot be documented
to the restoration period.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod metal features, unless the work can be substantiated by
historical documentation.

Protecting and maintaining metals from the restoration period
from corrosion by providing proper drainage so that water does
not stand on flat, horizontal surfaces or accumulate in curved
decorative features.

Failing to identify and treat the causes of corrosion of restorationperiod metal features such as moisture from leaking roofs or gutters.

Cleaning metals from the restoration period, when necessary, to
remove corrosion prior to repainting or applying other appropriate
protective coatings.

Failing to reapply coating systems after cleaning metals from the
restoration period that require protection from corrosion.
Removing the patina from restoration-period metal features. The
patina may be a protective layer on some metals (such as bronze or
copper) as well as a distinctive finish.
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Identifying the particular type of metal from the restoration
period prior to any cleaning procedure and then testing to ensure
that the gentlest cleaning method possible is selected; or alterna
tively, determining that cleaning is inappropriate for the particu
lar metal.

Using cleaning methods which alter or damage the restorationperiod color, texture, and finish of the metal, or cleaning when it is
inappropriate for the metal.

Using non-corrosive chemical methods to clean soft metals from
the restoration period (such as lead, tinplate, terneplate, copper,
and zinc) whose finishes can be easily damaged by abrasive
methods.

Cleaning soft metals from the restoration period (such as lead, tinplate, terneplate, copper, and zinc) with abrasive methods (includ
ing sandblasting, other media blasting, or high-pressure water)
which will damage the surface of the metal.

RESTORATION

METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Using the least abrasive cleaning method on hard metals from
the restoration period (such as cast iron, wrought iron, and steel)
to remove paint buildup and corrosion. If hand scraping and wire
brushing have Using the least abrasive cleaning method on hard
metals from the restoration period (such as cast iron, wrought iron,
and steel) to remove paint buildup and corrosion. If hand scraping
and wire brushing have proven ineffective, low-pressure abrasive
methods may be used as long as they do not damage the surface.

Using high-pressure abrasive techniques without first trying gentler
cleaning methods prior to cleaning cast iron, wrought iron, or steel.

Applying appropriate paint or other coating systems to histori
cally-painted, restoration-period metal features after cleaning to
protect them from corrosion.

Applying paint or other coatings to metals (such as copper, bronze,
or stainless steel) if they were not coated during the restoration
period.

Repainting historically-painted metal features with colors that are
documented to the restoration period of the building (i.e., verify
ing through paint analysis).

Using paint colors on historically-painted metal features that are
not documented to the restoration period of the building.

Applying an appropriate protective coating (such as lacquer
or wax) to an architectural metal feature that was historically
unpainted, such as a bronze door, that is subject to heavy use.
Protecting adjacent restoration-period materials when working on
metal features from the restoration period.

Failing to protect adjacent restoration-period materials when work
ing on metal features from the restoration period.

Evaluating the overall condition of metals from the restoration
period to determine whether more than protection and mainte
nance, such as repairs to metal features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
metal features from the restoration period.

Repairing metal features from the restoration period by reinforcing the metal by using recognized preservation methods. Repair
may include the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible
substitute material of those extensively deteriorated or missing
parts of features when there are surviving prototypes (such as
porch balusters, column capitals or bases, storefronts, railings, or
porch cresting) or when the replacement can be based on physi
cal or historic documentation. The new work should match the
old in material, design, scale, color, and finish.

Removing metal features from the restoration period that could be
stabilized, repaired, and conserved, or using improper repair techniques, or untrained personnel, potentially causing further damage
to historic materials.
Replacing an entire metal feature from the restoration period, such
as a column or balustrade, when repair of the metal and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are appropriate.

METALS
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[6] Preliminary
work before starting
restoration revealed
that the columns and
the decorative shingles
ornamenting the top
floor of this historic
building were fabricated
of metal to imitate
the red sandstone
used elsewhere on the
building.
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METALS: WROUGHT AND CAST IRON, STEEL, PRESSED METAL, TERNEPLATE,
COPPER, ALUMINUM, AND ZINC
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire metal feature from the restoration
period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and
detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model
to reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based
on historic documentation. Examples of such a feature could
include cast-iron porch steps or steel-sash windows. If using the
same kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be considered as long as it has the same
appearance as the original. The new work may be unobtrusively
dated to guide future research and treatment.

Removing a metal feature from the restoration period that is unre
pairable and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that
does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
metal feature from the restoration period or that is physically or
chemically incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic masonry features that would be
retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing metal features from the restoration period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing metal features from other historic periods, such as a
cast-iron porch railing or aluminum windows.

Failing to remove a metal feature from another period, thereby con
fusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from the restora
tion period.

Failing to document metal features from other historic periods that
Documenting metal features dating from other periods prior to
their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of these are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.
features or materials should be stored for future research.
Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing metal feature that existed during the restoration period based on documentary and physical evidence; for
example, duplicating a cast-iron storefront or porch.

Constructing a metal feature that was part of the original design for
the building but was never actually built, or a feature which was
thought to have existed during the restoration period but cannot be
documented.

METALS
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ROOFS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving roofs from the restoration
period and their functional and decorative features. The form of
the roof (gable, hipped, gambrel, flat, or mansard) is significant,
as are its decorative and functional features (such as cupolas,
cresting, parapets, monitors, chimneys, weather vanes, dormers,
ridge tiles, and snow guards), roofing materials (such as slate,
wood, clay tile, metal, roll roofing, or asphalt shingles) and size,
color, and patterning.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering roof and roofing materials from the restoration period.
Failing to document roof features from the restoration period, which
may result in their loss.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod roof features, unless the work can be substantiated by
historical documentation.
Stripping the roof of sound historic roofing material (such as slate,
clay tile, wood, or metal) from the restoration period.
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Protecting and maintaining a roof from the restoration period
by cleaning gutters and downspouts and replacing deteriorated
flashing. Roof sheathing should also be checked for indications
of moisture due to leaks or condensation.

Failing to clean and maintain gutters and downspouts so that water
and debris collect and cause damage to roof fasteners, sheathing,
and the underlying structure.

Providing adequate anchorage for roofing material from the
restoration period to guard against wind damage and moisture
penetration.

Allowing flashing, caps, and exposed roof fasteners to corrode,
which accelerates deterioration.

Protecting a leaking roof with a temporary waterproof membrane
with a synthetic underlayment, roll roofing, plywood, or a tarpau
lin until it can be repaired.

Leaving a leaking roof unprotected so that accelerated deterioration
of historic building materials from the restoration period (such as
masonry, wood, plaster, paint, and structural members) results.

Repainting a roofing material from the restoration period that
requires a protective coating and was painted historically (such
as a terneplate metal roof or gutters) as part of regularly-sched
uled maintenance.

Failing to repaint a roofing material from the restoration period that
requires a protective coating and was painted historically as part of
regularly-scheduled maintenance.

Protecting a restoration-period roof covering when working on
other roof features from the restoration period.

Failing to protect restoration-period roof coverings when working on
other roof features from the restoration period.

Evaluating the overall condition of the roofing materials from the
restoration period to determine whether more than protection and
maintenance, such as repairs to roof features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
roof features from the restoration period.

RESTORATION

[7 a-b] This crumbling chimney was restored to
its historic appearance using matching bricks.

[8] The missing steeple of this historic
church was replaced with a new steeple
made of a substitute material that, from the
street below, closely resembles the original
steeple. Photo: en.Wikipedia.
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ROOFS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing a roof from the restoration period by reinforcing the
materials that comprise the roof using recognized preservation
methods. Repair may include the limited replacement in kind or
with a compatible substitute material of those extensively deterio
rated or missing components of features when there are surviving
prototypes (such as cupola louvers, cresting, dormer roofing, roof
monitors, or slate or tile on a main roof) or when replacement can
be based on physical or historic documentation. The new work
should match the old in materials, design, scale, color, and finish.

Replacing an entire roof feature from the restoration period, such as
a dormer, when repair of the roofing materials and limited replace
ment of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

Replacing in kind an entire roof covering or feature from the
restoration period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall
form and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence
as a model to reproduce the feature or when the replacement can
be based on historic documentation. Examples of such a feature
could include a large section of roofing, a dormer, or a chimney.
If using the same kind of material is not feasible, then a compat
ible substitute material may be appropriate.

Removing a roof feature from the restoration period that is unrepair
able, such as a chimney or dormer, and not replacing it, or replac
ing it with a feature that does not match.

Failing to reuse intact slate or tile from the restoration period when
only the roofing substrate or fasteners need replacement.

Using a substitute material for the replacement of a single ele
ment of a roof (such as a tile or slate) or an entire feature that does
not convey the same appearance of the surviving components of
the roof feature from the restoration period or that is physically or
chemically incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic masonry features that would be
retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing roof features from the restoration period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing roofs or roof features from other historic periods, such
as a dormer or asphalt roofing.

Failing to remove a roof feature from another period, thereby con
fusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from the restora
tion period.

Documenting roof features dating from other periods prior to their
alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of these
features or materials should be stored for future research.

Failing to document roofing materials and roof features from other
historic periods that are removed from the building so that a valu
able portion of the historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing roofing material or roof feature that existed
during the restoration period based on documentary and physical
evidence; for example, duplicating a former dormer or cupola.
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Constructing a roof feature that was part of the original design for
the building but was never actually built, or a feature which was
thought to have existed during the restoration period but cannot be
documented.

RESTORATION

WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving windows from the restora
tion period and their functional and decorative features. The
window material and how the window operates (e.g., double
hung, casement, awning, or hopper) are significant, as are its
components (including sash, muntins, ogee lugs, glazing, pane
configuration, sills, mullions, hardware, casings or brick molds)
and related features, such as shutters.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering windows or window features from the restoration period.
Failing to document window features from the restoration period,
which may result in their loss.
Applying paint or other coatings to restoration-period window fea
tures, or removing them, if such treatments cannot be documented
to the restoration period.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod windows, unless the work can be substantiated by historical
documentation.
Stripping windows of sound historic material (such as wood or
metal) from the restoration period.

Conducting an in-depth survey of the condition of existing windows from the restoration period early in the planning process so
that repair, upgrading, and, if necessary, possible replacement
options can be fully explored.

Replacing windows from the restoration period solely because of
peeling paint, broken glass, stuck sash, or high air infiltration.
These conditions, in themselves, do not indicate that windows are
beyond repair.

Protecting and maintaining the restoration-period wood or metal
which comprises the window jamb, sash, and trim through appro
priate surface treatments such as cleaning, paint removal, and
reapplication of the same protective coatings.

Failing to protect and maintain window materials from the restora
tion period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the window
results.

Protecting windows from the restoration period against vandal
ism before work begins by covering them and by installing alarm
systems that are keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving windows unprotected before work begins, thereby also
allowing the interior to be damaged if it can be accessed through
unprotected windows.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary for security,
so that it is compatible with the historic windows from the res
toration period and does not damage them or negatively impact
their character.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when necessary, for security that
is not compatible with the historic windows from the restoration
period and damages them or negatively impacts their character.

WINDOWS
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WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED

[9] Historic window and shutter
hardware such as that shown here
should be retained and repaired in a
restoration project.
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WINDOWS

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting restoration-period windows when working on other
features of the building.

Failing to protect restoration-period windows when working on other
features of the building.

Protecting and retaining historic glass from the restoration
period when replacing putty or repairing other components of the
window.

Failing to protect historic glass from the restoration period when
making repairs.

Sustaining the historic operability of windows from the restoration
period by lubricating friction points and replacing broken com
ponents of the operating system (such as hinges, latches, sash
chains or cords) and replacing deteriorated gaskets or insulating
units.

Failing to maintain windows and window components from the restoration period so that windows are inoperable, or sealing operable
sash permanently.

Evaluating the overall condition of windows from the restoration
period to determine whether more than protection and mainte
nance, such as repairs to windows and window features, will be
necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
window features from the restoration period.

Repairing window frames and sash from the restoration period
by patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing
them using recognized preservation methods. Repair may include
the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute
material of those extensively deteriorated, broken, or missing
components of windows when there are surviving prototypes
(such as sash, sills, hardware, or shutters) or when the replace
ment can be based on physical or historic documentation. The
new work should match the old in material, design, scale, color,
and finish.

Replacing an entire window from the restoration period when repair
of materials and limited replacement in kind are appropriate.

Failing to repair and reuse window hardware from the restoration
period, such as sash lifts, latches, and locks.

Removing a window from the restoration period that is unrepairable
and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new window that does not
match.
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WINDOWS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire window from the restoration period
that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model to
reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based on
historic documentation. If using the same kind of material is not
feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be consid
ered. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide future
research and treatment.

Removing a window from the restoration period that is unrepairable
and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new window that does not
match.
Using substitute material for the replacement that does not convey
the same appearance of the surviving components of the window
from the restoration period or that is physically incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic masonry features that would be
retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing window features from the restoration period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing windows or window features from other historic period,
such as the glazing pattern or inappropriate shutters.

Failing to remove a window or window feature from another period,
thereby confusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from
the restoration period.

Failing to document window features from other historic periods
Documenting window features dating from other periods prior to
their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of these that are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.
features or materials should be stored for future research.
Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing window or window feature that existed
during the restoration period based on documentary and physical
evidence; for example, duplicating a hoodmold or shutter.

Constructing a window feature that was part of the original design
for the building but was never actually built, or constructing a fea
ture which was thought to have existed during the restoration period
but cannot be documented.

WINDOWS
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ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving entrances and porches
from the restoration period and their functional and decorative
features. The materials themselves (including wood, masonry,
and metal) are important, as are their features, such as doors,
transoms, pilasters, columns, balustrades, stairs, roofs, and
projecting canopies.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering entrances and porch features from the restoration period.
Failing to document entrance and porch features from the restora
tion period, which may result in their loss.
Applying paint or other coatings to restoration-period entrance and
porch features, or removing them, if such treatments cannot be
documented to the restoration period.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod entrance and porch features, unless the work can be sub
stantiated by historical documentation.
Stripping entrances and porches of sound material from the restora
tion period, such as wood, cast iron, tile, or brick.

Protecting and maintaining the masonry, wood, and metals which
comprise entrances and porches from the restoration period
through appropriate surface treatments, such as cleaning, rust
removal, paint removal, and reapplication of protective coatings.

Failing to protect and maintain materials from the restoration period
on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the entrance or porch
results.

Protecting entrances and porches against arson and vandalism
before work begins by covering them and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving entrances and porches unprotected and subject to vandal
ism before work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be
damaged if it can be accessed through unprotected entrances.

Protecting entrance and porch features from the restoration
period when working on other features of the building.

Failing to protect entrances and porches from the restoration period
when working on other features of the building.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
Evaluating the overall condition of entrances and porches from
the restoration period to determine whether more than protection entrance and porch features from the restoration period.
and maintenance, such as repairs to entrance and porch features,
will be necessary.
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ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED
Repairing entrances and porches from the restoration period
by reinforcing them or replacing deteriorated materials using
recognized preservation methods. Repair may include the limited
replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute material of
those extensively deteriorated or missing components of fea
tures when there are surviving prototypes (such as balustrades,
columns, and stairs) or when the replacement can be based on
physical or historic documentation. The new work should match
the old in material, design, scale, color, and finish.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Replacing an entire entrance or porch feature from the restoration
period when the repair of materials and limited replacement of
deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

[10] (a) The entrance
of this house had been
altered over the years,
including removal of the
porch floor and steps.
(b) This photograph
shows the house after
the porch and steps
were restored to their
historic appearance.

ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
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ENTRANCES AND PORCHES
RECOMMENDED
Replacing in kind an entire entrance or porch from the restoration period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form
and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a
model to reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be
based on historic documentation. If using the same kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be
considered. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide
future research and treatment.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Removing an entrance or porch feature from the restoration period
that is unrepairable and not replacing it, or replacing with a new
entrance or porch that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of
restoration-period entrance or porch features or that is otherwise
incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic entrances and porches or their fea
tures that would be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing entrances and porches or their features from the
restoration period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing entrances and porches and their features from other
historic periods, such as a porch railing.

Failing to remove an entrance or porch feature from another period,
thereby confusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from
the restoration period.

Documenting entrance and porch features dating from other
periods prior to their alteration or removal. If possible, selected
examples of these features or materials should be stored for
future research.

Failing to document entrance and porch features from other historic
periods that are removed from the building so that a valuable por
tion of the historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing entrance or porch or its features that
existed during the restoration period based on documentary and
physical evidence; for example, duplicating a transom or porch
column.
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Constructing an entrance or porch feature that was part of the
original design for the building but was never actually built, or
constructing a feature which was thought to have existed during the
restoration period but cannot be documented.

RESTORATION

STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving storefronts from the restora
tion period and their functional and decorative features. The
storefront materials (including wood, masonry, metals, ceramic
tile, clear glass, and pigmented structural glass) and the configu
ration of the storefront are significant, as are its features, such as
display windows, base panels, bulkheads, signs, doors, transoms,
kick plates, corner posts, piers, and entablatures.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering storefronts and their features from the restoration period.
Failing to document storefront features from the restoration period,
which may result in their loss.
Applying paint or other coatings to restoration-period storefront fea
tures, or removing them, if such treatments cannot be documented
to the restoration period.
Changing the type of paint or coating or the color of restorationperiod storefront features, unless the work can be substantiated by
historical documentation.
Stripping storefronts of material from the restoration period, such
as wood, cast iron, ceramic tile, pigmented structural glass, or
masonry.

Protecting and maintaining masonry, wood, glass, ceramic tile,
and metals which comprise storefronts from the restoration
period through appropriate surface treatments, such as cleaning,
paint removal, and reapplication of protective coatings.

Failing to protect and maintain storefront materials from the resto
ration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of storefront
features results.
Replacing storefront windows from the restoration period rather
than maintaining all the components of the window system.

Protecting storefronts against arson and vandalism before work
begins by covering windows and doors and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving the storefront unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins, thereby also allowing the interior to be damaged if it
can be accessed through unprotected entrances.

Protecting restoration-period storefront features when working on
other features of the building.

Failing to protect the restoration-period storefront when working on
other features of the building.

Evaluating the overall condition of the storefront from the restora
tion period to determine whether more than protection and main
tenance, such as repairs to storefront features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
storefront features from the restoration period.

STOREFRONTS
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[11] (a) Some of the materials on the front of this historic
building had been previously replaced, but the façade
retained its essential distinctive features and design.
(b) A vintage postcard of the building (far left) provided
sufficient documentation to restore the façade to its
historic 1945 appearance, using spandrel glass as a
replacement for the original Carrara glass (c). Photo (b):
Courtesy Kelsey & Associates.
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STOREFRONTS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing storefronts from the restoration period by reinforcing
them or replacing deteriorated materials using recognized preservation methods. Repair may include the limited replacement
in kind or with compatible substitute materials of those exten
sively deteriorated or missing components of features when there
are surviving prototypes (such as transoms, pilasters, or signs)
or when the replacement can be based on physical or historic
documentation. The new work should match the old in material,
design, scale, color, and finish.

Replacing an entire storefront from the restoration period when
repair of materials and limited replacement of deteriorated or miss
ing components are feasible.

Replacing in kind an entire storefront from the restoration period
that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model to
reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based on
historic documentation. If using the same kind of material is not
feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be consid
ered. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide future
research and treatment.

Removing a storefront from the restoration period that is unrepair
able and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new storefront that
does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
restoration-period storefront or that is physically incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic entrances and porches or their fea
tures that would be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing storefronts or their features from the restoration
period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing storefronts and their features from other historic peri
ods, such as later cladding or signage.

Failing to remove a storefront feature from another period, thereby
confusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from the
restoration period.

Documenting storefront features dating from other periods prior
to their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of
these features or materials should be stored for future research.

Failing to document storefront features from other historic periods
that are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing storefront or storefront feature that existed
during the restoration period based on documentary and physical
evidence; for example, duplicating a display window or transom.

Constructing a storefront feature that was part of the original design
for the building but was never actually built, or constructing a fea
ture which was thought to have existed during the restoration period
but which cannot be documented.
STOREFRONTS
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CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED
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CURTAIN WALLS

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving curtain wall systems from
the restoration period and their components. The design of the
curtain wall is significant, as are its component materials (metal
stick framing and panel materials, such as clear or spandrel
glass, stone, terra cotta, metal, and fiber-reinforced plastic),
appearance (e.g., glazing color or tint, transparency, and reflectivity), and whether the glazing is fixed, operable, or louvered glass
panels. How a curtain wall is engineered and fabricated, and the
fact that it expands and contracts at a different rate from the
building’s structural system, are important to understand when
undertaking the restoration of a curtain wall system.

Altering curtain wall components from the restoration period.

Protecting and maintaining curtain walls and their components
from the restoration period through appropriate surface treat
ments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and reapplication of
protective coating system; and by making them watertight and
ensuring that sealants and gaskets are in good condition.

Failing to protect and maintain curtain wall components from the
restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the
curtain wall results.

Protecting ground-level curtain walls from the restoration period
from vandalism before work begins by covering them, while
ensuring adequate ventilation, and by installing alarm systems
keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving ground-level curtain walls from the restoration period
unprotected and subject to vandalism before work begins, thereby
also allowing the interior to be damaged if it can be accessed
through unprotected glazing.

Protecting restoration-period curtain wall components when work
ing on other features of the building.

Failing to protect curtain wall components from the restoration
period when working on other features of the building.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when required by safety codes
or necessary for security, with color, transparency, and reflectivity
as close as possible to the original in a curtain wall system from
the restoration period so that it is compatible with the historic
curtain walls and does not damage them or negatively impact
their character.

Installing impact-resistant glazing, when required by safety codes or
necessary for security, that is not compatible with the historic cur
tain walls and damages them or negatively impacts their character.

Evaluating the overall condition of the curtain wall system from
the restoration period and its individual components to determine
whether more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs
to curtain wall features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
curtain wall features from the restoration period.

Failing to document curtain wall systems from the restoration
period, which may result in their loss.
Replacing curtain wall features from the restoration period instead
of repairing or replacing only the deteriorated components.

RESTORATION

CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing curtain walls from the restoration period by reinforcing them or replacing deteriorated materials, including replacing
deteriorated or missing sealants or gaskets, when necessary, to
seal any gaps between system components. Repair may include
the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute
material of those extensively deteriorated or missing components
of curtain walls where there are surviving prototypes or when the
replacement can be based on physical or historic documentation.
The new work should match the old in material, design, scale,
color, and finish.

Replacing an entire curtain wall from the restoration period when
repair of materials and limited replacement of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

[12] This historic curtain wall features a
distinctive variety of panel types which must be
repaired or replicated in a restoration project if
any are damaged or missing.

CURTAIN WALLS
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CURTAIN WALLS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire curtain wall from the restoration
period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and
detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model
to reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based
on historic documentation. If using the same kind of material
is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be
considered. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide
future research and treatment.

Removing a curtain wall feature from the restoration period that is
unrepairable and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new curtain
wall feature that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
restoration-period curtain wall or that is physically incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic entrances and porches or their
features that would be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing curtain walls or their features from the
restoration period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing curtain wall components from other historic periods.

Failing to remove a curtain wall component from another period,
thereby confusing the depiction of the building’s appearance from
the restoration period

Documenting curtain wall components dating from other periods
prior to their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples
of these components or materials should be stored for future
research.

Failing to document curtain wall components from other historic
periods that are removed from the building so that a valuable por
tion of the historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing curtain wall component that existed during
the restoration period based on documentary and physical evi
dence.
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Constructing a curtain wall component that was part of the original
design for the building but was never actually built, or constructing
a feature which was thought to have existed during the restoration
period but which cannot be documented.

RESTORATION

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving structural systems and fea
tures from the restoration period. This includes the materials that
comprise the structural system (i.e., wood, metal, and masonry),
the type of system, and its features, such as posts and beams,
trusses, summer beams, vigas, cast-iron or masonry columns,
above-grade stone foundation walls, or load-bearing masonry
walls.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering visible features of structural systems from the restoration
period.
Failing to document structural systems from the restoration period,
which may result in their loss.
Overloading the structural system from the restoration period, or
installing equipment or mechanical systems which could damage
the structure.
Replacing a load-bearing masonry wall from the restoration period
that could be augmented and retained.
Leaving known structural problems untreated, such as deflected
beams, cracked and bowed walls, or racked structural members.

Protecting and maintaining the structural system from the restoration period by keeping gutters and downspouts clear and roofing in good repair; and by ensuring that wood structural members
are free from insect infestation.

Failing to protect and maintain exterior materials and features from
the restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the
structural system results.
Using treatments or products that may retain moisture, which
accelerates deterioration of structural members.

Evaluating the overall condition of the structural system from
the restoration period to determine whether more than protection
and maintenance, such as repairs to structural features, will be
necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
the structural system from the restoration period.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Repairing structural systems from the restoration period by reinforcing them by augmenting or upgrading individual components
or features in a manner that is consistent with the restoration
period. For example, weakened structural members, such as floor
framing, can be paired with a new member, braced, or otherwise
supplemented and reinforced. The new work should match the
old in material, design, scale, color, and finish.

Upgrading the building structurally in a manner that diminishes the
restoration-period character of the exterior (such as installing strapping channels or removing a decorative masonry cornice) or that
damages interior features or spaces.
Replacing a component of the restoration-period structural system
when it could be repaired or augmented and retained.
Installing a visible or exposed structural replacement feature that
does not match the restoration-period feature (e.g., replacing an
exposed wood summer beam with a steel beam).
Using substitute material that does not equal the load-bearing
capabilities of the restoration-period structural component; does not
convey the same appearance of the restoration-period component, if
it is visible; or is physically incompatible.

Replacing in kind or with a compatible substitute material large
portions or entire features of the structural system from the resto
ration period that are either extensively damaged or deteriorated
or that are missing when there are surviving prototypes, such as
cast-iron columns, trusses, or sections of load-bearing walls, or
when the replacement can be based on historic documentation.
Substitute material must be structurally sufficient, physically
compatible with the rest of the system, and, where visible, must
have the same form, design, and appearance as the restorationperiod feature. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to
guide future research and treatment.
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing visible historic structural features that would
be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing visible structural features from the restoration period using all
new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing visually-intrusive structural features from other historic
periods, such as a non-matching column.

Failing to remove or alter a visually-intrusive structural feature from
another period, thereby confusing the depiction of the building’s
appearance from the restoration period.

Documenting structural features dating from other periods prior
to their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of
these features or materials should be stored to facilitate future
research.

Failing to document structural features from other historic periods
that are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing, visible structural feature that existed
during the restoration period based on documentary and physical
evidence; for example, duplicating a viga or cast-iron column.

Constructing a visible structural feature that was part of the original
design for the building but was never actually built, or constructing
a feature which was thought to have existed during the restoration
period but cannot be documented.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving visible features of mechanical systems from the restoration period, such as radiators, vents,
fans, grilles, and plumbing and lighting fixtures.

Altering visible features of mechanical systems from the restoration
period.
Failing to document visible features of mechanical systems from
the restoration period, which may result in their loss.

Protecting and maintaining functioning mechanical, plumbing,
and electrical systems and their features from the restoration
period through cyclical maintenance.

Failing to protect and maintain functioning mechanical, plumb
ing, and electrical systems from the restoration period on a cyclical
basis so that their deterioration results.

Improving the energy efficiency of functioning mechanical
systems to help reduce the need for a new system by installing
storm windows and insulating attics and crawl spaces, if appro
priate.
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Repairing functioning mechanical systems by augmenting or
upgrading system components (such as installing new pipes and
ducts), rewiring, or adding new compressors or boilers.

Replacing a functioning mechanical system or its components when
it could be upgraded and retained.

Replacing in kind or with a compatible substitute material those
extensively deteriorated or missing visible features of restorationperiod mechanical systems when there are prototypes, such as
ceiling fans, radiators, grilles, or lighting fixtures.

Installing a visible replacement feature that does not convey the
same appearance as the restoration-period feature.

Installing a new mechanical system, if required, in a manner that
results in the least alteration possible to the building’s appear
ance from the restoration period.

Installing a new mechanical system in a manner that the appearance of visible structural or interior features from the restoration
period is significantly changed, or the features are damaged or
destroyed.

Providing adequate structural support for new mechanical
equipment.

Failing to consider the weight and design of new mechanical equip
ment so that, as a result, restoration-period structural members or
finished surfaces are weakened or cracked.

RESTORATION

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, AND PLUMBING
RECOMMENDED
Installing new mechanical and electrical systems and ducts,
pipes, and cables in closets, services areas, and wall cavities to
preserve the restoration-period character of the interior space.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Installing ducts, pipes, and cables where they will obscure features
from the restoration period.
Concealing mechanical equipment in walls or ceilings in a manner
that results in extensive loss or damage or otherwise obscures
restoration-period building materials and features.

Installing air conditioning units, if needed, in such a manner that
features from the restoration period are not damaged or obscured,
and so that excessive moisture is not generated that will acceler
ate deterioration of materials from the restoration period.
The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing visible features of the mechanical system that
would be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing visible features of the mechanical system from the restora
tion period using all new materials..
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing mechanical systems and their visible features from
other periods, such as a later elevator.

Failing to remove or alter a visually-intrusive structural feature from
another period, thereby confusing the depiction of the building’s
appearance from the restoration period.

Documenting mechanical systems and features from other
periods prior to their alteration or removal. If possible, selected
examples of these features should be stored for future research.

Failing to document structural features from other historic periods
that are removed from the building so that a valuable portion of the
historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing feature of the mechanical system that
existed during the restoration period based on documentary and
physical evidence; for example, duplicating a heating vent or
lighting fixture.

Constructing a mechanical system or feature that was part of the
original design for the building but was never actually built, or
constructing a feature which was thought to have existed during the
restoration period but cannot be documented.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving a floor plan and inte
rior spaces, features, and finishes from the restoration period.
Significant spatial characteristics include the size, configuration,
proportion, and relationship of rooms and corridors; the relation
ship of features to spaces; and the spaces themselves, such as
lobbies, lodge halls, entrance halls, parlors, theaters, auditori
ums, gymnasiums, and industrial and commercial interiors. Color,
texture, and pattern are important characteristics of features and
finishes, which can include such elements as columns, plaster
walls and ceilings, flooring, trim, fireplaces and mantels, panel
ing, light fixtures, hardware, decorative radiators, ornamental
grilles and registers, windows, doors, and transoms; plaster,
paint, wallpaper and wall coverings, and special finishes, such as
marbleizing and graining; and utilitarian (painted or unpainted)
features, including wood, metal, or concrete exposed columns,
beams, and trusses and exposed load-bearing brick, concrete,
and wood walls.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Altering a floor plan, interior spaces (including individual rooms),
features, or finishes from the restoration period.
Failing to document interior spaces, features, and finishes from the
restoration period, which may result in their loss.
Applying paint, plaster, or other coatings to surfaces that have been
unfinished historically, if the work cannot be documented.
Changing the type of finish or the color, such as painting a historically-varnished wood feature from the restoration period, or
removing paint from a historically-painted feature from the restora
tion period and staining and varnishing it, unless the work can be
substantiated by physical or historic documentation.
Stripping paint to bare wood rather than repainting, or not reapply
ing documented grained or marbled finishes from the restoration
period to features, such as doors and paneling.
Removing restoration-period interior features (such as mantels,
woodwork, doors, windows, light fixtures, or radiators) or other deco
rative materials from the restoration period.
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Protecting and maintaining interior spaces, and materials, features, and finishes from the restoration period through appropri
ate surface treatments, such as cleaning, paint removal, and
reapplication of protective coating systems.

Failing to protect interior features and finishes from the restoration
period when working on the interior.

Protecting interior features and finishes from the restoration
period against arson and vandalism before project work begins
by covering broken windows and boarding open doorways, while
ensuring adequate ventilation, and by installing fire alarm systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving the building unprotected with broken windows and open
doorways before restoration begins so that the interior features and
finishes from the restoration period can be damaged by exposure to
weather and vandalism.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES

RESTORATION

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Failing to protect interior features and finishes from the restoration
Protecting interior features from the restoration period (such as
a staircase, mantel, flooring, or decorative finishes) from damage period when working on the interior.
during project work by covering them with plywood, heavy canvas,
or plastic sheeting.
Removing damaged or deteriorated paint and finishes from the
restoration period only to the next sound layer, using the gentlest
method possible, prior to repainting or refinishing using compat
ible paint or other coating systems based on historical documen
tation.

Using potentially damaging methods, such as open-flame torches or
abrasive techniques, to remove paint or other coatings.

Repainting with colors that are documented to the building’s
restoration period.

Using paint colors that are inappropriate to the building’s restora
tion period.

Removing paint that is firmly adhered to interior surfaces.

[13] (a) In the 1990s the Missing Soldier’s Office—established by Clara
Barton at the end of the Civil War—was discovered still extant on
the third floor of a building in Washington, DC, that was slated for
demolition. The office was restored to its historic appearance using
physical and documentary evidence. The original numeral ‘9’ is still
on the door to the office, and wall paper was reproduced from scraps
found on the walls (b-d).

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED
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NOT RECOMMENDED

Using abrasive cleaning methods only on the interior of industrial
or warehouse buildings with utilitarian, unplastered masonry
walls from the restoration period and where wood features are not
finished, molded, beaded, or worked by hand. Low-pressure abra
sive cleaning (e.g., sandblasting or other media blasting) should
only be considered if test patches show no surface damage and
after gentler methods have proven ineffective.

Using abrasive methods anywhere but utilitarian and industrial
interior spaces or when there are other methods that are less likely
to damage the surface of the material.

Evaluating the overall condition of interior materials, features,
and finishes from the restoration period to determine whether
more than protection and maintenance, such as repairs to fea
tures and finishes, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
interior materials, features, and finishes from the restoration period.

Repairing Interior features and finishes from the restoration
period by patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforc
ing the materials using recognized preservation methods. Repair
may include the limited replacement in kind or with a compatible
substitute material of those extensively deteriorated or missing
components of interior features when there are surviving pro
totypes (such as stairs, balustrades, wood paneling, columns,
decorative wall finishes, or pressed-metal or plaster ceilings)
or when the replacement can be based on physical or historic
documentation. The new work should match the old in material,
design, scale, color, and finish.

Replacing an interior feature from the restoration period or a finish
when repair of materials and limited replacement of deteriorated or
missing components are feasible.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES

RESTORATION

[14] When the 1931 Fox Theater in
Spokane, WA, was rehabilitated
as a performing arts center, the
auditorium was restored to its
original Art Deco splendor.

INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
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INTERIOR SPACES, FEATURES, AND FINISHES
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Replacing in kind an entire interior feature from the restoration
period that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and
detailing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model
to reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based
on historic documentation. Examples could include wainscoting,
window and door surrounds, or interior stairs. If using the same
kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute
material may be considered. The new work may be unobtrusively
dated to guide future research and treatment.

Removing a feature or finish from the restoration period that is
unrepairable and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature
or finish that does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving components of the
restoration-period interior feature or finish or that is physically
incompatible.

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic interior spaces, features, and finishes
that would be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing interior spaces, features, and finishes from the restora
tion period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing or altering interior spaces, features, or finishes from
other historic periods, such as a dropped ceiling or wood panel
ing.

Failing to remove an interior space, feature, or finish from another
historic period, thereby confusing the depiction of the building’s
appearance from the restoration period.

Documenting materials and features dating from other periods
prior to their alteration or removal. If possible, selected examples of these features or materials should be stored for future
research.

Failing to document interior spaces, features, and finishes from
other periods that are removed from the building so that a valuable
portion of the historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating an interior space or a missing feature or finish from
the restoration period based on documentary and physical evi
dence; for example, duplicating a mantel or a staircase.
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Creating an interior space, adding a feature, or applying a finish
that was part of the original design for the building but was never
actually built, or adding a feature which was thought to have existed
during the restoration period but cannot be documented.

RESTORATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Identifying, retaining, and preserving features of the building
site from the restoration period. Site features may include walls,
fences, or steps; circulation systems, such as walks, paths, or
roads; vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, grass, orchards, hedges,
windbreaks, or gardens; landforms, such as hills, terracing, or
berms; furnishings and fixtures, such as light posts or benches;
decorative elements, such as sculpture, statuary, or monuments;
water features, such as fountains, streams, pools, lakes, irrigation
ditches; and subsurface archeological resources, other cultural or
religious features, or burial grounds which are also important to
the restoration period of the site.

Altering buildings and their features or site features from the resto
ration period.

Reestablishing the relationship between buildings and the land
scape on the site that existed during the restoration period.

Retaining non-restoration period buildings or landscape features on
the site, thereby confusing the depiction of the restoration-period
appearance of the site.

Protecting and maintaining buildings and site features from the
restoration period by providing proper drainage to ensure that
water does not erode foundation walls, drain toward a building, or
damage or erode the landscape.

Failing to ensure that site drainage is adequate so that buildings and site features from the restoration period are damaged or
destroyed. Or, alternatively, changing the site grading so that water
does not drain properly.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying
or damaging important landscape features from the restoration
period or archeological resources, other cultural or religious fea
tures, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features from the restoration period
or archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Failing to document building and site features from the restoration
period, which may result in their loss.

BUILDING SITE
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[15] (a) Cherry Hill House and Farm
(c. 1845) in Falls Church, VA, was the site of
encampments during the Civil War. Outbuildings
on the property, such as the corn crib (b) in the
foreground which was the source of provisions
for the soldiers, are important in interpreting its
role during the war.
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BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Surveying and documenting areas of the site where the terrain
will be altered during restoration work to determine the poten
tial impact to important landscape features from the restoration
period or archeological resources, other cultural or religious
features, or burial grounds from the restoration period.

Failing to survey the building site prior to beginning restoration
work, which can result in damaging or destroying landscape fea
tures from the restoration period, or archeological resources, other
cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Protecting (e.g., preserving in place) important site features,
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or
burial grounds.

Failing to protect site features from the restoration period, or
archeological resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial
grounds when working on the site.

Planning and carrying out any necessary investigation before res
toration of the site begins, using professional archeologists and
methods, when preservation in place is not feasible.

Allowing unqualified personnel to perform data recovery on archeo
logical resources, which can result in damage or loss of important
archeological material.

Preserving important landscape features from the restoration
period through regularly-scheduled site maintenance of historic
plant material.

Allowing important landscape features from the restoration period
to be lost or damaged due to lack of site maintenance.

Protecting the building site and landscape features from the
restoration period against arson and vandalism before restoration
work begins by erecting temporary fencing and by installing alarm
systems keyed into local protection agencies.

Leaving the property unprotected and subject to vandalism before
work begins so that the building site and landscape features from
the restoration period, or archeological resources, other cultural or
religious features, or burial grounds can be damaged or destroyed.
Removing site features from the restoration period, such as fencing,
paths or walkways, masonry balustrades, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a building site, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions on a build
ing site, when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their location and visibility so that they negatively impact the
restoration-period character of the site.

BUILDING SITE
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BUILDING SITE

RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Providing continued protection and maintenance of buildings and
landscape features from the restoration-period of the site through
appropriate grounds and landscape management.

Failing to protect and maintain materials and features from the
restoration period on a cyclical basis so that deterioration of the site
results.

Protecting buildings and site features from the restoration period
when working on the site.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features from the restora
tion period when working on the site or failing to repair damaged or
deteriorated site features.

Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features from the
restoration period to determine whether more than protection and
maintenance, such as repairs to site features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
site features from the restoration period.

Repairing site features from the restoration period which have
been damaged, are deteriorated, or have missing components
to reestablish the whole feature and to ensure retention of the
integrity of the historic materials. Repair may include limited
replacement in kind or with a compatible substitute material of
those extensively deteriorated or missing components of site fea
tures when there are surviving prototypes, such as paving, railing,
or individual plants within a group (e.g., a hedge), or when the
replacement can be based on physical or historic documentation.

Replacing an entire site feature from the restoration period (such
as a fence, walkway, or drive) when repair of materials and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

Replacing in kind an entire restoration-period feature of the site
that is too deteriorated to repair (if the overall form and detail
ing are still evident) using the physical evidence as a model to
reproduce the feature or when the replacement can be based on
historic documentation. Examples could include a walkway or
fountain, a land form or plant materials. If using the same kind
of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material
may be used. The new work may be unobtrusively dated to guide
future research and treatment.

Removing a site feature from the restoration period that is unrepair
able and not replacing it, or replacing it with a new feature that
does not match.
Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving site feature from the
restoration period or that is physically incompatible.
Adding conjectural landscape features to the site (such as period
reproduction light fixtures, fences, fountains, or vegetation) that
cannot be documented, thereby confusing the depiction of the
restoration-period appearance of the building site.

RESTORATION

BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing visible features of the building site that would
be retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing visible features of the mechanical system from the restoration
period using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing site features from other historic periods, such as an
outbuilding, paved road, or overgrown trees.

Failing to remove a site feature from another historic period,
thereby confusing the depiction of the site’s appearance from the
restoration period.

Documenting features of the building site dating from other peri
ods prior to their removal.

Failing to document site features from other periods that are
removed during restoration so that a valuable portion of the historic
record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing site feature from the restoration period
based on documentary and physical evidence; for example, dupli
cating a no-longer extant terrace, gazebo, fencing, or a hedge.

Constructing a feature of the building or site that was part of the
original design but was never actually built, or constructing a fea
ture which was thought to have existed during the restoration period
but cannot be documented.

[16] Archeological
investigation of the
property was undertaken
to ensure accuracy of the
restoration of Montpelier.
Photo: Courtesy of The
Montpelier Foundation.

BUILDING SITE
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Identifying, retaining, and preserving building and landscape
features from the restoration period in the setting. These features
can include circulation systems, such as roads and streets; fur
nishings and fixtures, such as light posts or benches; vegetation,
gardens, and yards; adjacent open space, such as fields, parks,
commons, or woodlands; and important views or visual relation
ships.

Altering restoration-period building and landscape features in the
setting.

Retaining or reestablishing the relationship between buildings
and landscape features in the setting that existed during the
restoration period.

Retaining non-restoration period buildings or landscape features
in the setting, thereby confusing the depiction of the restorationperiod appearance of the setting.

[17 a-b] The cobblestone street, brick
sidewalks, and stone stoops of these
houses are important restorationperiod features of the late 18th
through the 19th-century restoration
period of this historic district.
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NOT RECOMMENDED

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

Failing to document restoration-period buildings and landscape
features in the setting, which may result in their loss.

(a)

RESTORATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED
Protecting and maintaining features from the restoration period
in the setting through regularly-scheduled maintenance and
grounds and landscape management.

NOT RECOMMENDED
Failing to protect and maintain materials in the setting on a cycli
cal basis so that deterioration of buildings and landscape features
results.
Removing restoration-period building or landscape features in the
setting, such as porches, fencing, walkways, or plant material.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in a set
ting, when necessary for security, that are as unobtrusive as
possible.

Installing protective fencing, bollards, and stanchions in a setting,
when necessary for security, without taking into consideration their
location and visibility so that they negatively impact the historic
character of the setting.

(b)

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Protecting buildings and landscape features from the restoration
period when undertaking work in the setting.

Failing to protect buildings and landscape features from the restora
tion period when working in the setting.

Evaluating the overall condition of restoration-period materi
als and features in the setting to determine whether more than
protection and maintenance, such as repairs to materials and
features, will be necessary.

Failing to undertake adequate measures to ensure the protection of
materials and features in the setting from the restoration period.

Repairing restoration-period features in the setting by reinforcing
the historic materials. Repair may include the replacement in
kind or with a compatible substitute material of those extensively
deteriorated or missing components of features from the restora
tion period when there are surviving prototypes, such as porch
balustrades, paving materials, or trees.

Replacing an entire building or landscape feature from the resto
ration period in the setting when repair of materials and limited
replacement of deteriorated or missing components are feasible.

Replacing in kind an entire restoration-period building or landscape feature in the setting that is too deteriorated to repair (if
the overall form and detailing are still evident) using the physi
cal evidence as a model to reproduce the feature or when the
replacement can be based on historic documentation. If using
the same kind of material is not feasible, then a compatible substitute material may be considered. The new work may be dated
to guide future research and treatment.

Removing a restoration-period feature of the building or landscape
in the setting that is unrepairable and not replacing it, or replacing
it with a new feature that does not match.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)

Using a substitute material for the replacement that does not
convey the same appearance of the surviving restoration-period
building or landscape feature in the setting or that is physically or
ecologically incompatible.

RESTORATION

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

The following Restoration work is highlighted to indicate that it involves the removal or alteration of existing historic features of the setting that would be
retained in Preservation and Rehabilitation treatments; and the replacement of missing restoration-period features of the setting using all new materials.
Removing Existing Features from Other Historic Periods
Removing features of the building or landscape in the setting
from other historic periods, such as a road, sidewalk, or fence.

Failing to remove a feature of the building or landscape in the
setting from another period, thereby confusing the depiction of the
setting’s appearance from the restoration period.

Documenting features of the building or landscape in the setting
dating from other periods prior to their removal.

Failing to document features of the building or landscape features
in the setting from other periods that are removed during restoration
so that a valuable portion of the historic record is lost.

Recreating Missing Features from the Restoration Period
Recreating a missing feature of the building or landscape in
the setting that existed during the restoration period based on
documentary and physical evidence; for example, duplicating a
non-longer extant path or park bench.

Constructing a feature of the building or landscape that was part of
the original design for the setting but was never actually built, or
constructing a feature which was thought to have existed during the
restoration period but cannot be documented.

SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Sensitive solutions to meeting accessibility and life-safety code requirements are an important part of protecting the restoration-period of the building and
site. Thus, work that must be done to meet use-specific code requirements in the treatment Restoration must also be assessed for its potential impact on the
restoration-period of the historic building and site.
Accessibility
Identifying the restoration-period exterior features, interior
spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the site and set
ting which may be affected by accessibility code-required work.

Undertaking accessibility code-required alterations before identifying the exterior features, interior spaces, features, and finishes,
and features of the site and setting from the restoration period and,
therefore, must be preserved.

Complying with barrier-free access requirements in such a
manner that the restoration-period exterior features, interior
spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the site and setting are preserved or impacted as little as possible.

Altering, damaging, or destroying the exterior features, interior
spaces, features, and finishes, or features of the site and setting
from the restoration period while complying with accessibility
requirements.

Working with specialists in accessibility and historic preservation
to determine the most sensitive solutions to comply with access
requirements in a restoration project.

Making changes to historic buildings and their sites without first
consulting with specialists in accessibility and historic preservation
to determine the most appropriate solutions to comply with acces
sibility requirements in a manner that will preserve the character of
the restoration period.

Providing barrier-free access that promotes independence for the
user while preserving significant features from the restoration
period.

Making access modifications that do not provide independent, safe
access while preserving restoration-period features.

Finding solutions to meet accessibility requirements that mini
mize the impact of any necessary alteration on the restoration
period of the building, its site, and setting, such as compatible
ramps, paths, and lifts.

Making modifications for accessibility without considering the
impact on the restoration period of the building, its site, or setting.

Using relevant sections of existing codes regarding accessibil
ity for historic buildings that provide alternative means of code
compliance when code-required work would otherwise negatively
impact the restoration-period character of the property.
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Minimizing the visual impact of accessibility ramps by install
ing them on secondary elevations when it does not compromise
accessibility or by screening them with plantings.
Adding a gradual slope or grade to the sidewalk, if appropriate, to
access the entrance rather than installing a ramp that would be
more intrusive to the historic character of the restoration period
of the building and the district.

[18 a-b] The historic Chapel of Our Lady in Cold Spring, NY, is
situated on a rocky promontory overlooking the Hudson River.
Installing an accessible ramp would greatly compromise the
character of the building and the site. However, an audio-visual
program available in a separate building—–located where it
would not impact the character of the site, such as this small
pavilion at the rear of the property—–could provide visitors
otherwise unable to access the Chapel an opportunity to
experience the site.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | ACCESSIBILITY
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Installing a lift as inconspicuously as possible when it is neces
sary to locate it on a primary elevation of the historic building.
Considering placing accessible facilities needed for visitors to the
restored property (e.g., restrooms) in a separate building, such
as a visitor center, that is located away from the historic struc
ture rather than in the historic building if their installation would
negatively impact character-defining spaces, features, or finishes
from the restoration period.

Installing accessible facilities inside or on the exterior of the historic building that are incompatible with the character of the resto
ration period or would damage or destroy character-defining spaces,
features, or finishes from the restoration period.

Devising non-permanent or temporary adaptive treatments that
meet accessibility requirements to preserve the restoration-period
character of the building, its site, and setting.
Developing and providing virtual tours to help interpret the
restored property when it is not feasible or it is physically impos
sible to make the building or its site accessible without damaging
or obscuring character-defining building and landscape features
in the setting from the restoration period.

LIFE SAFETY
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Identifying the restoration-period exterior features, interior
spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the site and setting which may be affected by life-safety code-required work.

Undertaking life-safety code-required alterations before identifying
the exterior features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, and
features of the site and setting from the restoration period and,
therefore, must be preserved.

Complying with life-safety codes (including requirements for
impact-resistant glazing, security, and seismic retrofit) in such
a manner that the restoration-period exterior features, interior
spaces, features, and finishes, and features of the site and set
ting are preserved or impacted as little as possible.

Altering, damaging, or destroying the restoration-period exterior
features, interior spaces, features, and finishes, or features of the
site and setting from the restoration period while making modifica
tions to a building, its site, or setting to comply with life-safety code
requirements.

Removing building materials from the restoration period only
after testing has been conducted to identify hazardous materials,
and using only the least damaging abatement methods.

Removing building materials from the restoration period without
testing first to identify any hazardous materials, or using potentiallydamaging methods of abatement without considering less-invasive
methods of abatement.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | ACCESSIBILITY AND LIFE SAFETY
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CODE-REQUIRED WORK
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Providing workers with appropriate personal equipment for pro
tection from hazards on the worksite.

Removing hazardous or toxic materials without regard for work
ers’ health and safety or environmentally-sensitive disposal of the
materials.

Working with code officials and historic preservation specialists
to investigate systems, methods, or devices to make the building
compliant with life-safety codes to ensure that necessary altera
tions will be compatible with the restoration-period character of
the building.

Making life-safety code-required changes to the building without
consulting code officials and historic preservation specialists, with
the result that alterations negatively impact the restoration-period
character of the building.

Using relevant sections of existing codes regarding life safety for
historic buildings that provide alternative means of compliance
when life-safety code-required work would otherwise negatively
impact the restoration-period character of the building.
Upgrading restoration-period stairways and elevators to meet
life-safety codes so that they are not damaged or their historic
character is not negatively impacted.

Damaging or making inappropriate alterations to historic stairways
or elevators or to adjacent features, spaces, or finishes from the res
toration period while complying with life-safety code requirements.

Installing sensitively-designed fire-suppression systems, such as
sprinklers, so that historic features and finishes from the restora
tion period are preserved.

Covering wood features from the restoration period with fire-retar
dant sheathing, which results in altering their appearance.

Applying fire-retardant coatings when appropriate, such as
intumescent paint, to protect steel structural systems from the
restoration period.

Using fire-retardant coatings if they will damage or obscure charac
ter-defining features from the restoration period.

CODE-REQUIRED WORK | LIFE SAFETY
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RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Resilience to natural hazards should be addressed as part of a Restoration project. A historic building may have existing characteristics or features from the
restoration period that help address or minimize the impacts of natural hazards. These should be used to best advantage and should be taken into consider
ation early in the planning stages of a restoration project before proposing any additional treatments. When new adaptive treatments are needed they should
be carried out in a manner that will have the least impact on the restoration-period character of the building, its site, and setting.
Identifying the vulnerabilities of the restoration-period property to
the impacts of natural hazards (such as wildfires, hurricanes, or
tornadoes) using the most current climate information and data
available.

Failing to identify and periodically reevaluate the potential vulner
ability of the restoration-period building, its site, and setting to the
impacts of natural hazards.

Assessing the potential impacts of known vulnerabilities on restoration-period features of the building, its site, and setting; and
reevaluating and reassessing potential impacts on a regular basis.

[19] The 1951 Mies van der Rohe-designed
Farnsworth House, Plano, IL, was built
close to the Fox River, which is increasingly
prone to floods. To preserve the house in
its original location, historic preservation
architects and engineers continue to
explore ways to protect it from the flooding,
including a possible system that would
lift the house above the flood waters and
lower it back to the ground. Photo: Courtesy
Farnsworth, A Site of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation.
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RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Documenting the restoration-period character of the property as
a record and guide for future repair work, should it be necessary,
and storing the documentation in a weatherproof location.

Failing to document the restoration-period character of the property
with the result that such information is not available in the future to
guide repair or reconstruction work, should it be necessary.

Ensuring that historic resources inventories and maps are accu
rate, up to date, and accessible in an emergency.
Maintaining the restoration-period building, its site, and setting
in good repair, and regularly monitoring their condition.

Failing to regularly monitor and maintain the restoration-period
property and the building systems in good repair.

Using and maintaining existing characteristics and features of
the restoration-period building, its site, setting, and larger envi
ronment (such as shutters for storm protection or a site wall that
keeps out flood waters) that may help to avoid or minimize the
impacts of natural hazards.

Allowing loss, damage, or destruction to occur to the restorationperiod building, its site, or setting by failing to evaluate potential
future impacts of natural hazards or to plan and implement adap
tive measures, when necessary to address possible threats.

Undertaking work to prevent or minimize the loss, damage, or
destruction of the historic property while retaining and preserving
significant features and the overall restoration-period character of
the building, its site, and setting.

Carrying out adaptive measures intended to address the impacts
of natural hazards that are unnecessarily invasive or will otherwise
adversely impact the restoration-period character of the building, its
site, or setting.

Ensuring that, when planning work to adapt for natural hazards,
all feasible alternatives are considered, and that the options
requiring the least alteration to the restoration-period character of
the property are considered first.

Implementing local and regional traditions (such as elevating
residential buildings at risk of flooding or reducing flammable
vegetation around structures in fire-prone areas) for adapting build
ings and sites in response to specific natural hazards which would
negatively impact the restoration-period character of the property.

Using special exemptions and variances when adaptive treat
ments to protect buildings from known hazards would otherwise
negatively impact the restoration-period character of the building,
its site, or setting.

RESILIENCE TO NATURAL HAZARDS
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Sustainability

Sustainability should be addressed as part of a Restoration project.
Existing energy-efficient features from the restoration period should
be retained and restored while those that are no longer extant but
which were important in defining the restoration-period character
of the building should be recreated. New sustainability treatments
should only be undertaken if they will not impact the restorationperiod character of the building.
The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines on
Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Although specifi
cally developed for the treatment Rehabilitation, the Sustainability
Guidelines can be used to help guide the other treatments
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SUSTAINABILITY

RECONSTRUCTION

STANDARDS FOR RECONSTRUCTION & GUIDELINES
FOR RECONSTRUCTING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Reconstruction
Reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, by
means of new construction, the form, features, and detailing of
a non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object for
the purpose of replicating its appearance at a specific period of
time and in its historic location.
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RECONSTRUCTION

Standards for Reconstruction
1. Reconstruction will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving portions of a property
when documentary and physical evidence is available to permit accurate reconstruction
with minimal conjecture and such reconstruction is essential to the public understanding
of the property.
2. Reconstruction of a landscape, building, structure or object in its historic location will be
preceded by a thorough archeological investigation to identify and evaluate those features
and artifacts which are essential to an accurate reconstruction. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
3. Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining historic materials,
features, and spatial relationships.
4. Reconstruction will be based on the accurate duplication of historic features and
elements substantiated by documentary or physical evidence rather than on conjectural
designs or the availability of different features from other historic properties. A
reconstructed property will re-create the appearance of the non-surviving historic
property in materials, design, color and texture.
5. A reconstruction will be clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation.
6. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.
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GUIDELINES FOR RECONSTRUCTING HISTORIC BUILDINGS

INTRODUCTION
Reconstruction is different from the other treatments in that it is
undertaken when there are often no visible historic materials extant
or only a foundation remains. Whereas the treatment Restora
tion provides guidance on restoring historic building features, the
Standards for Reconstruction and Guidelines for Reconstruct
ing Historic Buildings should be followed when it is necessary
to recreate a non-surviving building using new material. But, like
restoration, reconstruction also involves recreating a historic build
ing which appears as it did at a particular—and at its most signifi
cant—time in its history. Because of the potential for historical error
in the absence of sound physical evidence, this treatment can be
justified only rarely and, thus, is the least frequently undertaken of
the four treatments. Reconstructing a historic building should only
be considered when there is accurate documentation on which to
base it. When only the appearance of the exterior of the building can
be documented, it may be appropriate to reconstruct the exterior
while designing a very simple, plain interior that does not attempt
to appear historic or historically accurate. Signage and interpreta
tive aids should make it clear to visitors that only the exterior of the
building is a true reconstruction. Extant historic surface and subsur
face materials should also be preserved. Finally, the reconstructed
building must be clearly identified as a contemporary recreation.

Research and Document Historical
Significance

The guidance for the treatment Reconstruction begins with
researching and documenting the building’s historical significance to
determine whether its recreation is essential to the public under
standing of the property. In some instances, reconstruction may not
be necessary if there is a historic building still existing on the site or
in a setting that can explain the history of the property. Justifying a
reconstruction requires detailed physical and documentary evidence
to minimize or eliminate conjecture and to ensure that the recon
struction is as accurate as possible. Only one period of significance
is generally identified; a building—as it evolved—is rarely recreated.
If research does not provide adequate documentation for an accu
rate reconstruction, other interpretive methods should be consid
ered, such as an explanatory marker.

Investigate Archeological Resources
Investigating archeological resources is the next area of guidance
in the treatment Reconstruction. The purpose of archeological
research is to identify any remaining features of the building, site,
and setting that are essential to an accurate recreation and must be
reconstructed. Archeological resources that are not essential to the
reconstruction should be left in place. The archeological findings,
together with archival documentation, should be used to replicate
the design, materials, and plan of the historic building.
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Identify, Protect, and Preserve Extant
Historic Features
Closely aligned with archeological research, recommendations are
given for identifying, protecting, and preserving extant features of the
historic building. It is never appropriate to base a Reconstruction
upon conjectural designs or on features from other buildings. Any
remaining historic materials and features should be retained and
incorporated into the reconstruction when feasible. Both the historic
and new materials should be documented to assist in interpretation.

Reconstruct Non-Surviving Building and Site
After the research and documentation phases, guidance is given
for Reconstruction work itself. Exterior and interior features are
addressed in general, always emphasizing the need for an accurate
depiction (i.e., careful duplication of the appearance of historic
materials and features for interpretative purposes). While the use
of traditional materials and finishes is always preferred, in some
instances substitute materials may be used if they are able to convey
the same appearance. Where non-visible features of the building
are concerned, such as interior structural systems, contemporary
materials and technology may be used. Recreating the features of the
building site or setting based on archeological findings should also
be an integral part of project work.

Accessibility and Life Safety, Natural Hazards,
and Sustainability
Whereas preservation, rehabilitation, and restoration treatments
usually necessitate retrofitting to meet code requirements and to
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address other issues (including natural hazards and sustainability),
in this treatment it is assumed that the Reconstructed building
will be essentially new construction. Thus, code-required work,
treatments to reduce the potential impact of natural hazards, and
ensuring that the reconstructed building is as sustainable as possible
should be considered during the design phase—when appropriate to
the particular Reconstruction project—so as not to negatively impact
or detract from the reconstructed appearance of the building, its site,
and setting. The fact that the non-surviving building was located in
a floodplain or another area especially vulnerable to the impact of
natural hazards is crucial to consider when determining whether the
building should be reconstructed.
The topic of sustainability is addressed in detail in The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation & Illustrated Guidelines on
Sustainability for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. Although specifically
developed for the treatment Rehabilitation, the Guidelines can be
used to help guide the other treatments.

Reconstruction as a Treatment. When a contemporary depiction is
required to understand and interpret a property’s historic value (including
the re-creation of missing components in a historic district or site); when
no other property with the same associative value has survived; and when
sufficient historical documentation exists to ensure an accurate reproduc
tion, Reconstruction may be considered as a treatment. Prior to undertak
ing work, a documentation plan for Reconstruction should be developed.

[1 a-b] Tyron Palace, New
Bern, NC, was designed
by John Hawks in 1767
for Governor William
Tyron. It was completed
in 1770, but destroyed by
fire in 1798. The palace
was reconstructed
in 1959 based on the
original plans, and on
its original foundation,
which was found 5 feet
below the street, with the
help of the 1767 drawing.
Photo: Courtesy Tyron
Palace, New Bern, NC.
Drawing: Courtesy of the
State Archives of North
Carolina.
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[2] The Saugus Iron
Works, Saugus, MA, a
National Historic Site,
was active from 1646
to about 1670 and was
the first integrated
iron works in North
America. The forge and
mill (shown here) are
part of the site which
was reconstructed
based on archeological
research and historic
documents and opened
in 1954. Photo: Daderot
at the English language
Wikipedia.
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OVERVIEW
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Researching and documenting the property’s historical significance, focusing on documentary and physical evidence which is
needed to justify reconstruction of the non-surviving building.

Undertaking a reconstruction based on insufficient research so that,
as a result, a historically inaccurate building is created.
Reconstructing a building unnecessarily when an existing build
ing adequately reflects or explains the history of the property, the
historical event, or has the same associative value.
Executing a design for a building that was never constructed.

Investigating archeological resources to identify and evaluate
those features and artifacts which are essential to the design and
plan of the building.

Failing to identify and evaluate archeological material prior to
reconstruction, or destroying extant historic material not relevant to
the reconstruction but which should be preserved in place.

Minimizing disturbance of the terrain around buildings or
elsewhere on the site, thereby reducing the possibility of destroying or damaging important landscape features, archeological
resources, other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Using heavy machinery or equipment in areas where it may disturb
or damage important landscape features, archeological resources,
cultural or religious features, or burial grounds.

Identifying, retaining, and preserving extant historic features of
the building, site, and setting, such as remnants of a foundation,
chimney, or walkway.

Beginning reconstruction work without first conducting a detailed
site investigation to physically substantiate the documentary evi
dence.
Basing a reconstruction on conjectural designs or on features from
other historic buildings.

[3] The Cathedral of Saint Michael the Archangel,
built in the early 1840s in Sitka, AK, was devastated
by fire in 1966. It was reconstructed using measured
drawings done in 1961 by the Historic American
Buildings Survey (HABS). While the original cathedral
was built of logs covered on the exterior with wood
siding, its replacement is a fire-resistant structure
with concrete and steel walls that replicates the
historic building’s appearance. Photo: Barek at
Wikimedia Commons.
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BUILDING EXTERIOR
RECOMMENDED
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BUILDING EXTERIOR

NOT RECOMMENDED

Reconstructing a non-surviving building to depict the documented historic appearance. Although the use of the original
building materials (such as masonry, wood, and architectural
metals) is preferable, substitute materials may be used as long
as they recreate the historic appearance.

Reconstructing features that cannot be documented historically or
for which existing documentation is inadequate.

Recreating the documented design of exterior features, such as
the roof form and its coverings, architectural detailing, windows,
entrances and porches, steps and doors, and their historic spatial
relationships and proportions.

Omitting a documented exterior feature, or rebuilding a feature but
altering its historic design.

Reproducing the appearance of historic paint colors and finishes
based on documentary and physical evidence.

Using paint colors that cannot be documented through research
and investigation or using other undocumented finishes.

Installing exterior electrical and telephone cables underground
or in the least obtrusive location possible, unless they can be
documented as having been aboveground historically.

Attaching exterior electrical and telephone cables to the principal
elevations of the reconstructed building, unless they can be docu
mented as having been there historically.

Using signage to identify the building as a contemporary
recreation.

Failing to explain that the building is a reconstruction, thereby
confusing the public’s understanding of the property.

Using substitute materials that do not convey the appearance of the
historic building.

Using inappropriate designs or materials that do not convey the
historic appearance.

[4] The McLean House,
where Robert E. Lee
surrendered to Ulysses
S. Grant, is located
on the site of the
battlefield—now part of
Appomattox Courthouse
National Historical
Monument (VA). Several
years after the end of
the Civil War, measured
drawings were made
of the house before it
was dismantled to be
moved to Washington,
DC, where it was to
be reconstructed as
a tourist attraction.
This scheme never
came to fruition, and
the dismantled pieces
gradually disappeared.
The house was
accurately reconstructed
in 1949 on the original
site based on the
measured drawings.

BUILDING EXTERIOR
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BUILDING INTERIOR
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Recreating the appearance of visible features of the historic
structural system, such as posts and beams, trusses, summer
beams, vigas, cast-iron columns, above-grade masonry founda
tions, or load-bearing brick or stone walls. Contemporary methods
and materials may be used for the actual structural system of the
reconstructed building.

Changing the documented appearance of visible features of the
structural system.

Recreating the historic floor plan and interior spaces, including
the size, configuration, proportion, and relationship of rooms and
corridors; the relationship of features to spaces; and the spaces
themselves.

Altering the documented historic floor plan, or relocating an
important interior feature, such as a staircase, so that the historic
relationship between the feature and the space is inaccurately
depicted.
Reconstructing the historic appearance of the interior without accu
rate documentation.
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Duplicating the documented historic appearance of the building’s
interior features and finishes (including columns, cornices, baseboards, fireplaces and mantels, paneling, light fixtures, hardware,
and flooring); plaster, paint, and finishes (such as stenciling or
marbleizing); and other decorative or utilitarian materials and
features.

Altering the documented appearance of the building’s interior
features and finishes so that, as a result, an inaccurate depiction of
the historic building is created. For example, moving a feature from
one area of a room to another, or changing the type or color of the
finish.

Installing mechanical systems and their components in the least
obtrusive way possible so as not to impact the recreated interior
spaces, features, or finishes while meeting user needs.

Altering the historic plan or the recreated appearance unnecessarily
when installing mechanical systems.

Installing ducts, pipes, and cables in closets, service areas, and
wall cavities.

Installing ducts, pipes, and cables where they will intrude upon the
historic appearance of the building.

[5] The parlor of the McLean House was
reconstructed to its appearance on the occasion of
Robert E. Lee’s surrender to Ulysses S. Grant in this
room on April 9, 1865.

BUILDING INTERIOR
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BUILDING SITE
RECOMMENDED
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BUILDING SITE

NOT RECOMMENDED

Reconstructing building site features based on documentary and
physical evidence.

Reconstructing building site features without documentary and
physical evidence.

Inventorying the building site to determine the existence of
aboveground remains and subsurface archeological resources,
other cultural or religious features, or burial grounds, and using
this evidence as corroborating documentation for the reconstruc
tion of related site features. These may include walls, fences,
or steps; circulation systems, such as walks, paths, or roads;
vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, grass, orchards, hedges, wind
breaks, or gardens; landforms, such as hills, terracing, or berms;
furnishings and fixtures, such as light posts or benches; decora
tive elements, such as sculpture, statuary, or monuments; water
features, including fountains, streams, pools, lakes, or irrigation
ditches.

Giving the building’s site an inaccurate appearance by basing the
reconstruction on conjectural designs or on features from other
sites.

Recreating the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
related site features.

Changing the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
related site features, or reconstructing some site features but not
others, thereby confusing the depiction of the reconstructed site.

[6] This lighthouse
on Lake Ponchartrain
in New Orleans was
reconstructed after the
historic 1890 lighthouse
was destroyed by
Hurricane Katrina.

BUILDING SITE
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SETTING (DISTRICT / NEIGHBORHOOD)
RECOMMENDED

NOT RECOMMENDED

Reconstructing features in the building’s historic setting based on Reconstructing features in the setting without documentary and
documentary and physical evidence.
physical evidence.
Inventorying the setting to determine the existence of aboveground remains and subsurface archeological resources, other
cultural or religious features, or burial grounds, and using this
evidence as corroborating documentation for the reconstruction
of missing features of the historic setting. These may include
circulation systems, such as roads and streets; furnishings and
fixtures, such as light posts or benches; vegetation, gardens, and
yards; adjacent open space, such as fields, parks, commons, or
woodlands; and important views or visual relationships.

Giving the building’s setting an inaccurate appearance by basing
the reconstruction on conjectural designs or on features from other
locations.

Recreating the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting.

Changing the historic spatial relationship between buildings and
landscape features in the setting by reconstructing some features
but not others, thereby confusing the depiction of the reconstructed
setting.

[7] The Muhlenberg Brigade Huts
are reconstructions of nine log huts
erected in 1777 at Valley Forge during
the Revolutionary War. They have
been reconstructed on the historic
road with logs cut with modern power
tools and finished with cement, unlike
the original logs which were hand
hewn and finished with traditional
chinking. Photo: Rdsmith4 at Wikimedia
Commons.
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[8] The Palace of Fine Arts was designed by Bernard Maybeck and built for the
1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco. The pavilion was intended to be
temporary and, although it had a steel structure, the exterior was finished only
with staff, an impermanent material composed of plaster and fiber. The building
was not torn down after the exposition, and it eventually fell into ruin. In 1964, all
but the steel structure was demolished, and the building was reconstructed with
lightweight poured-in-place concrete. Photo: Kevinlcole at Wikimedia Commons.
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Design: Lloyd Greenberg Design, LLC
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SPECIAL VALUATION
What is it?
A RE VIS ION OF T HE AS SESS E D VALUE
OF A H IS T ORIC P ROPE R T Y WH ICH

Davenport Hotel lobby
Spokane, WA

S UBT RACTS , FOR U P T O TEN YE ARS ,
S UCH REH AB IL ITAT ION C OST S AS
ARE APP ROVE D B Y A L O C AL RE VIE W
B OARD .

Special Valuation is one of the most useful incentives
for encouraging the preservation of the state's historic
resources. It is a proven, effective tool for COMMUNITY
REVITALIZATION, JOB CREATION, aids in DISASTER
RELIEF AND PREPAREDNESS, and is inherently
SUSTAINABLE. Since 2000 when data tracking began,
over 600 properties in Washington state totaling over
$1.03 billion dollars have been completed using Special
Valuation. Application numbers range depending on
your community, with total qualified rehabilitation
expenditures per year ranging from a few thousand
dollars to more multi-million dollar projects. There is no
per-project or program cap on expenditures.

How do I qualify?
There are a few threshold requirements for a project to
become certified (further explanation on back):
1. Must be listed in your City’s local historic
register or in the National Register of Historic
Places (depends on local government).
2. Property may be private or income producing
(depends on local government).
3. Project must be substantial.
4. Rehabilitation work should meet the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
(Standards) or your City’s local design
guidelines.
The Special Valuation program is reviewed locally by Historic
Preservation Commissions in Certified Local Government (CLG)
communities.

There is a plethora of information and guidance for the
program. Click the image below to download the
brochure. You can also find technical guidance on the
DAHP and NPS websites (see links below).

 Click the image
to download the
Special Valuation
brochure

Also be sure to visit
one of the following
websites for more
info on preservation
standards:
www.dahp.wa.gov
www.nps.gov/tps

SPECIAL VALUATION
How do I qualify? (continued from front)
1. Building must be eligible in accordance with your City’s ordinance. In many cases, this could mean it has to
be listed in the local historic register or in the National Register of Historic Places either individually or as a
contributing property to a historic district.
If you’re unsure about the local listing status of your building, ask your local Historic Preservation Officer. You
can find a list of them on our website at: www.dahp.wa.gov/clg-program-participants. You can also visit our
online database of historic properties (WISAARD) to find out if your property is listed in the National Register.
2. Each local government also determines what property “types” are eligible. In many cases, the property may
be for private use (owner-occupied single family home) or may be income producing. This may include but
not be limited to proposed uses such as hotel, restaurant or bar, retail, office, rental residential, industrial, or
agricultural.
3. The project must be substantial. This means the amount spent on rehabilitation* must be equal to or greater
than 25% of the assessed value of the structure** prior to rehabilitation.
*qualified expenditures can be soft or hard project development costs, and not necessarily reserved for historic
character defining features of a property.
**a value of the structure means the improvement value according to your County Assessor. This does not
include the value of land.
4. The rehabilitation work should be done according to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation (Standards) or other adopted local design review guidelines. Eligible properties which
undergo substantial rehabilitation may receive Special Valuation IF the rehabilitation work is approved by the
local review board / historic preservation commission. The work must have been conducted within two years
prior to application.
5. Property owners who take advantage of Special Valuation must sign an agreement with the local review board
that guarantees they will do the following for the full ten-year property tax exemption period: (a) maintain the
property in good condition; (b) obtain approval from local review board prior to making further improvements;
and (c) property must be visible from a public right-of-way or otherwise be made available for public view once
every year.
G.B. Sanborn Building
Seattle, WA (Ballard)

For enabling legislation, see RCW 84.26 and
administrative rules WAC 254-20 and WAC 458-15

For additional information, please contact your local Historic
Preservation Officer, or our office:

Kim Gant
Certified Local Government Coordinator
Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
PO Box 48343
Olympia, WA 98504-8343
p: 360-586-3074
e: kim.gant@dahp.wa.gov
www.dahp.wa.gov
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[Type text]

Historic Property Research for
Bainbridge Island Properties
Bainbridge Island Historic Preservation
Commission, 2018

Example Property: Historic Irving’s Dry Good Grocery (440
Winslow Way)

US Coast Survey 1872
(Puget Sound River
History Project)
Available Online:
http://riverhistory.ess.
washington.edu/tshee
ts/framedex.htm

Property Owner’s
Names Listed on Map

Bainbridge Island Map listing
ownership in 1909.
Publication Info: Anderson
Map Co., 1909

Available Online:
http://www.historicmapworks.
com/
Hardcopy available: BI
Museum

Detail - Bainbridge Island
Map listing ownership
Research Name:
• Biographical files in BI
Historical Museum
• Ancestry.com
• Seattle Times on line
• Title search through
County Records

Anderson Map Co., 1909

Fire Insurance Maps
(Only Selected Areas
on Bainbridge Island
Only)
Publication Info:
Sanborn Fire Insurance
Map, 1929
Available Online:
Seattle Public Library
(Need library Card)
Hardcopy available: BI
Museum

Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, 1929

USGS Maps
Publication Info: US
Geological Survey, 1937,
1953 and later years
Available Online:
https://nationalmap.gov/
historical/

US Geological Survey, 1937

County Atlas

Publication Info:
Krolls Map Co., 1940
Available Online:
http://www.historic
mapworks.com/
Property Owner’s
Names Listed on Map

County Atlas, 1940

Historical
Assessor’s
Record

Assessor
notes from
1950s-1970s
often with
photos.
Available
Online:
https://www
.kitsapgov.co
m/assessor/
Pages/Histori
calDocument
s.aspx

Example photos

Aerial Photos (circa 1951 –
present)
Available Online:
https://www.historicaerials.co
m/viewer

Aerial Photograph, 1951

Historical Photographs:
Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Published Histories of Bainbridge
Pictorial History of Bainbridge
Island
Port Blakely: The Community
Captain Renton Built

Historic Property
Inventory Forms
Source: WISAARD found
on Department of
Archaeology and
Historic Preservation
WISAARD
https://fortress.wa.gov/
dahp/wisaardp3/

Bainbridge Island Historic Property Research Summary
Bainbridge Island Map listing ownership in 1909.
Available Online: http://www.historicmapworks.com/
Hard copies Available: Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Fire Insurance Maps (Only Selected Areas on Bainbridge Island Only)
Available Online: Seattle Public Library (Need library Card)
Hard copies Available: Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
County Atlas
Publication Info: Krolls Map Co., 1940
Available Online: http://www.historicmapworks.com/
Historical Assessor’s Record
Available Online: https://www.kitsapgov.com/assessor/Pages/HistoricalDocuments.aspx
Aerial Photos (circa 1951 – present)
Available Online: https://www.historicaerials.com/viewer
Historical Photographs:
Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Published Histories of Bainbridge - Examples
Pictorial History of Bainbridge Island

Port Blakely: The Community Captain Renton Built
Historic Property Inventory Forms
Available Online: https://fortress.wa.gov/dahp/wisaardp3/

Historic Preservation Resources:
Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Open every day from 10:00am-4:00pm
215 Ericksen Avenue NE, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
206-842-2773 or visit their website http://bainbridgehistory.org/
Planning and Community Development Department, City Hall
Open Monday/Tuesday/Friday 8:00am-4:00pm & Wednesday/Thursday 8:00am-12:00pm
280 Madison Avenue North, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
206-780-3750 or pcd@bainbridgewa.gov
City of Bainbridge Island Website - Historic Preservation Commission
http://www.bainbridgewa.gov/233/Historic-Preservation-Commission
Bainbridge Island Municipal Code (BIMC) - Historic Preservation Program (Chapter 18.24)
http://www.codepublishing.com/WA/BainbridgeIsland/#!/BainbridgeIsland18/BainbridgeIsland1824.ht
ml#18.24
The Secretary of The Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/treatment-guidelines-2017.pdf
Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP)
https://dahp.wa.gov/
Special Tax Valuation
https://dahp.wa.gov/grants-and-funding/special-tax-valuation
Washington Information System for Architectural & Archaeological Records Data (WISAARD) - Historic
Property Inventory Forms
https://fortress.wa.gov/dahp/wisaardp3/
Bainbridge Island Map (Listing Ownership in 1909)
http://www.historicmapworks.com/
Hard copies Available: Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
Fire Insurance Maps (Only Selected Areas on Bainbridge Island)
Available Online: Seattle Public Library (Need Library Card)
Hard copies Available: Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
County Atlas
http://www.historicmapworks.com/
Publication Info: Krolls Map Co., 1940
Historical Assessor’s Record
https://www.kitsapgov.com/assessor/Pages/HistoricalDocuments.aspx
Aerial Photos (circa 1951 – present)
https://www.historicaerials.com/viewer

